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Abstract
This research study explores the worldview of tour guides and develops a
framework on the lived world of knowledge, sensations and perceptions that
constitute the professional and subjective realities of the guiding role. The
research enquiry uses a qualitative approach, incorporating a grounded theory
strategy, to explore this world and model its main dimensions.

The data has been collected from tour guides in Jordan, using semistructured
individual/group interviews. Theoretical sampling has been a basic principle in
collecting the data and a constant comparative methodology has been used to
analyse the data and theorise the results.

The research findings encompass three key domains in the life world of tour
guides. Firstly, the study focuses on tour guides as important observers of tourism
performance at a destination arising from their daytoday involvement with the
tourism process and the implementation of itineraries that allow them valuable
“ground level” insights, not always available to managers more remote from the
operational levels of tourism. This includes observations of the behavioural
characteristics of the tourists that, it is argued, may offer a significant source of
data for national tourism bodies in understanding market segments.

Secondly, the study focuses on the broad range of professional dynamic and
overlapping roles performed by tour guides as: local ambassadors, cultural
brokers, field managers, and potential promotional agents at a destination.
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Thirdly the study explores the subjective career characteristics of tour guiding
including: motivation, self image, work perceptions and demands, extrinsic and
intrinsic evaluations of status, and the rewards and punishments of guiding in
terms of family and social relations.

Methodologically, the study makes an original contribution to tourism literature
by the ways in which grounded theory has been used to explore guiding,
particularly through the author’s unique and unrestricted access to, and sampling
of tour guides in the Jordanian Tourist Guide Association through personal
circumstances less easy for most researchers to attempt or replicate.

Theoretically, the study contributes to the body of tourism and travel literature in
making visible and modelling the worldview of an occupational group who are
central to the tourism industry, but have been largely neglected by academics, and
it is argued, undervalued by the industry itself.
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Chapter One
Introduction

1.1 Research Background
Tourism is one of the fastest growing industries in the world and it stands as the
world’s leading employer (Tribe and Lewis, 2003:67), it is where the jobs of the
future lie (Riley et al. 2002:1). The tourism industry is considered as a ‘multi
product industry’ because it is strongly linked with several economic sectors
(Diamond, 1977, cited in Riley et al., 2002; Cukier, 2002; Tribe and Lewis,
2003). This complexity results in diversity in tourism jobs that are either direct,
indirect or induced jobs (Cukier, 2002). Direct employment refers to the
employment generated in the main sectors in the tourism industry such as careers
in the hotels, transport, tour operators, travel agencies, tour guides, tourist
information offices, souvenir shops, beach vendors, and tourism government
offices (Riley et al. 2002: 11).

However, despite the high level of labour productivity in the tourism industry
there is little known about tourism employment in general and about those who
are involved in the tourism workforce in particular (Ross, 1993; Riley et al. 2002;
Cukier, 2002; Tribe and Lewis, 2003).
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This study investigates one of the occupational groups in the tourism industry the
worldview of tour guides.

1.2 Aim of the Study
The aim of this research study is:

To develop a framework that conceptualises the worldview of tour guides.

1.3 Research Objectives
The research objectives that emerged in this study are represented in the following
questions:

1. How do tour guides experience the performance of a tourism destination?
2. How do the tour guides see their role in the tourism industry?
3. What sociocultural factors impact upon the tour guiding role?
4. What are the characteristic features of the tour guiding career?

1.4 Rationale for the Study
Tour guides have been described as ‘key frontline players in the tourism industry,
who through their knowledge and interpretation of a destination’s attractions and
culture, and their communication and service skills, have the ability to transform
the tourist’s visit from a tour into an experience’ (Ap and Wong, 2001: 551).

However, despite the considerable functions the tour guides perform in the
tourism system, they are relatively neglected in tourism research. To date the
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studies by Cohen (1985), and Pond, (1993), are the most extensive. Over two
decades ago, Holloway (1981) and Jafari (1985) commented on the paucity of
literature about tour guides. Today, other scholars have also observed this poor
coverage research and have noted to the need for further research to advance the
knowledge on the topic of tour guides(Ap and Wong, 2001; McDonnell, 2001;
Black et al.2001; Black and Ham, 2005; Yu and Weiler, 2006; Scherle and
Nonnenmann,2008; Huang et al, 2010.). For instance, McDonnell (2001) in a
book review commented: ‘The recently published textbook Tourism: Bridges
Across Continents, for (Pearce et al, 1998) gives a comprehensive description and
analysis of all facets of the international tourism industry but does not devote one
sentence to the role of the tour guide in industrialized tourism’ (McDonnell,
2001:3).

Therefore, the purpose of this study is to develop a new understanding into the
arena of tour guides. Thus, the study responds to the previous recognition from
tourism researchers on the limited literature about the tour guides and the need for
more research in this area of study.

In particular, no study has explicitly addressed the worldview of the tour guides.
Worldview refers to the ‘way that a group views the world and their place in it’
(Redfield, 1953, cited in Ruiz and Hummer, 2007: 308). It is a product of people’s
lived experience (Barker, 1992:30). The concept of worldview is discussed in
greater details under section 3.3.

Therefore, the study’s goal is to address this gap in the literature. The study is
believed to be the first of its kind in tourism research.
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The decision to conduct this study was also influenced by the researcher’s private
motivation for carrying out this research, derived from her unique access to the
tour guides’ community in Jordan both through her nationality, and her close
relationship to a tour guide family member which guaranteed cooperation with the
guides groups/ individuals necessary for conducting the fieldwork. Additionally,
by studying the tour guides in Jordan the researcher aimed to meet the contingent
conditions of her financial support that her PhD has value to the Jordanian tourism
in general and to the Jordanian tour guides in specific.

1.5 Research Design
In the current study, the tour guides are researched via a postpositivist paradigm.
The selection of this paradigm is ontologically driven by the main aim of the
research that is based on exploring and developing new insights into the
worldview of the tour guides. The reason for selection a post–positivist paradigm
as opposed to positivist paradigm was because postpositivism emphasizes
processes and meanings. By contrast, the positivist paradigm emphasizes the
rigorous examination of the social phenomenon under study to produce facts and
laws (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994).

Qualitative research is used to ‘uncover and understand what lies behind any
phenomenon about little is yet known’ (Strauss and Corbin, 1990:19).
Accordingly, due to the lack of theory in relation to tour guides’ worldview, the
researcher used an inductive qualitative method, Grounded Theory (GT).
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The qualitative data collection method used was the semistructured interview
through which the researcher set out to capture the richly detailed ‘voices’ of tour
guides including their experiences and stories. The constant comparative method
and theoretical sampling were utlised to collect and analyse the data in the current
investigation.

1. 6 Structure of the Thesis
This study contains nine chapters. The current chapter introduces the research
background, presents the research aim and objectives, provides the rationale for
conducting the research, and justifies the use of the selected research design. (See
Figure 1.1 for organisation of the thesis).
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Chapter One

Introduction

(Introductory chapter)

Tourism
Performance in
Jordan

Chapter Two
(Background about the
research area)

The Tour Guides
in Tourism
Research

Chapter Three
(Literature Review)

Chapter Four

Research Design

(Methodology)

Chapter Five

Chapter Six

Tour Guides as
Observers of National
Tourism Performance

Research
Study
Findings
Chapters

Operational Roles of
Tour Guides

Chapter
Seven

Tour Guiding as a
Career
A grounded Theory
Model of the
Worldview of Tour

Chapter
Eight
Chapter Nine
(Ending Chapter)

Contributions, Implications
and Recommendations

Appendices
Bibliography
AfterWords

Figure 1.1 The Structure of the Thesis
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Chapter Two covers the historical background of Jordanian tourism. It provides
an account of tourism trends to Jordan from 1955 until 2007. This chapter
introduces the tourism industry in Jordan, highlights its development, and points
out the factors that affected its progress.

Chapter Three presents a review of the literature on tour guides. This review
suggests that existing academic literature concerned with the subject of tour
guides has focused on two issues: First, tour guides’ function in conveying
information, providing explanations and facilitating understandings. Second, tour
guides’ training, knowledge, and skills necessary for conditions in which they
have to work. The literature review concludes that there is still little research into
tour guides as an academic subject. In particular there is no known empirical
research that has addressed excessively the lived experience of the tour guides.

Chapter Four concentrates on issues of research design. It introduces the
methodology selected for the research of the tour guides. The chapter describes
the research methods used in the study, the data collection methods, and the
principles that guided the data collection and analysis. It presents issues of ethical
concerns, and matters of validity and reliability.

Chapters Five, Six, and Seven consist of introduction, interpretation, and
discussion of the research findings. The three chapters discuss the three major
categories emerging from the GT approach and their related subcategories.
Chapter Five introduces tour guides as observers and key informants of national
tourism performance of the tourism destination. This chapter suggests that the tour
guides are a valuable source of information on tourism issues. Chapter Six
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revealed the perceptions of tour guides on their industry roles. This chapter
demonstrated the multidimensional roles the tour guides perform in the tourism
industry. Chapter Seven presents tour guiding as a career, and appraises the self
image and worldview tour guides.

Chapter Eight brings out the GT elicited from this research by identifying the
core category and its relation to the three major categories discussed in the
previous three chapters. The chapter introduces the theoretical formulation
constructed from the study in a shape of a model that provides an understandings
to the tour guides’ worldview. It consists of a diagram of the research findings to
provide a visual representation of the major categories emerging from this study
and their relationships. The chapter then discusses the quality of this research
judged by the credibility of the theory itself in line with the criteria suggested by
the originators of the GT approach.

Chapter

Nine

is

the

chapter

of

Contributions,

Implications

and

Recommendations, which emphasizes the implications of the key findings of the
research in the substantive area, reveals the study’s contribution to tourism
literature,

identifies

the

potential

for

future

research,

and

suggests

recommendations for both the tourism sector in Jordan and the Jordanian tour
guides.

The final part of the thesis contains Appendices consisting of Appendices (A) and
(B) which review the conduct of the pilot and the main fieldworks. These two
Appendices describe the research settings, locations and profiles of the research
participants. Appendix (C) provides the demographic variables of the research
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participants. Appendix (D) clarifies the data analysis methods employed in this
study. Examples of the coding process for the first major category are provided to
demonstrate the coding process and to clarify how the constructed categories are
elicited from the empirical data. Appendix (E) provides examples from the
researcher’s reflexive fieldwork journal. Appendix (F) presents examples of the
transcribed interviews. Appendix (G) gives a background about the sponsoring
body for this research. Appendices (H) and (I) offer examples of the tourism
itineraries promoted in Jordan and pictures for the main tourism attractions in
Jordan. Appendix (J) provides background information on tour guiding in Jordan.
Appendix (K) offers an audit trail of how GT procedure was followed in this
thesis. Following the Appendices there is a Bibliography which lists all
references cited in the thesis. The final section is an Afterwords section
containing the researcher’s end notes.
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Chapter Two
Tourism in Jordan

2.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a brief background of tourism in Jordan
as a context of the study on tour guides who are the focal subject of this research.
The aim of this introductory chapter is to provide background information about
Jordan as a country, and more importantly as a tourism destination, and thus to
introduce Jordan’s tourism attractions that are mentioned throughout the thesis.

Consequently, the chapter begins by providing a concise overview about Jordan’s
tourism resources. It then tracks tourism development from its early beginnings
until its current standing. Consequently, this chapter, therefore, will present a
background about tourism trends in Jordan in two historical periods. The former is
from 1955 to 1980 and the later is from 1990 to 2007. The reason behind selecting
these two different stages is for the aim of demonstrating the status of tourism in
Jordan in early and recent years. The review provides a description of structures
of tourism in Jordan in terms of total tourist numbers, tourism revenues, tourist
generating markets, and nationalities within each market.
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2. 2 Country Background
The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan is the official name of Jordan. Arabic is the
official language, English is the second language and French is also spoken. The
great majority of Jordanians are Muslims and about 6 percent are Christians. The
population is approximately six million. Jordan’s population is considered as
young population because 50 percent from people are under the age 20. The area
of Jordan is 89.556sq km, and much of it is either sandy desert or an expanse of
stone and gravel (Department of Statistics, 2009).

The topography of Jordan is characterised by the presence of a range of
geographical features starting from the Rift Valley in the west ending at the desert
plateau in the East with some small hills in between. The weather in Jordan is a
combination of Mediterranean and arid desert, it is generally warm and dry in the
summer and wet in the winter.

Unlike other Arab countries which have oil, Jordan has limited natural resources.
Therefore, it granted serious efforts to invest in its human resources as a major
driver of the country’s economy (The Emerging Jordan, 2006).

Tourism is one of the new models of economic development that acquired
attention from Jordan as a state. It was after the First World War that Jordan
became a tourist destination. In its early stage, tourism consisted of trips taken by
independent travellers to the holy land in Jerusalem and Bethlehem, in addition to
some journeys to Petra (ElRoudan et al., 2000:7).
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The tourism sector started to get more support from the Jordanian government in
1950 and a tourism department was established in 1953. Advertising campaigns
started to promote Jordan and tourists began to arrive to Jordan despite the
inadequate tourism infrastructure at that time. The government began to develop
tourism infrastructure and to train human resources, and this was followed by the
formation of the Royal Jordanian Airlines in 1963 in order to meet tourism
demand of Jordan (Gray, 2002: 310).

Figure 2.1 Jordan Brochures and Tourism Magazines in 1970
Source: Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities, (MOTA), 1970
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2.3 Tourism Resources in Jordan
Jordan has been populated since prehistoric times. The human settlement in
Jordan dates back to the Palaeolithic period (50000017000 BC) (Hadidi, 1987,
Mannheim, 2004). During this long history Jordan has various civilisations
including the Nabatean, Romanian, Byzantine, and Islamic civilisations which
have left Jordan with a legacy of archaeological sites that represent the whole
chronology of human life on earth (Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities (MOTA),
2007).

Tourism assets in Jordan can be classified into cultural and natural resources.
Cultural tourism is the mainstream of Jordan tourism. It is based primarily on
iconic archaeological and historical sites of Jordan. Figure 2.2 shows major
tourism attractions in Jordan. (See Appendix I for pictures of Jordan tourism
sites).

Six cities from the Decapolice league (a league of ten cities formed in the
Hellenistic/ Roman periods, which have commercial and cultural significance) are
located in Jordan. One of these cities is Philadelphia (now Amman the capital).
The other five cities are located in the North. They are: Jerash (Gerasa), Gadara,
(Modern Um Qais), Pella (Tabqet Fahel), Abilla (Modern Qweilbeh), and Dion
(Capatolios). Amman, Um Qais, and Jerash are the most visited by tourists
amongst them (MOTA, 2009).

Amman has been inhabited since the Neolithic period (ca.6500 BC). Evidence of
this was revealed by archaeological excavations in north east Amman at Ain
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Gazal which is one of the largest and most important sites of the Neolithic period
in the entire Near East (Coogan, 2001:11). Since that time many civilisations have
passed on Amman, beginning with Ammonites in the 13 century BC then came
the Assyrians followed by the Persians then the Greeks who called it Philadelphia
and then it joined the Decapolice league in the first century BC (MOTA, 2009).

Um Qais is also one of the important Decapolice cities in Jordan. Its location
offers a marvellous view of Lake Tiberias, Yarmouk River and the Golan Heights.
It was inhabited by various civilisations including: Greek, Roman; Byzantine; and
Outman eras that all inherited it with a combination of architecture and artefacts
from different periods. It was considered as a cultural center that attracted famous
poets; artists, writers, and philosophers, including Theodorus founder of rhetorical
school (MOTA, 2009).

When talking about the Decapolice cities, one cannot forget to mention Jerash, the
city that represents the most complete well preserved example of Roman cities not
only in the Middle East but also in the world (Kennedy, 2007).Many of Jerash
features still lasting until today. They consist of temples, tombs, two theatres,
three Byzantine churches, streets including the colonnaded street (the Cardo) that
are still paved in its original stones with ruts of chariot wheels still apparent. More
recently, the Jerash Heritage Company has started to display performances of the
Roman army, gladiators and chariot racing. The performances feature forty five
fully equipped legionaries in a display of Roman Army drill and battle tactics in
an authentic setting (Jordan Tourism Board, (JTB), 2009).
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Figure 2.2 Major Historical Sites in Jordan
Source: MOTA, 2009
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In the eastern desert of the country there are a number of palaces, including Al
Hallabat; Al Azraq; Mushata; AlHarraneh; and Amra palaces. They were
constructed as leisure retreats for Muslim rulers in the Umayyad reign. In
addition, they served the pilgrimage caravans passing through Jordan to Mecca
and Medina (ElRoudan et al., 2000). The most valuable between these palaces is
Amra palace which is a world heritage, well preserved site; it contains some
beautiful fresco paintings and mosaic that represent the everyday life activities of
different periods. It was visited by around 45,000 visitors in 2005 (MOTA, 2005).
In the South is situated the ancient route called the King’s Highway which is the
world’s oldest road that was used continually for trade and pilgrimage purposes
since prehistoric times (McCrossan, 2007:83). Along this road there are a number
of tourist attractions which include: two crusader castles (Al –Karak and Al
Shoubak castles); a number of biblical sites such as Mount Nebo which is
according to the Bible was the place where Prophet Moses died after he saw the
promised land; and Madabba that is known for its churches and mosaics, more
specifically, the mosaic map that is the oldest map of Palestine (Donner, 1992:13).
Before the end of this road is the arrival to Petra, the Nabatean redrose city
carved in the rock around 300 BC. The leading features of Petra are the Siq, the
Monastery, the Treasury, and a lot of facades and tombs. Petra is Jordan’s most
visited attraction and the first to be designated, by UNESCO, as a world heritage
site. In July 2007 it was voted as one of the New Wonders of the World. At the
end of 2007, it was visited by around 600,000 visitors with a relative change of
61.7 percent than in 2006 (MOTA, 20062007). See Section 5.2.2(a).
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Regarding natural attractions, Jordan has a variety of spectacular sites like Wadi
Rum and the Dead Sea. Wadi Rum, with its fabulous moonscape and sheer
granite, is recognised as a distinctive attraction in Jordan. More recently, Wadi
Rum along with the other three sites of Al Azraq, Al Mujib and the Dana Nature
Reserves were added to the tentative list of world heritage sites. They were all
chosen for the biodiversity and their fantastic natural scenes and landscapes
(UNESCO, 2009). Jordan is also the site of the Dead Sea, a unique marine feature
which is the lowest point on Earth with (410 m) below sea level. Unique element
that the Dead Sea can offer is: the hot salty water, nine times saltier than the
normal Mediterranean seawater, which is also rich in the chloride salts of
magnesium, sodium, potassium, bromine among others. In general, the chemical
composition of water, the filtered sunrays and oxygenrich air, the mineral black
mud and the thermal mineral springs are the distinctive features of the Dead Sea
(JTB, 2009). Along with other waterfalls and hot springs (AL Hammah,
Ashouneh, Afra, Al Barbaith, Ma’in) they constitute a base for Spa tourism in
Jordan which is still in its infancy. Despite the inadequate supply of services for
this sort of tourism there is a demand for Jordan Spa’s by those who seek
treatments from numerous diseases such as arthritic, rheumatic, respiratory,
neurological systems and skin diseases mainly Psoriasis. A study that identified
the potential development of curative tourism in Jordan, revealed that the majority
of Spa tourists were men, aged 50+, stay between 21 and 30 days and come from
the EU countries, mainly Germany and Austria (Harahsheh, 2002)

Another related type of tourism, is medical tourism. Jordan has a growing
reputation as a medical treatment centre in the region. According to the Private
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Hospital Association (PHA), the experts of the World Bank have ranked Jordan
number one in the Arab World and the fifth in the world as a medical centre
(Jordan Times, 8March, 2009). Jordan is particularly specialized in surgeries like
openheart surgery; spinal operations, coma, transplants and infertility treatments,
(The Emerging Jordan, 2007:203). Since 2004, medical tourism in Jordan has a
steady 10 percent increase of foreign patients from 84 countries of the world. The
most numerous visitors were from Arab countries with around 45,000 patients
from Iraq and about 25,000 patients from Palestine and the same number from
Sudan for the year 2007, while according to the number of foreign patients of the
same year a total of 1800 patients from the USA, 1200 from the UK, and 400
from Canada came to receive medical treatment in Jordan (PHA, 2007).

Finally, education in Jordan has received significant attention from the
government directed by their majesties the King and the Queen. Jordan is ranked
77th in the world according to literacy rate, and the first in the Arab World. In
2000 Jordan’s literacy rate was 91 percent compared to 58 percent and 42 percent
for Egypt and Iraq respectively (Swanson et al. 2005:42). Jordan’s excellent
education programme is an encouraging factor for students from the Gulf
countries to come to Jordan for their education. It is also a desired country for
people from Europe and America who wish to learn Arabic. Several reasons have
attracted Arab students to study in Jordan including its geographical and cultural
proximity, the relative low fees compared to European and American countries,
and more importantly the reputation of its educational performance. The total
number of foreign students enrolled in the Jordanians universities for the year
2007/2008 was 26736 students (Ministry of Higher Education, 2008). Arab
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students account for 65 percent of the total number. According to nonArab
students they come to learn Arabic in Jordan for various reasons such as seeking a
diplomatic jobs that need knowledge in Arabic language; to be able to read the
Koran; or because they work in Jordan and need the language to communicate
with people.

After presenting a brief review of tourism resources in Jordan, the next section
recounts the beginnings of Jordan tourism and its trends.

2. 4 Early Years of Tourism in Jordan
The early period of tourism in Jordan was characterised by successive growth
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except when it was interrupted by the effects of the political instability.

Year

Figure 2.3 Total Tourist Numbers to Jordan from 1955 to 1980
Source: Author’s own work based on Tourism statistics/ 19551980, MOTA

From Figure 2.3 it can be seen that the number of tourists continually increased
from 1959 to 1966. Yet, despite this progress, the Figure shows significant dips
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that were caused by the political instability in the region The Six Day War on
June, 1967 and the loss of the West Bank stripped Jordan of 90 percent of its
tourism assets (MOTA, 1968; Gray, 2002). In particular, the loss of Bethlehem
and East Jerusalem and their religious importance caused a decrease in the
number of tourist arrivals to Jordan. The shrinkage in tourist numbers continued
until 1973, partly resulting from the war of Egypt and Syria with Israel. After
1973, tourism regained its growth and tourism policy was directed toward
attracting stop–over tourists, and selling Jordan as a gateway to the Middle East
(MOTA, 1968; Gray, 2002).

In parallel with the increase and the decline in tourist numbers there was an
increase and a decrease in Jordanian tourism revenues (Central Bank of Jordan,
Yearly Statistical Series, 19551980). Figure 2.4 illustrates the positive tendency
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in the tourism revenues in Jordan for the period from 1955 to 1980.

Year

Figure (2.4) Jordan Tourism Receipts (19551980)
Source: Author’s own work with reference to:
Central Bank of Jordan, Yearly Statistical Series, (19551964); (19641980)
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Tourism receipts declined during the year 1968 and continued until 1971 affected
by the atmosphere of unrest in Palestine. Afterwards tourism earnings began to
rise as the numbers of visitors improved and the share of tourism in the total GDP
of Jordan increased from about 2.15 percent in 1970 to 13.59 percent in 1979
(Central Bank of Jordan, 1996). In general, the tourism sector in Jordan has
occupied an important position since 1957. Its receipts played a vital role in
supporting Jordan’s economy, specifically in the inflow of foreign exchange to
Jordan (World Bank, 1957).

The continuous tourism demand for Jordan was also accompanied with a
development in the supply side, including the establishment of major tourism
services such as hotels; restaurants; and transportation companies. Table 2.1
demonstrates the considerable growth in the country’s hotels. It illustrates that in
1969 there were only 17 hotels in Jordan with 1448 rooms and 3396 beds.
However, by 1980 the number had risen to 170 hotels with a capacity of 4372
rooms and 9037 beds (MOTA, Annual Reports, 1969, 1980).
Table 2.1 Number of Hotels, Beds, and Rooms in Jordan (19691980)
Year

No. of
hotels

Relative
change %

No. of
rooms

Relative
change %

No. of
beds





1969
17
92
441
1448

3396
1970
94
2
1544
6.6
3603
1971
99
5.3
1556
0.7
3639
1972
102
3
1567
0.7
3747
1973
105
2.9
1660
5.9
3887
1974
119
13.3
2048
23.3
4674
1975
131
10
2287
11.6
5251
1976
145
10.6
2853
24.7
6082
1977
170
17.2
3640
78.7
7650
1978
156
8.9
3689
1.3
7613
1979
8.9
4372
18.5
9037
1980
170
Source: Author’s own work with reference to:
Central Bank of Jordan, Yearly Statistical Series, (19551964); (19641980)
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Relative
change %


6
0.9
2.9
3.7
20.2
12.3
15.8
25.7
0.4
18.7

According to the major tourist generating regions to Jordan, Figure 2.5 below
shows that group tourists from Arab countries had occupied the highest
percentage among the major generating groups to Jordan comprising about 62.5
percent of the total arrivals (MOTA, Annual Reports, 1950 1980). The high ratio
of Arab tourists can be attributed to Jordan’s strategic location between several
Arab destinations, and, more importantly, to the movement of Muslim pilgrims
visiting the holy sites in Mecca, Madina. Furthermore, Jordan is the only route to
the West Bank, Gaza and Israel for Arab tourists going through Jordan to
Palestine and for Palestinians visiting their relatives and friends in West Bank and
Gaza.

9%

2.50%

13.50%

62.50%

12.50%

Arabs
Asia& Middle East
Europe
Other
America

Figure 2.5 Averages of Percentages of Major Markets (19551980)1
Source: Author’s own work based on Tourism statistics/ 19551980, MOTA

During the 1960s, the only data found by the researcher which classified the
tourist generating regions to Jordan according to their nationalities were found to

1

The method used to compile the data for Figure 2.5 was the following: the percentage of each
market from the years 19551980 was found out, then an average of percentages of each market
was calculated.
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be dating back to 1964 until the year1968. Tables 2.2 and 2.3, show the major
generating countries to Jordan in each market from 1964 to 1968.

Table 2.2 Major Nationalities from Arab and Asian and Middle Eastern
Countries (19641968)
Asia &
1964 1965 1966 1967 1968
Arab
1964 1965 1966 1967 1968
Middle
(000) (000) (000) (000) (000)
Countries (000) (000) (000) (000) (000)
East
105
Turkey
65
117 100
75
40
22
8
54
Syria
Lebanon
Iraq

50
33

58

75

75

102

64

62

51

79

Pakistan
India

3

6

4

4

3

3

3

3





Saudi
14
18
23
24
24
10
21
6
7
Iran
Arabia
Source: Author’s own work based on Tourism statistics/ 19551980, MOTA
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As shown in the above table, the foremost generating nationalities from the Arab
world were from neighbouring countries especially Syria, Lebanon, Iraq and
Saudi Arabia. With regard to Asian and nonArab countries, Turkey, Pakistan,
India and Iran were the main tourist generating countries. Most of them are
Muslim pilgrims passing through Jordan going to the holy lands in Saudi Arabia
(MOTA, Tourism statistics, 19551980.

For the European market, Table 2.3 demonstrates that the most incoming
nationalities to Jordan were from UK, France, and Germany with the biggest
number from the UK (MOTA, 19641968). On the other hand, the USA and
Canada were the major producing American countries to Jordan. Receiving
tourists from Europe and America since the 1960s and even before reflects the
good relations Jordan established with Europe and America from long time ago by
taking a moderate neutral position in the region.
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Table 2.3 Major Generating Countries from America and Europe (1964
1968)
Europe

1968
1964 1965 1966 1967
1964 1965 1966 1967 1968
(000) America
(000) (000) (000) (000)
(000) (000) (000) (000) (000)

UK

16

19

23

13

31

USA

40

39

44

20

31

France

13

17

19

8

25

Canada

28

29

33

17



Germany

11

15

16

6

11

Mexico

15

15

14





8
3
9
4
Italy
Source: Mentioned in Figure 2.3

11

Brazil

11

11

12





Despite the surrounding political tension in the Middle East, the years from 1950 until
1980 showed a development in the tourism industry in Jordan. This was aided by the
economic growth in Jordan that resulted from the rise in Jordanian workers’
remittances from abroad; the foreign aid especially from the Gulf countries, UK; and
the USA (Mutawi, 2002). In addition, tourism growth was attributable to the increase
in the private investment in tourism facilities, the establishment of Amman’s Queen
Alia airport in 1963, and the increase of governmental attention to develop the
tourism sector in Jordan (Gray, 2002).

In the 1980s, the Jordanian economy suffered from a serious recession due to
several reasons including a fall in workers’ remittances, an expanding trade
deficit, and the decline of oil revenues which reduced the Arab and the foreign aid
for Jordan. The government deficit dropped to 19 percent of GNP by 1985 and to
23 percent in 1987 and for the whole period of the 1980s real per capita growth in
Jordan averaged only 1 percent (Fischer et al. 1993:233)

Again, Jordan made more efforts to expand and develop its tourism sector in order
to enhance the economic development and to create job opportunities. During the
1980s tourist types were shaped by government attempts to attract stop over
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visitors. This orientation created two types of Jordan visitor. The first type were
transit passengers travelling on Royal Jordanian Airlines including Europeans
going to the Gulf, or Arabs flying between Baghdad and the Gulf to Cairo or
Europe. The second type of visitor was business travellers whose numbers
declined because of the Iran Iraq war, and the competition of Gulf Airlines which
offered direct flights to the Gulf region (Fischer et al. 1993:233)

After the economic decline during the 1980s and the limited benefits of stopover
trends, the Jordanian government set about attempting to rehabilitate the tourism
industry in Jordan by structural improvements, and spending on marketing
activities to target tourists from Europe, USA and the Gulf. The recent period of
Jordanian tourism is reviewed in the next section.

2.5 Tourism in Jordan Today
The Middle East has seen rapid growth in the late 1990s compared to global
growth, with the region’s share of international tourist arrivals growing 2.2
percent in 1995 (Daher, 2007). The UNWTO expects that this ratio will increase
to reach 4.4 percent by 2020. In spite of the political instability in the Middle East,
it is expected that the region will remain the world’s fastest growing region in
terms of tourists’ numbers with an annual average growth rate of 7 percent, the
highest in the world (Travel and Tourism Forecast, Middle East and Africa,
2005:15). Tourism now plays a significant role in the budgets of different Middle
Eastern countries such as Jordan, Egypt, Qatar, and Lebanon (Daher, 2007).
In Jordan, the tourism sector historically has grown about seven percent a year
(Reid and Schwab, 2006), generating around 11 percent of the Kingdom’s gross
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domestic product (Department of Statistics, 2009). It has an important role in
creating job opportunities as it is now the second largest private sector employer
in Jordan, in addition to the indirect employment generated in other economic
sectors especially in retail sales, construction, industry, and communications
sectors (ElRoudan et al. 2000). Table 2.4 displays the direct tourism employment
numbers in Jordan in 2008. The number of people employed in the tourism
activities in Jordan for the year 2008 was estimated at 38,294. The highest
percentage of tourism employment is generated by tourism restaurants and the
hotel industry, with a share of 40.5 percent and 36.5 percent respectively (MOTA,
2008). The rest is distributed among other tourism services including: travel
agencies rent a car offices, tourist transportation, tourist shops and tour guides.
For more information about tour guiding in Jordan see Appendix (J)
Table 2.4 Number of Employees in Different Tourism Activities in 2008
Tourism Activity
Hotels
Travel Agencies
Tourism Restaurants
Rent a Car Offices
Tourist Shops
Tourist Guides
Horses Guides
Tourist Transportation
Comp.
Diving Centres
Water Sports
Total
Source: MOTA, 2008

Number of
employees
13,994
3,680
15,498
1,758
732
873
713

%
share
36.5%
9.6%
40.5%
4.6%
1.9%
2.3%
1.9%

881

2.3%

45
120
38,294

0.1%
0.3%
100.0%
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Tourism is also the kingdom’s second largest export sector, contributing more
than US$ 800 million to Jordan’s economy and it is, after receipts from
remittances (the money transferred by Jordanians workers abroad), the second
highest producer of foreign exchange, contributing an average of 20 percent of
foreign exchange sources (ElRoudan et al. 2000; MOTA, 2004).
The reason behind such tourism growth in Jordan may be explained by the
following internal factors:

Firstly, Jordan enjoys a moderate climate especially in winter and summer, and
although that Jordan is a small country, there are three different climatic zones:
the Jordan valley in the North, Mountain heights plateau in the South and the
desert in the East. The four seasons are reflected in Jordan’s weather. In general
the weather from May to October is almost dry, and in summer months it is hot
but relatively pleasant due to the low humidity. These natural features have
attracted tourists who seek the sun from European countries, Russia, and the USA,
and have met the needs of those from the Arab market who look to escape from
the high temperatures in the gulf region. Figure 2.6 highlights the average
monthly temperature of the capital Amman. It indicates that, August is the hottest
month with an average temperature of 25 C°, and January is the coldest month
with an average temperature of 8 C°.
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Figure 2.6 Average Monthly Temperatures of Amman
Source: Travelguide.com

Secondly, there is a growing attempt by the Jordanian government to develop the
numerous tourism potentials and to improve the structure of the tourism sector as
one of the leading economic resources in Jordan. The official support for tourism
industry was manifested in a special TV program in 2002 entitled ’The Royal
Tour’ produced by the Discovery Channel, in which the King of Jordan Abdullah
II promoted tourist attractions in Jordan embracing the role of a tour guide during
a 50 minutes documentary (Mahadin, 2007: 310).

The government is committed to allocating 4 percent of tourism receipts for
international marketing, product development, and human resources development
through to 2010. Table 2.5 shows that Jordan was ranked 7th out of 124
participating countries in the world in terms of governmental financial support and
tourism prioritization. Among the Arab World Jordan was ranked first for the
same variable (Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Report, 2007).
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Table 2.5 Travel and Tourism Government Expenditure (2007)
Country
Rank/124
Jordan
7
Morocco
16
Tunisia
17
Egypt
19
Qatar
26
Bahrain
44
UAE
91
Syria
98
Kuwait
103
Algeria
105
Source: Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Report, 2007.
World Economic Forum, 2007

As a state, Jordan has the control over different aspects such as resort and hotel
development and labour laws (Gray, 2002:325). It has been argued that the strong
role the Jordanian government plays in tourism development is a positive factor.
In many other Middle Eastern countries such as Tunisia, Turkey, Morocco and
Egypt the government plays a limited role in tourism development as an ‘aspect of
its’ more general retreat as manager of the economy’ (Gray, 2002).

In the case of Jordan, the existence of the public institutions is a way to minimize
the negative impacts of the irresponsible tourism expansion that often threatens
the tourism assets and their sustainability. For instance, Altorki, cited in
Gray,2002) has studied the negative impacts of the overdevelopment of tourism
in Marsa Mutrah in Egypt where the study indicated that, despite the economic
benefits created by the tourism volume in the region a number of problems have
occurred including: economic inequality, agricultural decline, greater local
resentment of tourism, alcoholism and prostitution. Thus, the guiding role of the
state can be seen as necessary for the control over tourism development and to
avoid such negative aspects (Gray, 2002).
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Other public strategies that have a direct impact on tourism development in Jordan
were the establishing of free trade zones such as Aqaba Zone, Zarqa zone, and
Irbid zone. Lately, Jordan has made considerable progress in trade liberalization.
It gained access to the UNWTO in 2000. Jordan signed an Association Agreement
with the European Union in 2001 and agreed with the United States to a free trade
agreement (Jordan Country Review, 2008).

In 2004, a national strategy for tourism development was established by the
government to develop a sustainable tourism economy through a partnership
between the government, the private sector, and the local community to increase
employment, entrepreneurial opportunity, social benefits, industry profits, and
state revenues. The main aim of the strategy is to double the Kingdom’s tourism
economy by 2010 using an integrated, valuechain approach involving
government facilitation and investment in partnership with the private sector
(MOTA, 2004).

Thirdly, the government has implemented a new investment law which
encouraged development in the tourism sector. The new law offers a package of
exemptions and incentives including: 2550 percent exemptions from income and
social services taxes and 100 percent exemption for the imported fixed assets from
customs duties and taxes. In addition there is a new service which is the OneStop
Shop offered by Jordan investment Board  a service that reduces the Bureaucratic
delays and enables investors to register and license their projects in one place
(Jordan Investment Board,(JIB) 2009). In general the law has committed to
process any investment proposal within one month of application.
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Most tourism investment is concentrated on hotel construction. Lodging facilities
in Jordan offer the tourist a variety of options starting from five stars to one star
hotel. There are 23 five stars hotels in Jordan that are associated with international
hotel chains including: Marriott; Intercontinental; Grand Hyatt; Movenpick; Four
Seasons, Sheraton, and Holiday Inn hotels (MOTA, 2010). The majority of these
hotels are located in Amman, but several are also present in Aqaba, the Dead Sea,
and Petra. A number of new projects are underway in Aqaba city, such as Sarayah
Aqaba, and Tala Bay. Sarayah is a project encompassing hotels, residential and
commercial properties, as well as cultural activities. It aims to position Aqaba
amongst World Class seaside tourist attractions. Tala Bay, is a tourist resort with
an area of 2,671,000m², it encompasses a number of hotels and residences as well
as an aqua park, a golf course, and marina recreational facilities.

Fourthly, Jordan enjoys relative political stability. The Jordanian government
gives safety and security issues particularly strong attention. Security services in
Jordan are recognised as among the best in the Arab Wold (The Emerging Jordan,
2007). Jordan was ranked 15th safest in the world according to the security and
safety pillar in 2008 (The Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Report, 2008).
However, there are some threats which face Jordan. Perhaps the most serious
incident in the country’s safety record is that of Amman hotel bombing in 2005.

Tourism in Jordan has maintained a relative stability and continued to grow
despite the current unstable situation in the Middle East especially in its
neighbouring countries of, Palestine, Lebanon, and Iraq. For instance, the first
Gulf War has created waves of Iraqi refugees in 1991 and recently after 2003. A
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significant number of those refugees were wealthy businessmen and former
government officials who brought with them significant potential for investment
in Jordan especially in the capital Amman. In addition, Jordan was being used as a
gateway to Iraq by foreign firms, US agencies and nongovernmental
organisations (The Report Morocco, 2008:42).

To give a detailed review of the current status of Jordanian tourism the following
subsections (2.5.1, 2.5.2) provide major tourism indictors for 1990 to 2007,
including tourist numbers, major generating regions, nationalities, and tourism
receipts. The data used are drawn from publications of MOTA and the UNWTO’s
yearly book of tourism statistics.

2.5.1 Total Tourist Numbers and Tourism Receipts in Jordan
(1990  2007)
In the years 1990 and 1991, Jordanian tourism suffered heavily because of the
considerable decrease in tourist numbers to Jordan. This decline is attributed to
the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in 1990 followed by Gulf War of 1991. For example
the Royal Jordanian Airline’s losses were estimated at $12.5 million per month in
1990 because of the fall in tourist numbers, transit passengers, cargo, and charter
flights. But despite the difficult conditions of Jordan in the early 1990s, the
government focused more on improving the economy of the country and the
government continued to promote Jordan as single destination along with the
private sector efforts (Gray, 2002:316).
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Figure 2.7 shows a number of ups and downs in tourist numbers due to the
political stability/instability in the Middle East. For instance, a decline in numbers
in the early 1990s is apparent. The figure also illustrates a recovery stage in
Jordanian tourism that began at the end of 1994 and 1995.
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Figure 2.7 Total Tourists’ Number to Jordan (19902007)
Source: Author’s own work with reference to statistics of MOTA (19902007

Jordan enjoyed a period of tourism growth as a result of the peace treaty which
was signed by Jordan and Israel in October 1994. From 1994 to1995, European
tourist totals rose by 17 percent; while American totals increased 47 percent
(Kelly, 1998; ElRoudan et al., 2000). Moreover, about 10,767 Israeli tourists
came to Jordan in 1994; and the following year 100,079 arrived, according to the
Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities (MOTA). In this regard, much of the increase
in Israeli tourist and other tourists travelling from Israeli took the form of day
journeys from Israel (oneday visitors), typically day trips being much less
profitable than overnight stays. Israeli tourist and other tourists travelling from
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Israel spend less time in Jordan than tourists who are visiting Jordan only.
However, it is noticed by Jordanians that Israeli tourists visited Jordan for a very
brief stay, and even then brought everything with them from Israel including,
water bottles and sandwiches. Moreover, the hotels in the Gulf of Aqaba received
fewer tourist nights compared to Eilat port. This trend caused the Ministry of
Tourism to increase the entry fees of sites such as Petra with the aim of ensuring
that some economic benefits were gained from one day visitors (Gray, 2002:322).

It is also seen from Figure 2.7 on the previous page that from 2000 to 2001 tourist
numbers dropped again due to a number of events which have occurred in the
Middle East. These events began with the Palestinian Intifada, followed by the
September 11 attacks, the U.S. invasion of Iraq, and the assassination of the
former Lebanese Prime Minister which all played a significant role in the decrease
of tourism. By the end of 2003 positive signs that the industry was picking up
became apparent and continued through 2007 except for 2006  the year of the
Lebanon summer war between Hezbollah and Israel.

Alongside the fluctuation in the numbers of tourists’ arrivals there was a
comparable reflection in tourism receipts (See Figure 2.8). For example, in 1991
the year of the first Gulf war the share of tourism income in the GDP was 7.57
percent, while in 1995 after the peace treaty the number was 10.14 percent. The
same equation was applicable in the twentieth centaury. There was a fall in
tourism income in 2000 and 2001 due to regional unrest in the Middle East. The
tourism sector in Jordan declined from 11 to 8 percent (Reid and Schawb, 2006),
whereas in 2005 the share was 11 percent (WTO, 1996, Yearly Book of Tourism
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Statistics, 1996; Compendium of Tourism Statistics, 2006; Central Bank of

Tourism Receipts

Jordan, 2006/2007 survey).
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Figure 2.8 Jordan Tourism Receipts (19902007)
Source: Author’s own work with reference to MOTA statistics (1990007)

2.5.2 Tourist Generating Regions to Jordan (19902007)
Jordan’s prime tourist markets between the years 1990 to 2007 were, as they
always have been, tourists from Middle Eastern and Arab countries. Figure 2.9
parallels Figure (2.5) in section 2.4 that illustrated tourist generating regions to
Jordan from 1955 to 1980. This observation can be read as an indicator of the
importance of the Arab /Middle Eastern market to Jordanian tourism.
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Figure 2.9 Tourist Generating Regions to Jordan (19902007)2
Source: Author’s own work with reference to MOTA statistics (19902007)

As mentioned in Section 2.4, the proximity of Jordan to Arab countries, the
moderate climate of Jordan especially in summer compared to Gulf countries, and
the strong historic and cultural relations with Arab states, are major factors which
result in the high percentage of Arab tourists coming to Jordan either as families
or individuals for leisure tourism, or as patients for medical or/and Spa tourism.
The Gulf market is not only the main regional market for the Jordanian tourism in
terms of quantity, but also constitutes one of the main markets in terms of the
average of stay and tourism spending. As an average Gulf tourists stay about 13.8
nights and spends 1882 JD (2700 US$) (ElRoudan et al., 2000:75). They often
rent houses or apartments in the summer time, especially if the purpose of arrival
is for health treatment. Some prefer staying in rural agriculture areas which in turn
contributes to the distribution of economic benefits in areas with negligible
international tourist arrivals. According to the central Bank of Jordan, the income
2

The method used to compile the data for Figure 2.3.3 was the following: the percentage of each
market from the years 19551980 was found out then an average of percentages of each market
was calculated.
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generated from the Arab tourist market, comprised 61 percent from the total
tourism income. On the other hand European tourists contributed to 31 percent of
the tourism revenues for the year 2006/2007 (Central Bank of Jordan, 2006/2007).

Yet, despite the high percentage of Arab tourists and their economic value to
Jordanian tourism, there are few marketing activities toward this market segment.
For instance, there are only two offices for the Jordan Tourist Board (JTB) in the
Gulf countries, compared to 11 in Europe and North America. This big difference
may reflect the insufficient resources allocated from the JTB for the strategic
promotional needs. On the other hand, it may reflect that Arab markets do not
need the same level of marketing support as other markets. The majority of Arabs
come to Jordan as individuals or families and don’t book their trips as packaged
tour groups. Moreover, shared language, habits and traditions between the Arab
countries including Jordan make the visit for Arab tourists easier as they don’t
have any cultural barriers and they can be self guided in Jordan unlike foreign
tourists.

The second source of tourist generating regions is from Europe and America
which are traditional markets for Jordan since 1955. The major nationalities
originate from European market were from, UK, Italy, Germany, Turkey and
France. The demand from the European market concentrated on short and
frequent tours, exploring tours, shopping, and health tourism (ElRoudan et al.,
2000). The tourists coming from the United States visit Jordan to see the holy
sites, for adventures, recreation. The main American nationalities travelling to
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Jordan are from USA, Canada, Brazil, Argentina, and Venezuela (UNWTO
Statistics, 19962006).

The average length of stay for tourists in Jordan is still moderate compared to
other boarder destinations. In 2006, the average tourist stay in the kingdom was
3.6 nights compared to 9.83 nights in Egypt for the same year (The Report:
Jordan, 2008: 162; The Emerging Egypt, 2008:103) (Table 2.6).

Table 2.6 Average Length of Stay of Major Tourist Regions
Asia&
Pacific

Africa

3.4

6.5

3.7

5.2

2.6

2.3

1.9

3.6

5.2

2.7

2.2

2

4.4

5.1

3.0

2.3

2.4

Year

Arabs

Europe Americas

2004

9

6.7

2005

4.1

2006
2007*

Source: MOTA. Tourism Statistical Bulletin 20042007
*Preliminary

In the table above, it is shown that there was a decrease in the average length of
stay for Arab tourists from 9 days in 2004 to 4.4 in 2007. This was due to the fall
in Arab visitors (The Report, Jordan, 2008). Moreover, the length of stay by
Europeans is the highest. Yet, it is still relatively a short stay and this is mainly
related to the fact that most of international arrivals visit Jordan as a bundled
composite package with other destinations in the region, such as Egypt, Syria and
Israel, which result in short stays and little contribution of tourism sector in the
Jordan’s economy (Akasheh,et al. 2007).
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2.6 Chapter Conclusion
The analysis in this chapter has been undertaken to indicate broad tourism trends
in Jordan in terms of overall tourism movements, major generating markets,
nationalities in each market, and tourism receipts.

The analysis reveals that tourism in Jordan is growing despite several major
periodic drops in the number of tourists and in tourism revenues associated with
the political constraints caused by a number of international and regional events.
The previous examination of tourism trends in Jordan revealed that tourism
performance was highly affected, negatively or positively, by events such as wars,
terrorism, and peace. Therefore, the degree to which tourism growth in Jordan is
sustainable might be questioned as it is a challenge for Jordan to carry on tourism
development in a region where political unrest is a constant feature.

Furthermore, the review suggests that the Jordanian tourism market is largely
driven by intraregional travel. Arab tourists in particular from the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) member countries consistently occupied the highest
share of total tourist numbers, accounting for more than threequarters of the
market share and have always done so. In fact, the Arab market may be seen as
the historic and current backbone of the kingdom’s tourism base.

The next chapter reviews the literature on tour guides which is the central focus of
this research.
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Chapter Three
The Tour Guides
A Background and a Literature Review

3.1 Introduction
Before starting to review the literature, it is important first to clarify the function
and the place of the literature review in a GT study.

A typical research practice is to comprehensively review the literature relevant to
the study before starting field work. In the GT approach it is not necessary to
conduct an exhaustive review of literature in advance. This is to avoid bringing
into the study preconceptions and ideas that already exist in other works and then
being biased by them (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Glaser, 1978; Strauss, 1998a;
Goulding, 2002; Charmaz, 2005).

However, researchers do not enter the field with a totally blank sheet, as ‘we all
bring to the inquiry a considerable background in professional and disciplinary
literature’ (Strauss and Corbin, 1990:48). The researcher can conduct general
disciplinary literature in order to ‘construct possible conceptual framework’
(Goulding, 2002:71), and to know ‘more theoretical codes in order to be sensitive
to rendering in explicitly the subtleties of the relationships in his data’ (Glaser,
1978:78).
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Therefore, in this research the first stage in reviewing the literature was a broad
one in order to understand key concepts involved in the study area. In addition,
the aim of reviewing the literature was to locate the research among previous
studies and to hint at the paucity of knowledge in the area of tour guides.
Moreover, the literature reviewed at this stage helped the researcher to enhance
her theoretical sensitivity to be able to give meaning to data (Glaser, 1978; Strauss
and Corbin, 1998a).

The next step in examining the literature was during the data collection and
analysis where at this time the review was driven by the concepts that emerged
from data analysis. The literature in this stage was also compared with the
emergent accounts, therefore, to validate and refine the emerged knowledge.
During a GT study ‘progressive accessing and reading relevant literature can
become a part of data collection procedures’ (Strauss and Corbin, 1998a: 49).
Therefore, the second stage of the literature review was undertaken after the
findings (concepts and categories) started to emerge and shape.

To conclude, the literature review in this study comprised two sections: first, an
inductive review that was a general disciplinary review, and second, a deductive
review that was a review oriented by emergent categories.

Hence, this chapter reviews the bulk of literature accumulated in this study.
Additionally, other related studies will also be mentioned through the discussion
of findings in chapters: five, six, and seven. Moreover, this chapter provides
background information on tour guiding as detailed in the following sections.
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3.2 Background and Literature Review
3.2.1 Introduction
As mentioned in the introductory chapter, there is limited knowledge on tourism
employment and on the people who involved in tourism workforce (Ross, 1993;
Riley et al., 2002; Cukier, 2002; Tribe and Lewis, 2003). Most of the literature
that has tackled the topic of tourism employees has focused largely on those who
work in hospitality industry the industry which involves the business that offers
food, beverage and accommodation services (Lucas, 2004; Zuberi, 2006). The
focus on hospitality related occupations in tourism research may be attributed to
that tourism industry seen as dominated by hotel sector. (Riley, et al. 2002),
consequently, less attention has been given by tourism researchers to other
occupational groups (e.g. travel agents, tour operators, souvenir shops buyers).
The tour guides are among those neglected groups from the tourism academic
community (Ap and Wong, 2001; McDonnell, 2001; Black et al., 2001; Black and
Ham, 2005; Yu and Weiler, 2006; Scherle and Nonnenmann, 2008; Huang et al.,
2010) despite the considerable functions they perform in the tourism system.

However, this chapter is set out to provide background information on the topic of
tour guides to determine the current knowledge on this area. Additionally, the
chapter aims to make the point that from the available literature on tour guides,
there still exits no empirical research that has theorized broadly the lived
experience of tour guides. This chapter, thus, provides a justification for
conducting the current research.
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Consequently, Section 3.2.2 begins with background information that includes: a)
historical review of the emergence of the tour guiding occupation; b) definitions
and types of tour guides; and c) certification process for tour guides in some of the
major countries in the world. Section 3.2.3 reviews critically the existing literature
on tour guides and highlights the main aspects researched in this area.

3.2.2 Tour Guiding (Background)
a) Historical Review
Guiding ranks among the world’s oldest professions. Since the dawn of
humankind, human beings travelled the world to gather their basic needs of food,
safety and shelter, and so the first guides were those who led the way or offered
geographic direction. Pathfinder; bear leader; cicerones; and in Greek, proxemos,
are all substitutes for what today are called ‘tour guides’ (Pond, 1993).

After getting their basic needs, humans began to travel for other purposes,
primarily for pilgrimage and trade. In the Middle Ages (approximately 500–
1500AD), the most common and longest journey was the religious pilgrimage.
During this period tour guides were called to provide a service to pilgrims. They
acted as pathfinders, protectors and safety escorts.

As empires grew, the development of the conditions necessary for travel began to
take place. Travel for both business and pleasure began to flourish, firstly in the
Egyptian, Assyrian and Persian eras, and then in Greek and Roman times.
Throughout ancient empires there were references to guides, from the Roman
Empire through to the Middle Ages, from the Renaissance into The Modern Age.
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Many descriptions were given to the guides such as ‘nuisances’; ‘opportunists’;
‘charlatans’; and ‘zealots’ (Pond, 1993). An example of the early tour guides were
those of the sixteenth century during the Renaissance, guides to the Grand Tour,
known as ‘bear leaders’, ‘antiquarii’, or most frequently as ‘cicerones’ (Pond,
1993; Plawin, 2003).

Cicerones were travelling tutors who accompanied young men throughout Europe
in order to complete their education and become professional statesmen and
ambassadors. It was necessary for a cicerone to be multilingual and
knowledgeable in many subjects such as history, literature, architecture and
current affairs (Pond, 1993; Plawin, 2003).

The tourism industry flourished and the business of group travel began to appear.
In 1841 Thomas Cook was the first to organize a package tour; he began one of
the world’s bestknown travel agencies with a large employer of tour managers
and tour guides (Holloway and Taylor, 2006). In response to the growing tourism
industry, increasing concern for guides and training took place in the USA and
European countries. The USA and England were among the first countries in
training and qualifying tour guides. For instance, the first examination for tour
guides held in the USA was in 1915 where the successful guides were rated as
first, second, or third class guides, based on their scores (Pond, 1993). In England,
a guide training programme was established in 1949 by London County Council
and the Tourist Authority established an official status for Approved Guides that
is certified guides with a badge and certification (Pond, 1993).
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The number of tour guides has increased in parallel with continuing tourism
development. Today, the role of tour guides is of paramount importance in every
group tour and almost every organized tour includes a tour guide in it. Tour
guides were described as frontline employees who can have a considerable effect
on the overall tourism experience of tourists within a destination (Ap and Wong,
2001).

There are a number of different definitions of the tour guide. Additionally, tour
guiding work is in some cases confused with other professions including tour
managers, interpreters and docents. To clarify the image of a tour guide’s work, it
may be useful to imagine a typical trip of passengers coming from England to
Jordan, who will receive services from different representatives from the public
and private sectors.3 Therefore, the tour guide may be referred to as: the person
who accompanies the tourists from England to Jordan, the guide who gives a tour
in Petra, the guide in the International Museum in Amman, or the guide in the
Dana Natural Reserve. They could all be called tour guides, but in fact they come
from different backgrounds and occupy different roles with different names within
the industry.

First, the guide who accompanies the group from England is generally called a
‘tour manager’. Synonyms for the position of tour manager are ‘tour escort’, ‘tour
director’, ‘trip director’, ‘courier’, and ‘tour leader’. The later term is the most
commonly used (Mancini, 2001). The International Association of Tour Managers

3

The researcher has borrowed the idea of Pond who explained the work of the tour guide by
describing a trip of passengers coming from England to the USA in her book The Professional
Guide (1993:16).
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explains the work of a tour manager as the person who is responsible for
managing and supervising the itinerary on behalf of the tour operator, ensuring
that the clients are served with what they expected when they bought the trip, in
other words to assure that the travellers get what they pay for (Collins, 2000). A
tour manager is defined as an experienced tour guide who has worked as a tour
guide for several seasons and his/her responsibilities include administrative tasks
and a good knowledge of the culture, geography and the economy of the
destination(Collins, 2000). Traditionally, tours that spread over a broad
geographical area and continue for a week or more have been accompanied by a
tour manager. However, in the case where no tour manager is available on the
tour, the tour guide functions in a dual role, as a tour guide and as a tour manager.

Second, the one who guides the tourists in the International Museum explaining
about the items displayed there is the docent. Docents are often, but not always,
volunteers working free of charge (Mancini, 2001). They are also found at visitor
centres, historic houses, churches and any places commonly visited by people.

Third, the interpreter is the one who informs tourists about a natural reserve and
interprets its significance. Pond (1993) argues that a tour guide differs from an
interpreter because the latter is usually based on site and he only occasionally
leaves it, while the tour guide is very likely to leave a site and travel with people
throughout a city or region (Pond, 1993).

Finally, the one who conducts the tour in Petra is the Tour Guide. The term tour
guide refers to ‘someone who gives tours of his or her own site, city, or region’
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(Pond, 1993: 260). More definitions suggested by different scholars and
specialized organizations and the different types of tour guides are explained in
the following subsection.

Figure 3.1 A Tour Guide Explaining for the Tourists about Petra in Jordan
Source: Author

b) Definitions and Types of the Tour Guides
Synonyms for the term ‘tour guide’ used within the travel industry include ‘tourist
guide’, ‘local guides’, ‘city guides’ and ‘stepon guide’ (Pond, 1993).
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The CEN (Comité Européen de Normalisation, a European committee for
standardization) defines a tourist guide as: ‘the person who guides visitors in the
language of their choice and interprets the cultural and natural heritage of an area,
which person may possess an areaspecific qualification’ (Collins, 2000: 22).

An international definition – which the researcher prefers – provided by the
International Association of Tour Managers and the European Federation of
Tourist Guide Associations (EFTGA) is that a tour guide is a person who:

guides groups or individual visitors from abroad or from home
country around the monuments, sites and museums of a country
or region; to interpret in an inspiring and entertaining manner, in
the language of the visitor’s choice, the cultural and natural
heritage and environment (EFTGA, 1998, cited in Ap and
Wong, 2001: 551).

Another definition focuses on the importance of personality and conduct as
essential characteristics that compose a tour guide’s work, is provided by the
Professional Tour Guide Association of San Antonio (1997). It defines a guide
as: ‘a person with an effective combination of enthusiasm, knowledge,
personality, qualities and high standards of conduct and ethics who leads groups
to the important sites while providing interpretation and commentary’ (AP and
Wong, 2001: 551).

The previous review of multiple definitions all included a key attribute of the tour
guides, namely their knowledge about their country and its cultural, natural and
environmental assets, in addition to knowledge of a foreign language. Moreover,
the definitions assigned importance to the good personal character of the guide in
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terms of morals and ethics. Pond (1993:105) enumerated some of the highly
desirable traits that tour guides should possess, these include: ‘Enthusiasm, an
outgoing and affable nature, selfconfidence, proactive nature, sensitivity,
flexibility, authenticity, a pleasant professional appearance, sense of humor,
knowledge, good communication skills, organization, decisiveness, good health,
personal integrity, and charisma’.

According to the types of tour guides, the emergence of novel kinds of tourism
has resulted in variations in the types of the tour guides. Some authors have
classified tour guides with reference to the main task that they do. For instance,
Collins (2000) differentiates the types of tour guides as: inhouse guides, site
guides, boat and opentop bus guides, trail guides, walking tour guides,
interpreters and ski guides. Mancini (2001) categorized the tour guides as onsite
guides, city guides and specialized guides, while Pond (1993) classified them as:
urban guides, government guides, driverguides, business or industry guides, and
adventure guides (Pond, 1993).

For this study, the ‘tour guide’ term refers to what Pond ,1993 titled as ‘Urban
Guides’ or as they called in Jordan as ‘General Guides’ those who provide a
guiding service in the different sites and attractions throughout Jordan. They are
exclusively working as tour guides, this means they are not combining tour
guiding with any other job (e.g. tour operator, tour leader, travel agent). Urban
Guide refers to the guides, whose function consists of the typical scenario of a
tour guide’s work, starting from meeting the group at their point of arrival in the
destination, assisting in coordinating all attractions, meals and hotels
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arrangements, and staying with the group until the last minute of the trip, in
addition to their main role of informing tourists about the country and its
attractions. In this case, the guide acts as a guide and a tour manager.
c) Certifications and Licensing

Certification is an outward measure or a symbol of achievement, and its essential
base is education. Adequate skills and knowledge are needed for tour guides in
order to be able to provide a quality tourist experience. Guides’ education must
include training in the different subject areas such as natural environment, history,
geography, politics and culture, and training in the skills essential to conduct their
work such as presentation and speaking skills including body language, as well as
interpretative and social skills.

Tour guide training and education courses are available now through a range of
university qualifications at the degree, diploma and certificate level (Ritchie et al.,
2003: 50). A registered (certified, licensed) guide is a guide who has attended a
special training course and passed the specified examinations accredited from a
tourist board, and in some countries only registered guides are allowed in certain
places (e.g. Windsor Castle, the Tower of London, Westminster Abbey and
Edinburgh Castle) (Collins, 2000).

Guiding standards and qualifications vary from country to country, including the
level of training, educational programmes and examination process. In the USA,
in the 1990s there were at least 130 universities that provided a professional
education for interpreters at undergraduate and postgraduate levels (Knudson,
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1995 cited in Pond, 1993). To obtain a tour guide licence in Washington, D.C.,
guides must go through special exams and must get a grade of 70 percent or more
(Pond, 1993).

In Vienna, people who want to become tour guides must be interviewed in the
Chamber of Commerce. The interviewees are assessed depending on their fluency
in a minimum of two languages and background knowledge about the city. After
being accepted, candidates enrol in an institute and attend classes that cover a
variety of key areas such as, history of Vienna, Europe and the world,
architecture, history of music, art, drama and speaking techniques, etc. (Pond,
1993).

In Great Britain, which has one of the oldest, most rigorous and most esteemed
systems for guides in the world (Pond, 1993: 95), guides are required to wear the
Blue Badge which indicates that they are members of the Guild of Registered
Tourist Guides. The Blue Badge is the highest guiding qualification in Britain and
it is recognized internationally as the qualification of excellence in site and
heritage interpretation and in communication skills. Blue Badge membership is
awarded after attending an extensive work course which varies in scope and
length throughout the British Isles (Pond, 1993). In general, the guides need to be
knowledgeable in local history, geography, economics, basic emergency aid, EC
law, health and safety, customer care, handling special groups and environmental
issues. There are also Green Badges which symbolize a regional guide in certain
areas (Collins, 2000).
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In Scotland, the potential guides must start a course which is run for the WFTGA
(World Federation of Tourist Guide Associations) by the University of Edinburgh.
The course continues for two years. The guides who pass the exams are awarded
the Blue Badge, University of Edinburgh Certificate and a Certificate in Scottish
Studies, which can count for a degree if they want.

This review has suggested that qualifications and training procedures for tour
guides have been practised from the mid1990s (Pond, 1993). Additionally, it
suggests that guiding is quite an expert and skilled role. It needs a wide
knowledge in both the academic and the skillsbased areas. However, tour guiding
has rarely been seen as such in occupational literature and sociology. The next
section reviews critically the available literature on tour guides.

3.2.3 Review of Literature on Tour Guides
The significance of the tour guides has been acknowledged for almost three
decades ago (Holloway, 1981). They play fundamental roles in the more specific
types of tourism such as ecotourism, heritage and adventure tourism. Ang (1990)
commented on the importance of tour guides:

They exist not merely as a mouthpiece, mindlessly rattling
information or as a merciless shopping sales person … the job
calls for commitment, enthusiasm and integrity as the entire
experience of the tourist lies in their hands
(Ang, 1990: 171, cited in Christie and Mason, 2003: 3).
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Yet, what is the existing knowledge on tour guides in tourism research?

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, there is a lack of work on the subject of tour
guides (Ap and Wong, 2001; McDonnell, 2001; Black et al.2001; Yu and Weiler,
2006; Scherle and Nonnenmann, 2008; Huang et al, 2010) and little extensive
research has emerged since 1993.

The literature that has been directly concerned with the subject of tour guides has
focused on: a) the roles performed by the tour guides including their function in
conveying information to tourists, providing explanations and facilitating
understandings; and b) the knowledge, skills and training that are necessary for
the working conditions of tour guides.

a) Literature on the Role of Tour Guides in the Tourism System

Among the first to study the roles of tour guides was Holloway (1981), who
viewed a tour guide as an information giver, a teacher or instructor. This
pedagogic role also assumed that the tour guide was a missionary or ambassador
for their country (Holloway, 1981: 385–386).
Other researchers, such as Cohen (1985) and Pond (1993),4 have also suggested
that tour guides have multiple roles and functions to perform. In a study of the
development of the function of tour guides, Cohen (1985) refers to the
development of guiding as a shift from the ‘Original Guide’ to the ‘Professional
Guide’. Based on Cohen’s study, the contemporary tour guide role has emerged

4

The researcher has cited frequently the works of Cohen (1985) and Pond (1993) because they
have written extensively on the topic of tour guides.
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from two antecedents: the pathfinder or the leader, and the mentor. Cohen (1985)
suggested a model that explains the leadership and the mediatory spheres in the
guides’ role. The principle importance of Cohen’s model is:

the recognition that guides have accountabilities both within the
group (i.e. to facilitate learning and enjoyment of individual
clients, and to nurture and manage interaction between clients)
and outside the group (i.e. to facilitate and mediate interaction
between clients and host communities)
(Weiler and Ham, 2001: 550).

Under the leadership role, Cohen (1985) identified three main areas that the work
of the tour guide involves: instrumental, social and mediatory spheres. The
instrumental component is applied by tour guides through their responsibility to
direct the visitors and facilitate their access to the visited places and sometimes to
find alternative ways, especially in exceptional conditions such as bad weather.
The guide is also responsible for maintaining control, while ensuring the security
and comfort for travellers during the itinerary. The social component illustrated in
the role of the tour guide in creating cohesion within the group. The mediatory
role of the tour guides entails the representation of the country and the
intermediation between the region, the local people and the visitors. Cohen (1985)
argues that the tour guides have a role in selecting the natural and cultural
attractions, shops and markets and other cultural aspects of the destination thought
to be of interest to customers, or thought to reflect the desired image of the
country (Cohen, 1985).

Since 1985, the roles of the tour guides have been seen as more complex than
those suggested by Cohen. Additional dimensions have been discussed in the
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context of tour guiding. In addition to the leading task Pond (1993) has suggested
that tour guides mainly have other inseparable, ‘interwoven’ roles: the educator,
the public relations representative, the host and the conduit.

The educative dimension in tour guides’ work is manifested during the tour
where it is expected that tour guides should be able to talk about different
domains relating to the visited places, including, history, geography,
anthropology, archaeology, art and architecture. In addition, the guides must
also be knowledgeable in many other subjects relating to their country, local
residents and sites. Maybe they even ought to be able to identify local birds and
flowers of their region, especially for those specializing in ecotourism. The
travel setting has been described as a classroom with its students, who are the
tourists, and the teachers, who are the guides (Pond, 1993).

In addition to the works of Cohen, (1985) and Pond, (1993), other studies have
researched the role of the tour guides focusing mainly on the interpretation and
mediation roles.

The position of the tour guides as interpreters has been valued in relation to the
environment and the culture of a destination. The tour guides were seen as
promoters for good attitudes and behaviour of tourists towards the destination and
its environment, people and culture (Pond, 1993; Stewart et al., 1998, cited in
Christie and Mason, 2003; Weiler and Ham, 2002; Christie and Mason, 2003).

In the field of ecotourism, tour guides are described as stimulators for positive
conduct in the visited places (Stewart et al., 1998, cited in Christie and Mason,
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2003; Weiler and Ham, 2002; Christie and Mason, 2003). Subsequently, they act
as conservators of the natural resources of the destination. This is ensured by
providing interpretation on the significance of the visited place to the tourists that
in turn may minimize the negative attitudes of the visitors as an appreciation of
the attraction’s value. Thus, it is the guide who defines the quality of the product,
taking into account the intangibility of the tourism product. Weiler and Ham
(2002), referred to interpretation as the heart and soul of what ecotourism is. It has
been suggested that the good performance of the tour guides contribute not only to
the quality of the ecotourists’ experience, but facilitate the conservation goals of
ecotourism. At a deeper level, the tour guides were seen as main factors that direct
the tourist to or away from sustainable practices, thus, they contribute to the
success or failure of an ecotourism venture (Steward et al., 1998, cited in Christie
and Mason, 2003; Weiler and Ham, 2002). However, the tour guides’ themselves
had different view. In a study that investigated the perceptions of tour guides in
ecotourism, the tour guides put less emphasis on their role in minimising the
environmental impacts and influencing visitors’ attitudes (Roy and Karen, 2001).
One might suggest here the need for more research to investigate the perceptions
of tour guide themselves on their industry roles.

Most of the previous studies that have dealt with interpretation and ecotour
guiding have a common agreement that good interpretation leads to conservation
related gains (Stewart et al., cited in Christie and Mason, 2003 1998; Black, et al.
2001; Weiler and Ham, 2002; Christie and Mason, 2003). The tour guides have a
key role in encouraging and facilitating conservation principles by providing good
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quality guiding that, in turn, stimulates the visitor to be committed to the visited
place and therefore sustains the tourism assets in a destination.

Tour guides were also viewed as public relations representatives of their country
(Holloway, 1981; Pond, 1993). In some parts, guides are chosen by government
officials to project a specific image or political philosophy. The personal
communications between guides and tourists concerning the destination have led
to their being described as ambassadors (Holloway, 1981; Pond, 1993). In this
regard, one could anticipate that tour guides develop positive images about their
countries. The guide may represent many of the national characteristics of the host
population for foreign tourists who may have little or no direct contact with the
indigenous people of a country. Howard, et al., (2001) have researched the role of
indigenous (Aboriginal) tour guides in Australia. In their study, the authors
asserted the importance of tour guides as indigenous people, suggesting that tour
guides create longterm understandings, attitudes and behaviours toward local
Australian culture. They go further and compare the indigenous guides with non
indigenous guides, suggesting that the latter may interpret the culture of a country
differently and maybe less effectively (Howard, et al., 2001). This argument leads
to talk about an enduring and vital task of tour guides that is the conduit. This role
entails the guide as a mediator between place, visitor, local people and local
culture. The guides’ mediatory significance is the most documented in tourism
research (Holloway, 1981; Pearce, 1984; Cohen 1985; Pond, 1993; Gurung, et al.,
1996; Bras, 2000; Ap and Wong, 2001; Weiler and Ham, 2001; Smith, 2001;
Dahles, 2002; Yu, Weiler and Ham, 2002; Christie and Mason, 2003; Salazar,
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2005; Macdonald, 2006; Jennings and Weiler, 2006; Scherle and Nonnenmann,
2008).

Jennings and Weiler (2006) defined brokering in relation to tour guiding as:
‘providing or limiting access to a number of identifiable elements such as
particular places, spaces, people, information, cultures, and environments’. The
authors have identified tour guides as formal mediators because they engaged and
interact directly at different stages of the travel experience (Jennings and Weiler,
2006: 65).

More recently, the tour guides were conceptualised as intercultural mediators
because ‘they are more than almost any other occupational group must try to
accommodate own and others, the native and foreign’ (Scherle, 2007, cited in
Scherle and Nonnenmann, 2008: 124).

The previously reviewed literature has evoked the notion that tour guides have
important roles and diverse tasks to play in the tourism scene. Table 3.1
summarizes the roles of tour guides suggested by the findings of major previous
studies.
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Table 3.1 Roles of Tour Guides Suggested by Past Studies
Role
Categor
y

Schmidt
(1979)

Holloway
(1981)

Cohen
(1985)

Hughes
(1991)

Pond
(1993)

Gurung et
al. (1996)

Wong
(2001)

Ham and
Weiler
(2002)

Provide Guide’s Informatio Dissemina Providing Dissemina Provide Communi Communi
te correct interesting
te
quality of
cation
cation
informa presentatio n giver,
commenta informatio informatio
fount of
and
n could
tion
ry
n
n
make or knowledge precise
informatio
break a
n.
tour
Be a
Buffer
cultural intermedia
mediato
ry
r

Cultural
mediator

Mediating Cultural Mediator, Cultural
encounter brokers
facilitate
broker,
between
between connection mediating
cultures group and s between encounter
the
people
unfamiliar

Manage Condense Organize Control of
tour
itinerary programm itinerary
itinerar to cover
e
y
highlights
Care for Safety and
health
security
and
safety
Provide
good
custome
r service

Provide
detailed
itinerary

Offer
security
and
comfort

Control of Smooth Control of Managing
group
accomplis itinerary
Time
hment of
the tour
Caretakers
of details

Caring for Provision
of
passengers
services,
’ needs
to ensure
hospitality

Ensuring
security
and safety

Serving Provision Customer
Being
travellers’ of services relationshi personabl
needs
p
e and
adaptable

Source: Yu and Weiler (2006)
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b) Literature on Training of Tour Guides

The other aspect that was discussed in the tourism literature on tour guiding is
about training and guiding skills. In particular, the importance and the need for
training have been investigated in the field of ecotourism (Black, Ham and
Weiler, 2001; Christie and Mason, 2003). Black, Ham and Weiler (2001) argued
that training is a tool for increasing awareness about the environmental and socio
cultural impacts caused by ecotourism as an adequate training ‘provides tour
guides with necessary skills and knowledge that enables them to ensure the safety
of visitors, to provide accurate and compelling interpretation of sites and
modelling appropriate environmental and cultural behaviors’ (Black, Ham and
Weiler, 2001: 147).

Christie and Mason (2003) suggested that much of the current ecotour guides’
training is competencybased, focusing heavily on knowledge and skills. The
authors suggested a model of training termed ‘transformative tour guiding’ in
which they asserted the importance of educating the tour guides to make a change,
not only in terms of knowledge and skills, but also in terms of attitudes and
behaviours of themselves and the tourists (Christie and Mason, 2003).

In a study that examined the nature of tour guiding in Hong Kong, Ap and Wong,
(2001), reported some problems facing Hong Kong tour guides such as the lack of
training opportunities which led to a variable level of professionalism, lack of
recognition and a poor image of the profession.
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Arabic based study by Samawi, (1999), investigated the perspectives of tourists
visiting Jordan on the Jordanian tour guides. Samawi recommended supporting
more tour guides in different issues including: language; historical, geographical
and religious information; and communication skills (Samawi, 1999).

c) Other Researched Areas on Tour Guides

Few studies have noted the relationship between the performance of the guide and
tourist satisfaction. Adequate interpretation and therefore a good performance
were seen to have positive effects on the satisfaction of the customers who may
repeat their visits to the destination (Ap and Wong, 2001; Bowie and Chang,
2005; Yu and Weiler, 2006; Scherle and Nonnenmann, 2008). Likewise, a good
performance of guides may also impinge on the tour guides themselves because
their performance will please the company they are working with and thus
enhance their career opportunities in terms of being employed in the future.

Similarly, Huang et al., (2010) found that the performance of the tour guide
affects the satisfaction of the tourists in direct and indirect ways. Directly, they
have an effect on tourist satisfaction with guiding services. Indirectly, they have
effect on satisfaction with the overall tour experience.

However, Jennings and Weiler (2006) suggested that tour guides may not always
facilitate the quality experience as they may contribute positively, negatively or
neutrally to the sensemaking processes of those with whom they are engaging
(Jennings and Weiler, 2006). Here, one might suggest the need for more studies
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that examine the relationship between the performance of the guide and the
quality of the experience in any kind of tourism.

Recently, the political component is another dimension that has been added to tour
guiding. Dahles (2002) examined the impact of ‘state propaganda’ on the
narratives of tour guides in Indonesia. She argued that the work of tour guides is
controlled by the policy of the government and the company and their task is to
fulfil official agendas in the ‘spirit of state ideology’ (Dahles, 2002: 797). The role
of tour guides in selecting the desired information is also reflected in a study by
Macdonald (2006) in which he discussed the tour guiding practices at the Nazi
Party Rally Grounds in Nuremberg. He observed that the tour guides were
engaged in encouraging their or their organization’s preferred readings and closed
off those which they considered to be inappropriate (Macdonald, 2006: 135). The
issue of state policy in tour guiding was also researched by Bowman (1992). He
recognized that tour guides in Israel and the occupied territories of Palestine were
asked by the Ministry of Tourism in Israel to ‘sell’ the state of Israel. Bowman
(1992) hinted that tourists, through tour guides’ fashioned interpretations, build an
image about the significance of the sites and the character of the land and its
people (Bowman, 1992). Salazar (2005) also argued that tour guides may be
involved in promoting specific ideologies and images (Salazar, 2005).

Another orientation in the research on tour guides was revealed through studies by
Pizam and other scholars (Pizam and Sussmann, 1995; Pizam and Reichel, 1996;
Pizam and Jeong, 1996; Pizam, JansenVerbeke and Steel 1997; and Pizam,
1999). In these studies the crosscultural differences between tourists from
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different nationalities was examined through tour guides’ perceptions. In the five
studies the tour guides were exclusively used as informants about tourist
behaviour issues. The findings of the different studies of Pizam and his coauthors
revealed that tour guides perceived that tourist behaviour is affected by
nationality, thus confirming to a certain extent the results obtained in other studies
by PiSunyer (1977), Wagner (1977), Boissevain and Inglott (1979) and Brewer
(1984), which found that local residents and tourism employees perceive that
tourist behaviour is affected by their own nationality’s culture (PiSunyer, 1977;
Wagner 1977; Boissevain and Inglott 1979; Brewer 1984, cited in Pizam, Jansen
Verbeke and Steel, 1997).

The review has revealed that although the literature that has addressed tour
guiding has established an important background about the functions and the
skills of the tour guides, most studies are detached from empirical investigation
and are coloured largely as either descriptive or prescriptive literature and lack
conceptual integration. They focus on describing what tour guides are, their roles
and duties, the skills needed for being a tour guide, and the qualities that they
should possess. Additionally, in most of the reviewed literature the authors did not
refer in their studies to the tour guides as key informants.

For, instance, despite the work of Cohen (1985) which disclosed the complexity
of the tour guides’ roles, the author built the discussion on his perception and
analysis, rather than referring to empirical materials from the tour guides
themselves. Moreover, Black, Ham and Weiler (2001), in their evaluation of the
current ecotour guide training programmes in the LDCs, referred to different
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stakeholders (e.g. ecotourism operators, government bodies, NGOs, guidetraining
providers) to assess the level of training courses, without seeking to elicit the
perceptions of the tour guides on the training they receive.

Additionally, although the studies of Pizam and his colleagues (Pizam and
Sussmann, 1995; Pizam and Jeong 1996; Pizam and Reichel, 1996; Pizam, 1997)
used the tour guides as key informants and showed the usefulness of the tour
guides in providing significant insights into national differences in tourist
behaviour, the authors of the five studies did not look in any detail at the tour
guides; there was no discussion of the role and importance of tour guides as key
informants on tourism issues.

Similarly, in the work of Yu and Weiler (2006), Service Ethics for Ecotourism
Guides, the main purpose was to identify tour guides’ role perception. The authors
interviewed a small sample of tour guides and focused more on other
stakeholders, such as the tour operators whose work is very different from that of
the tour guides and who may have limited knowledge about the actual tasks that
tour guides perform during their work. Similarly, Ap and Wong (2001) examined
the current state of tour guiding practice in Hong Kong using a very limited
number of tour guides in their study (Ap and Wong, 2001).

Lastly, only one journal article has been found that has empirically researched an
aspect of the lived experience of tour guides. Salazar, (2005) has observed the
cultural lifestyle of a small sample comprised of five local tour guides in
Indonesia. The author found that the tour guides are key actors in the process of
“Glocalization” (the global and the local). They represent the locals who adapt to
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the different tastes of international tourists from various cultures. The study
concluded that localization and globalisation are intimately intertwined (Salazar,
2005). Although the study revealed a feature of the life of tour guides, the study
dealt only with the cultural role of tour guides which is the most researched aspect
of tour guides.

Therefore, because there is a lack of academic research on tour guides who have
been seen as an ‘undervalued, underrated and under utilized human resource’ in
the tourism system (Dioko and Unakul, 2005: 16), and because the tour guides are
‘key to success in the tourism system and should by no means be underestimated’
(Scherle and Nonnenmann, 2008: 128), this study was conducted in order to offer
a broader insight into tour guides and their worldview.

3.3 What is a Worldview?
The word worldview is derived from the German term Weltanschauung. Kant,
1970 was the first to use the term worldview (Rockmore, 2004:116). Kuyper,
1943 found that it is difficult to translate the word Weltanschauung into English.
He preferred to use a clearer phrase that is “life and worldview” or a shorter one
that is “life system” (Kuyper, 1943, cited in Naugle, 2002:18).

The term worldview is mostly related to the religion, to express the spiritual
beliefs and practices of specific culture (Gurdjieff and Shaw, 2009). However,
Mathews, (2009) argues that the concept worldview has different orientations or it
can be used in different contexts. There are political, religious, cultural, and
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scientific worldviews. For example, there is an African worldview or Western
worldview, a Christian worldview and an Islamic worldview (Mathews, 2009).
Generally speaking, the worldview provides a ‘framework for the way a person or
a whole community makes sense of life and world in its most significant aspects
and dimensions’ (Mathews, 2009:82).

Worldview is defined in the Cambridge Dictionary of Philosophy as ‘an overall
perspective on life that sums up what we know about the world, how we evaluate
it emotionally, and how we respond to it volitionally’ (Audi, 1999:236).

Wortman et al., (1993:364) defined the worldview as ‘the interwoven system of
beliefs, assumptions, or expectations related to oneself, others, and the world that
provide sense of coherence and meaning’. It is the ‘way that a group views the
world and their place in it’ (Redfield, 1953, cited in Ruiz and Hummer, 2007:
308).

The worldview of people is shaped from different sources and influences. This
includes the peoples’ culture, religious orientation, life experience (e.g. family
experience, work experience). The result of the interaction between the various
dimensions of the people’s life is a construction of beliefs and attitudes towards
their life. This construction is their worldview (Wortman et al., 1993).

In this research, the term ‘worldview’ was used to refer to the general framework
that provides an understanding, or interpretation (verstehen) of how people see
their life including themselves and the others around them and its related aspects
and dimensions. Consequently, this study is exploring and developing a
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theoretical framework on the collective perspectives of the tour guides on their
life experience. This includes a whole range of features ranging from normative
ideas about the role of the tour guides as functional operators in the tourism
industry, as social role and status, and as well as perceptions of tour guides’
families and social effects, reward structure, working conditions…etc.

3.4 Chapter Conclusion
This chapter has sought to introduce a number of vital issues related to the tour
guides’ job and to appraise the literature on tour guiding. The literature pertaining
to tour guides has indicated that tour guides fulfil a wide range of roles and
functions for tourists and that these may have impacts on the tourism industry and
host populations. They act as cultural brokers or mediators, interpreters,
stimulators of positive attitudes, educators and public representatives of their
countries, among others.

Additionally, despite all the good advice and industrious analysis of the guides’
role, the review uncovered a lack of empirical data on what a tour guide’s
experience feels like. From the available literature nothing has been done
exclusively on the experiential, subjective actuality of a guide’s life. Thus it is the
goal of this research to explore the tour guides’ worldview based on data gathered
from the tour guides themselves.

The next chapter explains the research design adopted in the current research. The
chapter discusses why the GT research methodology was employed and how it
provided the researcher with the tools for exploring the central questions that this
study addresses concerning the life space and worldview of tour guides.
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Chapter Four
Research Design

4.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to clarify the research design employed by the
researcher to address the research objectives. The research design describes ‘a set
of guidelines that connect theoretical paradigms first to strategies of inquiry and
second to methods for collecting empirical materials’ (Denzin and Lincoln, 2003:
36). In view of this definition three major pillars are identified in this chapter, the
research’s paradigm; methodology (strategy); and methods.

Therefore, this chapter identifies the research paradigm that guided the selection
of an appropriate research methodology then in turn the selection of methods for
data collection and analysis.

In the current research study, the worldview of the tour guides was researched via
a postpositivist paradigm as opposed to positivist paradigm. The selection of this
paradigm was ontologically driven based on the main aim of the current study.

The methodology selected in this research is grounded theory (GT). In the context
of this study GT appeared as the most suitable research strategy to help the
researcher to achieve her aim in exploring flexibly and openly the research
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problem and thus in generating new understanding and insights on the lived
experience of the tour guides.

Consequently, Section 4.2 of this chapter discusses the rationale for employing an
interpretive postpositivist research paradigm. Then Section 4.3 clarifies the
qualitative research methodology. This includes the rationale for selecting the
research strategy, its background; process and applications; and its use in tourism
research. Section 4.4 identifies the data collection methods and analysis
techniques and the principles that guided those two processes. Sections 4.5, 4.6
deal with reflexivity and ethical considerations. Finally Section 4.7 concludes by
evaluating the findings of this research with reference to the evaluative criteria
appropriate for judging qualitative research.

4.2 The Research Paradigm
According to Denzin and Lincoln, the research paradigm is the ‘net that contains
the researcher’s epistemological, ontological, and methodological premises’.
(Denzin and Lincoln, 2005: 22). Patton (1987) defined it as ‘a world view, general
perspective, and a way of breaking down the complexity of the real world’ (cited
in Lincoln and Guba, 1985:15).

Therefore, the selection of a research paradigm is directed by the ontological, the
epistemological, and the methodological assumptions of the researcher in
investigating social phenomenon.
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Ontologically researchers first should ask:

Is social reality external to individuals imposing itself on their
consciousness from without – or is it the product of individual
consciousness, whether reality is a given out there in the world,
or the product of one’s mind?
(Burrell and Morgan, 1979:1, cited in Cohen et al., 2000: 6).

Epistemologically the researchers should ask:

Whether it is possible to identify and communicate the nature of
knowledge as being hard, real and capable of being transmitted
to tangible form, or whether knowledge is of a softer, more
subjective, spiritual, or even transcendental based on experience
and insight of a unique and essentially personal nature?
(Burrell and Morgan, 1979: 1, cited in Cohen et al., 2000: 6).

Guba (1990) distinguishes in his book The Paradigm Dialogue, four kinds of
paradigms that constitute the main paradigms that guide the social inquiry. These
are: positivism, postpositivism, critical theory, and constructivism (Guba, 1990).

In the current study the interpretive, postpositivist paradigm is the paradigm that
informed the inquiry of the research. The interpretative philosophy’s central
notion is that reality exists in people’s minds. The interpretative paradigm is
distinguished by ‘an interest in understanding the world of lived experience from
the point of view of those who live it’ (Locke, 2001:8).

Therefore, interpretive research is around the meanings that people hold from
their interaction with events and objects, and how they ‘perceive what happens to
them and around them, and how they adapt their behavior in light of these
meanings and perspectives’ (Rubin and Rubin, 1995, cited in Locke, 2001).
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The selection of an interpretative, post–positivist paradigm as opposed to
positivist paradigm was for several reasons. Firstly, postpositivism emphasizes
processes and meanings. By contrast, the positivist paradigm emphasizes the
rigorous examination of the social phenomenon under study to produce facts and
laws (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994).

In view of the above differentiation, the postpositivist paradigm is suitable to
research ‘person’s lives, lived experiences, behaviors, emotions, and feelings
(Strauss and Corbin, 1998a:11). Therefore, since the central issue of this research
study is to explore and develop understandings of the lived experience of tour
guides, the postpositivist paradigm is employed. Consequently, in order to
develop new understandings and insights in the world life of the tour guides, it is
important to get rich and ‘thickly’ described data. The quality of the study starts
with the depth and the richness of the data (Charmaz, 2007). This issue was
guaranteed via the postpositivist oriented research that often uses qualitative
methods, (Hatch, 2002), which aim to be more intensive and extensive in
collecting the data from indepth interviews and participant observation.

Secondly, it has been found that the exclusively scientific positivist methods may
have limited application because of their lack of attention to subjective meanings
and values which are important aspects of the tourism world (Tribe, 2001:2).
Therefore, the postpositivist, qualitative research was deemed appropriate to
capture data ‘on the perceptions of local actors [tour guides] ‘from the inside’,
[emic] through a process of deep attentiveness, of empathetic understanding
(Verstehen), and of suspending or ‘bracketing’ preconceptions about the topics
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under discussion’ (Miles and Huberman, 1994:6). The qualitative research as
Walle (1997) explained, allows ‘the attitudes, motives, interest, responses,
conflict, and personality into research’ (Walle, 1997, cited in Tribe, 2001).
Qualitative research offers the investigator close contact to the actors’
perspectives (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994).

Thus, the qualitative trail helped the researcher in capturing the richly detailed
‘voices’ of tour guides including their experiences and stories, an issue that can
hardly be researched via statistical procedures or other means of quantification.
Consequently, the qualitative data elicited from this research was intended to
support the researcher in gaining new insights and identifying themes on the
worldview of tour guides. Another reason for the selection of a qualitative
research approach in this study is a disciplinerelated reason. It has been argued
that the overwhelming majority of tourism research emphasis is on quantitative
over qualitative approach, and on theory testing rather than theory developing
(Hobson, 2003). The need to use more qualitative approaches in tourism studies is
advocated by researchers to enhance existing knowledge and to gain new insights
and understandings of the tourist and travel experience (Riley, 1996; Riley and
Love, 2000; Phillimore and Goodson, 2004; Jamal and Hollinshead, 2001).
Therefore, the desire to add new knowledge on one of the many untapped subjects
on tourism research and to go beyond the positivist paradigm, the longdominant
paradigm in tourism research, provided a third motive to choose postpositivist
qualitative research.
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In summary, the interpretive, postpositivist, qualitative research suits the
research’s

ontological,

epistemological

assumptions

that

governed

the

methodological choices of the current study which is introduced in the next
section.

4.3 The Research Methodology
This part brings in the GT strategy that is employed in this study. This includes
justifications of its selection; background; its key components; its data collection
methods and analysis techniques; and its applications in the current study.

4.3.1 The Selection of Grounded Theory Strategy

GT is defined by Charmaz, (2006) as:

A method of conducting qualitative research that focuses on
creating conceptual frameworks or theories through building
inductive analysis from the data. Hence the analytic categories are
directly “grounded” in the data. The method favors analysis over
description, fresh categories over preconceived ideas and extant
theories, and systematically focused sequential data collection over
large initial samples. This method is distinguished from others
since it involves the researcher in data analysis while collecting
data we use this data analysis to inform and shape further data
collection. Thus, the sharp distinction between data collection and
analysis phases of traditional research is intentionally blurred in
grounded theory studies. (Charmaz, 2006: 187).

GT is a ‘theory generating research methodology that gives understandings about
how persons or organizations or communities experience and respond to events
that occur’ (Corbin and Holt, 2005: 49). The theory in this approach is grounded
in data, systematically gathered and analyzed through the research process.
Because the function of this methodology is to generate or develop a theory, the
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researcher does not enter the field with predefined theoretical framework or
propositions and the theory is allowed to construct during actual research, and it
does this through the successive interplay between the collection and analysis of
data (Strauss and Corbin, 1998a:158).

In this study the GT methodology has been chosen as the qualitative approach to
research the world view of tour guides. The GT has been called by Denzin (1997),
as ‘the most influential paradigm for qualitative research in the social science
today’ (Denzin, 1997: 18, cited in Patton, 2002:124). The rationale for employing
GT as the research strategy is clarified in the following discussion.

Firstly, the literature search demonstrated that little is known about the
phenomenological world of tour guides as one of the operational groups in the
tourism process. Little knowledge exists either on their perceptions and their lived
experience as tour guides. The use of GT, as a specific qualitative approach, is
thus particularly appropriate in exploring a topic which is marked by a lack of
existing knowledge and where there is, thus, a need for fresh understanding of a
poorly understood social phenomenon (Strauss and Corbin, 1998a; Goulding
2002).

Secondly,

GT

is

a

methodology that

moves

beyond

description

to

discover/develop theory that is grounded in data systematically gathered and
analyzed. A key idea is that this theorydevelopment does not come ‘off the shelf’
but rather is generated or ‘grounded’ in data from participants who have
experienced the process (Strauss & Corbin, 1998a). This feature of GT is
comparable with the researcher’s aim who seeks to ground her constructs on data
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collected from tour guides on their lived experiences in order to develop a
substantive theory. This theory explains and offers new understandings on the
worldview of tour guides. This ontological aim is achieved via an inductive,
theorygenerating research.

Thirdly, the specialties of GT support the rational for using it as a tool to
investigate this study rather than any other research strategy. The main
characteristics of the GT are represented in the overview Table 4.1 comparing it to
other qualitative strategies.
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Table 4.1 The Main Characteristics of Qualitative Research Strategies
Principal
Characteristics

Phenomenology

Grounded
Theory

Ethnography

Case Study

Focus

Understanding
the essence of
the experience

Developing a
theory
grounded in
data from the
field

Describing and
interpreting a
culturesharing
group

Type of
Problem Best
Suited for
Design

Needing to
describe the
essence of a
lived
phenomenon
Drawing from
philosophy,
psychology, and
education

Grounding a
theory in the
views of
participants

Describing and
interpreting a
culturesharing
group

Drawing from
sociology

Drawing from
anthropology
and sociology

Unit of
Analysis

Studying several
individuals that
have shared the
experience

Studying a
group that
shares the same
culture

Data Collection
Forms

Interviews with
individuals.
Documents,
observations,
and art may also
be considered

Studying a
process,
action, or
interaction
involving
many
individuals
Using
preliminary
interviews
with 2060
individuals

Developing an
indepth
description and
analysis of
case or
multiple cases
Providing an
indepth
understanding
of a case or
multiple cases
Drawing from
psychology,
law, political
science,
medicine
Studying an
event, a
program, an
activity, more
than one
individual

Written Report

Describing the
essence of the
experience

Discipline
Background

Generating a
theory

Using
preliminary
observations
and interviews,
but perhaps
collecting other
sources
Describing
how a culture
sharing group
works

Using multiple
sources such as
interviews,
observations,
documents,
artifacts
Developing a
detailed
analysis of one
or more cases.

Source: Creswell, (2007: 78)

Table 4.1 has outlined the main features of each research tradition where a
number of differences between GT and other research approaches could be
deduced. Essential differences are related to some fundamentals such as: the
primary objectives of the studies, the discipline origin, the emphasis and extent of
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data collection, the steps undertaken at the data analysis stage and the final
findings and the shape of the written report (Creswell, 2007). The justification for
employing the GT approach rather than any other qualitative approach
(Phenomenology, Ethnography, and Case Study) is addressed in the following
discussion. 5

First, a phenomenological approach seeks to describe the meaning of the lived
experience for individuals about a phenomenon. By contrast, GT includes an
element of phenomenological inquiry, and its ultimate aim is to then go beyond
the description to develop theoretical framework (Locke, 2001; Goulding, 2002,
Charmaz, 2006) on the lived experience of tour guides. Therefore, GT was
employed rather than phenomenology.

Second, GT is also different from ethnography which is a description and
interpretation of shared and learned patterns of values, behaviors, beliefs, and
language of a culturesharing group (Harris, 1968, cited in Creswell, 2007:68).
This research sought to generate theory about tour guides in general and not those
who live in the Jordanian culture.

Finally, and the most difficult decision was to choose a case study or GT.
Different views about case studies exist. Some scholars refer to a case study as an
object of study, the lab where the research is done, or a choice of what to be
studied; while others consider it as a strategy of inquiry, a methodology, or a
comprehensive research strategy (Yin, 1994; Merriam, 1998; Denzin and Lincoln,

5

The researcher has borrowed Hardy, (2005)’s argument in justification her use of the GT
approach.
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2005). Case study as methodology seeks to ‘explore a case or multiple cases
through indepth description of the case which is bounded by the time and place’
(Creswell, 2007:73). More importantlywhich is often misunderstood the theory
on case studies is developed prior to the conduct of any data collection, a sharp
divergence of the design work of GT, and thus of the goal of this study in
developing a GT in the collected data. ‘For case studies, theory development as
part of the design phase is essential, whether the ensuing case study’s purpose is
to develop or to test a theory’ (Yin, 1994: 27).

Accordingly, as this research aims to generate theory from the data systematically
gathered and analyzed through the research process, a GT approach was
considered rather than a case study approach. In addition, this study aims to
develop a theoretical framework that explains the worldview of tour guides in any
destination, not just to provide an indepth picture of tour guides in Jordan as a
single case study, hence, GT is an appropriate methodology for this study as it
will generate theory that can be used as a ‘stepping stone’ for further investigation
of this topic in other destinations.

After providing the justifications that prompt the researcher to use the GT as a
specific qualitative approach for the current research, the next section will present
an overview of the GT approach.
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4.3.2 Background of Grounded Theory

a) Symbolic Interactionism Context

Before talking about the GT, it is worth situating this methodology in the social
theory that informs it. The literature suggests that GT derives its theoretical
underpinnings from symbolic interactionism perspective (Goulding 1999; Locke,
2001; Charmaz, 2006; Lye et al., 2006). Symbolic interactionism is defined as:

a theoretical perspective … which assumes that people construct
selves, society, and reality through interaction. Because this
perspective focuses on dynamic relationships between meaning
and actions, it addresses the active processes through which
people create and mediate meanings. Meanings arise out of
actions, and in turn influence actions. This perspective assumes
that individuals are active, creative, and reflective and that social
life consists of processes
(Charmaz, 2006:189).

Symbolic interactionism was first developed by Blumer (1969) as a theoretical
perspective. He argued that there are three basic assumptions behind symbolic
interactionism (Blumer 1969, cited in Lock, 2001: 22):

First, people interpret the meanings of objects in the world and then act upon
those interpretations, that is, meanings inform and guide action.
Second, meaning arises from social interaction  communication between and
among individuals and not from the objects. Meaning arises from the social
interactions people have with others in their world.

Third, meaning is handled in and modified through an ongoing interpretive
process. Thus, meaning is not fixed or stable; it is always in process.
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The implications of the previous three premises are that social inquiry must be
grounded in the particular empirical world under study. Wood (1992) defined the
empirical world as:

the minutebyminute , daytoday social life of individuals as
they act together, as they develop understandings and meanings,
as they engage in’ joint action’ and respond to each other as they
adapt to situations, and as they encounter and move to resolve
problems that arise through their circumstances
(Wood, 1992: 348, cited in Locke, 2001).

GT reflects the theoretical and methodological assumptions of symbolic
interactionism on the nature of social world and the way it can be studied.
Theoretically, GT emphasizes the interactional aspects in the research process and
setting. This means an emphasis on observing and understanding the research
topic from the participants’ points of view, exploring and understanding the
participants’ worlds and therefore learning their interpretation about their selves in
the context of a given interaction (Locke, 2001).

Methodologically, GT reflects the assumption behind symbolic interactionism that
every aspect of the research process must be subject to the empirical world. This
is done through the validation process that the researcher performs during data
collection and analysis (Locke, 2001).
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b) Grounded Theory Methodology and its Different Versions

GT is traced back to Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss (1967). The two authors
published their book The Discovery of Grounded Theory in which they introduced
GT as a challenge to the quantitative research paradigm.
This book was ‘revolutionary’ work because it challenged:

(a) arbitrary divisions between theory and research, (b) views
of qualitative research as primarily a precursor to more
‘rigorous’ quantitative methods, (c) claims that the quest for
rigor made qualitative research illegitimate, (d) beliefs that
qualitative methods are impressionistic and unsystematic, (e)
separation between data collection and analysis, and (f)
assumptions that qualitative research could produce only
descriptive case studies rather than theory development.
(Charmaz, 2000:511).

After this book, the approach has fractured into two ways. Glaser, in Theoretical
Sensitivity (1978), and Emergence vs. Forcing (1992), asserted that verification
has no place in grounded theory whose purpose is to generate hypotheses, not to
test them. On the other hand Strauss and Corbin, in Basics of Qualitative
Research: Grounded Theory Procedures and Techniques (1990) and the improved
second edition (1998), suggested that the theory should and could be developed
and verified through the research process within the systematic process of data
collection, and analysis, and not only through followup quantitative research
(Strauss and Corbin, 1998a).

Therefore, a divergence between the perspectives of the two original authors
resulted in two different approaches of GT. Glaser’s approach and Strauss and
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Corbin’s approach. The major differences between the two approaches are that
Glaser (1978) advocates that the researcher should enter the research area with no
prior defined research problem, and the problem will emerge from the area to be
investigated. Conversely, Strauss and Corbin, 1990, believe that the researcher
should formulate the research questions from the beginning of the research even if
very broadly (Lye et al., 2006). Glaser critiques this process and considers it as a
way to force data.

Glaser’s view is that reality is out there and the researcher should have trust and
patience that the conceptual framework will emerge from the research process
(Glaser, 1978). By contrast Strauss and Corbin emphasize the stepbystep
research process and the application of the analytical techniques they propose
(Strauss and Corbin, 1990, 1998a).

Departing from these two positions, Charmaz has added a third position to the GT
approach: constructivist GT. For Charmaz, there are two types of GT (Charmaz,
2000; 2006). She distinguished them as objectivist GT and constructivist GT. She
criticized Glaser’s and Strauss and Corbin’s approaches as they remain instilled
with positivism with its objectivist underpinnings. Likewise Denzin and Lincoln,
(1994), categorized GT under the post – positivistic paradigm.

The argument of Charmaz is that Glaser’s (1978; 1992) position is close to
positivism because of its beliefs in an objective, external reality, and the need for
a neutral observer to discover the data. Strauss and Corbin’s (1990; 1998a) point
of view, Charmaz suggests, also supposes an objective external reality, and the
possibility of unbiased data collection and analysis, achieved by technical
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procedures, in support of verification through research. However, their position
developed towards post positivism because of the emphasis they gave to the
“voice” of their respondents and the need to represent them as fully as possible
(Charmaz, 2000: 510).

Charmaz’s approach is based on the notion of constructivism that ‘assumes the
relativism of multiple realities, recognizes the mutual creation of knowledge by
the viewer and the viewed’ (Charmaz, 2000: 510). Constructivist approach
‘adopts GT guidelines as tools but does not subscribe to the objectivist, positivist
assumptions in its earlier formulations. A constructivist approach emphasizes the
studied phenomenon rather than the methods of studying it’ (Charmaz, 2005:
509). It does not assume that data is out there waiting to be discovered and
studied, nor does it suppose that the researcher enters the research area without an
interpretative frame of reference. Instead, what observers see and hear depends
upon their prior‘ interpretive frames, biographies, and interests as well as the
research contexts, their relationships with research participants, concrete field
experiences,

and

modes

of

generating

and

recording

empirical

materials’(Charmaz, 2005:509). Constructivism means seeking meanings of both
the respondents’ and the researchers’ meanings. By contrast objectivism assumes
that ‘the world is composed of facts and the goal of knowledge is to provide a
literal account of what the world is like’ (Karin Knorr Cetina, 1981, cited in
Schwandt, 1994: 125).

To summarise, constructivist GT emphasizes building an analysis, studying
process, and attending to how people create and view their worlds. Objectivist GT
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assumes a single reality that passive, neutral observer discovers through value
free inquiry (Charmaz, 2007: 401).

For this study, Strauss and Corbin’s (1990, 1998a) version was employed. It is the
version that is popular and widely used (Goulding, 2002: 7). The reasons behind
this selection were several. Strauss and Corbin’s path offers for beginners in GT a
set of guidelines to conduct a study which facilitate the matter for the researcher
especially as it is her first study using this approach.

Moreover, Glaser’s approach based in that the researcher should enter the research
area with no predefined problem and the problem will emerge from the area to be
investigated. By contrast, Strauss and Corbin advocate that a research question
should be formulated, even if very broadly, from the beginning of the study
(Hoque, 2006: 145). Accordingly, the selection of Strauss and Corbin’s approach
was appropriate because it met the administrative requirements of the researcher
as a PhD student while presenting her proposal with predefined research problem
even if broadly to both the sponsor in Jordan and the academic reviewers in the
University of Bedfordshire.

4.3.3 Grounded Theory in Tourism Research

GT was first applied in the field of medicine and has been widely used in a variety
of disciplines, e.g. psychology, anthropology, education, social work and nursing.
It was employed to investigate different socially situated, problematic topics
including:

relations

between

service

providers

and

their

clients;

the

phenomenological experiences and conditions of people seen as social problems,
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or requiring public policy initiatives (e.g. being single mothers); and issues and
conflicts in managerial situations, (e.g. scientistsupervisor relationships).

In the context of tourism research, GT is still relatively uncommon and little used
by tourism researchers (Hobson, 2003). However, it was employed to explore a
number of issues. Jennings and Junek, 2007 offered a number of examples of GT
usage in tourism and hospitality: (Riley, 1995; Connell and Lowe, 1997; Jennings,
1997; Jennings, 1999; Hillman 2001; Johns and Gyimothy, 2002; Mehmetoglo
and Olsen, 2003; Junek, 2004; Deangbuppa, et al., 2004, cited in Jennings and
Junek, 2007). Other examples of the use of GT approach in tourism studies are:
Tear, (1994); Riley, (1996); Goulding, (1999); Goulding, (2000); Hobson, (2003);
Woodside et al., (2004); Hardy, (2005); and Jennings, (2005).

GT has been used to investigate a number of tourismrelated subjects such as: the
travel experience of cruisers, (Jennings, 1997, cited in Jennings and Junek, 2007);
the leisure activity of visiting heritage sites by visitors, (Goulding, 1999); the emic
perspective of tourists’ interpretations of authentic and inauthentic experiences,
(Mehmetoglo and Olsen, 2003 cited in Jennings and Junek, 2007); and the
analysis of stakeholder facilitation of sustainable tourism (Hardy, 2005).

4.3.4. The process of a Grounded Theory Research

The research process starts with the identification of a research area. As described
earlier, GT is used to research topics that have been ignored in the literature or
where little is known about them. The researcher then turns toward the field in
order to begin the data collection process which is typically collected through
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interviews, as well as other methods that include: direct observations; focus
groups, and life histories (Goulding, 2002). As the data starts to accumulate the
analysis takes place simultaneously. This involves using different levels of
coding. The analysis of data begins with open coding which begins with first
interviews or observations. This initial type of coding is done by scanning the full
transcription gathered from interviews, field notes, observations, or other
documents. The elicited texts are analyzed (coding) line by line and sometimes
world by world. Strauss and Corbin (1998a) refer to this as the microscopic
analysis. The aim is to ‘open up’ the inquiry in attempt to identify key words or
sentences which relate the participants’ perspectives to the situation under
investigation. The result will be identification of concepts which are used as a
basis for further data collection. In addition to open coding, the researcher should
be involved, according to precept, in writing memos. These are the notes taken by
the researcher immediately after data collections; they are used as means of
reminding and documenting the researchers’ ‘thoughts, interpretations, questions
and direction for further data collection’ (Strauss and Corbin, 1998a: 110). They
are the ideas revisited by the researcher to direct him/her during the data analysis.

In the stage of data collection a very important feature of grounded theory is
applied, that is the theoretical sampling. The researcher continues the sampling
process depending on the emergent concepts. The aim of this sort of sampling is
to seek more data to explore the different dimensions of the concepts and to fill
any gaps in the analysis. Theoretical sampling is defined as ‘sampling on the basis
of emerging concepts, with the aim being to explore the dimensional range or
varied conditions along which the properties of concepts vary’ (Strauss and
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Corbin, 1998a:73). The researcher through theoretical sampling thus seeks to
sample incidents or events, and not individuals or persons per se, in the light of
the emergent concepts. The process of data collecting and analysis continues until
no further evidence emerges and therefore theoretical saturation has been
achieved (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). Creswell (2007) describes this process as a
‘zigzag process’ because of the continuous interplay between data collection and
analysis. This strategy of simultaneous data collecting and analyzing offers the
researcher the opportunity to learn about gaps in the data from the earliest stages
of research.

In addition to the theoretical sampling, the researcher should be involved in a key
element of GT that is the constant comparative method. It is a process of
comparing like with like, and looking for similarities and differences within the
data and among the concepts and categories emerging. This process continues
until the researcher reaches the final findings.

As codes and memos accumulate, the researcher begins to perceive relationships
between them. The endresult of this analytic process is “axial coding”. It is
termed “axial” because ‘coding occurs around the axis of a category, linking
categories at the level of properties and dimensions’ (Creswell, 2007: 123).

The concepts are then reduced and abstracted to a higher level then combined
under major categories. Then the researcher starts to select a core category that all
other major categories can be fitted into as if under an umbrella. This is referred to
as selective coding, ‘the process of integrating and refining categories’ (Strauss
and Corbin, 1998a:143). In this stage the researcher may specify possible
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relationships or linkages between categories, ‘alternatively, propositions or
hypothesis may be specified’ (Creswell, 2007:67). The result of data collection
and analysis is substantivelevel theory that interprets or explains problems or
issues in particular areas. Details about the procedures of the GT in the current
research are provided in Appendix K.

4.3.5 Data Collection Methods

Empirical data in a GT study can be flexibly gathered from interviews,
observations, public records, organizational reports, respondents’ journal and
diaries, or from any other source (Charmaz, 2000; Creswell 2007). In this section
the data collection methods employed in the pilot and the main studies are
reviewed and the rationales for using them are given.

a) Interviewing

Interviewing has long been a useful tool for data collection in most types of
qualitative research including GT research (Charmaz, 2007). Khan and Cannell
(1957) defined the interview as:

a specialized pattern of verbal interaction initiated for a specific
purpose and focused on some specific content area, with
consequent elimination of extraneous material. Moreover the
interview is a pattern of interaction in which the role
relationship of the interview and respondent is highly
specialized, its specific characteristics depending somewhat on
the purpose and character of the interview
(Khan and Cannell, 1957:16).
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There is a wide variety of interview forms. The most common type is individual
face to face interview; face–to face group interviewing; telephone interviews;
and internet interviews. Interviewing process could be structured, semi structured
or unstructured (Fontana and Frey, 1994). In this study, interviewing has been
used as a primary data collection instrument. In the pilot study a group (focus)
interview and individual semistructured interviews were employed. In the main
field work the intensive, semistructured interviews were the main data collection
tool.

Focus Groups

Focus group is explained by Krueger and Casey, (2000) as:

A special type of group in terms of purpose, size, composition,
and procedures. The purpose of a focus group is to listen and
gather information. It is a way to better understand how people
feel or think about an issue, product, or service. Participants are
selected because they have certain characteristics in common
that relate to the topic of the focus group
(Krueger and Casey, 2000:4).
Krueger and Casey (2000) identified the main characteristics of the focus group
interview as follows:

First, they are usually composed of five to ten people. The size must be small
enough in order to offer all participants the opportunity to share, interact and to
give their views and yet large enough for not limiting the potential on the amount
of collective information.
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Second, people possess certain characteristics. Focus groups consist of
homogeneous participants. They are similar to each other in a way that the
researcher is interested in. For example, they may all be members of the same
profession, or have the similar health problem.

Third, focus groups provide qualitative data. This makes use of participants’
feelings, perceptions and opinions. Consequently, focus groups produce data that
is important for the researcher.

Fourth, focus groups have a focused discussion. The questions during a focus
group begin with open ended ones on general issues and funnel to more specific
issues so that while questions nearer the end typically yield the most useful
information.

The fifth and the last feature of focus groups is that they help to understand the
topic of interest. Focus groups are productive research tools used to determine the
perceptions, feelings, and thinking of people about issues, products, services, or
opportunities.

In this research, the focus group technique was used during the pilot study. It
provided the researcher with a broad range of emergent views, ideas, feelings, and
experiences among the group members in a relatively short time. In tourism
research focus groups was used as a useful data collection method. For instance
Weeden (2005) used this method to explore the experiences of tourists on mass
tourism. He described the focus group as an excellent tool for gathering a rich and
valuable data (Weeden, 2005)
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The usefulness of the focus group in the in the initial exploration of the current
research topic is that the openended group interaction, allowed respondents to
answer in their own words, and developed selfgenerated discussion. This
technique was suitable to gather qualitative data from the tour guides. The high
level of interaction and involvement among the group members gave the
researcher the opportunity to reveal leads themes, in a relatively short time, which
she used to more exploration during the main field work. More details about
conducting the focus group are further discussed in Appendix A.

Intensive SemiStructure Interviews

Intensive interviewing is one of the tools for gathering rich data. It permits an in
depth exploration of a research topic. Therefore, it is a useful method for
interpretive inquiry. It allows exploration of a particular topic with a person who
has had relevant experience of the topic under study ( Fontana and Frey, 1994;
Charmaz, 2006: 25). For a GT study intensive interviews begin with a few broad
open ended questions which allow the researcher to ask about the participants’
thoughts, feelings, and actions, and then explore them in greater detail while
eliciting explanatory comments (Charmaz, 2006).

In this study, semistructured interviews were used in both the pilot and the main
studies. A semistructured interview was convenient because it offered the flexible
exploration of the research topic without adhering to a prescribed schedule of
questions, therefore, allowing the researcher to gather firsthand information from
the research respondents. Moreover, loosely or totally unstructured interviews
may confuse the interviewer and may result in meaningless data (Goulding, 1999).
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Accordingly, the use of the semistructure interview in this research offered the
researcher the opportunity to achieve a balance between keeping the informants
comfortable to expand their experiences and not telling them what to say. More
about the interviewing process in this study is discussed in Appendices A and B.

b) Documentation

Documentary data (technical and non technical) was used within this study to
supplement the interviews. It was also used as background materials against
which the researcher compared the findings that emerged from the empirical data.

The bulk of the nontechnical literature was related to the tourism sector in Jordan
and included: reports and statistics gathered from different government agencies
such as the Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities (MOTA), the Central Bank of
Jordan (CBJ), Jordan Tourism Board, and Jordan Tour Guides Association. The
technical literature (disciplinary literature) was used to stimulate thinking about
the dimensions of the concepts emerging from data and as an analytical tool to
validate the findings of the research.

Direct observation was not considered in the study because, practically, it was
difficult to join the tour guides through their trips as this may have been
considered as interference in the privacy of the tourists. Moreover, this method
was not employed because it was not seen as important to observe the tour guides,
since their behaviour at work was less important than their perceptions and
feelings about their roles.
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4.3.6 Data Collection Process and Sampling Path in the Current Study

The data collection process in this research was accomplished through three
phases. The first phase was on the pilot study. The data was collected to explore
and bring out themes that may be used as main areas to be further explored.
Consequently, purposive sampling was used in this stage. A focus group interview
was conducted with 7 tour guides. Their selection was based on their experience
and the recommendation of an experienced tour guide known to the researcher
whom she used as key informant. Thereafter, the theoretical sampling technique
was used. Two other tour guides and two tour operators were interviewed in an
effort to discover more themes and new perspectives on the early concepts
emerging on perceptions of the performance of Jordanian tourism. The bulk of the
themes explored in this stage were related to the tourism performance of Jordan.
In addition, other themes were revealed relating to sociocultural issues that arose
in the guiding process. The outcomes of this stage represented the basic leads that
directed the researcher in the main field work of the investigation. More details
about the setting of the pilot study are provided in Appendix A.

The second phase was the start of the main field work. The data collection was
driven by the early analysis of data. The researcher started to collect the data
relevant to the early categories that had begun to emerge through the pilot study.
The collection and analysis of data were interrelated. In a GT study the researcher
‘jointly collects, codes and analyses his data and decides what data to collect next
and where to find them, in order to develop his theory as it emerges’ (Strauss and
Corbin, 1998 a: 45).
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The sampling technique at this stage remained purposive. The researcher
conducted the first interview based on the previously revealed themes then
analyzed it. More interviews were carried out and analyzed. The data analysis of
this stage involved a comparison between data and data, between data and
concepts, and between concepts and categories. This technique is called
systematic constant comparison. The purpose of this comparison is to sensitize the
researcher to the dimensions and properties in the data (Strauss and Corbin,
1998a: 95). The sampling process thereafter was theoretical sampling. It was
driven by the emergent concepts and the need to clarify the data, and to compare
and verify the research categories. Therefore, the rest of the interviews in this
stage were conducted either to confirm previously emerging categories, to fill
gaps and to gather the necessary data. At the end of this stage, the basic categories
of the research were identified. These include three pillars relating to the ability of
tour guides to inform on the tourism performance of a destination, their self view
on their industry role, and the last pillar was on the occupational career structure
of tour guiding and its relative status. More details about the settings of the main
field work are provided in Appendix B.

In the third phase, the data collection was more focused and targeted. Followup
semistructured personal and telephone interviews were used to ask special
focused questions. The researcher in the final stage continually sought to
determine whether the research schedule had reached that point where conducting
more interviews and performing more analysis was only generating the same
concepts and categories that had already been revealed. The aim of this stage was
to reach saturation point where no new data was emerging in any further
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interviews. This point was the beginning of abstracting the substantive theory
from the findings. Moreover, three interviews were conducted to employ the
member checking technique which is discussed in section (7.4.1.b).

The sample size in this research was 29 interviews conducted with the tour guides,
in addition to four other interviews conducted with three tour operators and a
manager in the Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities in Jordan. The total number
of the interviews was thus within the indicative range of 20 to 30 suggested by
Charmaz, (2006) and Creswell, (2007). The key issue is to collect sufficient
information in order to reach the saturation point in each emergent category
(Strauss and Corbin, 1990). A study found that the average sampling size in GT
studies is 24 interviews6. The sampling size in this study was consistent with the
usual size proposed by scholars and it accounted for more than the average used in
a GT research. The respondents’ demographic variables are provided in Appendix
C.

4.4 Data Analysis
At this point it is important to repeat that GT theory is a methodology that aims to
develop a theory from the empirical data. It is also important to note that the GT
research process is characterized as an iterative process. This means that the
findings of each stage in the research process guide the next stage (Hardy, 2005).
Additionally, based on the principles of theoretical sampling and the constant
6

In an unpublished article for Thomson and Smith a total of fifty research articles from various
disciplines that used GT were selected from a three years period. The average of samples in all
fifty studies was 24. (Bruce Thompson and Wendy Smith, Qualitative Research: Grounded
Theory Sample Size and Validity.
Available at www. buseco.monash.edu.au/research/studentdoc/mgt.pdf. Site accessed in 31Aug.
2009).
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comparisons method, the GT research path is a nonlinear path (Glaser and
Strauss, 1967). The researcher does not collect all his/her raw data and then start
the analysis. The data collection and analysis processes are done in parallel. The
analysis was performed by going back and forth between the different levels of
coding.

4.4.1 Steering Principles of Grounded Theory Methodology

Before introducing the analysis process and the methods used for it, it is important
to clarify some of the important principles of the GT methodology that the
researcher adhered to in the current study.

a) Theoretical Sensitivity

Researchers in a GT do not come to the research problem with preconceptions and
propositions. However, they have to possess the ability to give meanings to
theorize data (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). Strauss and Corbin (1998a) argue that
theoretical sensitivity implies ‘the ability to give meaning to data, the capacity to
understand, and capability to separate the pertinent from which isn’t’ (Strauss and
Corbin, 1998a: 42). Glaser (1978) illustrates the importance of the sensitivity by
titling one of his books in the grounded theory as Theoretical Sensitivity (Lock,
2001). Sampling in grounded theory is tied to the theoretical sensitivity of the
researcher.

Researchers can have varying degrees of sensitivity (Strauss and Corbin, 1990).
The ability to be sensitive or to conceptualize data is gained from different
sources. Some sources are related to the disciplinary literature. Using the literature
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carefully can provide a rich source of ideas that stimulate the researcher’s thinking
and suggest possible questions (Strauss and Corbin, 1998a). It also serves to
highlight important issues to be researched (Gray, 2004).

The experience of the researcher is another source that enhances the theoretical
sensitivity. This includes the professional experience, e.g. a nurse investigating
the experience of other nurses in a particular setting. The professional experience
helps the researcher to be familiar with the research area without the need to
spend more time (Strauss and Corbin, 1998a). However, Strauss and Corbin
warned that this sort of experience may freeze perception if depending heavily on
it. Therefore, in order to use this source to support the researcher’s sensitivity, it is
important to continue comparing what the researcher knows with what he/she
sees. In addition, the researcher should be aware that the participants’ perceptions
have priority over his/ her own (Strauss and Corbin, 1998a).

Personal experience is another source that increases the sensitivity. This refers to
the experience the researcher has in the research problem, e.g. a researcher
experiencing divorce examining the life of divorced people, or experiencing a
fatal disease and researching those who has the same illness.

The theoretical sensitivity of the researcher during this study was gained from
different sources including: the professional and personal background and the
knowledge of the general concepts and perspectives of tourism literature since her
previous degree was in tourism management. More about sensitivity issues are
discussed under the researcher’s reflexivity Section 4.5 later in this chapter.
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b) Theoretical Sampling

This sort of sampling is one of the distinguishing features of GT. Theoretical
sampling is a method for collecting data based on concepts derived from the
research process (See Section 4.3.6).

Theoretical sampling is:

Data gathering driven by concepts derived from the evolving
theory and based on the concept of “making comparisons”,
whose purpose is to go to places, people, or events that will
maximize opportunities to discover variations among concepts
and to densify categories in terms of their properties and
dimensions.
(Strauss and Corbin, 1998a: 201).

Theoretical sampling’s basic principle is that the emerging theory governs the data
collection. Its purpose is to research further the emergent categories rather than
replicating existing categories. Therefore, ‘the rationale for theoretical sampling is
to direct the data gathering efforts towards gathering information that will best
support development of the theoretical frameworks’ (Locke, 2001: 55). Its aim is
to refine ideas, not to increase the size of the original sample (Charmaz, 2000:
519) (See Figure 4.1).

In the current research theoretical sampling was employed through the research
process. For example, after the pilot study, some basic themes began to emerge
which included issues on the performance of Jordanian tourism and other socio
cultural themes. An example of the latter was when one of the respondent in the
focus group told about the problems he faced when he wanted to get married, as
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he was not accepted by the bride’s family because of his work as a tour guide.
From this point, the researcher in the next interviews in the main field work asked
the respondents about the social constraints and status perceptions attached to the
role of tour guiding. This issue led to another theme that was related to the effects
of tour guiding on perceptions of social status within the community in general
and on the families of tour guides in particular. At a later stage in the research
process, the researcher conducted theoretical sampling for more focused and
targeted questions. For instance, one of the tour guides mentioned the problem of
cancellation that they usually face during their work. A subsequent interview then
asked more about cancellation issues in the tourism sector in Jordan.

c) Theoretical Saturation

Generally when the researcher gets involved in theory developing, gathers data
until reaching the saturation point (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Glaser, 1987;
Strauss and Corbin, 1998a) (See Section 4.3.6). Strauss and Corbin, (1998)
clarified this point as the stage when a) no new or relevant ideas are being
emerged in the data, b) the category is well developed in terms of it dimensions
and properties, c) the relationships between categories are well established and
validated( Strauss and Corbin, 1998a: 212). However, reaching the point where no
new data found is a relative matter. The researcher, even in the final stages of the
research, may still find that potential new concepts could be deduced. This
problem disappears once the researcher finds that the new data does not add much
more to the ideas and concepts that have already been inventoried. In this study,
theoretical saturation was reached after 29 interviews with the tour guides; three
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interviews that represented the private sector with tour operators; one interview
with a public manger in the Jordanian Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities.

d) Constant Comparative Method

Constant comparison is the method used to generate theory. It involves stages of
comparisons at the different levels of coding (Open, axial, and selective) 7. Its
principle is based on an axial question that is: whether more data analysis provides
similar concepts and categories to previously constructed concepts and categories
or whether other new patterns emerge. It is a comparison between data and data,
data and concepts, concepts and categories, and categories to categories. The
comparison process continues until the saturation point is reached and the
researcher is able to distinguish the basic categories that are the basic elements of
the theoretical formulation. Figure 4.1 illustrates the comparative analysis and the
theoretical sampling technique.

7

More descriptions in section 4.4.2
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Data 1

Data 2

Pattern 1

Coding and
analysis

Coding and
analysis

Pattern 2

Theoretical
sampling 1

Comparative
analysis

Pattern 1+2

Theoretical
sampling 2

Data 3

Coding and
analysis

Pattern 3

Comparative
analysis

Pattern
(1+2) +3

Theoretical
sampling 3

Etc
Figure 4.1 The Comparative Analysis and Theoretical Sampling Technique
Source: Gustavsson, 2007: 79
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In addition to the principles related to the GT methodology, the researcher
adhered to other principles of data collection which are related to any interpretive
work such as the bricoleur concept.

e) Bricoleur
Bricoleur is a French word that describes the ‘handy man or handy woman who
makes use of the tools available to complete a task’ ( Kincheloe, 2001: 680). Le
bricoleur is ‘a practical person who works with whatever strategies, tools, and
materials are available to piece together an emergent solution to a puzzle or
problem’ (Bazeley, 1999: 279).

The above two descriptions of the word bricoleur reflect what Lévi– Strauss
(1966) meant by the bricoleur. For Lévi Strauss the bricoleur is “Jack of all
trades”, (LéviStrauss, 1966, cited in Denzin and Lincoln, 2000:4), Lévi Strauss’s
term means that the bricoleur is the ‘person who makes something new out of a
range of materials that had previously made up something different’ (Crotty,
1998:50). In this sense, what should be asked is what could be made out of the
available materials?

For Denzin and Lincoln, the concept of bricoleur holds a different message. For
them the researcher as a bricoleur accomplishes different tasks and works between
overlapping paradigms and perspectives. The bricoleur knows that there is no
valuefree science. The bricoleur is aware that the research process and his/her
interpretation are influenced and shaped by his/her history, race, language,
culture, gender, social class and those who are studied (Denzin and Lincoln,
1998). The bricoleur produces the bricolage that is a ‘piecedtogether, closeknit
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set of practices that provide solutions to a problem in a concrete situation’ (Denzin
and Lincoln, 1994; Denzin and Lincoln, 1998; Denzin and Lincoln, 2003b). The
researcher, therefore, may be described as a ‘quilt maker’, montère, carpet
weaver, builder or ‘bricklayer’, or an artist who makes an artistic collage.

In Denzin and Lincoln’s interpretation, the researcher uses the tools of his/her
methodological trade, and employs any strategy or method available, but if there
is a need for new methods, the researcher finds these tools to serve his/ her
research. In this sense, the researchers as bricoleurs are selfreflexive. This idea is
not what LeviStrauss meant although Denzin and Lincoln refereed to it in their
books (Crotty, 1998).

In the current research, the interpretation of the bricoleur adopted is based upon
Denzin and Lincoln’s perspective. The rationale for the use of bricoleurship in the
current study is related to the nature of this research as an emergent study, in
which the researcher was involved in different environments and settings and did
not initially understand what exactly they were. Therefore, the researcher as a
bricoleur adapted to the different settings in terms of research methods, process,
and perspectives to make sense of, and to interpret the lived experience of the tour
guides.

4.4.2 Data Analysis Methods

At the beginning it is important to mention that after addressing the ethical
considerations discussed in section 4.6, the interviews through this study were
completely audio taped, translated from Arabic to English, and then fully
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transcribed. After that, a retyping of the transcript was made to correct the
English, in order to accurately represent the respondents’ words and therefore not
to lose the meaning.

Audio taping was a preferred method for accurate recording of conversations
(Riley, 1996). Data recording reflects that the interviews are serious enough to
warrant exact reproduction (Henderson, 1991, cited in Riley, 1996). Furthermore,
the benefits of audio taping can minimize disturbance that would happen if the
researcher took hand notes. The selected note taking may bias informants’
conversations and direct their responses to what they may think the investigator
wants. Additionally, the importance of the information cannot be recognized until
it is analyzed (Frey and Fontana, 1994).

Another reason for making tape recordings is an adherence to what Strauss and
Corbin, (1990) advised for beginners in GT research  to record and transcribe all
materials especially those in the early stage of the research because coding these
provided guidance for the next field observations and/or interviews (Strauss and
Corbin, 1990:30). By following this recommendation the researcher had limitless
opportunities to return to the original audio tape or/and to the transcriptions to
redefine her interpretation.

Microanalysis
According to Strauss and Corbin (1998), detailed analysis is necessary at the
beginning of the research. They referred to this type of analysis as microanalysis
(Strauss and Corbin, 1998a). Microanalysis serves to generate initial categories
and to discover the relationships among concepts. The concepts are the building
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blocks of theory, while the categories are the concepts that stand for phenomena
(Strauss and Corbin, 1998a:101). This analysis may involve every word, phrase,
line or paragraph. Narrowly examining the data ‘compels the analyst to listen
closely to what the interviewees are saying and how they are saying it [In
addition, this may help the researcher to notice], in vivo concepts that will further
stimulate our analyses (Strauss and Corbin, 1998a:65). Two levels of analysis are
involved in this type of analysis  open and the axial coding.

After generating categories in the open coding, then relating those categories to
their subcategories in the axial coding, the researcher then turns to the process of
integrating and refining the theory through the selective coding method. An
example of the coding process through the three different levels of coding is
further described in Appendix D.

a) Open coding

Open coding is the first step in breaking down the data into smaller analytic pieces
(Glaser, 1978). It refers to the process in which the researcher begins to identify
the concepts, their properties and dimensions (Strauss and Corbin, 1998a). The
properties are the characteristics of a category, the delineation of which defines
and gives meaning. The dimensions are the range along which general properties
of a category vary (Strauss and Corbin, 1998a: 101). Open coding is governed by
making comparisons and asking of questions.

In this study, the analysis started once an interview was transcribed. This analysis
was a microscopic one, linebyline and sometimes word by word. The aim in
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this process was to identify potential categories. These categories were then
labeled with names to express the meaning extrapolated from them. Once the
category was found, it was then compared with previous data. If the new data did
not fit the category then the interpretation was adjusted, or a new category was
created. The categories of this stage were firstorder categories. The close
inspection of data in the beginning of the research was necessary to build dense
and tightly integrated theory (Strauss and Corbin, 1998a: 281).

b) Axial coding

After defining the categories in the open coding, the researcher then turns toward
making connections between the categories and subcategories. This process is
called axial coding. Strauss (1987: 64) stated that axial coding involves several
tasks including:
Laying out the properties of a category and their dimensions.
Identifying the variety of conditions, actions/ interactions, and consequences
associated with the appearance of the phenomenon referenced by the category.
Relating a category to its sub categories through statements.

After the microscopic analysis illustrated in the open and axial coding, a skeleton
of the theoretical structure starts to take place. This skeleton is extended and more
refined through a higher level of coding which is the selective coding (Strauss and
Corbin, 1998a).
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c) Selective coding
In this stage higher levels of conceptual categories are identified. They are called
core categories. This process is no different from axial coding but it is done at a
higher level of abstraction. This process of identifying the core category or
categories makes possible the narrative that through which a story can be told
(Gray, 2004). To be chosen as a core category the category should fulfill as
Strauss (1987) clarifies, the following requirements:
It must:
 Be central, and be related to as many lower level categories as possible;
 Appear frequently in the data;
 Relate easily to subcategories;
 Have implications for a more general theory;
 Be broad enough to allow for building in the maximum variation to the analysis.

4.5 Researcher’s Reflexivity
There are various uses and understandings of term ‘reflexivity’ in qualitative
research (Holliday, 2002). It has been one of the innovations of postmodern
approaches to qualitative research to situate the self and the others in the research
(Riley and Love, 2000; Jamal and Hollinshead, 2001; Patton 2002; Hall, 2004).
This means focusing on the presence and the consequences of the researcher in the
research process as an actor, designer, interpreter, bricoleur, writer, constructor of
data, and even a participant in his/her study (Clarke, 2005). Some scholars relate
the reflexivity to the effects of researcherparticipant interaction in the
construction of data (Hall and Callery, 2001). Thus, the researchers are not merely
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the instruments of the study rather than constructors of ‘understandings of their
topics through the questions they ask, the contexts they study, and their personal
biographies’ (Rossman and Rallis, 1998). To explicate the researcher’s reflexive
accounts during a research process is a means for bridging ‘the gap between the
abstract understanding of doing research and the actual practical details of a
research process’ (Renganathan, 2009:3), between the theory and practice. In
particular, addressing the reflexivity issues is advocated in tourism research.
Everett (2010) suggested acknowledging the personal aspects in the research
process. She added that reflecting upon, what she called , micro moments ‘ should
ultimately help to contextualise findings and contribute to the theoretical
foundations on which future tourism knowledge may rest and grow’( Everett,
2010:172).

GT has been criticized because of the lack of an adequate reflexivity about the
research process (Clark, 2005). Therefore, it has been advocated that reflexivity
and relationally should be incorporated in a GT study (Hall and Callery, 2001).

To respond to the calls for reflexive accounts in qualitative research in general and
in GT studies in particular, the researcher tried to acknowledge related reflexivity
issues in the research. These include the researcher’s identity, professional and
personal background and the nature of the relationship between the researcher and
the participants.

According to the researcher’s background, in this study, I consider that I am
researching my own community through the Jordanian tour guides. Because of my
nationality as a Jordanian, I had previous knowledge about the research context in
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terms of the cultural dimension. This included shared language, traditions, and
religion as a Muslim, but not to all of the participants as some of them were
Christians. Thus, I as an ‘indigenous fieldworker’ didn’t find any difficulty in the
involvement in the society and culture of those being studied. However, in some
cases I found that there was a distance between me and the informants because I
am a female researcher as this posed embarrassment for some of the informants,
who were shy at the beginning of the interviews because they were being
investigated by a woman.

With regard to my professional biography, the reflective issue is centered on my
academic background. I completed my Bachelor degree in Modern Languages
(French and Spanish languages) from Yarmouk University in Jordan (See
Appendix G). After that, there was about 11 years of divorce from academic life,
due to marriage and child rearing .My third baby was born in the first year of my
PhD, this is why I called him “the PhD boy”.

I decided to proceed toward the post graduate study. I applied for a scholarship in
Yarmouk University and I awarded it after filling the scholastic requirements.
This included holding the Bachelor degree and the A level with Very Good grades
and a TOEFL mark of 550. I started my post –graduate study and finished my
Master degree in Tourism Management with an excellent grade which made me
more motivated to complete my PhD. Thereafter, I went on a one year journey
searching for acceptance from European universities. I got an acceptance from
Rouen University in France; conditional offer letter from the University of
Brighton with Professor Peter Burns as a supervisor, and an unconditional offer
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letter from the University of Bedfordshire, and the supervision was with,
Professor Tony Seaton, who had work experience with the Jordanian Tourism
Board for two years, and Professor Peter Mason who was later on replaced by Dr.
Sally Everett as a second supervisor.

At the outset, the topic of the research was mainly about the sustainability of
tourism in Jordan, but after eight months of reading and discussion with my
supervisor the topic was redirected toward an issue that derived from my
personal background. I have been married to a tour guide for 12 years .While
talking about my personal impressions of tour guiding I mentioned a number of
features of the occupation that my supervisor said had never been researched,
including the ability of guides to “read” tourism performance and identify issues
and problems before other sectors of the industry were necessarily aware of them.
We also discussed some of the tensions in, and constraints put on, family life by
tour guiding. The result was that I gradually began to recognize the potential of
the subject of tour guiding as a phenomenological study in terms of its novelty,
importance, and, perhaps its beneficial effects for the industry. Moreover, it also
seemed one that I was particularly situated to undertake it due to the access to key
informants I believed I would have through my husband’s occupational networks.

From a methodological point of view, the reflexivity matters are illustrated in how
and why the methodological decisions were made and how conclusions were
drawn and how the researcher participant continua shaped the findings.
Throughout the field work the researcher kept a reflexive journal on the
mechanics, progress, and problems experienced (See Appendix E).
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The new questions that were raised because of some incidents during the field
work are an example of reflexivity issues during the field work. For instance after
interviewing Guide (19), who is a friend of my husband, I went back home and
subsequently wrote the following entry in my Journal:

we were invited to take lunch with Guide 19 and his wife. We
arrived at 2 o’clock… we took our lunch then I started to
arrange for the interview. Guide (19)’s wife was very kind, she
tried to make her kids calm for the tape recording… She looked
very tired and unhappy, after the lunch she sat for a while with
me, then started to complain about here husband’s work and
how she is tired of bringingup the kids while most of her
husband’s time was outside the home. At these moments I
started to talk about my own experience as a wife of a tour guide
as well. I told my own memories and my difficulties… During
that exchange I decided to look more closely at the whole effect
on family relations of the life of a tour guide, so a new question
rose today in my mind that is: how tour guiding affects your
whole social life? (Author’s personal diary entry: 4082008)

4.6 Ethical Considerations
‘As qualitative researchers we must think about the appropriateness of our actions
in relation to: the people who we are studying their lives; to our colleagues; and to
those who sponsor our work’ (Miles and Huberman, 1994: 288).

In the current study, a number of safeguarding actions were considered by the
researcher to protect the anonymity of subjects. This included early ethical issues
that consisted of an approval for the research that was granted from the Research
Institute Ethics Committee of the University of Bedfordshire.

Throughout the research, the researcher addressed a variety of strategies in
relation to the ethical issues that occurred as the research developed. These
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included considerations of privacy, confidentiality, and the anonymity of the
research participants. Thus, the researcher maintained the anonymity of the
participants by giving them coded numbers and always referring to them as
“Guide 1,2,3,4,5,” …etc in the findings’ chapters. Additionally, the details about
the participants were kept separately from the data collected. At least two days
before an interview a short phone call was made to participants to reinform and
remind them about the research topic and its rational; and to elicit their permission
for the use of recording devises. They were, thus, given the opportunity to think
and take a decision about whether to participate in the interview or not before
being finally engaged in the interview setting. Additionally, some of the research
participants were recontacted during the research process to check interpretations
of their responses or for verifying or extending them.

4.7 Judging the Quality
In any research study it is important to judge the quality of the research findings.
Researchers have suggested different evaluative criteria for making such
judgements.

The concepts of validity and reliability were originally designed in the
quantitative traditions (Bryman, 2007). For traditional scientific research, internal
validity, external validity, reliability and objectivity are essential considerations in
the evaluation of quality of research. However, the standards by which
quantitative studies are normally evaluated have been questioned by scholars for
judging the merit of qualitative research (Guba, 1981; Agar, 1986; Kirk and
Miller, 1986; Strauss and Corbin, 1990; Merriam, 1995; Flick, 2006, cited in
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Strauss and Corbin, 1990). As a result, instead of the criteria of internal validity,
external validity, reliability and objectivity, alternative notions have been
proposed that are equivalent but different. Lincoln and Guba (1985) substituted
the above four terms with four revised one: credibility, transferability,
dependability, and conformability. Although, these criteria were proposed two
decades ago, they remain the reasonable criteria for evaluation of qualitative
research (Wittemore et al., 2001; LoBiondoWood and Haber, 2006).

In this research, the notion of trustworthiness is used as a means of demonstrating
the quality of the research’s findings. The following sub sections identify and
discuss the evaluative criteria employed in the current research.

4.7.1 Credibility

Different activities were proposed to demonstrate the credibility in the qualitative
research. These include prolonged engagement, persistent observation, peer
debriefing, negative case analysis, triangulation, and member checking (Guba and
Lincoln, 1985).

a) Prolonged Engagement

Prolonged engagement is to spend enough time to achieve essential purposes, e.g.
learning the culture, building trust, and testing for misinformation that may
happen for both the researcher and the respondents (Guba and Lincoln, 1985).
Qualitative researchers should be automatically involved in these activities since
the process of qualitative investigation requires humanistic contact with the group
under study and building trust and rapport with them.
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The researcher in this study achieved prolonged engagement through yearly
contact during the four years of her study with the research participants. This
contact spread from the early stages of the research in the pilot study until
finishing the research. The researcher intended to spend a minimum of 14 weeks
interviewing the participants. Additionally, the researcher is still in contact with
three of them via telephone calls. This all helped the researcher to build trust with
the respondents, enhance her selfconfidence, and familiarise herself to the
respondents. In addition, the researcher considers herself, as a wife of a tour
guide, a prolonged participant in the life of a tour guide. Therefore, the researcher
was not a ‘stranger in a strange land’ (Lincoln and Guba, 1985: 302).

b) Member Checking or Validation

Member checking is a vital mechanism to establish the credibility of any
qualitative research (Lincoln, and Guba, 1985). Member checking is now not only
an accepted practice in the research literature but sometimes an expected practice
(Charmaz, 2006). Member checking can be established during the research
process and at the end of the research. It gives the researcher the opportunity to
check whether the findings reflect the participants’ reality and whether his/her
interpretations are understandable by the research participants.

In the current research, member checking was a continuous activity during the
data collection and analysis process. This was achieved by adhering to the
principle of theoretical sampling. Recontacting individuals to check their
reactions to earlier emergent themes reflects the member checking technique,
recommended by Guba and Lincoln, (1985). The researcher engaged in member
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checking with three tour guides from whom she had collected data by presenting
her initial findings and asking for feedback from them.

Guide (1) was interviewed to check the findings. After explaining the three major
categories emerging from this study to the respondent, the researcher inquired
about whether these categories make sense for him, and whether the
interpretations put on them were credible and to what extent. Guide (1) said:

[While explaining the findings to the respondent Guide (1) was
nodding his head in agreement to what the researcher is saying]
… For me your interpretation about my ability to inform about
the performance of tourism in Jordan is very good, this is right
hundred percent, it is important for me to reveal this issue that I
showed it while you were interviewing me, and you covered the
aspect of the social life as a tour guide and my importance and
role in the tourism industry, yes that is right this reflects what I
meant … (Guide 1, male, 16 years experience, English/ French
speaking).

Another respondent was contacted via a recorded telephone call, after getting his
permission, and was asked for a reaction to the final interpretation. His feedback
was simply:

“…Yes…yes…that is right…yes…” (Guide 11, male, 15
years experience, English speaking).

Another guide’s contacted by telephone said:

“Yes… aha…that is right, I agree, I determine that this is what I
meant…those are the main points on the subject” (Guide 19,
male, 15 years experience, French speaking).
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c) Triangulation/ Crystallization

Triangulation has become a “buzzword” in qualitative research. (LoBiondo
Wood, and Haber, 2006: 167). Denzin 1978 has identified four kinds of
triangulation: (1) data triangulation, (2) investigator triangulation, (3) theory
triangulation, and (4) Methodological triangulation (Denzin, 1978, cited in Patton,
2002). The basic assumption behind triangulation is that no single method is ever
adequate to solve the problem. The solution offered was the use of multiple,
originally three, ways to assess the reliability of any research finding (the concept
of triangulation was a metaphor borrowed from the world of surveying, where
three readings were commonly used to determine the position of any object in a
geographic field. Richardson, (2000), has replaced the triangle with the crystal as
a more appropriate metaphor to express an approach that uses multiple methods
(LoBiondoWood, and Haber, 2006). ‘There are far more than “threesides” from
which to approach the world’ (Richardson, 2000: 934).

In the current study the researcher used different data sources to crystallise the
analysis of the findings of the research. For instance in chapter five, where the
tour guides offered their perspectives on the performance of the Jordanian
tourism; the researcher interviewed other partners in the public and private
sectors. Tour guides’ responses were also compared with documentary evidence
of tourism performance. Additionally, at the end of the research, the researcher
revisited the literature relevant to the emerging findings for comparative purposes.

The previously mentioned activities are the strategies used by the researcher to
enhance the credibility in the current research. In addition, in section 4.5 the
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researcher provided details of her personal and professional background as a
means of lending some authority to her collection and interpretation of the data.
This is referred to as researcher credibility (Patton, 2002).

4.7.2 Transferability

Given the fact that samples used in qualitative researches are small, non random,
and, thus, non representative, qualitative research is often criticised because of the
lack of generality associated with it.

In this study the transferability was demonstrated by collecting thickly
descriptive data gained from the depth of responses obtained from the
respondents. However, to depend only on the thick and rich data to demonstrated
transferability is not enough. The researcher therefore, provided a detailed
description about the research process in order to make the reader understand the
context from which the theoretical findings were driven form. On the issue of
transferability in the qualitative research the investigator has to ‘accurately
describe the contexts and techniques of the study so that subsequent followup
studies can match them as closely as possible’ (Goulding, 2002: 151).

Moreover, the techniques of constant comparison and theoretical sampling used in
this study offered a variation of the conditions under which the phenomenon was
studied as broadly as possible (Kleining, 1982, cited in Flick, 2002).

Furthermore, in GT studies the researcher’s interpretation is not merely a
description but a theoretical conceptualisation which is a higher level than
description. The level of concepts’ abstraction leads to more general statements
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that can fit or transferred to another substantive area. In this research the core
category and its associated major categories were given abstracted labels to a level
enough to be transferred to another destination. ‘The level of abstraction of the
emerging theory has explanatory power across substantive areas because the
processes and concepts within it are abstract and generic’ (Prus, 1987, cited in
Charmaz, 2000: 519). More, about transferability matters in line with the theory
generated are discussed in chapter eight.

4.7.3 Dependability and Confirmability

A demonstration of credibility is sufficient to establish the dependability and the
confirmability in the research (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). To ensure the
dependability, the researcher should define the procedures that he/ she employed
in the process of data collection and analysis (Gasson, 2004). Additionally the
researcher should record these procedures leaving an audit trail of detailed
analysis. In this study, a description of the data analysis and examples of the
coding process were provided. (Appendix D). The researcher offered a
diagrammatic model for some of the findings in order to make clear the emergent
concepts, allowing others to see how they had been arrived at (See Figures 5.1;
6.1; and 8.1). Additionally, to improve the confirmability in the current study the
researcher recorded details of the field work logistics including: dates, times, and
locations of the field, and provided records of the research participants and
activities in an audit journal. (Appendix E).

Finally, the researcher summarised the techniques she employed to establish the
trustworthiness of her theoretical formulation in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2 Techniques for Demonstrating Trustworthiness
Type of
Technique
technique
•
Design
consideration

•
•

Data
generating

•
•
•

Analytic

Presentation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Developing a selfconscious research
design
Adequacy of sampling decisions( size,
selection, diversity, method)
Employing triangulation( replaced by
the word crystallisation)
Giving voice

Demonstrating prolonged
engagement
Articulating data collections and
analysis decisions
Providing verbatim transcriptions
Member checking
Performing a literature review
Reflexive journaling
Providing an audit trail
Providing evidence that supports
interpretations
Providing thick descriptions

Possible apply in
the current study
Yes/No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Source: Adopted from Wittemore et al, (2001)

4.8 Chapter Conclusion
The aim of this chapter was to consider the methodological issues relating to the
selection of an appropriate research design and strategy to address the research
question. The chapter presented the study as a postpositivist, qualitative, and
interpretive research, whose focus was on the lived experience of the tour guides.
The chapter proposed that the GT approach was an appropriate qualitative
approach for exploring, and developing an understanding of the experience of the
tour guides. The research strategy was the way in which the researcher achieved
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her chief aim in developing a theoretical formulation adapted to offering new
understandings on the life space and worldview of the tour guides.

The primary data collection methods included semistructured interviews, focus
group, and documentation. Principles of data collections were theoretical
sampling, theoretical sensitivity, theoretical saturation, and bricoleurship. The
methods of data analysis were guided by the technique of constant comparative
method. The empirical materials were analyzed via the open, axial, and the
selective codlings.

The research paradigm and strategy helped the researcher in developing new in
depth insights on the world view of tour guides.

Having presented the research methodology, the full findings of the research are
now discussed in the next chapters.
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Chapter Five
Tour Guides as Observers of National Tourism Performance

5.1 Introduction
This chapter exemplifies the substance of the research findings on the operational
knowledge of tour guides about the performance of a tourism destination. Tourism
performance can be defined in the national tourism context as the feedback data
gathered by a national tourism organisation (NTO) on the demand side of a
destination. This includes data on tourists’ numbers, their profiles, motivations,
comments, complaints, and the overall satisfaction in the host country. Therefore,
tourism performance may also relate not only to the demand side but also to the
supply side that includes data on the tourism services, their availability and
quality.

The data on this research demonstrated how tour guides perceived the
performance of tourism in Jordan in terms of development, needs, challenges, and
opportunities, in addition to the performance of tourism stakeholders in Jordan.

The findings are illustrated in Figure 5.1 which represents the first major category
that emerged from this research. It is labeled as “DestinationBased Knowledge”
of tour guides.
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The tour guides in this chapter are theorised as observers of the national tourism
performance using three concepts, namely; “tourism trend trackers”, “product
performance analysts”, and “critical evaluators of stakeholders”.

Destination
based knowledge

Tourism Trends
Trackers

Product Performance
Analysts

Critical Evaluators
of Stakeholders

Figure 5.1 Tour Guides as Observers of National Tourism Performance

5.2 The Knowledge of Tour Guides on the Performance of a
Destination
Nowadays, the evaluation of tourism performance is a vital process for any
destination, allowing the analysis of weaknesses, strengths, threats, and potential
development opportunities in relation to competition.

To measure such performance, tourism bodies collect information on the tourism
supply and demand sides at their destinations. The data related to the supply side
often incorporates feedback on the availability and the quality of tourism
infrastructure, facilities, and services provided by the public and the private
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sectors in a given destination. Demandrelated data is normally about tourist
numbers, their composition and economic value; their profiles and trip patterns;
and visitor perceptions of, and satisfaction with, the host country.

Kozak (2004) identified a number of quantitative and qualitative measures that
could be applied to evaluate the performance of tourism destinations. The
quantitative measures, which are often used, refer to numerical indicators. These
comprise the measurement of volume of tourist arrivals and their distribution by
nationality, average length of stay, annual tourist income, number of repeat visits,
and tourist expenditure and its distribution into subcategories. Qualitative
measures refer to the contextual measures of the performance of destinations
(Balm, 1992, cited in Kozak, 2004). Some of the key qualitative criteria are:
“tourist motivations, satisfaction, comments, complaints, and the intention of
repeat business and recommendation” (Kozak, 2004:55).

To obtain such qualitative and quantitative data, NTOs and other destination
agencies (DAs) use different sources, including: visitor surveys; returns from
accommodation institutions; analyses by central banks; government arrivals and
departures statistics; and occasional studies published by industry, consultants and
academia. All these sources have been mainly deployed for macroevaluations of
tourism performance only on an intermittent or annual basis, because they are
time consuming to conduct, take time to complete, and there is always a gap
between the collection, analysis and publication of results. As a result they have
been of little use for ongoing, shortterm understanding of tourism performance,
week by week, or month by month during a season.
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Moreover, tourism is a fastmoving industry affected by a multitude of structural
and shortterm factors which may routinely include, among other things;
economic conditions in the source countries and the host destinations, tourist
tastes and motivations, and ongoing competitive conditions (Johnson and Thomas,
1993; Holloway and Taylor, 2006). In addition, tourism may be affected by more
shortterm factors such as weather, as well as being influenced by unanticipated,
external crises and events in the world such as wars, diseases, natural disasters,
and terrorism (Hall et al., 2004). Therefore, it is difficult to evaluate tourism
performance depending solely on previous published data such as statistics, which
are often out of date for monitoring crisis situations and emergent tourism trends
(Ritchie, 1993).

In responding to and managing this variety of influences, the standard periodic
measures adopted by NTOs/DAs on an annual or intermittent basis may be
inadequate since they are subject to delays, and can never be used to monitor
shortterm developments affecting tourist demand which may arise. Moreover,
even where there are no major shortterm impacts on demand to manage,
NTOs/DAs often need to assess and report, for their stakeholders, continuing
trends through a season on a weekly or monthly basis.

To overcome this limitation some NTOs have monitored tourism on a regular,
more shortterm basis through different kinds of “tourism barometer”. These have
typically been individual assessments of current tourism performance by different
kinds of key informants from the tourism industry asked to provide individual
opinions, based on their expertise in, and knowledge of, their own sectoral or
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product markets. Such key informants have almost exclusively comprised senior
managers and staff from specific tourism product sectors, e.g. attractions,
transport, accommodation, tour operators/agents etc. Lower level tourism staff
(e.g. operational functionaries in airlines, hotels etc.), have rarely contributed as
key informants for tourism barometer readings. Tour guides are among the many
lower grades of tourism staff whose perceptions and perspectives have been
ignored as sources of tourism performance data.

This chapter, through the next sections, introduces the tour guides as eyewitnesses
on the performance of a destination, and therefore, as a possible source of
information on such tourism performance.

The responses of tour guides were occasionally compared with data gathered from
other sources including: tourism stakeholders in Jordan; the technical literature on
the tourism sector in Jordan (published and unpublished materials); and the non
technical literature, (reports, statistics, schedules of tourism itineraries). Moreover,
comments by research participants were also included to supplement the
discussions.

5. 2.1 Tourism Trends Trackers
Tourism trends can be defined as the traceable changes of a destination in terms of
the demandsupply interaction. Figure 5.2 on the next page illustrates tour guides
as trackers of the tourism development of a given destination. Through their
remarks, the participants traced tourism trends in Jordan from its past to its current
status, usually supplementing it with a vision of the future.
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Current
Past

Future

Figure 5:2 Tour Guides as Tourism Trend Trackers

Tourism in Jordan was perceived by tour guides as growing on both demand and
supply sides. This means a development in tourism infrastructure and services and
an increase in tourist numbers and tourism revenues. The main indicators that they
depended on to judge this growth were: the development in tourism services (e.g.
hotels, tour guides, restaurants, and transportation companies), and the diversity in
tourist source markets for Jordan. They observed that the tourism demandsupply
equation has changed in terms of quantity and quality since 1987. The testimonies
of tour guides were made from their own observations or derived from the
accounts of their guide colleagues.
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Guide (14), has been working as a tour guide for 22 years and is an administrative
member of the Jordan Tour Guide Association (JTGA) described the past status
and the development of tourism in Jordan as follows:

…tourist numbers were less than today, now the numbers are
increasing. There are various nationalities of tourists… before,
we depended on Germans, Italians, British and French, but
today there are Japanese, Spanish… now all the nationalities
from all over the world come to us [Jordan] and in big
numbers…
(Guide 14, male, 21 years experience, German speaking).

To describe the development in tourism infrastructure and services, the same
informant added:

…when I started to work in 1987 the number of tour guides was
countable, you could count them on your fingers,… my
licence’s number was 152, and the total number was 300 guides
but now the number is increased to reach around 700 in 2008…
[there] was one bus company, sometimes we had to use the
public buses but now there are about six transportation
companies… The hotels, I remember that in Petra in the 1980s
there were two, we used to put five or six tourists in the same
room… now Petra is full of hotels, Aqaba, and Amman as
well…

Tour guides’ remarks on tourism development in Jordan were compared with the
opinions of stakeholders from the public and the private sector, and with the
literature on Jordanian tourism. Three different sources – the testimony of a tour
operator, the statistics of the Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities (MOTA), and
the literature on Jordanian tourism (Royal Scientific Society 1996; ElRoudan et
al., 2000; AlRaimony and ElNader, 2004; Reid and Schwab, 2006) – all
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supported the view of tour guides that tourism is developing and growing in
Jordan. According to MOTA, the tourism sector has experienced progressive
growth in terms of tourist numbers, tourism revenue, and availability of
infrastructure and services (MOTADepartment of Statistics, 2008). Ameen, who
has worked as a tour operator for the last 39 years, commented on the growth of
tourism:

... [as] it is growing there is a governmental concern about
tourism. Tourism provides the country with hard currencies,
they have developed the infrastructure and the tourism services
which have a big effect on tourism’s growth… tourist numbers
are increasing and maybe this will increase for the next seasons,
especially after naming Petra as one of the seven wonders…
Now Jordan is known on the international tourist map… The
demand for Jordan is increasing and there are always inquiries
about Jordan. People now put it [Jordan] in their plans to see
Jordan it is à la mode now…
(Ameen, tour operator, 39 years experience).

Within the previous period of tourism in Jordan, tour guides identified some key
years that negatively and positively affected the tourism sector in Jordan,
recognising the years 1994 and 1995 as significant. The importance of these years
was attributed to the “peace process” between Jordan and Israel in 1994, which
had a positive effect on the political stability in the region and in turn on the
economic sectors including the tourism sector. The years 1994 and 1995 were
considered as noticeable in terms of the increase in tourism demand. Tour guides’
workload and their own incomes were key indicators they relied on to distinguish
these years. All the guides were satisfied about their earnings and still remember
how their savings differed to other years.
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Guide (21), who was one of the first few female tour guides in Jordan, said:

…in 1994, 1995, after the peace process, we had incredible
earnings… an increase in tourist numbers especially the
Americans and the Israelis…
(Guide 21, female, 14 years experience, French speaking).

Another tour guide talked about Jordanian tourism in the 1990s, referring to the
experience of his uncle who was a tour guide. Guide (6) said:

… in the 1990s I was still in school, I remember that my uncle,
who was a tour guide, used to work with German groups… so in
that time when he was coming to our house, he was talking
about tourism and from his talking about this period [1994,
1995] I know that it was a flourishing time and even that the
quality of tourism and tourists was better than now…
(Guide 6, male, 6 years experience, English speaking).

According to MOTA, the peace treaty led to a growth not only in the number of
Israeli tourists but also in overall tourist arrivals. In 1995 Jordan registered almost
1,073,000 visitors compared with 858,000 in 1994 (Gray, 2002; MOTA, 2008).

Tour guides also commented on other years that had a positive impact on
Jordanian tourism. The growth in these years was also credited to the political
steadiness in the region after the end of the Iraq war in 2006, and to the inclusion
of Petra in the list of the New Seven Wonders of the World in 20078.

8

The New Seven Wonders were selected through voting campaigns orgainsed by a NGO called
New Seven Wonders Foundation based in Swiss that aims at undertakes documentation and
conservation works of monuments worldwide.
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Guide (10), like almost all of the participants, said about the noteworthy years of
Jordanian tourism:

…the important years were 1994, 1995, after the peace…a
noticeable increase in tourist numbers, hotels, guides, and
employees in the tourism sector… 2006, 2007 are also
significant years. In 2007 there was a very strong season, the
number of tourists doubled, which is due to the political stability
after the end of the Iraq war… and in July 2007 Petra becomes
one of the new Seven Wonders…
(Guide 10, male, 15 years experience, English and Dutch
speaking).

However, tour guides referred to some other years that influenced the tourism
sector in Jordan negatively. For instance, after 9/11, the tour guides were
dramatically affected by this international event as the number of foreign tourists
dropped severely between the years 2000 and 2002 (MOTA, 2000; Reid and
Schwab, 2006), and that in turn affected the number of their working days and
their income. This issue forced some of the tour guides in Jordan not to renew
their licences or even to search for another job instead of tour guiding. Guide (15)
said:

…we stayed three years without working after 11 September,
not only me but all the guides. They didn’t put one penny in
their pockets. When I say this, I mean it, there are a lot of guys
who took loans, sold their cars or left the job…
Guide 15, female, 16 years experience, English speaking).

According to the statistics of MOTA, the relative change in the number of tour
guides in the years 2001/2002 fell by 16percent (MOTA, 2002).
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Another tour guide expressed that, among other partners in the tourism industry,
tour guides are the category most affected by political problems. This is because
they do not have another job, as in Jordan, Tourism Law does not allow tour
guides to practice any other job rather than tour guiding. This is why the tour
guides in particular were influenced by the decrease in tourism demand since they
had no alternative source of income. By contrast, other tourism staffs who work in
hotels, transportation companies, and restaurants are less affected because such
tourism services may depend on other alternatives such as domestic tourism,
MICE (Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and Exhibitions) tourism, and the Arab
market instead of the European and American markets. Guide (1) stated:

…tourism in general is affected by this [political instability] but
the tour guide has a special case. Why? Because the hotels, if
there is no international tourism, they can substitute this from
other activities like conferences, domestic tourism, or the Arabs
instead of the Europeans. And the transportation companies,
they can offer internal trips for Jordanians and external trips to
Hajj and Umra [Muslim pilgrimage trips]…
(Guide 1, male, 15 years experience, English and French
speaking).

In a study conducted by the JTGA, about 98 percent of the association members
regard political and economic stability as major problems for them, resulting in
fluctuations in work opportunities. Consequently, they have an interrupted and
unstable income (JTGA Business Plan, 20042006).

Jordan’s tourism standing was gauged by tour guides depending on their direct
observation of the tourist density in the sites and attractions.
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Again Guide (1) said, describing the current situation:

…what is obviously seen by all of us [tour guides] and what the
size of work tells us is that tourism in Jordan is growing greatly,
especially in this year 2008. We can say that, from four years
ago, after the end of Iraq war, there is an increase in tourist
numbers, but this year there is a huge increase compared with
last year, a growth more than what has normally happened every
year, and this is attributed to Petra and its gaining [the status of]
one of the Seven Wonders of the World… I think that it is the
major reason for the increase in this year…
(Guide 1, male, 15 years experience, English and French
speaking).

Guide (3), who was formerly a public relations manager in one of the universities
in Jordan, also explained the increased tourism demand on Petra because it has
become one of the New Seven Wonders:

… actually what I am seeing is that the number of tourists has
increased, because I have never seen, since 14 years ago,
[anything] like this year [2007], as every time I come to here
[Petra] it is full, always full… not only foreign tourists but
locals and school trips but in an unorganised way… Today I
visit Petra for the 1080th visit and the majority of these visits
have been in the last two years…
(Guide 3, male, 14 years experience, English speaking).
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The public sector’s perception of the current tourism situation accorded with the
views of the tour guides. A public sector respondent described the status of
tourism in Jordan, based on written reports in front of him, as:

… we have very detailed statistics that give indicators about the
tourism sector during the first five months of this year [2008]…
the tourism income has increased by a percentage of 6 percent
and this is a very positive thing for the national economy, and
tourist numbers have increased by 50–52 percent and this
number was not achieved in the previous years, although 2007
was very active… and [anyone] who works in the tourism sector
knows that there was no place in the hotels… fully booked… so
sometimes unfortunately they have to let the tourists stay in the
buses or swap their stays from hotels in Petra to camping in
Wadi Rum, and some tour operators who had groups coming
from Israel were obliged to let their clients stay in Elate and
Jerusalem and ask the tour operators in Israel to postpone their
[tourists] coming to Jordan…
(Hamzeh, manager in MOTA, six years experience).

The ability of tour guides to talk knowledgeably about the past and the present
situations of Jordanian tourism was also demonstrated in predicting future
demand. Some of the tour guides who were interviewed in August 2007 predicted
that the size of tourism demand would increase in the next year, 2008, because of
naming Petra as one of the new Seven Wonders of the World. Guide (27), who is
one of the guides interviewed in the pilot study, said:

… I think Petra’s influence hasn’t started yet… we hope that
tourism demand will increase next year… we are waiting for the
next season in September and October [2008]…
(Guide 27, male, 13 years experience, English and German
speaking).
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According to MOTA, in April 2008 about 70,000 tourists visited Petra. The total
increase on tourist numbers to Petra in 2008 was 82 percent (MOTA, 2008).

5.2.2 Product Performance Analysts
Tourism product is defined by Jeffries as: ‘a bundle or package of tangible and
intangible components based on activity at a destination’ (Jeffries, 2001: 60). This
bundle includes; attractions, facilities, services, hospitality, and more widely, the
quality of the overall tourism experience in the host country.

The tour guides in this research offered an extensive analysis of the tourism
product of Jordan. Their analysis demonstrated the key elements that characterise
Jordanian tourism, and pinpointed the a) strengths, (b) weaknesses, and (c)
potential development opportunities in Jordan as a tourism destination, as outlined
below.

a) Strength Points of Jordanian Tourism

A number of factors that support the attractiveness of tourism in Jordan were
recognised by the tour guides. The most vital among them are: the various iconic
natural and cultural assets in Jordan; the relative safety and stability of the
country; and the hospitality of Jordanian people.

Iconic attractions

There are some unique attractions in Jordan that are nonreplicable in any other
destination, such as Petra, Wadi Rum, and the Dead Sea. The tour guides referred
to such attractions, especially Petra, as major factors that motivate tourists to visit
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Jordan. Guide (12) answered when the researcher asked him why tourists come to
Jordan by saying:

…may Allah bless Petra, without Petra the numbers would be
less… every tourist said that my dream is to visit Petra and
sometimes they mention Wadi Rum but mostly [they come] for
Petra… Petra is a unique place. I asked my last group, there
were 11 people, why did you come to Jordan? They said to me,
“To see Petra”…
(Guide 12, male, 13 years experience, German and English
speaking)

The uniqueness of Petra makes it a key site of Jordan and it is included in almost
all of the tourism itineraries. Referring to more than 30 tourism itineraries for the
period from March to June 2009, Petra was a constant site in all of the itineraries,
a finding that reflects the tourism demand on Petra and consequently to the sites
close to it.9 Guide (21) had an interesting way of describing Petra, the “rose red
city”, as the oil of Jordan:

…I always say to tourists, “Unfortunately we don’t have black
oil like other Arab countries, but we have rosy oil, it is Petra”…
(Guide 21, female, 15 years experience, French speaking).

9

The itineraries were collected from three tour guides working with three different tour operators.
See Appendix H.
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The magnet of Petra not only attracts the foreign tourist but also the domestic one.
The tour guides observed how the Jordanians are more conscious of the value of
Petra especially after being declared one of the New Seven Wonders. In the pilot
study, Guide (26) said:

… naming Petra as one of the New Seven Wonders is something
good, I personally have felt that there is public awareness, that
all Jordanians keep talking about this event and this is the first
time that I have seen a Jordanian talking about a historical site in
this way, and in the media there are a lot of advertisements, in
the TV or posters in the streets, we have seen it in all Jordan…
(Guide 26, male, 15 years experience, French/English speaking)

The previous quotation reflects the need to raise the public awareness on the
importance of tourism in Jordan. Guide (26) narrated how the Jordanians reacted
positively on Petra’s event because of the promotional campaigns which were
orgainsed internationally and locally that in turn raised the profile of the country
heritage that has previously not been that recognised by the local people. In this
regard one might mention that the domestic tourism must be developed in Jordan
given the fact that this sort of tourism is the more sustainable one and that
Jordanian tourism is depending heavily on international tourism.

Additionally, the previous extracts indicate that tourism in Jordan depends on
major tourism sites, thus cultural tourism is the mainstream of Jordanian tourism.
In this regard the tour guides noted that other tourism types should be developed
and promoted. More precisely they note the potential of Jordan for ecotourism
given that Jordan is endowed with many natural sites that could offer a solid base
for such tourism.
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Guide (13) noted this point as:

…the natural tourism doesn’t take its share, because the
majority of our tourism is for cultural and leisure purposes. We
have a lot of beautiful valleys, I took two groups to these
valleys, they were very happy to the extent they wanted to be
late as much as they could… Zeglab valley, there are water,
trees, stones, it’s a nice place to see, everything is natural. It
would be worth making a restaurant there and to have lunch
hearing the sound of the water...
(Guide, 13, male, 5 years experience, English and Dutch
speaking).

Safety and Security

Secondly, it is well understood that security and safety are fundamental to
tourism, and without a peaceful environment tourism cannot develop and flourish.
Hall et al. (2004) have discussed how tourist behaviour and consequently, the
destination, are affected by the level of security (Hall et al., 2004).

Tour guides considered safety as a strong point and even a “pull” factor for
tourists to come to Jordan. Guide (11), who is an administrative member in the
JTGA, commented on the safety and security in Jordan as follows:

…the most important pillar in the tourism industry is the
political stability… it is the backbone of the tourism work…
even if there are many attractions in the country, without
stability no one would come to it… what characterises Jordan
among Middle Eastern countries is the political stability… it is
known in the European countries and all over the world that
Jordan is a safe place…
(Guide 11, male, 15 years experience, English speaking).
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All of the participants told stories about safetyrelated issues. Perhaps the most
interesting stories came from guide (14) who said that:

… I can tell you that it has happened with me many times, that
some of the tourists have lost their valuable things and I always
tell them, if it is dropped in a Jordanian hand it will be fine, you
don’t have to worry… In my last group a female tourist lost her
camera in the Roman theatre, so I told her that you are lucky if a
Jordanian finds it… After a while two guys were running and
shouting, “Did anyone lose a camera?”…
(Guide 14, male, 21 years experience, German speaking).

The same guide (Guide 14) provided another story, he said:

… a Jewish tourist lost a bag, so we informed the police in Wadi
Rum. I was working back to back [means a group every week]
with the same tour leader, so the next week we went and asked
about the bag, we found it in the police station. The tour leader
then opened it and it contained more than 8000 JD in cash, silver
and gold pieces. Then the tour leader held the bag and started to
empty it in front of the tourists in Wadi Rum, shouting, “Look!
look! In which country does this happen? You can’t find this
except in Jordan”…
(Guide 14, male, 21 years experience, German speaking).

Political stability is considered as a privilege for Jordan, especially when
compared with the bordering countries of Lebanon, Iraq, Palestine and Israel.
There have been some incidents, of which the worst were the Amman hotel
bombing in November 2005, where nearly 50 people were killed and 100 injured
at a wedding reception, and the Aqaba rocket attacks in August 2005 which killed
a Jordanian soldier. Nevertheless, Jordan is considered as a safe and stable
country. It is described by Talozi (2007:2) as “an oasis of security in the midst of
a tumultuous region”. In 2008, Jordan was ranked 15 out of 124 participating
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countries according to safety and security issues (Travel and Tourism
Competitiveness Report, 2008).

Hospitality

Middle Eastern people are regarded as hospitable people. They easily engage with
visitors to reflect their hospitality by welcoming them, and offering help and
assistance. ‘Arabs, Turks and Iranians are among the friendliest people in the
world and their cities make you feel that you are at home’ (Brunn et al., 2003:
298).

From their observation of the contacts between the locals and the tourists and
from their acquisition of tourist feedback, tour guides described Jordanians as
friendly and hospitable people. The following anecdote from a female guide
illustrates the traditional Jordanian hospitality:

… I lost a female Dutch tourist… me and the group were on
lunch break… after two hours I found her with a [Jordanian]
woman talking about her son who lives in Amsterdam … blah
blah blah ... she entered her house and ate mansaf [traditional
dish of Jordan] and we were searching for her… The tourists
firstly gain an impression that Jordanians are unsociable, but I
tell them they don’t have happy faces because of the severe
nature of the environment… later on you will find different
things…
(Guide 15, female, 15 years experience, English speaking).

In 1995, a survey conducted by Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA)
demonstrated that 96 percent of 2000 European visitors thought people in Jordan
were hospitable (Kelly, 1998:906).
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More specifically, tour guides differentiated the employees who work in tourism
activities in Jordan from those in neighboring destinations, as they do not insist on
tourists buying or giving a tip, in contrast to what tourists face in other countries.
From what he heard from his clients, Guide (12) discussed this issue:

…most tourists who come to Jordan come from Egypt, Maghreb
countries or Yemen. When they visit Jordan they notice a big
difference in dealing with tourists and the cleanliness of the
country… [for example] when the tourist comes to a shop to buy
anything he is free to buy or not, there is no pressure on him,
while in Egypt the seller stays behind him for 20 meters to force
him to buy, it is like begging or Khawah [a must] and if he
doesn’t buy… the seller gets angry and… These are stories
from tourists who I worked with… but in Jordan the tourist
enters the country as a respected and welcomed person and
leaves respected and welcomed… There is no pressure or any
obligation…
(Guide12, male, 13 years experience, German and English
speaking).

In the cultural context, the warmth of Jordanian people may be rooted in the
Arabic/ Muslim culture which urges people to be generous and helpful to their
guests. In the tourism context, this hospitality may be attributed to the fact that
Jordan may be seen as a virgin destination still uninfluenced by mass tourism,
especially in the less visited sites where local people are not used to tourism.
Accordingly, they regard the tourists as guests who should always be welcomed
and treated with tactfulness. Therefore, the traditional hospitality has not yet
turned into commercial exploitation (de Kadt, 1979; Jafari, 1989, cited in Hall and
Richards, 2003: 37).

The previous argument let us mention what the tour guides have observed in
relation to the sociocultural impacts of tourism in Jordan. The participants
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indicated some negative signs that do not conform to the norms and attitudes of
the locals that have started to appear in the southern area of Jordan where the
tourists spend at least onethird of their trip’s time.

In the focus group interview that was conducted during the pilot study, the
participants spoke of the consequences of tourism on the local inhabitants of Petra
(Bedoul), who have become accustomed to the tourists and their attitudes. Guide
(29) mentioned some aspects of imitation of tourists that have become apparent in
the local society of Wadi Mousa, the nearest place to Petra, as:

…one of its [tourism] impacts, the cultural impacts in Wadi
Mousa, there, the local community and especially those who
work in tourism have changed their values and traditions. They
have become westerners, sorry… for example, the son of Bedoul
, he talks about a girlfriend as if he is living in Europe, it is
become a part of his life. I personally can talk about the son of
Bedoul as if he is the son of Europe. Why? Because he has got
used to tourists…
(Guide 29, Male, 15 years experience, English and French
speaking).

Guide (28) provided another manifestation of the sociocultural impacts of tourism
on the local people of Petra as:

…there is a girl from Bedoul, she is working as a guide. She
went to France and, you know, in our conservative community
in Jordan it is rare for a girl to work in tourism and travel alone
abroad…
(Guide 28, male, experience, French speaking).

Tour guides’ testimonies on the effect of tourism and changes in the value system
of local communities in the South agreed with the findings of a study that
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examined the perceptions of local people in Petra of the sociocultural
consequences of tourism on their community. The study noted a number of
negative impacts from tourism in Petra such as: drinking alcohol, children
dropping out of school, illegal sexual relationships, weakening of family
structures and imitation of tourists’ behaviours.
b) Weaknesses of Jordanian Tourism
This section introduces some of the major weaknesses of the performance of
Jordan tourism revealed by the analytical testimony of the tour guides. The most
crucial points are the lack of services, and the unbalanced distribution of tourism
volume between the tourism attractions in Jordan.

Lack of Services
The lack of services was identified as a main challenge that faces Jordan tourism.
The tour guides observed that some attractions are in need of services and other,
particularly busy sites, required upgraded services to meet the increasing demand.
In pinpointing the lack of services, Guide (17) noted:

… the services are below average, they have declined… because
of the increase in tourist numbers, and there is no monitoring of
services, especially in the last two years, 2007, 2008… The
country is not prepared in general to receive these numbers in
terms of hotels; qualified tour guides, transportation, and
restaurants, there are insufficient services…
(Guide 17, male, 10 years experience, French speaking).

Specifically, Petra as the central highlight in Jordan, received the lion’s share of
tour guides’ comments.
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In diagnosing some of Petra’s needs Guide (6) said:

… in Petra the services are developing but not completely, for
example, there is a strange thing in Petra that the restaurants that
are inside the site are always offering buffets… they never
provide other things… for example, there is no natural juice. The
visit to Petra is interesting but also long and exhausting so some
of tourists like to have natural, fresh juice but this doesn’t exist…
I have another criticism about Petra, which is that in the site the
numbers of Bedouins cause chaos with their animals, the camels,
and the donkeys. I think that the number is excessive and they
[MOTA] have to monitor this thing... And sometimes the horses’
owners hit the animals with the stick, this is bad for the image of
the country, so I think that they have to offer courses and educate
the local people in Petra… okay, their presence is important as
the tourist likes to ride the camel or the horse because it is from
the region’s culture, but they have to be monitored…
(Guide 6, male, 6 years experience, English speaking).

The previous extract scrutinizes the needs of Petra as a tourism site. Guide (6)
mentioned some problems that exist in Petra that may not be recognised by the
managers who are remote from the site and its visitors. What is mentioned in the
above quotation may be seen as marginal matters (e.g. same kind of food, the
number of the animals in the site) but according to Guide (6) they are important
issues and need to be solved. This argument leads indicates that the tour guides
may offer more micro analysis and minor stylistic points to the tourism planners
and managers given the fact that they are not only close to the tourists and the
sites, but also they are frequent workers in the field.

In addition to what is mentioned by tour guides on tourism necessities in general,
they made a point on the need for other services that are related to the customer
profile. For example, there is no consideration for the older aged tourists who,
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according to tour guides, constitute the majority of tourists who come to Jordan in
terms of age groups. Guide (11) commented on services and visitors’ needs
saying:

… in Jerash the distance from the visitor centre to the gate is too
long and some tourists suffer from this especially that they have
to walk the same distance when entering and leaving the site…
It is just the same as what happens in Petra, especially for the
old people who have to hire a carriage, which a lot of tourists
find an uncomfortable and unsuitable way of travelling… And
there are many other sites that the tourist can’t reach because
there are no services, no roads, and this shortage in services
makes you stop for a very short time. These [lacking services]
include visitor centres and especially toilets. As a guide I have
to leave the site after a maximum of 30 minutes because the
tourists start to ask for toilets and sometimes you have sick
persons with you …
(Guide 11, male, 15 years experience, English speaking).

Comparable to the previous statement, Guide (15) said:

…the majority of tourists who come to Jordan are overage...
that means they are from 55 to 70… The Jerash visit takes 3
hours… there is nothing for the tourists there… What is the
problem if we make a small restaurant and put up an umbrella to
serve the tourists because it is very hot in summer and rainy in
winter? This will satisfy the tourists and mean they do not have
to sit on the stones of the site…
(Guide 15, female, 15 years experience, English speaking).

From what the previous extracts showed, it can be concluded that services in some
tourist sites in Jordan are lacking or absent, a matter that has been observed by
other scholars who have researched the tourism sector in Jordan (Kelly, 1998; El
Roudan et al., 2000). For instance, El Roudan et al. (2000) noticed in their study
that some attractions require the basic services and infrastructure, they also
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commented on the need for high quality services in Petra to be compatible with its
historical value. Moreover, the authors revealed the shortage of necessary services
for people with special needs (El Roudan et al., 2000: 87).

Unbalanced Distribution of Tourism Volume

Tour guides’ discussions on the performance of Jordan accumulated to reveal a
major focal issue related to the performance of Jordan’s tourism. This is the
geographical imbalance of tourism volume between the three regions of Jordan.
The Centre and the South are recognised as the core tourism areas in Jordan. This
is attributed to the fact that the main airport in Jordan is located in Amman in the
centre, through which the majority of tourists enter the country. Therefore, the
tourists stay in Amman’s hotels and visit the main attractions in Amman and the
nearby places. The northern part is considered as a peripheral area, while in fact it
embraces a wealth of historical and natural attractions, and deserves, according to
the guides, at least from two to three days to be visited. The southern area is
considered as the core area because it contains what is called the “golden triangle”
of Jordan which comprises; Petra, Wadi Rum Natural Reserve, and Aqaba, the
city of sun and sea and the only port of Jordan.

The unbalanced distribution of tourism volume results in differences in the size of
tourist activities in the three regions in Jordan. For instance, the vast majority of
hotels, restaurants and souvenir shops are located in four areas; Amman, Aqaba,
the Dead Sea and Petra (MOTA, 2008). In addition, the local employment in
tourism is mainly based in those four areas, which are located in the Centre and
the South. The quotation below shows where guides stay more on their itineraries.
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Guide (19) said:

… most of my stay is in the south, Petra, Wadi Rum and Aqaba.
All the tourists visit these sites which bring tourism to Jordan.
Some French tourists visit the north but for one day, then they
go to the south for trekking and camping… one day in the north
versus five days in the south. Other groups visit only the south,
they don’t even reach the north – they fly by charters to and
from Aqaba…
(Guide 19, male, 15 years experience, French speaking).

Tour guides valued the key sites of Jordan, but at the same time they were
concerned that a lot of worthy sites located in the North were often ignored. A
number of participants expressed this neglect using luckrelated expressions such
as; “the unlucky north”, “the less lucky north”, “oppressed north” and “north’s
absence”. The north’s absence from tourism itineraries was stressed in all
responses by participants. They considered the North as an effective way to
lengthen the tourist stay in Jordan. However, the informants revealed that there is
either an insufficient or nonexistent supply of tourism services there. This is also
the finding of a number of studies (Kelly 1998; ElRoudan et al. 2000; Reid and
Schwab, 2006). Guide (17) commented on the short supply of services in the
North as:

… the services [in the North] are ignored and undeveloped. For
example, Um Qais, despite its importance as a Roman city and
its panoramic view to Tabaria Lake, the Golan heights, the
Jordan river, and Yarmouk river, these are important things for
the tourist to see, but there is no one classified hotel and there is
only one restaurant…
(Guide 17, male, 10 years experience, French speaking).
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Guide (11) said too:

…in general the concentration in all the tourism programmes is
only on two sites in the north, which are Jerash and Um Qais,
and if Pella is in the programme it is a passing point for 15 or
maximum 30 minutes because there are no roads that enable the
tourist to walk in the city… it is a bus stop, not more than that…
I personally can’t walk in it… it is tiring for me… Frankly we
know that Jerash [the most visited place in the north] is the most
important and well preserved Roman city in the Middle East, but
this doesn’t mean ignoring the other sites [in the north], it is the
less lucky region in Jordan. There should be some development
of these sites, to add them to the programme, and promoting
them… This means an increase of the tourist’s stay in Jordan
and that it is what we aspire to do, especially in the North. You
talk about five to six days in the South compared with one day
in the North. To extend the tourists’ stay should be one of the
aims of Jordan’s tourism, if the average length of stay is five we
have to make it seven days, if it is seven we have to make it 10
days…
(Guide 11, male, 15 years experience, English speaking).

Tour guides went further and pointed to the hazard of concentration on Petra as a
single site in Jordan. They noted that this orientation will influence the appeal of
other sites; hence the tourism demand will be limited to one sole attraction in
Jordan. In this regard, many of the respondents observed with concern the
phenomenon of sameday tours, in which the visitors come from Egypt or Israel to
see only Petra and go back. They described the effect of such tours as killing off
other sites of Jordan.
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Guide (16) extensively said on this issue:

… the tourist already comes to see Petra but the centralisation
on Petra could make us lose the other sites in Jordan in the
future, so people may come on the weekend to see only Petra.
The emphasis on Petra may kill the other sites… As tour guides
we have started to feel these disadvantages… The oneday tour
is destroying tourism in Jordan because it means that there is
nothing in Jordan except for Petra and this affects the site itself
because of the huge numbers visiting it… Maybe this makes for
promotion of Jordan but I see it in another way. Petra is … the
site that attracts tourists to Jordan, therefore, when they have
seen Petra they will not come back to Jordan again, except if the
tourist is very interested and noticed that one day is not enough
to see Petra… Why don’t we control the numbers visiting Petra?
[For instance] the entry fee for those who come only for a one
day tour should be higher than the fee for the tourist who stays
for one night or more. Some action should be taken to control
the numbers and to conserve the site itself…
(Guide 16, male, 15 years experience, French speaking).

All of the participants criticised the oneday tours to Petra, they believe that the
negative impacts of such tours override the positive ones. They enumerated the
benefits of oneday tours. These include the entry fees collected from the visitors
and the wordofmouth endorsement that might be generated from those tourists.
Yet, from a conservation point of view, the tour guides warned about exceeding
the carrying capacity of Petra and noted the need to monitor the number of visitors
and to safeguard the site. They further suggested that the level of the tourists’
satisfaction may be negatively affected because of congestion, due to the large
numbers of tourists in the same space, and because the site is inadequately
managed.
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The previous discussion demonstrates the awareness of tour guides on
conservation and thus on sustainability issues. Their perceptions harmonised with
the views of experts who have warned of the dangers of overdevelopment at
Petra. According to UNESCO, the daily carrying capacity of Petra is 3000 visitors
(UNESCO, 2000). This number was exceeded in 2008 to reach 5000–6000,
according to the Department of Antiquities (Jordan Times, 14 December 2008),
and in May of the same year, a total of 100,000 tourists visited the city (MOTA,
2008).

A study conducted by the Royal Scientific Society (RSS) in 1996 demonstrated
the negative impacts of the oneday visitors and the pressure that occurs on
infrastructure, water consumption and pollution. It was also observed in the RSS’s
study that this sort of tourist (one day) brought their own food and beverages with
them, which meant less economic benefits (Royal Scientific Society, 1996:156).
Another study discussed the necessity of evaluating the carrying capacity and the
accessibility of Petra in order to preserve this UNESCO World Heritage Site
(Paradise, 2000: 150). More recently, one of the members of the Jordan Inbound
Tour Operators Association (JITOA) described the oneday tours as a disaster, as
neither the restaurants nor the hotels benefit from these trips (AlRai Newspaper,
11 June 2009).
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The public sector perspective on oneday visitors had a different focus. The
manager of the Department of Developing Jordan Tourism Product observed:

… yes some sites like Petra get more attention [from the
government] … but in terms of other sites, such as the complete
and well preserved Roman city Jerash, why? Because Petra is a
main site in Jordan… Financially, what we get from them [one
day visitors] is only the entry fees of Petra which is 27 JD per
person, but I look at this [oneday tours] from another point of
view, that the good feedback will be obvious in the long term as
these visits will promote Petra and Wadi Rum and the South…
(Hamzeh, manager in MOTA, six years experience).

The above extract shows an agreement with tour guides in that Petra and the
southern area of Jordan take the greatest share of the government’s support.
However, with respect to oneday tours the informant from the public sector
looked upon this sort of tour as a source of tourism income and as a promotion for
the sites in the South. In contrast, the perceptions of tour guides on the main issue
demonstrated a longterm view, and more indepth examination of Petra’s oneday
visitors. Their point of view emphasises the need to conserve the site, to care
about tourist satisfaction and to minimise the overdependence on the South’s
attractions.

c) Potential Tourism Development

The perceptions of the tour guides on the weaknesses and strengths points of the
performance of Jordan tourism revealed some potential tourism development
opportunities. For instance, to overcome the overdependence on core attractions,
the tour guides suggested some new ideas which the most important among them
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were to diversify the tourism programmes, to meet the needs of the Arab market,
and take into consideration seasonality and price competitiveness issues.

Guide (1) reviewed the currently promoted programmes and noted the absence of
many viable tourism sites in Jordan:

…the tourist itinerary as an average is seven days, which covers
the top sites in Jordan, but there are other important sites such as
Dana reserve … and Ajloun Castle, Mar Elias, Erhab church,
which is the oldest church in the world… These sites should be
on the tourists’ programme, they are Christian sites approved by
the Vatican… but they are totally ignored…
(Guide 1, male, 15 years experience, English and French
speaking)

Among many, Guide (15) drew attention to the neglected and unexploited natural
sites of Jordan:

… the tourists rarely know of the valleys of Jordan, there is no
investment [in them]… I consider them as a treasure… nobody
gives them any care, the government, MOTA, or the private
investors, and I am sure if these sites were in the hands of
France, England or any other country, definitely the financial
investment would be unimaginable, but [in Jordan] they are
ignored… In these valleys all types of tourism could be
practiced; adventure tourism, relaxation, and treatment or
therapy… For example, Al Walah valley – nobody knows that if
you walk 4 hours to the west you can’t believe that you are in
Jordan…
(Guide 15, female, 15 years experience, English speaking).

The tour guides proposed the adoption of new schedules for tourism itineraries by
adding the lesspromoted, but important, sites to the tourism programme which
would result in: distributing the flow of tourists to all the attractions of Jordan
from the north to the south; affecting positively the overall tourism demand; and
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lengthening the tourists’ stay in Jordan. The tour guides’ view on rescheduling the
currently promoted programmes reflects their awareness of sustainable tourism.
Based on their practical work in the field, the tour guides promoted sustainable
tourism principles through their suggestions for minimising the disparities in
tourism volume, and thus spread the economic benefits of tourism among the
three parts of Jordan that in turn ensure the achievement of the economic and
cultural sustainability.

Other activities were also proposed by the tour guides to develop and enhance the
tourism performance of Jordan. Guide (8) noted the limited activities offered to
the tourists during their stay in the country, especially in the evening. He
suggested building more museums, and organising cultural festivals that would
familiarise the visitors with the culture of the country and give local communities
the opportunity to involve themselves in the tourism process and benefit from it.
Guide (8) spoke of the need:

…to build museums, summer resorts, and organise cultural
festivals … This preoccupies me a great deal… After visiting
the sites, the tourist has nothing to do in the evening… The
tourist is not here [in Jordan] to sleep, he is here to enjoy…
Most of the tourists ask me where I can go to listen to national
music... so why we don’t have a special place for music…?
(Guide 8, male, 2 years experience, Spanish speaking).

Meeting the needs of Arab tourists, rather than the needs of international visitors,
was a development strategy constantly raised by tour guides. They differentiated
Arabs’ needs from those of European or American tourists. For the tour guides,
the Arab market comprised visiting natural places, entertainment in cities, and
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seeking good restaurants. In this regard, the tour guides highlighted the North as a
potential area to be exploited with consideration to the requirements of Arab
market, which accounts over 50 percent of Jordan’s visitors (The Report: Jordan,
2008:160). In referring to the North as a “pull” area for Arab tourists, guide (13)
said:

…the North is a piece of heaven… We can build resorts that
will attract thousands of Gulf tourists, or Arabs in general…
There are a lot of very beautiful forests and it’s the only green
region in Jordan, and as regards to pollution it is among the
cleanest places in Jordan, but the problem is that if we want to
go to Ajloun we can’t find more than one twostar hotel… In
fact we could invest in the north and increase the number of
tourists to this region…
(Guide 13, male, 5 years experience, English and Dutch
speaking).

It is known that interregional tourism is an essential activity in any destination.
Arab countries were and still are the main market for Jordan, although the tour
guides in Jordan are rarely hired by Arab tourists because the later do not endure
the cultural barriers that would make them require guiding services. Nonetheless,
the tour guides offered invaluable suggestions for meeting the needs of Arab
tourists to improve the investment of this market by developing and promoting the
sites and the services that are of interest to the Arab tourist. The North was the
strongest candidate to fulfil the proposed potential developments because it is
characterised by a mild climate and green nature and this is what tourists from the
hot Gulf countries seek. Here one might noticed that tour guides’ perceptions
about the development strategies in relation to tourism markets may be seen as a
marketing database that could help the public and private sectors in providing
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ready and uptodate information on the markets and their wants and needs among
others.

Seasonality Considerations

One of the universal features of tourism is seasonality. It is a concern for tourism
organisations in any destination. Butler (2001) identified two types of seasonality.
First, there is the natural seasonality which is the result of natural forces such as
temperature, rainfall, or snowfall. Second, the institutionalised seasonality which
is the result of human decisions and is an outcome of various factors including
religious, cultural, and ethnic factors (Butler, 2001:5).

Seasonality is an obvious aspect of tourism in Jordan. The tour guides categorised
tourism in Jordan into two seasons. The first is from March until June (spring
season), and the second is from September until February (autumn/winter season),
while the low season is the summer months in July and August. In commenting on
seasonality, Guide (6) observed:

…we work successively in spring in March, April, May and
June… in summer there is a decrease because it is hot so it is a
low season… then in September, October and November we
work very well. We used to consider summer as the low season,
in July and August, but in the last two years, 2006, 2007, these
were strong months and the numbers were a lot but still less than
the peak in spring and autumn…
(Guide 6, male, 6 years experience, English speaking)

The tourism seasons were classified by tour guides depending on the number of
foreign tourists (nonArab tourists), because as mentioned earlier, they seldom
offer guiding services to Arabs. In fact, according to MOTA’s statistics, the peak
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season for tourism in Jordan is seen in the summer months, due to the movements
of Arab tourists. Guide (1) said about Arab tourism:

… I am not close to them, neither the domestic nor the Arabs
[tourists]… I worked only once with a Saudi group and another
time with Lebanese… In general, Arabs’ interest in history and
culture is weak, they are not interested in the site itself … they
said, “We don’t want to spend our time among stones”... The
Ministry of Tourism should concentrate on other things to attract
the Arab tourism… there should be special places for those
Arabs who can spend a lot of money... The services for Arabs
should be different from those of the foreign tourists because of
the differences in cultures and the purposes of travel…
(Guide 1, male 15 years experience, English and French
speaking).

Another view regarding the low season in Jordan was discussed by a tour guide,
who from his experience in working exceptionally in the summer 2008, noticed
that Jordan could also be promoted in summer, as the climate in Jordan is
considered moderate and the temperatures are bearable:

…in Jordan we have two seasons, the low season is the period in
which the companies abroad don’t sell Jordan in the summer
months, as the Europeans consider Jordan as a hot country in the
summer, but I disagree with this. This year [2008] I have
worked in June, July, and August, and it was acceptable
weather, you can bear it. In general it is a moderate climate and
you can avoid the peak temperatures… unfortunately there is a
misunderstanding about this matter… This year 2008, the
tourism volume was continuous…
(Guide 16, male, 15 years experience, French speaking).

High and offpeak seasons need more attention from the tourism bodies in Jordan,
which should carry out comprehensive studies to analyse the features and the
conditions of such terms. The tour guides acknowledged that there is little
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consideration of the special nature of the peak season, when there is high pressure
on tourism services. For instance, Guide (9) criticised the process of organising
conferences and exhibitions because they were often arranged on an adhoc basis
and in the months of the high season. Consequently, high pressure is exerted on
the supply side and demonstrates the deficiencies of it. He talked about his
experience at the time of conferences and how he manages the unforeseen
conditions that happened while applying the tourism itinerary. His comments
were:

… what we see is that all the conferences held in Jordan
concentrate on the Dead Sea and Petra, and the big crisis is that
they concentrate on these sites in the high season, and this
makes problems and confusion in order to find a room in a
hotel… I have faced this a lot with my groups… when they [the
tourism agency] tell me that there is a switch for their stay and I
have to send the group to Aqaba instead of Petra because the
rooms [in Petra] are occupied because of a conference or some
event such as the Jordan Rally… The high season is in spring
and autumn… but when they hold a huge conference with a
need for 400 rooms or 500 this causes problems… a lot of
rooms are occupied… It is not a fault to be in the high season,
but they have to increase the [availability of] rooms and when
they coordinate or organise such conferences. They should
prepare for them one year in advance…
(Guide 9, male, 15 years experience, French speaking).
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A similar observation was from Guide (10), who explained the problems he faced:

…it happened with me especially at the time of World
Economic Forum (WEF) in the Dead Sea. The roads to the site
were closed except for the visitors of the conference… this was
to ensure more security to the participants who come from all
over the world… This [sort of event] places a load on the tour
guide who tries to solve the problem by making some changes to
the trip by, for example, letting the tourists visit the Dead Sea at
the end of the programme…but sometimes we can’t do this and
some tourists miss the visit to the Dead Sea…
(Guide, 10, male, 15 years experience, English and Dutch
speaking).

As mentioned in chapter two, there are increasing efforts by the government to
develop MICE tourism in Jordan. A number of conference centres have been
established in the country to secure the requirements of such tourism. The major
venues are located in the Dead Sea and Petra, where Jordan has hosted a number
of international events including; the World Economic Forum, the Nobel
Laureates meetings, SOFEX arms fairs, and the Rebuild Iraq Conference.

While the public sector may look upon MICE tourism only as a cash cow and as a
source of image enhancement for Jordan, the tour guides held a different view on
the organisation of such tourism. They believe that, despite of the value of MICE
tourism for Jordan, events should be arranged out of the peak seasons in order to
decrease the pressure on the tourism services and infrastructure in the high season,
and to sustain the tourism demand in the low season of the year.
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Price Competitiveness
Finally, the price of tourism in Jordan is perceived by tour guides as high,
especially when compared with the prices of competing destinations in the region.
Comments were made by tour guides on the necessity to review and monitor the
prices of tourism services, including accommodation and food and beverage
prices. Guide (18) noted the need for mediumprice hotels:

… not all tourists are rich… we have to compete with bordering
countries and make different products for a moderate class and
others for rich people, because sometimes the tourist doesn’t
care to stay in four stars or five stars hotels because they have
come to see the country, so three stars hotels are enough, and
unfortunately they hardly exist, especially in the Dead Sea…
(Guide 18, male, 17 years experience, Italian speaking).

Guide (15), who is a frequenttraveler tour guide and has an experience about
prices in other destinations, warned about raising prices:

…within a very short period the ministry will find that the
numbers [of tourists] will decrease because of the prices. They
are very high, and the services which are [offered by] the hotel,
the bus, the restaurants, and the souvenir shops deal with the
tourists as if we are in Switzerland… What happens with the
tourist who comes to Jordan? When he buys the package he has
an image about Jordan that it is from the third world, so Jordan
should be cheaper than America, but when he comes…a glass of
beer costs 10 JD or 7 JD…it is cheaper in Switzerland …the
only place that I accept to pay 10 JD for a glass of beer and 6 JD
for a cup of coffee is the Dead Sea… because I am selling the
tourist an atmosphere, so I tell the tourists that you are paying
the price of the view not the price of the drink…but in Amman,
in the hotels…is it wrong they have to be aware of this…the
price of a bottle of water should not be 2.50JDThe prices should
be controlled…
(Guide 15, female, 15 years experience, English speaking).
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The previous quotes illustrate the perceptions of tour guides towards the high
prices in the tourism sector in Jordan. Their view is that Jordan is a Middle
Eastern country and it is assumed to be cheaper than American or European
countries. Furthermore, taking into account competitiveness matters, Jordan is
regarded as less competitive than bordering countries in terms of prices. For
instance, Guide (18) noted the shortage of threestar hotels, which he thought are
the most needed among hotels especially for the “priceoriented customers”.
Monitoring and proper planning of pricing strategies are fundamental in Jordan in
order to be able to vie with the destinations of the region, and consequently, to
avoid what might affect the future demand of Jordan as a tourism destination,
especially with the difficult economic conditions that arise from time to time in
the world. The testimony of tour guides on the price factor also conformed to
official reports published by international organisations. In the latest report of the
Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Index, Jordan ranked 37, compared with 2
for Egypt, 4 for Bahrain and 13 for Tunisia in price competitiveness (World
Economic Forum, 2008).

5.2.3 Critical Evaluators of Stakeholders
The data elicited from this research revealed the perceptions of tour guides
towards tourism stakeholders. They reflected criticism of the organisations
responsible for the tourism sector in Jordan including the public sector,
represented by the Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities (MOTA) and the quasi
governmental organisation that is the Jordan Tourism Board (JTB), and the
private sector, represented by the inbound tour operators in Jordan.
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The nature of tour guiding as a freelance career allowed the tour guides to talk
freely and neutrally. The participants work with different agencies, and for that
reason, they were not constrained to adhere to any agency line, as is the case with
employees in the public and private sectors who are restricted by the policies of
their organisations. Weiler and Ham, (2001) have recognised this neutrality in
relation to ecotourism guides:

Tour guides often have the freedom, and thus, the important
opportunity to practice the principles of ecotourism and
interpretation regardless of where or for whom they work and
irrespective of whether the product is labeled and marked as an
ecotour or as some other type of naturebased product (Weiler
and Ham, 2001: 549)

The tour guides evaluated the tourism bodies and regarded them as remote from
the actual situation and the needs of Jordanian tourism. Guide (17) briefly
described his view of the performance of public tourism bodies as:

… unfortunately, the work of the decision makers is not in the
field, it is in officebased work…
(Guide 17, male, 10 years experience, French speaking).

The tour guides identified a number of major problems and challenges they
believe the tourism public and private bodies in Jordan face. These include a) lack
of promotional activities, b) lack of qualified tourism staff, c) ineffective
monitoring and management issues, d) tour operators’ domination, and e) the
insufficiency of cooperation between the tourism stakeholders in Jordan. These
points are outlined in the following subsections.
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a) Lack of Promotional Activities

All of the participants acknowledged the inadequate promotional activities for the
Jordan tourism product. They asserted the need for activating and intensifying the
promotional responsibilities from the people who are in charge. This need is stated
by Guide (1) in the following statement:

…the tour operators, MOTA and the JTB are those responsible
for promotion and they should give detailed information about
Jordan… For example, if you go to the brochure you will find a
very poor explanation about Jerash, but if we explained about
each monument in it, a lot of people would be attracted… and
the Decapolis city, Pella, which is totally ignored, and Um Qais,
they could do more work on it and add it to the programme…
(Guide 1, male, 15 years experience, English and French
speaking).

Guide (19) noted the weaknesses of the advertisements designed to promote
Jordan:

… the promotion is weak and the evidence is that many tourists
come to Jordan and have in their minds that Jordan is a desert,
tents and camels… I have faced this too much – they imagine
only the Bedouins in Petra and when they see Amman they say,
“What is this? The images in the brochures were a Bedouin, a
tent, and a camel”. We are not like that, about 90 percent of the
population live in the north and not in the desert and they are not
Bedouins, it is not our only civilisation… I try to differentiate
for tourists between the north and the south. They are surprised
and they understand only with difficulty…
(Guide 19, male, 15 years experience, French speaking).

The above informant demonstrates the inadequate presentation of Jordan in the
promotional materials. He criticised the majority of the images used in the tourism
brochures because they represent only a limited form of Jordanian culture which
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is the Bedouin life with no indication of the other cultural lifestyles which in fact
account for the majority of Jordanian people. According to the Department of
Statistics of Jordan, about 78.6 percent of the total population of Jordan are urban
dwellers (Department of Statistics, 2004).

Another guide judged the insufficient promotional campaigns from what he had
heard from a client. The tourist’s prior image about Jordan was only shaped from
an advertisement of a tour operator in France, which was not effective to give
Jordan’s real image or to promote it properly. Guide (9) said:

…in the Dead Sea I was surprised by a French client when he
said to me, “We left France and we thought that there is nothing
to see [in Jordan], just to go to the desert and make a simple
round and that is it, but I discovered that Jordan is a treasure, but
they didn’t tell us about it they didn’t promote it, and didn’t give
us the right idea. Another thing is that they made us very afraid
of the people here and in practice the people are very friendly”.
(Guide 9, male, 15 years experience French speaking).

A similar quote on promotional issues was expressed by Guide (8) who works
with Latin American tourists. He testified to the insufficient promotion of Jordan
abroad and noted the difference in the size of promotional campaigns for Jordan in
comparison with Palestine and Israel, the nearest destination to Jordan.
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Guide (8) said:

… [Jordan] lacks promotion... firstly, secondly and thirdly the
promotion. I always face this when I work with tourists from
Latin America. They tell me unfortunately that they only know
Petra when they reach the region. They imagine that they are
basically coming to see the holy sites in Palestine, in Jerusalem,
ElKhalil and the Jordan River… So, why they don’t know from
their countries about Petra, Jerash and [the rest of] Jordan?
(Guide 8, male, 2 years experience, Spanish speaking).

A study that was conducted by JICA (Japan International Cooperation Agency) in
1995 showed the shortage in promotional methods in Jordan. For instance, signs
leading to the sites are lacking. In addition, there are insufficient brochures, no
maps, and guidebooks that, if found, contain errors and are confusing to the reader
(Kelly, 1998: 907).

About the JTB and its activities in promoting Jordan abroad, Guide (17), like
many, was critical:

… I tell you from my experience that when I visited the office of
the JTB in Paris, the people there can’t talk about or present
Jordan, and another thing is that in 2005 a tourist told me that he
emailed the office of the JTB in Paris and asked them to send
him brochures and a map for Jordan, but there was no reply,
negative or positive. They [the staff] consider their work as a job
in an office and they take the salary and the prestige, if there is a
conference they participate in it as work, but to talk about
tourism in Jordan, no…
(Guide 17, male, 10 years experience, French speaking).

The above testimony on the performance of the JTB is in accord with the findings
of a recent study that evaluated the image of Jordan in Spain. The study showed
that the office of the JTB in Madrid is managed by a company specialising in
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supplying internet services and not in tourism marketing. There were no
promotional advertisements in the website of that company about Jordan. The
researcher, AlDuairi, has provided the Jordanian parliament with the results of
his study, which could not be ignored because of the negative impact that it might
have on the image of Jordan as a tourism destination, and accordingly on the
numbers of Spanish tourists (AlRai newspaper, 19 September 2008).

The tour guides raised the subject of tourism exhibitions, which are among the
most important promotional techniques for any country, as they offer the tourism
bodies a great opportunity to publicise their products and the destination they
represent (Holloway, 2004). The tour guides commented on the size and the
nature of Jordan’s participation in such exhibitions, which they described as weak
and inadequate. Guide (14) narrated his experience when attending an overseas
exhibition as:

… they [tourism bodies] collect money but don’t spend it on
anything in tourism. I attended international exhibitions in
Germany and the UK, the only office without the name of the
country was our office… but if you compare our corner with
others like the Turkish, Egyptian, or Greek we are zero… They
lack the promotional skills; they don’t care … MOTA only
wants to collect money without spending any… In Jerash they
put a lot of things in the visitor centre, it costs the government
thousands of dinars [Jordan’s currency] but nobody enters it…
(Guide 14, male, 21 years experience, German and English
speaking).

The previous quote demonstrates the frail promotional capability of Jordan. The
informant noted the low support given by the tourism bodies to promotional
campaigns. This remark may be attributed to the shortage in the budget allocated
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for promotional activities in Jordan. For instance, in 2003, the budget of the JTB
for tourism marketing was only 5 million US dollars, which is about 0.83 percent
of tourism receipts, compared with 150 million US dollars for Greece, a country
quite similar to Jordan in terms of area (MOTA, National Tourism Strategy,
2004). From another side, the above extract also indicates the misuse of the
available financial resources, which may be related to the lack of qualified and
experienced managers among the public sector tourism bodies in Jordan.

b) Lack of Qualified Tourism Staff

The need for qualified and experienced staffs who are specialists in the tourism
industry is another issue that affects the promotion of Jordan and the overall
performance of Jordanian tourism. For example, Guide (6)’s statement below
about the poor presentation of the historical items in the main museum of Jordan
reflected the need for more qualified employees in the tourism industry in Jordan.
He said:

… for example the national museum, the El Qalaa Museum, is
just like any building… and the presentation is not done in the
right way. The museum is rich with many items but its
presentation is not good and the building is small and it is
difficult to receive and organise tourist numbers. I do not agree
with taking photos inside the museum because of flashes…
Those who are responsible should take care about these items,
they are from thousands of years ago… and people who work in
the museums are smoking… These are bad things…
(Guide 6, male, 6 years experience, English speaking)
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According to MOTA, about twothirds of the tourism industry employees have no
relevant qualification. The Survey of Manpower Training and Education of the
Jordan Tourism Industry, in 2003 indicated the need for training in management,
marketing and sales techniques (MOTA, 2003). Thus, one of the major challenges
facing the tourism bodies in Jordan is to provide relevant training and
qualifications for the human resources and to enhance the levels of
professionalism in the sector.

c) Monitoring and Management Issues
Regular monitoring of the tourism sector in Jordan is also one of the issues cited
by tour guides. The dynamic nature of the tourism industry requires that tourism
bodies undertake continuous and uptodate monitoring and followup procedures.
Specifically, the tour guides stressed the need to keep an eye on tourism demand
and tourism services. Guide (7) spoke about the inadequacy of services in relation
to tourism demand:

…in the last season we have noticed that there is a lack of hotel
numbers especially in Petra. The tour guide couldn’t find a place
to sleep; there was a lack of services. If the last season happens
again, there will be a shortage of services, especially in Petra….
and in Aqaba, in general the number [of tourists] has increased
but services were fixed… Sometimes the hotel cancels the
reservation for a group to give it to another group or we have to
swap from one hotel to another…
(Guide 7, male, 6 years experience, English speaking).
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Guide (10) also talked about the unregulated services at Petra:

…for example, when you go to buy tickets in Petra you may
sometimes see a long queue but no one there [to sell the entry
tickets], these things affect the tourism process and we should
improve these simple things…
(Guide 10, male, 15 years experience, English and Dutch
speaking).

The monitoring process is also needed for the staff working in the tourism
activities in Jordan. Guide (12) said:

… for a year the movement [of tourists] has been excellent, and
strong and, in terms of services, we have the services, but the
problem is that there is no care about them. For example, in the
Desert Castles, there are sanitary utilities [toilets] but if you
want to use them you find that the situation is bad, the guardian
[of the site] comes to work for one day and doesn’t come for the
rest of the week…
(Guide 12, male, 13 years experience, German and English
speaking).

The tour guides noted the need for better management during some cultural
events, especially in Ramadan. Ramadan is the month of fasting, in which
Muslims do not eat or drink all day from sunrise to sunset, and it lasts for around
four weeks. Almost all the institutions in the country close at sunset, including the
tourism sites. According to MOTA, all of the sites close at 3.30 pm in Ramadan.
This limitation in the opening hours affects the work of the tour guides in that
they do not have enough time to fulfil the planned tourism itinerary, which forces
them to shorten the duration of visits so the tourists can see all the sites included
in their official trip itinerary.
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About tourism in Ramadan, Guide (17) commented:

…the task of MOTA is to develop and manage properly the
tourist sites. For example, last Ramadan the sites were opened
from 9 am until 4 pm, so how can I make visits and when? Why
don’t [MOTA] give more wages for the employees in the sites to
work extra hours, and provide them with transportation and
bring them meals at the sunset time?…because I can’t tell the
tourists, “Sorry the country is closed”… (laughing) … “and
don’t come to Jordan in Ramadan”. These are wrong things that
affect the image of the country…
(Guide 17, male, 10 years experience, French speaking).

This is a matter that has never been recognised by the public bodies. This guide’s
view was that, although Jordan is a Muslim country and Ramadan is a special
period, the tourism bodies should pay attention to the tourists who come in this
month and manage their entry to the tourism sites as usual.

Tour guides’ perceptions on tourism stakeholders were accumulated from their
daily visits to the sites and their contacts with tourism employees and other
service providers. They highlighted needs related to major issues including
promotion, monitoring, cooperation and human resource training. Their views
correspond to Zuraikat (2000), who criticised the JTB because it did not have
clear mechanisms for implementing the national tourism strategy’s aim of
promoting Jordan as one of the top destinations in the region. Zuriakat (2000)
argued that the cooperation between the public and the private sector in issues
such as promotion, human development, infrastructure development and tourist
attraction development were lacking (Zuraikat, 2000, cited in Fawzy, 2002: 241).
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d) Tour Operators’ Domination

The tour guides held strong views regarding another group of stakeholders which
is the tour operators. They considered them as one of the reasons for the
imbalance of tourism volume in Jordan. They suggested that the priority of tour
operators, as private sector enterprises, was profit, regardless of whether the
tourism volume was spread through the whole country or not. The tour guides’
view of the tour operators was expressed by Guide (23) who labelled them as
“whales”, equivalent to their domination and control on the tourism industry :

… those whales [tour operators], who sell the programmes and

fight each other in Amman, don’t care about whether the tourists
go to Irbid [in the north], Madabba, or Nebo [in the centre] or to
Petra [in the south]…
(Guide 23, male, 15 years experience, English and Dutch
speaking).

The tour guides attributed the failure to spread the tourism load across the three
parts of Jordan to the traditional promotional strategies that the tour operators
apply. For instance, the most promoted and therefore most sold programmes are
those that include the main attractions in Jordan (Petra, Wadi Rum, the Dead Sea,
and Aqaba), which consequently are the sites that most benefited from tourists’
visits to Jordan. This sort of programme results in intensifying the demand on the
core sites, leaving numerous sites as peripheral areas. Moreover, by promoting
only the most famous sites in Jordan, the duration of the programme will be on
average from three to four days, while by selling other important sites, the length
of tourists’ stay would increase and the tourist numbers would be fairly distributed
to all the parts of Jordan.
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Guide (15) said on lengthening the tourist’s stay:

…this is not the responsibility of the government; it is the
responsibility of the tour operators because, when they go
abroad to promote Jordan, they decrease the value of the country
when they sell programmes of three or four days. Why don’t
they have the experience and the capability to promote Jordan
and to motivate the tourist to take five or six nights… by adding
UmQais, the desert castles and Ajloun? …The problem again is
the tour operators…
(Guide 15, female, 15 years experience, English speaking).

The tour guides’ point of view on tour operators may be explained as follows:
because Petra is the prime site in Jordan, the tour operators plan their itineraries to
meet the demand for this site, in addition to the surrounding attractions such as
Wadi Rum and Aqaba. Another reason is that the majority of tourists who visit
Jordan came from bordering countries and Jordan is not visited as a single
destination. This reduces the duration of the tourists’ stay in Jordan, which
prompts the tour operators to give priority only to the main sites.

The tour operators themselves agreed with the tour guides on their responsibility
in spreading the tourism numbers in Jordan. They justified not selling the other
sites, especially those in the North to: Petra’s presence in the South; the lack of
services in the North; and the short length of tourists’ stay in Jordan in general.
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The tour operator Ameen said:

… the problem of the promotion of Jordan is from the tour

operators… This makes gaps between the regions in Jordan.
What is required is a comprehensive promotion for the whole
area of Jordan from the north to the south and from the east to
the west completely. But because people want to see Petra, tour
operators focus on the southern regions… and sometimes it
depends on the tourist’s length of stay, so if it is only two or
three days I can’t do Jerash and leave out Petra as he [the
tourist] comes to see Petra, so he has the opportunity to see
Madabba, Mount Nebo, Karak, Wadi Rum on his way. But if he
has eight days he will visit most of the sites in Jordan. The south
is much luckier because Petra is in it… The north does not
benefit because there are no services, no places to stay, it lacks a
lot of tourism services, no hotels. If there were hotels in Irbid
and at reasonable prices the north could be marketed…
(Ameen, tour operator, 39 years experience)

Nevertheless, although Petra is the popular and the most visited attraction in
Jordan, nothing can justify the over reliance on it as the single main site in
Jordan. Well organised and planned itineraries are important for better utilisation
of tourism sites and for better distribution of tourism volume in Jordan.

Good organisation and planning is achieved through qualified and experienced
staff among the tour operators. Again, the lack of qualified staff, as was observed
of the public sector, is also observed of the tour operators’ employees. The tour
guides judge the performance of these employees as poor, based on the currently
applied programmes in Jordan, which they described as weak, crowded, and
poorly planned.

In reviewing the presently promoted programmes, the tour guides raised some
points regarding the planning of such programmes. They believed that the tour
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operators prepare the tourism itineraries with no consideration to issues such as:
the distance between the sites; the time needed to complete the visit in a site; the
differences between summer and winter timing; and some culturerelated events.

The tour guides described the difficulties of fulfilling tourism itineraries. They
showed how they try to manage their time in order to be able to make visits to all
the attractions included in the itinerary. Moreover, they added that the itineraries
are the same for the winter and the summer seasons, regardless of the differences
between the lengths of the day in the two seasons. This poses problems for them
in winter because they have to make the required visits during the shorter daylight
hours. Guide (17) reviewed the tourism programmes as follows:

… we have very pressurised programmes… for instance, you
have to visit Jerash, Ajloun and Um Qais on the same day, and
in spring and autumn, which are the high season of Jordan, the
day is too short as the sunset is at 4 or 4.30 pm, so you have to
shorten the visits… They make the programme like a catalogue,
in winter and in summer it is the same, it affects the work, and
who is in trouble? It is the tour guide, he has to apply the
programme and cover the faults of the agency [tour operator]
and try to cut down the visits or to start the day earlier… even if
he starts at 7 o’clock in the morning he has to shorten it…
Instead of visiting Um Qais in one hour he has to do it in 40
minutes, and makes the Jerash visit one and a half hours instead
of two and a half hours… the site itself will be compressed and
the tourist will not enjoy the visit...
(Guide 17, male, 10 years experience, French speaking).

The above extract shows how the tour guide exercised his managerial skills to
facilitate the operation of the tour in the best possible way. Despite the inadequate
planning, the tour guides try to cover the defects of the tourism itineraries because
they are in the front line, and any complains will be directed towards them and not
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to any other party. Guide (11) stressed the problem of the inadequate timing and
described the strategy he follows to manage the problem:

…we get the programme which is organised by the tour operator
and we apply it as it is, or more, but not less, that would not be
acceptable in any cases… Sometimes we face some problems,
for example, on the Kings Way, which almost 95 percent of
tourists visit, there are some main stops like Madabba, Nebo,
Mujib and Karak, but the time is insufficient to cover all these
sites, so for the site that needs one and a half hours, we [tour
guides] do it in 40 minutes or one hour…
(Guide 11, male, 15 years experience, English speaking).

Tour guides’ assessment of tourism programmes in Jordan are wellmatched with
a study by ElRoudan et al., (2000) which demonstrated the weakness of tourism
programmes that in turn contribute to poor utilisation of tourism attractions (El
Roudan et al., 2000: 41).

e) Ineffective Relationships
The tour guides argued that that there was inadequate cooperation between the
different tourism stakeholders in the tourism sector in Jordan. They find
themselves far removed from the tourism bodies in Jordan, who do not take into
consideration the role they could play in enhancing the performance of Jordan as a
tourism destination. A tour guide expressed the relationship between the guides
and the people in charge as antipathetic.
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Guide (19) said:

… the Jordan Tour Guide Association (JTGA) should have a
role in the decisions, because the tour guide is the only person
who knows about tourism. They have to come and ask guides
what services are lacking here or there, the guide is weekly on
the sites, but there is no cooperation at all. On the contrary we
feel that there is some hostility between the Ministry and the
tourism agencies and the JTGA, since we started working as
tour guides we have felt this hostility… They know, or suspect,
that the tour guide makes more money than the higher
employees in the Ministry… maybe this is a reason…
(Guide 19, male, 15 years experience, French speaking).

Guide (5), who formerly worked with the JTB, also commented on the lack of
cooperation between tour guides and major tourism institutions in Jordan:

… I worked with the JTB and it’s never contacted me to
participate in conferences or workshops, this has never
happened. Another thing is the Ministry – I go there once per
year only when I want to renew my licence, or for a conference
organised by MOTA and the USAID, but I participate on my
own. I am keen to develop myself and update my information…
There is no connection between the Ministry, the JTB, and the
guide…
(Guide 5, male, 15 years experience, German speaking).

From the previous two quotations, a gap between the tour guides and tourism
bodies in Jordan can be noticed. Their contacts are limited to administrative
matters that consist mainly of a yearly visit to the Ministry of Tourism to renew
their licences.

The tour guides interviewed in this study agreed with the participants of a study
conducted by JTGA, in which about 76 percent of the association’s members
advocated establishing communication channels and coordinated activities with
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the main players in the tourism sector in Jordan (JTGA Business Plan, 20042006:
11).

5.3 Chapter Conclusion
The findings introduced in this chapter offered an exploration of “how the tour
guides experience the performance of a tourism destination?” The chapter
confirms that none of the studies on tour guides actually related to the role of tour
guides as informants on the destination performance .Thus, this chapter makes
visible the value of tour guides as informative sources on tourism performance of
a destination.

The chapter has provided an overview of the operational knowledge of tour guides
on the performance of Jordan as a tourism destination. The respondents provided
responses that suggested that they were able, through their work, to assess tourism
trends and to identify key characteristics of the tourism sector in Jordan. The
responses demonstrated critical awareness among the guides of the strengths and
weaknesses within the Jordanian tourism system, in relation to both the public and
private sectors’ contributions, and highlighted a number of areas that might be
improved, including; strengthening tourism marketing, enhancing product
development and competitiveness, and developing human resources.

Tour guides’ perceptions derived from these responses conformed to a large
extent to performance indicators obtained from other sources. What the tour
guides said was in agreement with the views of key informants from tourism
stakeholders. In particular, with the public and private sector tourism bodies, and
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the literature on Jordanian tourism. Yet their responses were not entirely identical.
In some areas the tour guides held a different and longerterm view from that of
the public sector, such as in the case of their view of the daily visitors to Petra.

Moreover, the tour guides’ testimonies shed light on the chief potential
opportunities to develop the tourism sector in Jordan. For instance, the Arab
market occupied a large share of the tour guides’ commentaries. They stressed the
importance of this market in terms of numbers and value, as it has been for
decades and still a stable and dominant market for Jordan. However, the Arab
market was and continues to be underemphasized by tourism planners and
managers. The weak promotional campaigns aimed at Arab tourism can be seen as
proof of the modest attention given by public and private tourism bodies to this
market segment. It was revealed by a survey conducted by MOTA on Arab
visitors that the proportion of Gulf visitors who had seen advertising for Jordan
was 29 percent compared with 71 percent who did not see any promotion of
Jordan in the media (MOTA, 2002). Moreover, in the marketing plan of the JTB
in 2005, only 71, 000 JD were allocated as a budget for the marketing activities in
the Arab market comparing to 450,000£ for the UK market (JTB Marketing Plan,
2005).

Therefore, it is the time now to gain realistic feedback on the overall tourism
performance to help support the tourism development of Jordan in an empirical
rather than on a theoretical basis.
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What does all this suggest?

It is thus possible, from comparatively aligning the tour guides’ responses with
the other key sources of tourism data, to attribute a hypothesised credibility to
their common conclusions that is based, in effect, on a triangulated consensus.
The implications of this, which will be explored in more detail later in chapter
nine, are considerable, since they suggest that the observations and perceptions
cumulatively acquired by tour guides in their daytoday contact with tourists may
offer significant insight into national tourism performance that could be a
significant source of data for national tourism planners. Precisely because of their
location at the “sharp end” of tourism as the sole agents who mediate tourism
itineraries “on the ground” to visitors, they appear to be in a position to provide
“ground level” insights on current and evolving issues in the delivery of the
tourism experience that may be less apparent or available to managers more
remote from the operational levels of tourism.

From an academic perspective the tour guides are theorized in this chapter as key
informants on the destination performance. The key informant is defined as ‘an
expert source of information [about a topic of interest]’ (Marshall, 1996:92). Key
informants are ‘people who are particularly knowledgeable about the inquiry
setting and articulate their knowledge people whose insights can prove
particularly useful in helping an observer understand what is happening and why’
(Patton, 2002:321). In view of these definitions, the tour guides can be presumed
to have current, ‘expert’ knowledge about tourism issues (Collins, 2000).
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This view conforms to that offered by Nettekoven (1979) who suggested over
thirty years ago that “professional guides are…the most important informants
about touristic as well as social conditions of the destination” (Nettekoven 1979,
cited in McDonnell, 2001)

Having provided some account of the detailed perceptions of tour guides
concerning tourism performance, it is now possible to abstract the minutiae of
detail they represent into a number of tentative general propositions. The practice
of forming propositions is an occasional practice in a grounded theory research
(Locke, 2001, Creswell, 2007). Therefore, the researcher, found that it is worth to
present the findings of this chapter that were centered on the first major category
derived from this research into a set of propositions on the potential value of tour
guides as key informants on tourism performance at a destination as follows:

• Tour guides’ perceptions may be regarded as an informative source on the
performance of a destination and their knowledge may be utilized by tourism
agencies to gain valuable and uptodate feedback on the tourism
performance of a given destination.

• Tour guides’ perceptions on the performance of a destination are
characterised by practical rather than theoretical knowledge.

• Tour guides’ perceptions on a destination are characterised by convergence
and sometimes by divergence from the hegemonic views of other, more
dominant, tourism stakeholders’ perceptions.
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The next chapter introduces the second major category that explains the
operational roles of tour guides in the tourism system as perceived by the tour
guides themselves.
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Chapter Six
Operational Roles of Tour Guides

6.1 Introduction
It has been shown in the literature review in chapter three that significant and
multifaceted roles are undertaken by tour guides, all of which may be connected
to the prime role of information giving. The roles ‘define both the expectations for
and the performance of behaviours corresponding to a particular job’ (Troyer et
al., 2000, cited in Yu and Weiler, 2002: 181).

The responsibilities of tour guides are diverse and overlapping; with tasks being
influenced by various factors including the purpose of the trip (e.g. cultural
tourism, ecotourism, and adventure tourism.), the age group of the tourists and
sometimes the culture of the clients. Consequently, in each context there will be a
priority for one task over the other. For instance, for a group of senior tourists,
taking care of clients may be seen as the most important task; conversely, for a
group of students, entertaining them is expected to be the dominant role. This
argument is also valid in terms of the purpose of the trip, an ecotour guide’s
primary role being to interpret the environment, whilst the chief role during a
cultural trip is to present the history, art and traditions of the destination.
Accordingly, because of the dynamic and overlapping nature of the guiding job, it
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is difficult to define what the roles of the tour guides involve or what their primary
roles are.

However, although there is currently no defined framework for the role of the tour
guides; tourism researchers have concentrated on particular tasks such as
interpretation, pathfinding or leading, and mediating roles. Almost every previous
study that has tackled the topic of tour guides’ roles has explored it from the
perception of either the authors themselves or other tourism stakeholders. A very
limited amount of research has used a very limited sample of tour guides to
inform the perception of roles (Holloway, 1981; Pond, 1993; Ap and Wong, 2001;
Yu and Weiler, 2006), despite tour guides having the broadest range of opinions
about their industry role (Pond, 1993:66).

In the current research, tour guides had the opportunity to express their own
perceptions on the tasks they perform in the tourism process. Therefore, this study
is believed to be the first attempt to deeply penetrate their viewpoints.

Accordingly, this chapter introduces the emergent findings on the various
functional roles of tour guides as perceived by them (Figure 6.1).
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Ambassadorial
roles

Managerial
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Rolebased
knowledge of
tour guides

Mediating
roles

Promotional
roles

Figure 6.1 Tour Guides’ Operational Roles in the Tourism Industry

The above figure represents the second major category that emerged from this
research. It is labelled as “Role – based knowledge” of tour guides. To express
and classify tour guides’ missionary tasks, the category is broken down into four
general overlapping roles namely: ambassadorial; managerial; promotional, and
mediating roles.

6.2 Operational Roles of Tour Guides
In this study, the tour guides reiterated some of the traditional tasks observed in
the past studies on tour guides, while indicating dimensions to their roles that had
not previously been revealed. These are explored in the next subsections.
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6.2.1 Ambassadorial Roles
Ambassadors are diplomatic officials hired by the government to represent their
countries in an international mission outside their countries. Tour guides were
described in the tourism literature as ambassadors, but they are inbound
ambassadors residing in their countries. Their position as locals allows them to act
as representatives of their country and its people giving the fact that they are the
first, some times the only, and the last local persons contacted by the tourists.

All of the participants in this research perceived themselves as spokesmen/women
about all aspects of their country. They used various words to express this
function such as: “direct responsible for the kingdom”; “the father of visitors”;
“the host”; and “the face of Jordan”. Guide (4) like many of his colleagues,
expressed his ambassadorial tasks when the researcher asked him “what is your
role as a tour guide?” as:

…proudly I feel that I represent every small and big matter in
Jordan, even if I encounter any tiny matter in the street I feel
that I am responsible about it …about any matter in the country
even if there is a light turned off, I expect that the tourist ask me
about it, and any thing relating to the services, procedures in the
borders [entry points], the meals… , once he[ the tourist] enters
the country the process of obtaining a visa gives a first
impression and the tour guide who joins the group for 4 or 5
days gives the complete impression about the country… we feel
as tour guides that we are in the front of the vetreen [shop
window] and we have to give a good impression about the
country and a tour guide with bad quality destroys the whole
trip… some tourists say that 99 percent from our satisfaction in
this country is due to the tour guide who joined us… there is a
lot of importance on tour guide’s role because the visitor doesn’t
see the prime minister or the deputies; he sees the country in the
day and night through the tour guide…
(Guide 4, male, 10 years experience, English speaking).
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Similarly, Guide (6) reflects his representation of Jordan as:

our role is important because you are the person who deals
directly with the tourist, and you represent your country, you are
Jordanian, you are talking about the country, the religion and the
history … the guides are a direct source for educating and
attracting the tourist
(Guide 6, male, 6 years’ experience, English speaking).

An indepth analysis revealed that tour guides asserted that to become a tour guide
in Jordan, the person should be a Jordanian in origin  that means not getting the
Jordanian nationality through marriage relation or through any other way. One of
the tour guides stated this matter while talking about some female tour guides who
were married to Jordanians and had become Jordanian citizens. He put less
confidence in the quality of guiding that those guides may offer as he claimed that
they don’t have the same knowledge about Jordan, its’ history, politics, and more
importantly, the overall culture as an indigenous. Guide (2) said:

…the tour guide is qualified in his knowledge about history;
archaeology; geography; and the country’s traditions, so I am
not with any guide, especially female tour guides, who get the
nationality because they are married to Jordanians like Russian
guides, because I am sure that they don’t know about the
traditions of the country or about the local people whom they
didn’t live with… the guide should like his country because if
the tour guide doesn’t like his own country it is impossible to
succeed in his work …
(Guide 2, male, 13 years experience, French speaking).

The previous quotation emphasizes what is revealed by Howard, et al. (2001) who
argued that the nonindigenous guides in Australia may interpret the culture of
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their country differently and maybe less effectively than the indigenous guides
(Howard, et al., 2001).

Similar findings were demonstrated by Weiler and Ham, (2002) who showed that
local guides were more likely to understand the protocol and sensitivities
associated with visiting and experiencing cultural sites and communities within
the host community (Weiler and Ham, 2001:553).

Tour guides’ ambassadorial roles extended into another dimension in tour
guiding, that of nationalism. The tour guides linked the quality of their
performance to the level of their patriotism. They put emphasis on love of
country, and how tour guides should present their regions in the best possible
way. Guide (15) expressed her love of Jordan as:

…you have to show them [tourists] that you like your work,
thank God every tourist I work with, felt that I like my work and
my country despite many disadvantages in the country I love the
stones that I walk on…
(Guide 15, female, 15 years experience, English speaking).

Guide (12) displayed his pride in informing about Jordan and its assets in saying:

…the good guide should give the best information about the
history, the traditions, and let them [tourists] see the opposite of
what they have from negative images in their minds about us…
Sometimes they change the image that they already have when I
talk about a specific site or thing, I feel proud because the
information I give is not coming out from my tongue, it is
coming out from my heart.
(Guide 12, male, 13 years experience, German/ English
speaking).
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The respondents believed that the loyal guide should highlight and promote the
country’s positive features and try to minimise or give excuses to the negative
factors. Guide (19) described this homeland loyalty and his role in reflecting the
best representation about his country. Guide (19)’s response was:

…from my point of view the tour guide may let the tourist either
like or hate the country… OK there are a lot of faults in the
country… but as loyalty from you to your country you try to
reflect the good image, the guide has a big role in this… for
example I try to hide the disadvantages like the plastic bags
across the roads in the South, it is shame… the tourists
sometimes think that these bags are the black iris [ the national
flower of Jordan] ‘laughing’ …so we try to defend the local
people and tell the tourists that the people who are in the far
regions of the country still don’t have the enough awareness to
protect the environment…
(Guide 19, male, 15 years experience, French speaking).

The above extracts reflect the sensitivities of the tour guiding job and indicate the
nationalistic tasks the tour guide accomplishes while introducing their countries to
the visitors. In providing credible information and in presenting the country with
hard facts, the tour guides may have a crucial role to play in educating visitors
about many aspects of the visited country. The guides’ importance could be more
apparent in the destinations receiving tourists from cultures different from their
local cultures, such as the case of Jordan and many other Arab countries which
provide guiding services to visitors from Western culture  very different from the
Eastern Arabic culture. This argument leads on to the second missionary task
discussed in this study which is the brokering or mediating task.
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6.2.2 Mediating/ Brokering Roles
Tour guides’ mediating role was among the most notable tasks revealed in the
literature. The tour guide has been named by scholars as the “mediator”, and more
frequently, as the “broker” (Holloway, 1981; Pearce, 1984; Cohen 1985; Pond,
1993; Gurung et al., 1996; Ap and Wong, 2001; Smith, 2001; Weiler &Ham,
2001; Dahles, 2002; Christie and Mason, 2003; Salazar, 2005; Macdonald, 2006;
Scherle and Nonnenmann, 2008).

Brokering is clarified as ‘ providing or limiting access to a number of identifiable
elements such as particular places, spaces, people, information, cultures, and
environments’ (Jennings and Weiler, 2006:65).

Environmental mediation is one of the major dimensions involved under
mediation role of the tour guides. This involves not only providing information
about the visited place but also highlighting the significance and the importance of
the place with an ultimate aim to convince the visitors of the need to preserve it
(Pond, 1993). Good quality of interpretation was linked to the positive attitudes of
the tourists towards the place they are visiting (Weiler and Ham, 2001; Christie
and Mason, 2003).

Cultural mediation is the second major dimension of the mediating role. In
reference to being cultural mediators, the tour guides were seen in the literature as
mediators between the host (the country and its culture), and the guest (the
tourist).
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The mediating function is also mirrored by the participants of this study. Guide
(4) used the term ‘contact circle’ equivalent to his intermediatory role between the
visitors and the locals because he represents the Jordanian culture. Guide (4) said:

… the agency reserves the hotel, the bus, the meals… but the
implementation is for the guide and he is the contact circle
between the tourist and the locals, you know, not all the locals
speak languages, and the tourist hears most of the information
about the country, history, traditions, and cultures from the tour
guide not from the agency nor from the ministry …
(Guide 4, male, 10 years experience, English speaking).

The tour guides even described the message they transfer as the prophet’s
message, because through them many ideas and thoughts are conveyed. Guide (7),
like other participants, expressed his role as a cultural mediator in relation to the
image of Islam and Arabs which most of the Western community, he believed,
had a hazy and partial picture.

… I think that the tour guide is an ambassador and his message
is like prophets’ message because you talk about your country,
the history and Islam … in the West, in general, they have a
negative and black image about the Arab and
Muslims…therefore we try to give the best image about our
traditions and culture, he [the tourist] comes with an image then
he changes it with a best one...
(Guide 7, male, 6 years experience, English speaking).
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A similar statement was from Guide (1), who answered when the researcher asked
him ‘what do you tell the tourists about your country?’

…the things they [tourists] want to know are about the habits
and traditions and things related to the community … because
it’s new culture and community [for them] … and the West
doesn’t know that much about our culture and community so
they like to know, they hear about Islam and Arabs but they
don’t know details,… they became surprised by a lot of things
because they had faulty ideas in their minds …
(Guide 1, male, 16 years experience, English / French speaking).

The previous two quotations indicated the crucial role the tour guides may play in
relation to cultural mediation. Given the fact that they interface between visitors
and local people, they may be considered as concealed educators who teach
people from different cultures about their own country and its culture,
additionally, the information the tour guides deliver may hold impartial messages
because the tour guides don’t represent any official body who often introduce only
embellished information. Therefore, it is important to recognise and examine the
forms of mediation they perform as cultural brokers.

However, the extraordinary idealism that the guides showed in their commitment
to patriotism and righting wrongs of image perceptions may be less obvious in
other destinations from different cultures. This argument may hold several
explanations. First, there is a difference in the nature of the tour guiding work
from destination to another. For instance, in Europe the tour guides often regard
their job as a subsidiary or a part time job. Therefore they may accomplish only
the straightforward tasks of tour guiding without being concerned with its deeper
aspects including the political or the nationalism dimension. By contrary, the
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Jordanian guides work solely in tour guiding, and it is forbidden by law to do
other work alongside with their job. Therefore, they may be more involved in the
career and its different dimensions. The divergence in the job’s nature was also
indicated by the participants of the current research. In the focus group conducted
in the pilot study, Guides (28) and (23) said:

Guide (28): …when the foreigner or the tourist comes, he asks
the tour guide “do you have other than this job?”. “Are you a
teacher or anything else?” They think that we work as tour
guides in our spare time…
Guide (23): …Yes, [for example] the Dutch guides work only
four months[ in the year] then they travel or go to another job…I
worked with a [Dutch] tour guide who has a bachelor degree in
Geology he said to me “I work as a tour guide just for fun”…

Yet, another explanation for the reasons that made the research participants
incorporate the nationalism dimension in their work may be due to their cultural
background as the Arab culture argues the people to be attached to the family, to
the tribe, and therefore, to the wider system which is the country.

Or, this may be explained in a political context as it is known that the Middle East
suffered from the imperialism in the past and it still suffering from the continuous
political tensions still present, thus, these factors may affect the attitudes of the
people and therefore, make them like to show the love feelings to their countries.
This discussion is echoed in Halliday (1999)’s argument who stated that ‘the
ideologies of Middle Eastern society… is inseparable from the overall pattern of
conflict and tension in Middle Eastern societies’ (Halliday,1999:14 ).
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6.2.3 Promotional Roles
Tour guides may make or break the tour. The first service encounter is in their
hands as they are the ones who receive the tourists from the moment of reaching
the airport of a destination. Therefore, the guiding service is often the first main
tourism service to be experienced by tourists in a destination.

In marketing terms, they are the direct participants in the moment of truth in the
travel business (Pond, 1993: 77). The moment of truth is defined by Carlzon as
“that precise instant when the customer comes into contact with any aspect of
your business and, on the basis of that contact, forms an opinion about the quality
of your service and, potentially, the quality of your product” (Carlzon, 1987 cited
in Pond, 1993: 108).

In view of the above definition, the tour guides have a central role in reflecting the
image of a tourism destination. The visitor may judge the destination positively or
negatively through the success or failure of guiding services. As mentioned
earlier, the tour guides are the main and in some cases the only people who have
direct daily contact with tourists. Through them, the destination and its tourism
services are conveyed.

The participants revealed some of the marketing aspects involved in the tour
guiding job. In particular, the tour guides claimed that one of their chief, but
unrecognized roles is their promotional role. They expressed the promotional task
they undertake while serving their clients and described it as axial in the tourism
process. Guide (11) commented on his capability to promote Jordan and compare
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it with the role of other tourism players responsible about promoting Jordan
saying to the researcher:

…listen my sister, tourism promotion should be done by a
person who completely knows about Jordan, for example when
they[ tourism bodies] go to Europe they have to answer
questions about the distance between sites or how many hours
we will walk in this site, what equipment we have to take… etc,
they have to have a complete knowledge … in Amsterdam’s
exhibition there was a weak representation from the JTB, but for
me as a tour guide it was very easy to answer any question about
the sites, weather, population. If I can recommend a matter I will
say that the JTGA should participate in any conference,
exhibition or any other promotional events…When I satisfy the
customer who is the tourist as a result I am satisfying my self,
the travel agency and the country, the focal point is the tourist
because if he is not satisfied he will not come back or he will not
make publicity for Jordan…
(Guide 11, male, 15 years experience, English speaking).

It can be noted from the above extract that the tour guides may act as promoters
and in some cases more effectively than other more established marketing
systems. Their experience and knowledge make them aware about many aspects
in relation to tourism promotion. Guide (11) asserted that the vital aim of all
tourism players should be satisfying the tourist and he advocated that the
Jordanian Tour Guides Association should take part in the planning and
implementation promotional campaigns of Jordan.

The previous suggestion presented by Guide (11) noted to the many activities that
the tour guides can participate as promoters of their destination. For instance, this
may be through taking part in the Travel Fairs or in the conferences that are held
in Jordan or in other destinations. Normally, the people who participate in such
activities are the senior managers and more senior staff in the public and private
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sectors. Therefore, good cooperation between different stakeholders is needed to
overcome the obstacles that may emerge from vested interests, especially in Arab
countries with a high presence of hierarchy. For instance, in Jordan to make use of
tour guides as promotional agents, collaboration between the JTGA, Visit Jordan
and the Ministry is essential as the latter bodies may resist this idea in case it
diminished their sense of importance.

Furthermore, tour guides may be seen as direct means for satisfying tourists.
However, to what extent, does their performance affect such satisfaction?

It has been argued that visitor satisfaction acts as a ‘hidden sales force’ because
of the socalled word of mouth effect as a tool in tourism promotional issues.
It is believed to be the most highly effective of all communication modes
(Holloway, 2004:195). The tour guides identified themselves as major factors in
satisfying the customers. They conceived that such contentment is the entry
point to the success of the overall tourism experience. Guide (3) highlighted his
effect in pleasing his clients as:

…my role is very important in the tourism sector. Why? You
know that the most effective marketing tool is the WOM, it is
from where? Is it from the tour operator, the travel agency, or
the bus driver? It is from the guide…
(Guide, 3, male, 14 years experience, English speaking).
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Guide (27) commented on the importance of satisfying his clients as:

when I satisfy the customer who is the tourist, as a result I am
satisfying myself, the travel agency and the country. The focal
point is the tourist because if he is not satisfied he will not come
back or he will not make publicity for Jordan
(Guide 27, male, 12 years’ experience, German speaking
Effective performance10 by tour guides may yield to positive feedback from the
tourists. However, for good quality guiding the tour guides must acquire
knowledge and skills on customer servicing to insure such satisfaction.

Guide (16) expressed how content he is about these achievements in saying:

…my role is an axial one… I think that which makes the
tourism develop is the role of the tour guide, not anybody else.
Why? Because the majority of groups that come to Jordan hire
guides, but it depends on how much the guide is professional
and how he respects the tourist and his mentality and treats him
in a civilized way and delivers him accurate information… for
me from 14 years ago till now there was no one group that was
unhappy, and sometimes I make guiding to tourists whose
friends were former clients with me…When they came to Jordan
and by accident they told me that their friends told them about
Jordan and they were very happy, and the impression they got
from the guide encouraged them to come, so the tour guide’s
role is very important …
(Guide 16, male, 15 years experience, French speaking).

A similar quotation was from Guide (20) who said that his promotional strategy is
to target not only the current tourists, but also to create potential for new
customers. From his experience he described how satisfied tourists repeat their
visits, either alone or with their friends and/or relatives to Jordan.
10

The word performance here relates to the success or failure f the tour guides on executing the
functional requirements associated with their roles.
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Guide (20)’s comments were:

…The role of the tour guide is a dynamic role … the tour guide
in the first rank is a promoter for the country… I don’t care only
about those who already come, I care about the new tourists that
they will bring …at the end of the group I always tell the tourists
that I wish that you tell the others about Jordan and how much
you were satisfied and happy here [Jordan], and we get the
feedback. It happened with me twice …I had a tourist who came
to Jordan with her parents 20 years ago and when she grew up
she brought her kids to Jordan to visit Petra again. Another
tourist visited Petra when he was 7 years old and he is 20 now
and he came with his girl friend to Jordan …
(Guide 20, male, 16 years experience, English/ French
speaking).

Tour guides’ perceptions on their capability to satisfy the tourists recall what
Bowie and Chang, (2005) observed that the tour leader is a significant determinant
‘psychologically, spiritually, and practically in influencing the success of the tour
product’ (Bowie and Chang, 2005:303). Similarly, Yu and Weiler, (2006), noted
that good guiding contributes to customer satisfaction, and, on the contrary, poor
unethical guiding practice leads to customer dissatisfaction (Yu and Weiller,
2006). However, more research should be conducted to examine the relationships
between the guiding services and tourists’ satisfaction which may be seen as a
powerful marketing force, taking into account that every satisfied tourist is a
potential living advertisement for the country as a tourism destination.

There are many factors that affect the performance of the guide and their success
as service providers. Their level of professionalism was seen to be linked to
various attributes. The tour guides in this study highlighted the major traits they
believe are desirable in a good guide. Although participants ordered the
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importance of these traits differently, they all agreed that the guide should have:
product knowledge, language, communication skills, sense humor, empathy
feelings, and moral responsibility. Guide (20), in a long response offered a
number of attributes associated with what he thought were desirable ones:

…the good guide should love his job, when you love your job
you will always do your best…think about earning money but it
shouldn’t be in the account of the main mission, which is being
an ambassador, to deliver a message and clarify the image of the
country and its culture…to let the people enjoy their holiday.
When you talk about your holiday, you are talking about your
money and your time as well, so my work is to do my best to
make the tourists happy. You should also look for developing
your skills and methods and don’t be like a tape recorder, and
always replay the same story for each tourist, and this depends
on the tourists. Some people don’t like that much explanation;
some others do, so you have to be flexible with the clients’
needs, for example when I have junior groups I try to find places
for them to enjoy, and in the same group I have clients who are
interested in history; so you give everybody his right, but not in
the account of others you have to manage it properly. A good
guide should have good language but it doesn’t mean that you
have to be a native speaker. The guide should know what he are
telling and not tell things that he only read them; he has to feel
what he is talking about. For example, I am not Christian but
when I talk about Christianity and biblical stories I talk about
them in a way that the tourists enjoy them because I know that
they believe in these stories regardless if I believe in them or
not. Moreover, entertainment skills are very important, some
guides have these skills, a sense of humor…and finally the
communication skills which you develop during your work day
afterday and always you try to develop and up date your
information and not to give the same information from five or
ten years ago...
(Guide 20, male, 16 years experience, French/ English
speaking).

The previous extract revealed two aspects in relation to the prerequisites of tour
guiding job. The first is concerned with certification and training (e.g. knowledge
of the tourism product, foreign language skills, and good communication); and the
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second is related to the personal characteristics of the guide (e.g. love the job, feel
responsible about the clients, have a sense of humor). Guide (20) also asserted the
need to learn how to serve the different needs of the customers. For instance, he
narrated how he responded to the religious background of his clients in spite that
his beliefs were different. This is called conformity and compliance, ‘a self
presentational technique that is the process of behaving in ways that accord with
social norms and / or others’ preferences’ (Leary, 1996: 38). The testimony of
Guide (20) was in agreement with what Scherle and Nonnenmann, (2008) argued
in that the tour guides are intercultural mediators. They adapt to the cultures of
others while be conscious of their own cultural and social identity (Scherle and
Nonnenmann, 2008).

What the participants of this research addressed as essential for offering good
quality guiding, also accorded with the findings of previous research about the
guide’s personality and skills (Pond, 1993). Moreover, their perceptions were
similar to what the tourists perceived of high importance from attributes,
including: communication skills, knowledge of the destination, respect for the
customers and their needs, and good presentation skills (Zhang and Chow, 2004).

However, the ability of tour guides to twist toward the tourists’ needs is dependant
on the quality of the training they receive. Therefore, to what extent the tour
guides are trained, if any, to be flexible with their clients wants and needs must be
questioned.

Nevertheless, the work of the tour guides can be linked to segmentation issues,
given the fact that tour guides’ network is extensive because of their contact with
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different market segments of tourists. This may lead one to think about the tour
guides as a valuable database on clients’ individualised wants and needs. Their
testimonies could be fed back to planners in the way they develop publicity
materials for different types of audience. For example, they may be consulted on
the special needs and orientations of, say Russians vs. French; children vs. adults;
and youth vs. old.

The performance of tour guides was linked not only to the level of their
professionalism, but also to the tourists’ curiosity to know about the destination.
Guide (1) raised the point that tour guides perform better when the clients ask
more as:

…normally the older people want more explanation and the
younger do not have that interest and this affects my
performance because the more the curiosity to hear, the more I
give. The questions of tourists always motivate me, because
sometimes there are things that are not in my mind or I didn’t
talk about them because I don’t know if they are interested in
these issues or not, but by exchanging questions there will be
more explanation and information, and at the end this benefits
me as I become more satisfied about myself…
(Guide 1, male, 16 years experience, English and French
speaking).

The previous extracts showed how the tour guides are enthusiastic to promote the
destination where they are guiding. It also suggests that the “Listening role” is a
key function in tour guiding work. Therefore, the tour guides should not be only
speakers, but they also should be listeners to their clients’ inquiries and interests
as this benefits both parties.
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6.2.4 Managerial Roles
It has been argued that the tour guide is responsible for managing logistical
aspects (planning, organization, leading, and entertainment) of the tour (Gurung et
al., 1996:110). The tour guide was described as being on duty twentyfour hours a
day (Mancini, 2001:11).

In chapter five, it has been shown how the tour guides employed their skills to
manage the obstacles they may face during their work. Management tasks were
more apparent when the tour guides needed to sort problems, resulting from
either bad itinerary planning, or poor tourism management. The research
participants gave examples of some of the strategies they exercise to adjust the
trip’s schedule to conform to available time. Hence they solve the “onthe–spot”
problems, the respondents in this study perceived that a significant role in
managing the conducted tour and therefore in its overall success is placed on
their shoulders. Guide (7)’s commentary on the responsibility of the tour guide
in managing the trip was:

… I feel that I am responsible about every tiny thing, like from
where to drink water, … I am the responsible about the
tourists… the tour operator only bring the programme and give
it to the guide and then the guide has to manage himself, you
have to bring the bus on time, to be in the hotel in a suitable
time you are responsible about everything one hundred
percent…
(Guide 7, male, 6 years experience, English speaking).
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Likewise, Guide (1) reflected on his tour guiding/tour managing twin tasks as:

the tour guide has a successive work from the beginning to the
end [of the trip], he should care about any problem or any
responsibility even if he is not responsible about it, from the bus,
from the hotel or even from the agency who organizes the trip…
this is to make sure that the tourists are satisfied about the
service, the quality of the food, and to make sure that there is no
problems in the hotels and in the bus… in general the guide
should care about everything.
(Guide 1, male, 15 years experience, English and French
speaking).

The quotations above reflect the multiple responsibilities that the tour guides
handle during their work. The respondents enumerated some of the tasks that they
fulfil which are in fact parts of the job of a tour manger. However, it could be
assumed that performing such diverse roles supplements the guides with useful
and essential skills to become successful tour guides.

An interviewed tour operator had a similar perception on the significant role the
tour guide has in the tourism experience. Ameen expressed his opinion as
follows:

… the travel agency and the tour guides are one team; the tour
guide without the agency cannot work and vise versa. Therefore
it is a relationship of sharing… I consider the tour guide as 80
percent, even more, in the success of the tourist’s trip… so it is
very important to chose the guide carefully..., MOTA must
monitor tour guides and any guide who wants to work should be
chosen by a committee, so the guide is 90 percent of the trip
either he makes it successful or makes it failing. We work
together as brothers and friends... the two parts are comfortable
in dealing with each other
(Ameen, male, tour operator, 36 years experience).
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The tour operator’s opinion asserted the impact of the tour guides in the success of
the tour. However, he highlighted the careful selection of tour guides and the need
to monitor this profession by the ministry of tourism. One would argue here that
the tour guides’ training and certification should incorporate and lay emphasis on
different values. For instance, the tour guides may be trained to manage the trip
and to be responsive to the shortcomings events during their work. It has been
suggested that the tour guides should be empowered to make decisions and affect
changes in policy where needed (Pond, 1993:78). Nevertheless, practical
managerial duties are linked with the level of freedom given to the tour guides
from the organizing company.
Despite the fact that the tour guides are the chief agents in delivering the tourism
experience, they are the first and the most to be blamed for the problems of travel,
even if they are not responsible about them (Christie and Mason, 2003). The
tourists often direct their complaints to the guides because the latter are present at
the time of consuming the tourism product. Like some other guides, Guide (1)
described his position as the ‘the beginning of the gun’ an expression used
equivalent to being in the front line service provider. He said:

… the tour guide has successive work from the beginning to the
end; he is a part of any problem even if he doesn’t have any
relation to the problem, in the bus, the hotel or even from the
agency in organizing the trip… If there is a problem in the
program, the tour guide is the one always blamed if there is
something good or bad, it is from the guide, …the one who is at
the beginning of the gun is the tour guide…
(Guide 1, male, 16 years experience, French and English
speaking).
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Moreover, the tour guides find that their roles even are not highly valued and they
regarded themselves as a marginalised group among other tourism partners. Guide
(17) said:

unfortunately in Jordan what the guide does is unrecognized,
ignored, and marginalised … , when the tourist comes for 5 or
10 days he doesn’t see anybody except for the tour guide, and he
knows that the guide is not the owner of the travel agency and
not employed in the Ministry of Tourism and he is not working
in the Jordanian embassy which gave him the visa, the guide is
an independent … but when the tourist faces a problem he
doesn’t return back to the travel agency nor to the embassy or
the ministry he goes back to the guide because he is the one who
is in front of him during the week…
(Guide, 17, male, 10 years experience, French speaking).

What the tour guides perceived as their marginalisation in the tourism sector is
consistent with what is discussed in the literature. For instance, Ang, (1990)
regards the tour guides as the most maligned people in the world of travel (Ang,
1990, cited in Christie and Mason, 2003). Pond, (1993) described them as the
“orphans of the travel” industry and their job is the hidden profession in the
tourism business (Pond, 1993).

6.3 Chapter Conclusion
This chapter aimed to provide an answer to the one of the research objectives:
How do the tour guides perceive their role in the tourism industry?

The chapter revealed that the dynamic and overlapping nature of guiding work
requires from the tour guides to perform a broad range of important roles, thus,
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confirming that lowlevel and front –line workers are the lifeline of any business
(Carlzon, 1987, cited in Pond, 1993).

The tour guides operate as cultural brokers, because they are representatives of the
native people, therefore they may be seen as among the best informants about
their country and its people, environment, and culture. In particular, the tour
guides’ cultural mediation skills may be considered as an important factor in
bridging the gaps between the different cultures, by providing information on the
ethics and principles of their cultures.

Moreover, the daytoday implementation of tourism itineraries would make them
act as “field” managers. However, to what extent the tour guides have the
flexibility to perform as managers during the trip and what authority they have,
affects the level of their presence as managers.

Additionally, the tour guides reflected in many of the responses their marketing
skills that involve high levels of communication and personal relationships
because of their constant closeness and interactions with the tourists. Their
position, thus, privileges them with many promotional techniques, more precisely,
with the WOM method which doesn’t cost any thing, and has credibility in the
eyes of the potential customers as it will be judged as more objective than any
other form of assessment’ (Holloway, 2004:195). Hence, they may be seen as
indirect and hidden promotional agents, acting like sales persons, talking brochure
and live advertisement. Consequently, they have a big share in the “people”
element, which is one of the elements of the marketing mix (product, price,
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promotion, place, process, physical evidence, and people), (Fyall and Garrod,
2005) because they are the main human factor in the tourists’ experience.

To conclude, the tour guides supported much of what is discussed in the literature
about their roles, and they also suggested new dimensions to those traditional
roles. The findings of this chapter are abstracted into the following general
proposition:

•

The tour guides may be regarded as effective mediators between the
tourist and the tourism destination including its culture and tourism
assets.

•

The tour guides are valuable promotional agents for the destination.

•

The managerial skills of the tour guides are important factors in the
success of the trip.

The next chapter introduces the last major category that was revealed in this
research which discuses tour guiding as a career.
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Chapter Seven
Tour Guiding as a Career

7.1 Introduction
The findings of this chapter draw on concepts within occupational sociology. This
type of sociology is the science that seeks to answer workrelated questions such
as the evolution of occupational groups, the relative rank of each occupation in the
social hierarchy, variations among occupational groups in relation to different
variables, working conditions and their effects upon the institution of the family
among many other aspects (Caplow, 1954).

The subject of work has been central to the concerns of sociology for hundreds of
years (Caplow, 1954; Watson, 1995; Hall, 1994). It has been studied by a number
of scholars from different disciplines including anthropology, psychology,
politics, and economics (Caplow, 1954).

Work is defined by Hall (1994) as ‘the effort or activity of an individual that is
undertaken for the purpose of providing goods or services of value to others and
that is considered by the individual to be work’ [Italics in original] ( Hall, 1994:
5).

The terms ‘career’, ‘occupation’, and ‘job’ are the concepts most used to describe
one’s work. Although some scholars differentiate between these three terms (Hall,
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1994), the researcher has used the three words interchangeably to refer to the tour
guiding career. The research respondents revealed a number of themes related to it
in terms of motivation, persistence, status, fatigue, rewards, and social life and
work.

7.2 Career as a Tour Guide
‘Occupational career’ is the general term used to refer to a patterned path of
mobility and wherever it may take people geographically, organizationally, and
socially while carrying out a certain type of work (Glaser, 2007:1).

The tour guiding career is one of the oldest careers in history (Pond, 1993; Plawin,
2003). However, the bulk of previous studies have generally researched the topic
of tour guiding as a tourism service from a functional perspective, focusing on
role demands in such areas as cultural and environmental knowledge and
interpretation. Yet very limited literature has focused on tour guiding as a career
in the tourism industry.

Throughout this research, many features of the tour guiding job emerged. The data
obtained from the participants about their career perspectives was conceptualised
in the last major category presented in this research which is labelled “Career–
based knowledge”. This category encompasses more than the professional
demands and the workfocused attributes involved in tour guiding. It includes the
subjective worldview of the tour guides and of their place in life. It offers an
understanding of how tour guides perceive their status in the tourism industry and
in society more generally, and on the impact of tour guiding on selfimage and
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family relations. This chapter answers the questions: “What are the characteristic
features of the tour guiding career?” and “What are the extrinsic and intrinsic
gains and losses from working as tour guides?

The discussion in the chapter will be under three main headings:
•

Recruitment and initiation into tour guiding;

•

The occupational characteristics of tour guiding;

•

Sociocultural aspects in relation to tour guiding work.

7.2.1 Recruitment and Initiation into Tour Guiding

People have many motivations for working. These motivations are both intrinsic
and extrinsic (Hall, 1994). The former are internal factors that influence the
person’s desire to work in a particular job; these include the particular attributes
that relate to an individual’s psychological make up and personal interests and
preferences. The latter represent the external influences on that desire which
include pay and other economic benefits, job security, and autonomy.

Different factors were revealed which influence the motivation of the research
participants to work as tour guides and the following subsections summarize the
main factors that influenced the respondents’ decisions to pursue careers as tour
guides.

a) The influence of Peer and Reference Groups

The influence of peer and reference groups are among the main factors that affect
the individual’s attitude to work (Watson, 1995). Some tour guides followed the
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advice of their peer groups who saw in tour guiding a good source of income.
Guide (9) explained that his reason for becoming a tour guide was dependent on a
friend’s knowledge of the advantages of the job:

…my neighbour is a tour guide …I talked to him and he told me
and advised me to work as a tour guide and I personally liked
doing it…
(Guide 9, male, 15 years experience, French/English speaking).

Another guide got advice from the Ministry of Tourism. When the researcher
asked why he worked as a tour guide, Guide (13) answered:

… I went to a friend who is working in the Ministry and I asked
him to find me a job in the Ministry of Tourism. He arranged a
meeting for me with the Minister who told me ‘we don’t have
job opportunities but I advise you to work as a tour guide and
your income will be better than mine’…, the Minister
himself…Then he sent me to take a one month course…
(Guide 13, male, 5 years experience, English/Dutch speaking).

The comparative income advantage was a major reason for picking this career. It
is difficult to precisely quantify the income of tour guides because of their labour
status as freelancers, but a teacher in Jordan for example earns between 300400
JD per month (Civil Service Bureau, 2009), while a busy guide, assuming that
he/she works for 25 days a month might earn from 1000 to 2000 JD monthly. This
is based on a minimum of 50 JD as daily wages in addition to commissions and
tips.
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Because of economic feasibility, some other tourist guides left their former jobs to
work as tour guides. For instance Guide (14) who had been a public employee
recalled his experiences over 44 years and said:

… I graduated from The University of Damascus, and I got a
Bachelor Degree in History in 1964, and then I got another
Bachelor Degree in Law from Beirut University in 1972. In
1973 I was given a two year scholarship to Germany…When I
came back I worked in Al Rumtha entry point [a public sector
job]. The person who was in charge of the Tourist Office
advised me to work as a tour guide because I speak German, and
at that time my son was studying in Bulgaria to be a doctor and
I was in need of some dollars. I then found that tourism is a
good source of income in addition to my desire to have contact
with others…
(Guide 14, male, 21 years experience, Germany/Dutch
speaking).

Guide (14)’s statement reflects the level of qualifications a tour guide must have
in Jordan. By law a person who wants to be a tour guide should have a first degree
and able to speak at least one foreign language (MOTA, Legislations, 1998). All
the interviewed tour guides hold first degrees in subjects as varied as English
literature, French language, History, Geography, and Geology among others. The
next section addresses educational background as a push factor for taking up a
career as a tour guide.

b) Language Qualifications

There is a strong relation between education, occupation, and earnings (Caplow,
1954; Hall, 1994). Having a university education was among the chief reasons
that caused the research participants to take up a career as a tour guide. In
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particular, being qualified to speak foreign languages was the dominant reason
that encouraged them to become tour guides.

In Jordan, guide services are offered by tour guides who can speak different
languages, for example English, French, German, Italian and Spanish. Guides
who speak other languages (e.g. Russian, Japanese, Chinese, Dutch) are also
available but in smaller numbers. Changes in numbers of visitors by language are
monitored by both the ministry and the Tour Guides Association. Travel agencies
also play a role in studying market needs according to their reservations.
Sometimes there may be a high demand for a particular language. In this case, the
Ministry of Tourism either holds exceptional courses to train more guides to fill
the need for this language, or may temporally hire people who speak the needed
language and give them provisional licenses to work as interpreters for tourists.
However, the provisional licensed interpreters should also be accompanied by a
guide who is in this case called a ‘silent guide’.

English language skills were among the motivations that led Guide (7) to take up
a job as a tour guide. He talked about entering the field as follows:

…in 1984, I had the desire to go to the USA to study as a pilot,
but because of the financial situation of my father I couldn’t go.
My brother was studying in the UK and you know the UK
[means expensive country]. He [his father] told me to go to a
college but I refused, as my knowledge of the language was very
poor. I couldn’t practice tour guiding so I decided to go to the
USA from 1998 to 2000. I came back to Jordan and attended a
course in Amman College; then I got my licence and started to
work. I like to work in tourism and enjoy dealing with foreign
people.
(Guide 7, male, 6 years experience, English speaking)
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Another guide, whose subject in university had been French, concurred:

…I studied the French language… I was looking for a job and
worked in hotels in Amman so I saw the tour guides when they
came in with groups, and liked the idea. A major reason was that
the financial aspect was good and that there is no routine. The
income is good but it is affected by conditions in the country …
(Guide 10, male, 10 years experience, French speaking).

Guide (10), chose his job because of a combination of different extrinsic and
intrinsic reasons including his interests, his educational background and skills, the
job’s rewards and working conditions. However, concern about the insecure
labour status was obvious in his response. More about job anxiety is discussed in
Section 7.3.2b.

b) Freedom

Some of the respondents expressed satisfaction with working as tour guides
because of the freedom of the working conditions. Since they are freelancers, the
tour guides are not restricted to working in crowded offices or under the close
scrutiny of managers.

…I am happy in my work. There is stress in it, but you are
responsible for yourself; you are the manager…
(Guide 13, male, 5 years experience, English/ Dutch speaking)
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In describing tour guiding as not being a monotonous job, another guide
commented on the freedom and its dynamic nature as follows:

…I heard about it [tour guiding] from my colleagues and that
there is no routine as in office work… with computer and
papers… It is not a routine job; every week you are with a
different nationality and in a different site. It is field work and
not a desk job…
(Guide, 18, male, 17 years experience, Italian speaking)

The job of the tour guide differs from other officetype jobs in the level of
autonomy that exists in it. This independence made it an attractive career choice
and was a reason for job satisfaction for the research participants. The
perspectives of tour guides on the relationship between the freedom in the
working conditions and their job contentment is cognisant with the previous
findings of researchers who linked job satisfaction to the degree of independence
and freedom a person has from hierarchical control (Hall, 1994; Watson, 1995).

c) Personal Stimulation
It has been argued that most guides regard their work as an act of passion and a
reflection of their interests (Pond, 1993: 204). In this study, some of the
interviewed guides linked their desire to work as tour guides to their personal
interest in dealing with people from different nationalities and cultures.

Guide (6) listed the reasons that led him to work as a tour guide and these
included: the desire to interact with people from different cultural backgrounds,
good income, peer group’s recommendation, and the subject of study.
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Guide (6) said:

…the reason that I work as a tour guide, is that I like to deal
with different nationalities, I have a talent for sitting and talking
with people. I am proud of Jordan and its history, traditions and
customs and I like to talk about them …In addition, I studied
archaeology and history …and my uncle was a tour guide …
Also the income is good especially if you are a good worker. I
was a teacher before I took up tour guiding but teaching is not
good financially…
(Guide 6, male, 6 years experience, English speaking)

The previous quotation asserted that meeting people and foreign language use are
often seen as glamorous aspects of tourism employment (Riley et al., 2002).
Additionally, Guide (6) indicated that a successful guide should posses not only
the qualification and training required for the profession but also a personal desire
to work as a tour guide. It has been argued that people are at their best when they
do what they love (Kaye and JordanEvan, 2008:150). This academic argument is
also reflected in the response of Guide (20) who stated that:

…the good guide should love his job; when you love your job
you will always try to do your best…
(Guide 20, male, 15 years experience, English/ French speaking)

7.2.2 The Difficulties within the Jordanian Guide Training System

In general there is a low level of awareness of the importance of the training
programs offered by tourism education and training institutions in Jordan.
According to a survey conducted by the USAIDAMIR program, only 36 per cent
of tourism industry staffs have had formal training. Tour guides were among the
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tourism staff who received the highest level of training (National Tourism
Strategy, 20042010).

Educating and training tour guides is the responsibility of the Ministry of Tourism
and Antiquities of Jordan. From 1990 until 1997 training courses were organized
by the Ministry with the assistance of Yarmouk University and the University of
Jordan. The course period at that time did not exceed three months. After 1997,
tour guides’ training was turned over to Ammon College (currently called Jordan
Applied University  JAU). The course held in JAU consists of about 500 hours
taken throughout one academic year (ten months), with an average of about six
hours daily. A month of practical training in the sites and in other related activities
in the industry is also included in the course. This comprises information about a
variety of topics including the tourism industry, the psychology of the individual
and the group, techniques and practices of tour guiding, the environment and the
impact of tourism, Jordanian archeology, the history of Jordan, the geography of
tourist sites, religious tourism in Jordan, architecture styles in Jordan, and local
Jordanian traditions.

One of the themes that emerged as the tour guides talked about the start of their
career was related to the training they received to become tour guides. Some
guides were ‘unlucky’ as they said, since they had had short training courses
because there was a high demand for guiding services in the peak years of Jordan
tourism, especially in 1994 and 1995. Other guides were more fortunate because
they got a full year of training which helped them more in their career. However,
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in general, the respondents voiced dissatisfaction with their training. Guide (1)
said:

… I didn’t have that much luck when I took the course. The
training was insufficient. The course was intensive and lasted
only one month… because there was a demand for tour guides,
so the programme of the tour guiding course was like that [one
month course], but with a lot of subjects and a lot of information
and tours of sites fitted into the one month. Directly after that …
the oral exam took place and that was worth half the marks ...
This made for a lot of tiredness and stress… But now the course
is developed so that it lasts one year … Now the graduate tour
guides have a better level of expertise than before because they
have had plenty of time…
(Guide 1, male, 16 years experience, English/ French speaking)

Another guide noted that the training course that he attended constituted only the
basis of his start in the job. However his guiding skills have continued to develop
through practical experience in the field. Guide (2) told the researcher:

… It [training course] helps me. I didn’t have any information
about tourism and Jordan history. It (the course) put me at the
beginning of the path but now I have had 13 years working as a
tour guide I can say that it gave me only 20 per cent of the skills
necessary for a tour guide … I have added the rest (of my skills)
through my experience…
(Guide 2, male, 13 years experience, French speaking)
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The majority of guides made suggestions to improve the training procedures for
Jordanian tour guides. In particular, they pointed to the need for monitoring the
quality of tour guiding services. For instance, Guide (1) like many of his
colleagues affirmed the importance of refresher courses to help guides update
their knowledge:

… Sometimes the Ministry of Tourism reevaluates the guide if
he has stopped working for a specific period of one or two years
… They take an exam or a refresher course but this is in very
limited cases. These are things that the ministry should do: hold
regular courses and workshops, and send articles by email or
post to tour guides to update their knowledge …and the guide
who cares about being successful cares about his level of
knowledge …
(Guide 1, male, 16 years experience, English/ French speaking)

Arranging workshops periodically may serve to keep the information given to the
tourists up to date, especially background information on the country such as the
population, the economy and other similar data. Moreover, this review program
also makes them aware of any recent events such as new excavations that may
result in fresh theories about historical sites.

The perspectives of the tour guides interviewed in this study on their training
procedures were in accordance with the tourists’ perspectives who were asked in
an Arabic based study about their opinions on the tour guides in Jordan (Samawi,
1999). The findings of Samawi (1999)’s study recommended supporting more the
Jordanian tour guides in different issues including: language; historical,
geographical and religious information; and communication skills (Samawi,
1999).
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7.3 The Occupational Characteristics of Tour Guiding
The data elicited from this research identified a number of issues that characterize
the career of guiding which are exemplified in the following sub –sections.

7.3.1 How Do Guides Get Work?
Unlike other stakeholders in the tourism business (travel agents, tour operators,
waiters, airline employees), tour guides work independently (Pond, 1993; Collins,
2000). As freelancers, tour guides may work for several agencies or for the same
company throughout the season. Some of them may be self employed with their
own tour operations company (Pastorelli, 2003).

Since they work as independent contractors, they are responsible for marketing
their services and often negotiate their wages (Pond, 1993) and, depending on
their availability they may accept or refuse work from a company.

The tour operator contacts the guide to provide him/her with documentation that
includes all the information needed for the itinerary, which typically consists of
the passenger list, detailed itinerary, confirmation reservation letters from hotels
and restaurants, entry vouchers, or cash, and important telephone numbers. Guide
(1) described the process of getting his work as follows:

…once the tour guide receives the program and his name is
written on it, the program is a type of contract between the
agency and him. The contract is the program … In Jordan it
rarely happens that a tour guide doesn’t come to the work; they
have a high level of credibility which makes the agency offer
them more work…
(Guide 1, male, 16 years experience, English / French speaking)
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The tour itinerary may thus be the only contract between tour guides and the tour
operators. Even if tour guides work as freelancers and they are not officebased as
in other types of jobs, the tour guides should respect the agency they work with,
and represent it well. Consequently, they build trust and credibility through the
standard of their work and will be successful in the industry and ensure that they
have a sustainable job.

7.3.2 Working Conditions
This section describes the working conditions of tour guides, as ‘careerists’ in the
tourism industry. These conditions will be described and evaluated under two
main topic headings: a) the mechanism of a work day, and (b) job anxiety.

a) The Mechanism of a Work Day
There is no typical day in tour guiding and no two days are the same. Tour guides
might work in one place or travel between different attractions. Their clients may
be an individual, or a group consisting of thirty or forty persons who could be
students, families or seniors, and may come from different occupational groups 
farmers or executives  as well as coming from different countries or cultures.
Guides may work with their customers for one hour, one day, or for a couple of
weeks or more (Pond, 1993; Pastorelli, 2003).

The work of the guide starts from the moment the agency tells the guide about the
group. Guides need to obtain the group’s name, details of group members, their
approximate ages, and their genders. These preparations make it is easier for the
guide to ‘tune into’ the group and make the tour more interesting and ‘rewarding’
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for all the group’s members. The tour guides need to read the itinerary and check
all issues regarding timing, eating, and sightseeing throughout the trip.

The following extracts are from Guide (1) who described his preparation for a
working day thoroughly:

… As soon as the agency tells you about the group or the job,
you need to go to them [agency] to get some explanation about
the tour and the group itself. Sometimes you have special
groups, so you need to try to get some information from the
agency about the group and all the other details. In general you
just take the documents such as the visa list, etc … Also I get the
itinerary itself which shows what we are going to do…I always
look at the visa list in order to check the ages of the group;
gender; what is the majority; are they male or female; do they
have children with them or not?...
(Guide 1, male, 16 yeas experience, English/French speaking)

Tour guides thus act as administrators, surveillance officers, and negotiate the
initial encounter from contact to relationship before they get to their core role as
‘cultural broker’ and ‘cicerone’. They are always anxious to have a sufficient
amount of information to ensure that they are completely prepared for all aspects
of the tour. Having such information in advance gives the guides the opportunity
to get ready for the trip, particularly when there is a group with specialised needs
regarding their: culture, the purpose of their trip, their physical conditions or their
gender and age.
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Guide (1) described his arrangements for a religious group as follows:

…Sometimes there are religious groups that you need to prepare
for. In the case of Christian groups visiting holy places so you
have to prepare using the Bible and sometimes you will tell
them a story from the Bible and the Quran and l compare them
with each other… I talk about the Christian holy places that we
have in Jordan, about the relationship between Islam and
Christianity, the Christians in Jordan and their percentage, and I
explain about women’s rights and other religious issues…
(Guide 1, male, 16 years experience, English/French speaking)

The above quotation is also be cited in Chapter six in which the tour guides’ role
perceptions are discussed. The cultural mediating role is once again one of the
more apparent and important roles tour guides can perform. The position of tour
guides as informal speakers may help in transferring neutrally and attractively
cultural messages especially those related to sensitive issues such as religion; tour
guides may thus have an indirect and spontaneous role in what is called interfaith
dialogue.

Likewise Guide (15), a female guide, showed her concern to be well prepared
when she meets her group. This entails not only keeping her knowledge up to date
by reading, but even by traveling abroad to nearby destinations from which
tourists come to Jordan.
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Guide (15) described the extent of her efforts and her enthusiasm to know more
as:

…imagine, I went to Sinai [in Egypt] because the tourists who
come [to Jordan] know Sinai and I must also know it and know
the route Moses took. I went once alone and once with the group
I had been with here in Jordan when they went to Sena. I also
went to Turkey to Marmaris and Istanbul especially to see Hagia
Sophia because tourists came and knew about these places and I
didn’t. I went to Cappadocia [in Turkey]. I asked myself why
the tourists when they came [to Jordan] compared Cappadocia
with Petra and its rocks and geography so I went there in order
to know… I know Palestine, Besan, Jerusalem, Haifa and the
roads of Jerusalem, so when I talk about Jerusalem on the map
that is in Madabba [Jordan] I tell the tourists that tomorrow you
will go from this door to this door to see this... They realise that
I also know about these things… (Guide 15, female, 15 years
experience, English speaking)

The previous extract reveals that tour guides should care about the quality of their
performance. The extraordinary degree of resourceful commitment to the guiding
role reflected in this comment is probably one for which it would be difficult to
find any equivalent in respondents from other occupational roles. It also possibly
reflects the phenomenon, found when talking to employees in the tourism
industry, that despite the low status, enjoyment of the sector itself remains an
underlying magnet that keeps people in it.

The commitment of some guides to their role ends up with them becoming mini
walking encyclopedias across the diverse range of issues that they have briefed
themselves in order to impart better and better information to tourists. However,
as in any other occupation, commitment to work may differ from one person to
another depending on the level of their job satisfaction (Hall, 1994).
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Thorough preparation for the trip should be also accompanied by good timing at
all stages of the trip. The tour guides must plan to arrive earlier than tourists prior
to the start of the tour. It is advisable to come early as this allows extra time for
any delays and it is also wise for guides to have some time to relax and prepare
themselves. Guide (1) described his first encounter with the group in this way:

…In the morning I prefer to start as early as possible…The first
day I make a half day and I prefer to start it in the afternoon to
leave the group members time to rest and relax in the morning.
In the morning I prefer to be at least half an hour early… As
soon as you meet your group you have to show them that you
are self confident, that you are knowledgeable, are not afraid
and are very friendly. This is my policy…
(Guide 1, male, 16 years experience, English/French speaking)

The testimony of the above guide prompts a discussion of the selfpresentation
and performance dimension in the tour guiding career. Goffman (1959) described
the individual’s performance regarding selfpresentation as an individual’s effort
to create specific impressions in the minds of other people (Goffman, 1959).

Through their first interactions, tour guides try to generate the impression in the
mind of their clients that they are successful and professional guides. In view of
this argument, tourists are indirectly asked to believe that the tour guide they see
actually possesses the attributes he/she appears to possess. These techniques are
called attributive tactics and are the tactics that attempt to convey that a person
has particular characteristics (Leary, 1996: 17). These techniques are therefore an
important career strategy for tour guides.
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b) Job Anxiety
The world of tour guiding involves a lot of overlapping requirements and roles
that should be possessed and performed in a balanced way. It is a world entailing
mobility of temperament so that the tour guides can adapt rapidly and regularly to
the cultural frame of reference of their clients, while retaining and displaying
identifiable features of their own. It is a world that combines at once, as Simmel
1980 characterises it, a subtle degree of distance and closeness – physical
proximity and social proximity – that must be maintained in a balance that, if
transgressed either way, will have a catastrophic effect upon the touristhost
relationship.

The overlapping roles of tour guides often results in pressure and worry. The tour
guides have to find a ‘workable balance’ in satisfying different industry
stakeholders, especially the travel agency and the clients. It is very important for a
guide to negotiate a successful path around this duet, keeping each party satisfied.

To satisfy the clients who are the ultimate recipients of information, tour guides
should offer quality service. Careful preparation and briefing were among the
strategies used by tour guides to enhance their performance. But respondents
suggested that it was not so simple.
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Guide (1), described his job anxiety as:

After I know all of these things [information about the group] I
am prepared, but I still worry. You always worry, even the night
before you start your trip there is a lot of pressure. From the
beginning you keep worrying till you start and hold the
microphone and introduce yourself…When I meet them [the
tourists] at the airport… I am worrying. My hands become cold
and sometimes I am sweating, because I want to see what the
people are like…At the end of the day when I see the people
satisfied, this makes me very happy and I forget all the
discomfort…
(Guide 1, male, 16 yeas experience, English/French speaking)

All of the participants asserted that the first moments are significant in making
sure the tourists are satisfied. The first service encounter may indicate many
aspects which include the personality of the guides, their selfconfidence, and
their level of knowledge. Guide (19) said:

The character plays a big role…You should show a strong
character in front of the tourists and not hesitate or appear
stressed …Information is one thing, but first comes the
personality: how you show yourself in front of the group. It is
not easy to stand in front of 40 persons at the beginning. During
the first 10 minutes that you hold the microphone they are
judging the guide; they watch him, how he talks, how he gives
information, and judge him and give him a ‘no’ or a ‘yes’,
sometimes with no consideration of his language skills. There
are many guides whose language skills are weak but they can
control the group…
(Guide 19, male, 15 years experience, French speaking)

The first impressions that the tourists obtain during the trip are therefore crucial.
The guide’s personality may be seen as an indicator of the success of the tour. An
impression of the guide as being nervous, disheveled, lacking confidence,
unenthusiastic or tired can affect the mood of the tour (Pond, 1993). The tour
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guides present themselves using two kinds of selfpresentational tactics; these are
the verbal techniques (e.g. their informative and leadership skills, listing their
experiences and skills) and nonverbal behavior (e.g. appearance, facial
expressions, body position, and gestures).

In order to achieve regular employment and so to earn a reasonable living, the tour
guides must satisfy the expectations of the travel agency that offers them work. It
may be a dilemma for the tour guides to have sufficient working days and thus
earnings, especially in the light of seasonality, and cancellations issues which
feature the tourism industry, and the freelancing aspects that characterise the
guiding career in particular. Therefore, it is important for tour guides to
successfully present themselves in order to advance their financial rewards. The
next subsection addresses income related aspects of the tour guiding career.

7.3.3 Money Matters and Tour Guiding

The tour guides are often paid hourly rates or daily wages, depending upon what
is considered standard in the region or the organization.

As mentioned earlier in Section 7.2.1., in Jordan, the tour guides get daily wages
which vary from one tour operator to another and range between 50 to 60 JD per
day (approximately £43 to £53). There is a general agreement between the JTGA
(Jordan Tour Guides Association) and the JITOA (Jordan Inbound Tour Operators
Agency), to fix the minimum wages to 50 JD. However, there is no official
authority for the tour operators or for the guides to confine them to this pay
ceiling. Some guides ask for higher wages in the peak seasons, or if there is a high
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demand for a particular foreign language. Conversely, tour guides may accept
lower wages especially if they are inexperienced or it is in the low season.

a) Unsteady Income  Seasonality and Cancellation Considerations
Because of factors inherent in the tourism industry in general and in tour guiding
in particular, generally speaking, the income of tour guides fluctuates and cannot
be considered steady.

Seasonality is one of the main factors and poses challenges for tour guides;
offering little security to them as it imposes constraints on the number of working
days and their income.

We work continuously in spring, in April and May. But in
summer the work decreases because it is hot. This is the low
season. In September, October, and November the work starts
again…This is the tourism season…
(Guide 6, male, 6 years experience, English speaking)

To overcome the effects of seasonality, tour guides need to have some other work
to fill in the time between seasons such as working in exhibitions and conferences,
field promotions, or translating (Collins, 2000). Other jobs include writing, acting,
or teaching. Some of guides open their own agencies and spend the offseason as
tour operators do, planning and marketing their tours (Pond, 1993).

In this research no findings were produced regarding the range of other jobs that
the research participants do alongside tour guiding because, as mentioned before,
it is forbidden in Jordan to have any other job alongside tour guiding. However, as
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it will be seen in Section 7.4.1, some respondents talked about the jobs that they
had had before becoming tour guides.

Cancellation is also a common feature of the tourism industry, especially in an
area with political unrest. This can be distressing for companies and for guides,
who often book their work in advance and plan their schedules and budgets. Such
cancellations also cause instability in their financial situation. The matter is more
serious for the guides who are household supporters. Guide (6) said about this:

….The income is excellent, but tourism is not guaranteed. You
can’t rely on it: it is related to the stability and safety… For
example in 2003, during the Iraqi invasions, tourism in Jordan
was affected, and there were a lot of cancellations … You can’t
separate Jordan from the political situation in the region. Why?
Because it is related to Palestine, Iraq, Syria or Lebanon and
whether they can find solutions to their problems. Imagine if
there is stability in Palestine then there is a hope throughout the
world … (Guide 6, male, 6 years experience, English speaking)

Jordanian tour guides are affected by the seasonality and even more by
cancellations. This is because Jordan is located in the unstable Middle East region;
thus there are many possible reasons for cancellations. Additionally, tour guides
in Jordan often depend solely on their income from working as guides with no
other source of income. The Tour Guides’ Law Regulations 1998 (34), Article No
3 says: ‘Applicant must be a full time tour guide and must not practice any other
profession, including trading or acting as middleman in any business
interaction’ (MOTA, Legislations, 1998).
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As is suggested by the wording, this law exists for a good reason and that is to
stop tourist guides ending up as commercial salesmen and biasing their tours for
commercial stops (endemic in Turkey). But the law has unfortunate consequences
too as it puts unreasonable restrictions on tour guides that prevents them from
getting alternative sources of income during the low season or unforeseen events
such as wars, natural disasters, or epidemics.

Almost all of the participants asserted that their economic situation was unstable
because of the turbulence of the region. Guide (23) who was one of the
participants in the focus group of the pilot study commented:

… Now I have a round down [a schedule for his working days]
in my pocket until the first of December [2007] and I am happy
with 50 or 60 days multiplied by 30 or 40 JD. It is OK. But
what if an Israeli sneezes? [means political unrest in Palestine
and Israel] What will happen to the guides?
(Guide 32, male, 15 years experience, English / Dutch speaking)

Another commented on wars that have broken out in the Middle East and their
direct effect on the workload. When he was asked about the number of his
working days during the year he said:

… Except for the years of wars, the Iraqi war and the Israeli
Lebanese war, the years of loss… (laughing)… we can’t count
these years, I only worked for 20 days in those years…but on
average I work 250 days a year
(Guide 11, male, 15 years experience, English speaking)
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Another guide gave a similar response:

…In normal years I work 20 days a month but if there are
problems in the region the number decreases in a drastic way, I
remembered that in 2003 I didn’t work except for one or two
weeks. This is the problem for tourism; it is an industry which is
very sensitive to regional and international events, and it is the
sector in Jordan most affected by the political situation. We
[Jordan] have a stable situation but unfortunately the
surrounding area does not…
(Guide 16, male, 15 years experience, French speaking)

b) Insurance Expenses

Another important issue raised by the respondents was that of social security and
health insurance. As independent contractors, the tour guides bear the cost of
medical treatment for themselves and their families. Moreover, as self employed
people, they are not entitled to social security services. Guide (2) listed the
economic disadvantages of a career as a tour guide:

… t has a good income, but there are a lot of problems in this
career: there is no social security, no health insurance and no
stable income. It is related very closely to political security.
…During my professional life I went 2 years without working
… (Guide 2, male, 13 years experience, French speaking guide)

Guide (11) addressed the same issue of having a sense of insecurity:

…They [tourism bodies] have to provide health insurance and
social security for us. This will affect the performance of tour
guides positively … When you sleep you think: Where will I get
money from money? I might be sick? Will the tourists
come?...and this makes psychological tension…
(Guide 11, male, 15 years experience, English speaking)
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This informant, an administrative member in the JTGA, said tour guides would
like to have health insurance and social security services, taking into consideration
that guides might run the risk of accident, injuries and sickness. Guide (11) agreed
with many guides who participated in a study conducted to design a business plan
for the JTGA. In this study about 88.9 per cent of the participants wish to have
health insurance policies and to be included in the social security scheme (JTGA
Business Plan, 20042006).

c) Tipping and Tour Guiding
Tipping is a source of income for the tourism workers. Now, it has become a
common practice within the tourism industry (Jafari, 2003). However, some
companies tell clients that all gratuities are included in their tour price and that
they don’t have to tip (Pond, 1993:216). Those who most receive gratuities are
those in direct interaction with the clients such as waiters, porters, drivers and tour
guides.

Tipping not only has an economic value for tour guides but also affects job
satisfaction and emotional well being (Lynn, 2003, cited in Nickson, 2007: 206).
Additionally, it is an important factor in the relationship between the guide and
the tourists.

…When a tourist gives me my tip I consider it part of my wages
and a sign of appreciation for the service that I gave to him. I
know that he [the tourist] is satisfied with the service ..
(Guide 20, male, 15 years experience, French / English
speaking)
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Tipping also has an effect on the relationship between the guide and the driver for
the trip (Holloway, 1981). In some tours, the guide plays a role in making sure the
driver get his fair tip.

…The guide should remind the tourists to give the driver his
tip… ‘don’t forget the driver’ …because I know that he [the
driver] is depending on the tips as his wages are low … The
driver is an important factor for the success of the trip especially
if there is cooperation between him and the guide…
(Guide 20, male, 15 years experience, French / English
speaking)

The amount of gratuities differs from one trip to another; it depends on the tour’s
nature, the age of the travelers, their educational background, and sometimes on
their nationalities. It has been argued that tipping is an idiosyncratic issue, as
some people never tip, and tipping is more common in some cultures than others
(Pond, 1993).

Respondents related tipping to factors such as the demographic variables,
including educational background:

…I notice that the well educated groups appreciate the
information given and they are more generous [in tipping]
because they appreciate your efforts with them. On the other
hand, the lower the educational level, the lower the tip…
(Guide 12, male, 13 years experience, German and English
speaking)
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The tour guides also observed that tipping is culturally bounded. They presented
testimonies on the differences between Western tourists in their tipping attitudes.
Guide (11), who worked with Dutch and English speaking tourists observed that:

…The Americans are the best [in tipping] and the misers are the
Dutch… It depends on the culture, for example in Holland there
is no such thing as tipping, and in other countries it is considered
shameful [to take a tip]. In Australia for example it is not the
custom but in America it is. The British are good tippers; they
like our culture…
(Guide 11, male, 15 years experience, English speaking)

This comment conformed to findings by a number of academic scholars who
revealed that tipping is widely practice in the US but less customary in Australia
and New Zealand (Callen and Tyson, 2000; Dewald 2000; Casey 2001; Gueguen
and Jacob 2005, cited in Nickson, 2007).

Considering French speaking tourists and tipping, Guide (19)’s views were like
many of the guides who work with Francophone tourists (those whom first
language is French). He told the researcher:

…every nationality differs from the others. I work with the
French, Swiss, and Belgium; the best are the Swiss from the
financial side. As far as treatment goes, the Belgium tourists are
the best, but the worst are the French…
(Guide 19, male, 15 years experience, French speaking).
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One guide (15) offered a more detailed view on comparative differences in
international tipping behaviour:

…the easiest people are Americans, easy going, they don’t have
any complications; they come to be happy even if they come to
make a pilgrimage. It is very pleasurable to deal with them
[American tourists], but their problem is that they are not
educated so all information is new for them. The Australians are
educated and they come after the Americans. The groups I don’t
like to work with are the ones from the Far East. Why? Because
they don’t speak English, so there is no direct connection
between me and them. Their tour leader translates what I say…
(Guide 15, female, 15 years experience, English speaking)

This view on the differences between occidental and oriental nations supports
findings from a quantitative study which revealed that there are significant
cultural differences between Western tourists and Asian tourists in terms of the
perceived satisfaction with the service provided by local tour guides in Hong
Kong (Wong, 2001).

Regarding Dutch, French and the British tourists, Guide (1) who works with all
three nationalities said:

… I think that the Dutch tourist is good: he comes for leisure
and to see things, and he wants to learn. I consider him an
educated tourist as he comes because of his interest to get to
know the culture, the community and the country… The French
tourist is also educated but not as educated as the Dutch, but he
[French tourist] likes to read and to learn. In general it is easier
to deal with the Dutch than with the French. The British tourist
likes everything to be organized and he doesn't like to make
problems [means to complain]… but the French always
complaint too much; they always say: ‘this should be like that’,
‘why this?’, ‘Pourqoi tu dit ça?’ ‘ Pourqoi tu fait ça?’ ‘C’est
bien mais… mais’… always there are “buts” and ”whys”…
(Guide) 1, male, 16 years experience, English/ French speaking)
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Another guide with experience of the French agreed (19):

…the worst are the French; two months ago a journalist wrote
an article begging the [French] tourists to behave properly when
they go abroad… (Guide, 19, male, 15 years experience, French
speaking)

The views of tour guides on French tourists confirmed the results of an
international survey conducted by the online travel site Expedia. The participants
in this survey, who were employees from 4000 hotels in Germany, the UK, Italy,
France, Canada, and the US, described the voyageur français as the most
obnoxious tourist among Europeans. The employees evaluated the general attitude
of French tourists according to several variables including among others
politeness, tendency to complain, readiness to spend money, and generosity
(Crumley, 2008).

Overall the responses of tour guides pertaining to tourist behaviour issues
supported what Pizam and his coauthors found in their studies in that tourist
behaviour is affected by nationality and it differs from one culture to another
(Pizam and Sussmann, (1995); Pizam and Reichel, (1996); Pizam and Jeong
(1996); Pizam, JansenVerbeke, and Steel (1997); and Pizam, (1999).

7.4 SocioCultural Aspects of Tour Guiding
This section appraises interesting observations made by guides on their
perceptions of the tour guide career in relation to Jordanian society, including its
relative status and social standing in relation to other occupations.
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7.4.1 Career Status
Status is defined as ‘the aspect of social inequality whereby different positions are
awarded different degrees of prestige or honour’ (Watson, 1995:197).

Traditionally, careers which are organisationally structured offer employees
various benefits including regular agreed financial rewards, controlled working
conditions, and prestige (Glaser, 2007:1). They thus provide incentives for people
to work harder to enhance their level of performance and achieve promotion
within a recognisable career ladder.

Tourism careers based in the hotels, restaurants, or transportation companies in
several industry sectors are considered to be organizational careers. Therefore, it
is to be assumed that tourism organisations offer their employees a sort of status
and prestige. However, tourism employment differs from other sorts of
employment in issues of status and image. It has been argued in the tourism
literature that tourism employment is viewed as a low status career where
individuals are neither invested in nor encouraged (Pizam, 1982; Cooper and
Shepherd, 1997, cited in Kusluvan, 2003: 69, Riley et al.,2002).

The following subsections critically discuss the selfview of the respondents in
this research on their occupational status as tour guides.

a) Careerists’ SelfImage
It has been argued that job satisfaction is related to the importance of the relative
prestige of the occupation (Watson, 1995: 144).
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In this research, most participants showed a sort of dissatisfaction regarding their
career status compared to the status of other sorts of occupations. Although the
tour guides in Jordan hold a first degree and although it is to be presumed that
degrees are associated with a good educational level and social status, the research
respondents found their career status to be low. This confirmed what is revealed in
tourism literature that tourism careers are considered to be low position careers
(Pizam, 1982; Cooper and Shepherd, 199711; Riley et al. 2002). However, the
findings disagreed with what was argued by Pizam (1982) that university
graduates would rather stay without work rather than work in an occupation that is
low in social status (Pizam, 1982: 7).
In comparing his career with careers in the public sectors, one guide (19)
observed:

…at the beginning we [tour guides] were happy with our jobs
because our status was good and we made money, but when we
compared ourselves with public employees who graduated with
us 15 years ago, we found that those who got public sector jobs
have now a special status in the community. We have zero
status… The attitude of the community toward the tour guide is
not good … All jobs have a progress career structure, except
tour guiding …it has a declining career structure, you start from
the top when you are young and active, then start to decline; this
is my view of tour guiding… The tour guide job hierarchy is in a
continuous decline in contrast to any other job hierarchy; even
the agencies when they look for guides look for young guides.
They only hire the old [guides] when they need them…
(Guide 19, male, 15 years experience, French speaking)

The previous extract represented the collective view of tour guides on their
position and prestige comparing to people working in the public sector. Guide

11

Cited in Kusluvan, 2003: 69
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(19) described the career of guiding as a topdown career in contrast with other
jobs in which the employees progress step by step up the career ladder. This
description may be explained due to the fact that tour guiding careers offer limited
or no opportunities to progress from one level to another as the tasks of tour
guides remain the same. Unlike other jobs, there is no differentiating in terms of
incentives or rewards between the guides regardless of their years of experience or
their educational background.

Moreover, the above informant asserted the fact that tour guiding depends largely
on the physical condition of the person and requires a level of fitness, especially in
the case of some sorts of tourism such as hiking or trekking; therefore, younger
guides may be preferred to older guides.

The testimony of Guide (19) who has 15 years experience supported the point
Pond, (1993) made 16 years ago, that there are few incentives in the US and
Canada for talented people who work in tour guiding to stay in the field. She
added that a multilingual guide in Washington, D. C. with a master’s degree in
architectural history and fifteen years experience will earn the same as any fresh
guide (Pond, 1993: 203). Guide (17) displayed the same perception of his career
status. Additionally, he showed how he is affected by the cultural criteria of status
set by Jordanian society.
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Guide (17) said:

… as for social status there is no comparison [between tour
guiding and other jobs], it has a low status. In our community
the doctor and the engineer are the top but now they [people]
start to look at the financial position [to determine status] but I
feel that I have a lesser status than the others because you are in
a community where people know who is a doctor and who is an
architecture, but do not know what a tour guide is..... for
example regarding teachers whose status not that high [in terms
of salaries and social status], I feel that their status is higher than
mine…when people ask me what kind of job do you do, I try to
make my job sound more prestigious and answer, in the tourism
sector …
(Guide 17, male, 10 years experience, French speaking)

All previous testimonies indicate the dissatisfaction that the tour guides have
regarding their status compared to that of other occupations. However, some of
them were satisfied with their careers but were still affected by the others’
perceptions of their jobs. The next section demonstrates the perceptions of others
of the tour guiding career.

b) The Career as Seen by Others

Some guides were satisfied with the intrinsic gains (satisfactions that are relating
to factors inherent in the work itself) resulting from their job, but still think that
the guide role is negatively perceived by the wider community.
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Guide (14) commented:

…our position is not good. They [the local community] doesn’t
respect it [tour guiding] as a career; they think that it is work for
a person who can’t find any other work, possibly because our
community has got used to the public sector jobs and the
monthly salary that they pay…Freelance work is not a job from
their point of view, but when I compare myself to a doctor or a
lawyer I see myself as better than them…I educate people about
my culture…
(Guide 14, male, 21 years experience, German and English
speaking)

Guide (9) confirmed the negative image that society holds towards his job saying:

…the problem in our community is tourism awareness and
education. There are many people who don't understand what
the tour guide’s job is or his role: they focus on the negative
aspects of it such as that you stay with strangers. But in fact you
are transmitting knowledge about the country's culture, religion,
language, and fellow countrymen and community to others.
Why don't they consider this? It [tour guiding] is the means
through which the western community can understand the
Arabic one, because they sometimes have a bad impression of it
… (Guide 9, male, 15 years experience, French speaking)

A female guide also reflected on the poor status the guide role has in the opinion
of local people, but was nevertheless proud of her job.

…I don't care about them [local community]; I am very proud of
myself when I introduce myself as a female guide, but I have
noticed recently that the community has changed a little bit
because the people travel abroad more than before and see
guides there so they begin to respect and appreciate tour
guides…
(Guide (15), female, 15 years experience, English speaking)
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Like her colleague, Guide (21) described the perception of society towards a tour
guide as follows:

…They [local people] think that whoever works in tourism is an
open minded person, and will do anything. I have been working
in tourism for 15 years now and I still respect traditions and
customs more than [if working in] any other job…
(Guide 21, female, 15 years experience, French speaking)

These comments regarding the career status conform to what Pizam (1982) found
in that service jobs, especially those in the hospitality and food service sectors that
are not considered respectable or desirable (Pizam, 1982: 7). In relation to tour
guiding services, Ap and Wong (2001) found that despite the fact that the tour
guide is the one who can ‘make or break the tour’, there is no recognition or
appreciation of tour guides in Hong Kong (Ap and Wong, 2001).

Within the complex nexus of social encounters that exist within the tour guiding
job which are more difficult to manage than those in many other occupations, the
guides regard themselves as pariahs in the eyes of others. Their roles carry little
status both within the industry and also externally in relation to the perceptual
hierarchy of occupations that all societies implicitly institutionalise both in terms
of reward and formal honour, and also in terms of the averaged rankings
aggregated from the subjective perceptions of jobs and the comparative social
honour given by the general public.

One might ask whether there is something that means that those involved in
quotidian work and who are close to their customers, for example tour guides,
waiters, or taxi drivers, have a lower status than other people who are in settled
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social contexts that hardly change from day to day or week to week, for example
managers, judges, sergeants, and other kinds of higher ranking staff.

Or, do the nonorganizational careerists such as freelance workers seem to have
lower status and prestige than those who carry out their work based in
organisations?

Research has yet to show the extent to which those two types of careers differ in
terms of honour and status.

In addition to what is revealed about the view of the community of tour guiding as
a career, some guides talked about the view of other tourism stakeholders. Guide
(11) noted:

For me I look at it [tour guiding] as a respected or reputable
career. I regard myself as an ambassador, but people have a bad
impression of guides… They think that the guide is working
only to collect money and he is always with tourists to imitate
them…There is no awareness of tourism …In addition every
month you read an article in the newspaper depicting the tour
guide as an enemy; they say that the tour guide is a thief, gets
big commissions… By the way, I would like to explain that
commissions are a source of income as in any other industry…
(Guide 11, male, 15 years experience, English speaking)

Examples of such newspaper stories mentioned by Guide (11) on tour guides and
their career practice was found in Algad Newspaper, 3April, 2009, in which the
journalist interviewed one of the souvenir shops owners. The latter said that they
are obliged by the tour guides to give commission that reaches in sometimes 40
per cent. However, a reply was written by the manager of the JTGA in which he
disagreed with this article and blamed the journalist for not interviewing at least
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one tour guide to present their points of view and to investigate the matter from all
parts. (Algad Newspaper, 4 April, 2009).

The unsympathetic relations that appear to exist between guides in Jordan and
other tourism partners supported findings in the study of Ap and Wong, (2001)
which revealed that there is a lack of recognition from government about the
importance of guides, and they do not receive the proper compensation that they
deserve (Ap and Wong, 2001).

7.4.2 Social Life and Tour Guiding
There is little understanding in Jordanian society about the work of a tour guide.
The career is seen as a relatively unacceptable job by members of the community.
This adverse image has effects which extend into the tour guide’s social life
outside his work life. One guide (23) faced a problem when he wanted to get
married, and found it difficult to get the assent of his potential partner’s parents.
This is because people do not understand what this job entails and many have the
misconception that persons who work in tourism have bad attitudes for example
drinking alcohol, and having illegal  extramarital  relationships with women:

The view of society of tourism is still negative. For example
when I wanted to get married I asked for the hands of more than
15 girls, but was refused by their parents because I was working
as a tour guide…
(Guide 23, male, 15 years experience, English/ Dutch speaking)

In Jordan the traditional way for people to get married is that the groom’s mother,
sister, or any female relative looks for a bride for him. Then the man goes to see
the selected girl and if he likes her he asks for her hand. The girl’s parents then
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ask their daughter about her opinion and enquire about the groom’s family, status,
and work. Guide (23) was not lucky as he faced a problem in finding somebody
who would accept him as a groom for his daughter. Again, the observation above
reflects the lack of awareness of the community about the work of the tour guide.

The status of tour guiding demonstrated by Jordanian tour guides is similar to that
in Hong Kong, where it is seen as ‘unglamorous’, especially by parents who do
not understand or appreciate the role of tour guides, and think that the job of the
tour guide is only to take the tourists shopping ( Ap and Wong, 2001).

a) The Effects of Working as a Tour Guide on the Social Network

Working as a tour guide affects family life and connections. Almost all of the tour
guides interviewed in this study were married with families. The data obtained
from them expressed their weariness in trying to create a balance between work
and their social commitments with the macro and micro levels of their familial
relations. At the macro level, the family in Jordan has a wide meaning that
includes not only the wife and the children but also parents, the cousins, and other
members of the extended family. In Jordan the community consists of tribes or big
families, and relationships between the families are until today relatively strong.
The tour guides described the effects of their career on their social life and how
tour guiding shapes their presence in society.
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Guide (19) like many of the participants, was very eager to talk about his social
problems. He said:

Social relations are zero. I am forgotten by my parents. It
[working as a guide] affects me very much. Firstly I am often
away from home. Each week I am away from home for five
days, and my kids are growing up while I am far from them. As
for my parents because they are not in the same city it takes
months before I visit them. Each month, there are many social
occasions  weddings, deaths anything,  which I have no idea
about …Even my parents forget about me, because they know
there is no hope that I will be able to come. When my brothers
take some decisions without me I get angry but then I think and
I say, “No they are right, because I am always absent. I am not
in their life”. Even on the days that I go to visit them I feel that I
am a stranger. I don’t know about the subjects they are talking
about, I feel myself far from them … (Guide 19, male, 15 years
experience, French speaking)

In a similar way, Guide (20) describes his career future as unstable from the
economic and social side. He said:

I feel that I am not as stable as in them [ other occupations].
There is no social or economic stability... I can’t take a rest at
the weekends. I am always working during the holidays and
weekends. I always feel afraid for the future, because I will not
get work if any political problems arise, and this situation makes
me always think about saving for other days when I don’t have
any work …
(Guide 20, male, 15 years experience, French / English
speaking)

These comments suggest that family life and social relations are disrupted by the
nature of tour guiding with its irregularities and the heavy demands on time which
it makes on an ad hoc basis. Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, work in the
tourism industry is greatly affected by many factors, so that while the tour guides
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always feel concern about the number of their working days, they cannot refuse
any day’s work offered to them. The previous extracts also suggest the isolation
that tour guides feel from their social environment, that makes them feel strangers
in their own communities. This social dislocation and estrangement is particularly
significant in a conservative and traditional culture like that of Jordanian society.

At the micro level, the research responses suggested that, within the primary
family group, wives and children were frustrated and dissatisfied when a parent
was working as a tour guide. Guide (19) observed:

Ahhh!! …They [wife and kids] are not satisfied. Firstly, my
wife she is employed and she has to bring up the kids in a big
city alone and our relatives are far from us. Secondly, there is a
need for the children to see their father at home especially male
kids. They call me daily and when I come back home they say
‘stop working’ … You can say that the social life of a tour guide
is zero. There is no social life. You can’t attend social occasions
such as weddings, events at the weekends or feasts. You can
never be there…
(Guide 19, male, 15 years experience, French speaking)

Guide (11) described his family relations as follows:

…Personally during the last season my wife said to me, ‘is it
possible to add us [his family] to your schedule so that we can to
see you’ …But we have to work because we are paid on a daily
basis. If you get a monthly salary you can ask for three or four
days a month off like in other jobs. But we never know whether
the season is going to be good, and we don’t know what will
happen later on…
(Guide 11, male, 15 years experience, English speaking).
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b) The Burnout Factor

The difficult working conditions cause stress for tour guides. Guide (13) noted the
physical hassle involved in his work as a result of continuous travelling especially
in the peak seasons:

…the stress comes from the large amount of travel and the
amount of work. There is no break between the groups...
(Guide 13, male, 5 years experience, English/ Dutch speaking)

Moreover, the nature of the career affects the social life of tour guides which leads
some of them to not only to be unhappy in their job but to also to think of leaving
it and finding alternative employment. Guide (16) said about social aspects on
tour guiding work as:

It [tour guiding] affects my social life too much. I am married
and have kids … Socially, I am not successful, because I am
always absent, there is no free time for feasts, or holidays. While
if I had any other job I would have weekends in which I could
do a lot of things. At the beginning [of working as a tour guide]
it was okay, but later on it started to affect me and makes me
distressed, so I will change my job…
(Guide 16, male, 15 years experience, French speaking)

Pizam also noted that workers in the travel industry are unhappy because they
have to work nights, weekends, and holidays (Pizam, 1982).

To find another job was not only the desire of Guide (16) but was also the
aspiration of other guides interviewed during the pilot study. The following
excerpts are selected from the discussion that took place between the participants
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of the focus group in which they expressed their reservations about being tour
guides:

Guide (23) said:
Financially it [tour guiding] is good, but there are a lot of things
that we lose out on, like health insurance and social security
(Guide 23, male, 15 years experience, English / Dutch speaking)

Guide (26) said:
Oh, yes I understand you. (Guide, 26, male, 15 years experience,
English/ French speaking)

Guide (23):
I am now 37 years old, if I had gone to work in the army when I
finished the university like my fellow students, I would now be
a sergeant and would take home 450 JD [as a monthly salary].
Financially, our wages as tour guides haven’t changed too much.
In 1992/1993, the year I started to work, our wages were 35 JD
per day, and now we take home 40 JD. But 35 JD in those days
was much better than 100 JD nowadays. The travel agency even
gives us insufficient money for our expenditure. This is the
financial situation of tour guides.

Guide (24) replied:
Yes, this is true. Who from us expects to continue working as a
tour guide? (Guide 24, male 15 years experience, French
speaking)

Guide (29):
Who can stand it? Nobody! (Guide 29, male, 15 years
experience, English/ French speaking)

Guide (23):
Every season I say this season is the last one that I will work.
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Guide (24):
We have to find another job.

Guide (28):
Working conditions for all jobs have improved except for ours.
After 10 years there will be saturation (Guide 28, male, 15 years
experience, French speaking)

These extracts reflect the degree of disenchantment and pessimism about a future
as a tour guide, especially for those living with their families.

To conclude, these social constraints and difficulties due to their jobs may be
considered major factors which affect the turnover in tour guiding. The previous
testimonies reflect resentment that the compensation received by tour guides is too
little in relation to what they offer and what they have to put up with to do the
work (e.g. travelling, physical effort, health risks and distance from their families)
compared to what they receive as rewards and incentives.

All of these comments are consistent with the findings of academic literature on
what has been called the “burnout factor”. Schaufeli and Enzmann argued that
burnout is generated from stress that leads to physical symptoms that decrease
performance and reduce the productivity of an individual (Schaufeli and
Enzmann, 1998:131). They add that other personal factors are associated with
burnout including difficulty in finding a balance between family and work and
the lack of a stable and close network of friends and family (Schaufeli and
Enzmann, 1998:129).
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7.4.3 Gender Differences
The previous sections discussed the effects of working as a guide on the familial
life of tour guides. A ramification of the culturerelated part of the tour guides’
discussions raised another issue related to the tour guiding career in relation to the
gender variable. The research participants expressed opinions about the tour
guiding job and its suitability for both genders.

Most of the informants were male guides and only two female guides were
interviewed. In Jordan there is a big difference between the numbers of guides
from each gender. In 2008, the number of female guides was 39 compared to 834
male tour guides (MOTA, 2008). The difference may be attributed to cultural
constraints affecting the status of women in a conservative country. In Jordan and
in almost all Arab countries the woman’s prime role is the traditional one which is
to take care of her family and to rear her children. In addition she can get an
education and work, but there are restrictions on the kind of work that is
considered suitable (e.g. there are barriers to women being drivers, technicians,
construction workers, or to do any work that needs physical effort).

Tour guiding is an uncommon career for Jordanian women. The male tour guides
themselves expressed their caution on the appropriateness of a career as a tour
guide for women. Their views on the womenmen issue are illustrated in the
following extracts.
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Guide (13) stated that tour guiding is unsuitable for women because of family
commitments. He said:

…I think that it is difficult for a woman to work as a tour guide.
A woman is more emotional and if she faces a problem she may
cry and not be able to solve it. If she wants to get married and
becomes pregnant this is not suitable for her, but as long as she
is not married it is ok…
(Guide 13, male, English/ Dutch speaking)

Guide (6) specified that travelling and staying away from home is another point
that may cause a dilemma for female tour guides. He said:

… If the woman wants to be a tour guide and needs to stay three
or four nights away from home and if her husband is working,
who will take care of the house and the kids, I don’t approve of
the idea of women tour guides …
(Guide 6, male, 6 years experience, English speaking)
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One of the few female respondents in this study reflected in an original and
idiosyncratic way upon the whole question of women in tourism and hospitality
work:

If the work conditions are easy I would say that from 730 guides
there should be 600 female and 130 male guides. Why? because
tour guiding is a career of hospitality. It is based on a smile, and
the woman specializes in this and is probably better at this than
the man…Tour guiding is based on how you host your guests,
and who does this is better than the woman? However if I get
married and have a husband it will be difficult … We lost a lot
of female guides who were very professional because they
breastfed their babies or had small kids. I think that a career as
a mother is the most difficult career in the world …We have
Jordanians [female guides] and some of them even wear head
scarves but they are few. The majority are Russians married to
Jordanians They came to the country 20 or 25 years ago…
Maybe the male guides don’t like us because we take the work
and they know that we are successful in our work …
(Guide 15, female, 15 years experience, English speaking,
currently trains new guides)

The above series of reflections offered an unusual perspective, in suggesting that
women’s traditional role in Jordanian society makes them more, not less, suited to
working as guides who welcome and host tourists, because the two roles, that of a
home maker and of a guide involve the same skills and orientations. Her
comments also illuminate the extent of the Jordanian woman’s disadvantage with
their sociodemographic implications that it is mainly Russian women married to
Jordanians, rather than nativeborn ones, who have been able to emancipate
themselves from the traditional exclusion reserved for women wanting to enter the
guiding profession. The comments also suggest a paradox, which is that though
men purport to see women as unsuited to the work of a tour guide, they are also
simultaneously, she claims, afraid of the competition and the threat they would
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pose to men if accepted on an equal basis into the occupation. This element of job
competitiveness and the suggestion that women might in fact be better than men
was also supported by another woman respondent:

… We have some things in common. We share the same career
problems but we can’t ignore the fact that there is competition
between males and females. I can say that we are not accepted
by male guides. My view is that when we work we carry our job
in a good way. We do it very well but because we are a minority
we are not accepted…
(Guide 21, female, 15 years experience, French speaking)

One male guide, with notable candor, admitted that women might be excellent at
the job, but still felt that they didn’t fit within the industry:

…From the examples that I see in my work, women who work
as tour guides are all successful; none of them fail … but the
career is more suitable for men, because you know that the tour
guide is always travelling and sleeping away from home, which
is not an easy thing for women to do. Also she can’t take three
or four days walking in the desert which needs a high level of
physical effort, though some of them [female tour guides] are
good walkers …But as for me as a colleague I don’t like to have
much contact with them…
(Guide 1, male, 16 years experience English/ French speaking)

The previous quotations from male and female tour guides revealed that there is a
sort of rivalry between the two groups. In the cultural context this may be
interpreted as the oriental men assuming that the priority for the woman is to take
care of her family and that this sort of job would not be suitable for her. In the
tourism context, this antagonism may be seen as a sort of career competition
taking into account the effects of seasonality, hence irregular work; therefore,
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female guides are strong competition for males especially if professionally they
achieve their career’s missions and roles.

The previous extracts are sufficiently suggestive to indicate the need for more
studies on the status of women in tour guiding and in the tourism industry since
they hint at factors and perspectives relating to gender roles that have not been
explored previously in a Jordanian context and not to any great extent in other
places. In the past the main focus of researchers on women in tourism has been
disproportionately on the role of women in sex tourism. By contrast what seems to
emerge here is the possibility that women in the tourism industry may be
equipped to step forth as models of competence and to be successful income
earners, who may thus be able to secure benefits for themselves and their families,
rather than only featuring as the exploited victims of inappropriate tourism
development (Scheyvens, 2002:122).

7.5 Chapter Conclusion:
This chapter offered an exploration of the characteristics of a career as a tour
guide. It focused on tour guiding as one career in tourism. Many aspects emerged
in relation to the sociology of the occupation such as the place in society, status,
self image, and self actualisation of tour guides, as well as in relation to the socio
cultural dimensions of work as a tour guide.
The findings suggest that tour guides initially choose their career for several
reasons including good income, enjoyment of meeting people and because of their
relevant qualifications.
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The income factor was one of the chief pull factors for the career choice. The tour
guides were generally satisfied with their earnings. However, they considered
their income erratic and fluctuating because of international and regional
conditions as well as considerations of seasonality cancellations.

Job anxiety was obvious in the responses of the tour guides. They faced a series of
dilemmas in ensuring a balance between different parties which included the
travel agency, tourists and the family.

Tour guides perceived their career status as low. Thus, confirmed the industry’s
traditional image of low pay, long hours, and then the low status (Riley et al.
2002).Tour guiding is a career that is socially undesirable and there is little
awareness concerning it. The tour guides’ responses confirmed that job status is
affected by the existence of particular traditional criteria of status within a
society‘s culture (Watson, 1995: 202).

Finally, the respondents expressed their feedbacks on the behaviour of major
European nationalities. The informative skills of the research respondents showed
that tour guides may offer close insights into the subject matter of tourist
behaviour and cultural differences.

Having provided some information on the detailed perceptions of tour guides into
their career, it is now possible to transform the previous discussion into a number
of tentative general propositions about tour guiding as an occupation as follows:
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•

There is little awareness about careers as tour guides and;

•

it may be considered a low status career compared to other
occupations.

•

The image of tour guiding may be affected by the cultural norms of a
given destination.

•

Tourism organizations may refer to tour guides to get feedback data
on tourist behavior.

•

There are divergences and convergences between females and males
guides in their career perceptions.

Having presented the three emerging major categories that have been discussed in
the previous three chapters, the next chapter summarizes the research outcomes of
this research into the worldview of the tour guide in the shape of a grounded
theory model.
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Chapter Eight
A Grounded Theory Model of the Worldview of Tour Guides

8.1Introduction
By examining the theory emerging from this research, this chapter seeks to draw
together the previous chapters to develop a framework that conceptualises the
worldview of tour guides. However, at the outset it is important to clarify what is
meant by theory. Theory:

denotes a set of welldeveloped categories (e.g., themes,
concepts) that are systematically interrelated through
statements of relationships to form a theoretical framework that
explains some relevant social, psychological, educational,
nursing, or other phenomenon. [Italics in origin]...once concepts
are related through statements of relationships into an
explanatory theoretical framework, the research findings move
beyond conceptual ordering to theory
(Strauss and Corbin, 1998a: 22).

Some authors present their theories by developing formal propositions, (for
instance, “if x, then y”), alongside an explanatory discussion. Others present their
theories discursively combined with less formal theories proposition (Strauss and
Corbin 1998a: 263).

In this study, the theoretical interpretation was provided in chapters five, six, and
seven. For more explanations, the researcher formulated parts of her theoretical
discussion as a set of propositions such as in the case of chapters five and seven.
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In the current chapter, the researcher sets the theoretical formulation constructed
from the study in a model that provides an understandings of the tour guides’
world. The aim for diagramming the findings is to provide a visual representation
of categories and their relationships. Creating visual images of the emerging
theories are basic element for some grounded theorists, e.g., Strauss, (1987),
Strauss and Corbin, (1998a); Clark, (2005). Diagrams can provide information on
the relative power, scope, and direction of the categories and the connections
among them (Charmaz, 2006).

Consequently, the researcher, in this chapter is representing the theoretical
formulation in a shape of model developed to provide an interpretation of the
worldview of the tour guides.

8.2 A Theoretical Framework for Understanding the Worldview
of Tour Guides
In the preceding three chapters, each of the three major categories (Destination
based knowledge; Rolebased knowledge; Careerbased knowledge) derived from
the data has been described in detail. These categories represented the knowledge
constructed from the empirical materials gathered from the tour guides. The three
major categories are related to a core category that emerged from the current
research that is labelled “Occupational knowledge of tour guides”. Figure 8.1
illustrates a theoretical model developed by the researcher to represent the
cumulated findings of this research. The proposed model provided understandings
on the lived experience of the research participants in being tour guides.
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Occupational
Knowledge of
Tour Guides

Destinationbased
knowledge

Rolebased
knowledge

• Tourism trend trackers

• Mediating roles;

• Product performance
analysts.

• Managerial roles;

•Stakeholders’ evaluators

• Ambassadorial
roles;
• Promotional roles

Career –based
knowledge

•Recruitment and initiation
into tour guiding
•The occupational
characteristics of tour
guiding
•Sociocultural aspects in
relation to tour guiding
work

Figure 8.1 Theoretical Model of the Worldview of Tour Guides
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Figure 8.1 illustrates the core category and the three major categories that
emerged out from this research with their associated sub categories.

In any grounded theory study the core category is the basis of the theory and it is
the central that all other categories are linked to it. The core category or variable
represents the main theme of the research (Strauss and Corbin, 1998a:146).

In the current study the core category is labelled as “Occupational knowledge of
tour guides”. This category is linked in a ‘snowball fashion’ to the three major
categories with each of them meaningfully related to the core category. Thereby,
the whole continuum provides an understanding and explanation on the way the
tour guides view their world and their place in it (Ruiz and Hummer, 2007).

8.2.1 The Occupational Knowledge of Tour Guidesa Core
Category
As stated earlier, the core category is considered as the backbone of the
formulated theory. In this study, the core category that expressed the revealed
findings on the experience of tour guides and that encompassed the other three
major categories was named “Occupational knowledge of tour guides”.

Occupational knowledge is defined here as: the information, skills, and the whole
experience that the persons gained through their work. This involves the
understanding, learning, communication, and perceptions that the careerists obtain
from and hold toward their professions and its related dimensions. This includes
first: the practical life space (product knowledge, roles, working conditions,
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income sources, and relationships with others, e.g. clients, managers,
stakeholders), and second: the sociocultural life space (family commitments,
social status, cultural considerations) of work.

Strauss 1987 has provided several criteria to decide which category should serve
as the core category (Strauss, 1987: 36):

a) The core category should be central, that all other major categories should
relate to it. In this study the core category “Occupational knowledge of tour
guides” represented an overarching concept that illustrates the main theme
emerged from this study which was on the acquaintance and the experience
gained by the participants being tour guides. This includes information on the
performance of the destination where they provide guiding in; their role industry;
and on their career. Thus the selected core category meets the criterion of being
central.

b) The core category must appear frequently in the data. This means that within
the research process while collecting and analysing the data, there are repeated
indicators pinpointing to a main concept. In this study the core category was the
dominant; linked to frequently revealed concepts that indicated what kind of
experience the tour guides gain from their occupation. Therefore, the core
category meets the criterion of being repeatedly appeared.

c) The core category in a substantive study has clear implications for a more
general theory. This means that the label given to the core category should be
abstracted to a level that can be used as a general concept to undertake research in
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other substantive areas. The core category of this study “Occupational knowledge
of the tour guides” is a concept that can be useful and applicable in researching
the knowledge of the careerists within the tourism industry. For example, the core
variable of this study may be implied in examining and exploring the lived
experience of waiters, drivers, or the tour operators working in the tourism sector.

d) Finally, the core category allows for building in the maximum variation to the
analysis in terms of dimensions, properties, conditions, consequences, and
strategies. In this study the core category explained a large portion of the patterns
emerged from the study participants during the research process.

8.2.2 The Major Categories of the Proposed Theoretical Model
There are three main conceptual elements that constituted the proposed theoretical
model, these are:
•

Destination based knowledge

•

Rolebased knowledge

•

Career based knowledge

The proceeding three major categories symbolised what the lived experience of
tour guides may looks like. In the previous three chapters, each of the major
categories has been discussed in detail. Figure 8.1 was developed to demonstrate
the theoretical density of the proposed model. It shows how the major categories
with their associated subcategories are related to the core category. To reiterate,
the major categories are:
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a) Destination–based knowledge:

This category conceptualised the practical experience of tour guides in the field.
The tour guides were theorized as close observers of the tourism performance of a
destination. Their experience enabled them to track the tourism trends, analyse the
tourism product; and evaluate the performance of other tourism stakeholders.
Their observations and perceptions that are gained from their daily contact with
the tourism industry including the customer and the product may offer significant
insight into national tourism performance that could be a significant source of data
for national tourism planners. Precisely because of their position as the main and
often the sole agents who mediate tourism itineraries “on the ground” to visitors,
they appear to be in a position to provide “ground level” insights on current and
evolving issues in the delivery of the tourism experience that may be less apparent
or available to managers more remote from the operational levels of tourism.

b) Rolebased knowledge

The second major category conceptualised the perceptions of tour guides on their
industry roles. It revealed that the dynamic and overlapping nature of guiding
work requires the tour guides to perform a broad range of roles. They operate as
cultural brokers, information givers, country representatives, and environment
interpreters, yet they may also perform as tourism managers and tourism
promoters.
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c) Career based knowledge

The final conceptual element in the proposed model illustrates the perceptions of
tour guides on their career. This includes their working conditions, motivations,
aspirations, career status and the sociocultural aspects related to the guiding
career. It offered an understanding of how tour guides perceive their status in the
tourism industry and in society more generally, and on the impact of tour guiding
on selfimage and family relations.

8.3 The Credibility of Grounded Theory
Strauss and Corbin, (1990), enumerated a variety of issues that are employed by
authors to evaluate their qualitative work. These issues, as cited by Strauss and
Corbin 1990, include judgment about:

i. The validity, reliability, and credibility of the data (Guba, 1881; Kidder, 1981;
LeCompte & Goetz, 1982; Miles& Hubeman, 1984; Kirck and Miller, 1896;
Sandelowski, 1988).
ii. The theory itself (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Glaser, 1978; Strauss, 1987;
Strauss and Corbin, 1990).
iii. The adequacy of the research process.
iv. The empirical grounding of the research.

In the current study the researcher tried to evaluate and convey the rigor of the
outcomes of her research in relation to a variety of criteria for the aim of
satisfying the readers from different orientations, those concern about the
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scientific canons of evaluation, and those care about the details of the research
process and the procedures followed to reach the final product of the study.

In chapter four, Section 4.7, the quality of the research findings was discussed in
relation to the trustworthiness criteria. In addition, detailed description of the
research process and its adequacy was provided. This part of chapter eight
demonstrated the quality of this research judged by the credibility of the theory
itself. Accordingly, the next section confers the research findings in line with the
criteria suggested by the originators of the GT approach.

8.3.1 Evaluation of the Composed Theory
The founders of the GT advocate standards that are most often used to evaluate
the credibility of a GT study. According to Glaser and Strauss (1967) the
generated theory should meet the following criteria:

i. It should fit the substantive area in which it will be used.
ii. It must be readily understandable by laymen concerned with this area.
iii. It must be sufficiently general to be applicable to a multitude of diverse daily
situations within the substantive area.
iv. It must allow the user partial control over the structure and process of daily
situations as they change through time.

i.) Fittingness

The GT must correspond closely to the data. This closeness is illustrated by
explaining how the emerged categories that used to conceptualise the elicited data
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is traceable back to the data that gave rise to it. Fittingness is attained when the
findings are well grounded in the participants’ experiences and fit the data from
which they were derived (Lye et al. 2006:143).
By applying carefully the procedures of the GT approach in this study, using the
constant comparison method, and collecting and analysing the data systematically,
the researcher kept close to the data and thus, automatically, the major categories
are related and rose from them, in addition the researcher provided information
about the techniques she used during the research process to demonstrate the
‘groundedeness’ of her theoretical formulation including, member checking,
triangulation and providing examples of verbatim transcriptions. Moreover the
researcher supported her interpretation by the bulk of extended excerpts.

ii.) Understanding

A GT that relates directly to a substantive area should be understandable by the
research participants and the people working in this area. It is important that the
emerged theory is introduced in a form that can be recognised by the people of
interest. This comprises the readers of the study including the research
participants themselves. For the research participants, the researcher presented her
final findings and explained the three major categories emerging from this study
to three knowledgeable respondents who were familiar with the research to check
whether the findings are understandable to them and represented their experience.
(See Section 4.7.b).

Additionally, the researcher tried in caution to present the theory in a variety of
ways to ensure that the readers can understand it. A combination of descriptions,
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abstract model and theoretical propositions, for some parts of the research, was
used to clarify the research findings.

First, a detailed discussion of the emerged major categories and their sub
categories was provided. For instant, in chapter six, the major category was
labelled “role based knowledge” of tour guides. This category was an illustration
of the perceptions of tour guides on their missionary tasks that they believe they
operate. A broad discussion about this category and its connection to the sub
categories were provided. At the end of the chapter, the researcher facilitated an
understanding of the multiple roles the tour guides can perform in the tourism
industry.

Second, in some parts of this research after the running theoretical discussion of
the major categories and their properties, the researcher presented this discussion
and reshaped it in a form of a ‘codified’ set of propositions. For instance, in
chapter five, where the emerged category was on the knowledge of tour guides on
the tourism performance of a given destination, the researcher rephrased the
findings and presenting them in abstracted statements that operated as plausible
propositions. Again, this technique was taken to assist the reader to fully
understand the emerged theory.

Third, the last method used to explain the theory is the choice to present the
theory in a model that offers readers an easy and visually comfortable way to
understand the theoretical framework that emerged from this research. A
discussion of the model and its component from core, major and sub categories
were provided throughout the thesis to simplify the process of understanding.
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iii) Generality

Researchers who choose to apply the GT approach in their studies should be
aware of the conceptual level of their categories. Glaser and Strauss, (1967),
addressed that the theory should not be abstracted too much that it loses its
meaning but it must be abstracted to a level that makes the theory a general guide
to multiconditional, everchanging daily situations (Glaser and Strauss, 1967:
242). Moreover, the theory should be flexible enough that it can be reformulated
depending on the situation where it is applied.

The outcomes that emerged from this study provided insights into the area of tour
guides were conceptualised to a level that may offer a general guideline about the
worldview and life space of tour guides. The labels used to conceptualise the data
were general enough that they may be transferred to another destination. For
instance, the suggested propositions in chapter five on the informative ability of
tour guides on the tourism performance were formulated to indicate to this ability
in relation to the tour guides in general and in any given destination and not only
about the Jordanian tour guides.

Moreover, the final theoretical model was flexible enough that it may be
reformulated and adjusted to be applied in other substantive areas. For instance, it
could be applied to assist an understanding of the knowledge of public tourism
staff, or of other tourism staff such as waiters, porters, and drivers or other tourism
occupational group in a destination.
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Accordingly, to generate general and flexible or modifiable theory the researcher
gathered a variety of qualitative data; this diversity was attained from the number
of samples which were 29 tour guides who were interviewed indepth, in addition
to other sources that included representatives of the public and private sectors, and
technical and non technical literature This diversity facilitates the development of
a theory with a sufficient number of general concepts on the different dimensions
of tour guiding service ‘to achieve a theory general enough to be applicable to the
total picture, it is important to accumulate vast number of diverse qualitative
“facts” [means here data] on many different situations in the area’ (Glaser and
Strauss, 1967: 243).

iv) Control

The substantive theory must be characterised by controllability. This means that
the person who uses it must be able to understand and analyse the ongoing
situational realities to produce and predict change in them (Glaser and Strauss,
1967). In this research the emergent categories are controlled in that they are
guided concepts and not randomly linked, which make the person who applies the
theory able to adjust them in or as they change over time or in diverse situations.
Glaser (1978) referred to this criteria using the word ‘modifiability’, meaning that
the theory should be capable to integrate new categories or to add new ones if new
data is added from a new settings.

In this study, it was difficult to assess the ultimate modifiability of the grounded
model as this would happen when new data comes from other contexts.
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The previous section provided an evaluation of the emergent theory in relation to
the theory itself. The next section discusses the perspective that shaped the
emergent knowledge in this study.

8.4 Objectivist or Constructivist Grounded Theory
Researchers are part of the research situation and their positions, privileges,
perspectives, and interactions affect it (Charmaz, 2000; 2006; Clark, 2005).

GT has been criticised in that the researcher assumes that the theory is grounded
in the data collected and that the data reflect the reality and they are far from the
subjective interpretation of the researcher (Gray, 2004). Denzin and Lincoln
(1994) have labelled GT as postpositivistic. Maybe this label was accurate at one
time, but GT method has moved from the objectivist view towards the
constructivist view in which the final product of the research seeks the meanings
of both the respondents and the researchers (Corbin, and Holt, 2005). (Also
discussed in chapter four, Section 4.3.2.b).

Charmaz (2006) has identified two types of GT .The objectivist and constructivist
GT. Objectivist GT is the approach in which researchers perform as neutral or
impartial observers where their task is to discover the reality that is present in the
data, thus remaining separated from the research participants. This approach
emphasizes the tools of the research process and made verification an explicit
goal. In contrast, constructivist GT adopts the GT guidelines as tools but
emphasizes the studied phenomenon rather than the methods of studying it
(Charmaz, 2005). Constructivist grounded theory emphasizes that the knowledge
is a creation by the viewer and the viewed (Schwandt 2000; Charmaz, 2000; 2001;
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2003; 2005; 2006). This approach takes a reflexive stance toward the research
process and products; fostering the researcher’s reflexivity about their own
interpretations as well as those of their research participants (Charmaz, 2006:131).

As mentioned in chapter four (Section 4.3.2.b), this study has used Strauss and
Corbin’s (1990, 1998a)’s version of GT. Their approach was rooted in the
objectivist approach. However, their works have moved between objectivist and
constructivists assumptions (Charmaz, 2000: 513). Although Strauss and Corbin,
(1990) emphasize the systematic research process, they give weight to the
research actors and acknowledge that the researcher should give voice to these
actors and represent them properly. Moreover, they asserted that the state of a
complete objectivity is impossible and the interpretations made by the researchers
are based on their values, culture, training, and experiences that they bring to the
research situation (Strauss and Corbin, 1990: 43). Strauss and Corbin (1990) give
attention to the relationship between the researcher and the researched.

Moreover, recently Corbin and Holt (2005) have presented the constructivist view
of the theory development in that the theory is not only a reconstruction of events
but a coconstruction between researcher and participants. They explain the theory
development as follows: because the aim of the GT methodology is to generate
theory, the researcher does not enter the field with predefined theoretical
assumptions. Nevertheless, there may be a general perspective or philosophy in
the mind of the researcher such as feminism or symbolic interactionism. Nobody
starts with a totally blank sheet. These perspectives and beliefs in turn, guide the
questions and influence the analysis during the research process and therefore,
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“‘Any theory that results from such a process represents the participants’
responses and interpretation of events (which when retold by participants’ become
reconstructions of actual events). As data the reconstructions are filtered once
more through the eyes of the researcher who then constructs a theoretical
formulation. The formulation may then be brought back to participants for
validation of interpretations” (Corbin and Holt, 2005: 49). Consequently, the final
product of the study is a construction between the viewer and the viewed.

The researcher of this study argues that the approach of Strauss and Corbin,
(1990), if well understood, is not purely an objectivist approach. It encompasses
the objectivities element represented by the application of the methods of data
collection and analysis, and the constructivist elements represented by the
assumptions of the authors that the researchers’ interpretations and understandings
are affected by what researchers bring to the research situation from values,
interests, prior knowledge and experience and culture (Strauss and Corbin, 1998:
43).

The continuous interplay during the research process between collecting the
participants’ responses and their interpretations and then going back to validate
these interpretations by the research participants, might let us say that the theory is
a coconstruction between the participants and the researchers, it is a carpet woven
by the researchers and their informants. Therefore, it is more plausible to say that
the theory is constructed rather than emerged from the data (Charmaz, 2007). To
repeat, the theory is an interpretation, presented in an ‘authorial voice’ that
encompasses the points of view of the participants taking into account the
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researcher’s own positions, perspectives and interactions (Charmaz, 2000, 2006;
Clarke, 2005). Consequently, the researcher argues that the findings of this
research incorporated the objectivist elements guided by the constructivist
perspective.

8.5 Limitations of the Study
Some of the limitations identified in this research relate to: the findings, the
strategy which employed the researcher’s identity, and the time factor.

According to the findings, the theoretical framework that is generated in the
current study, like in any GT study, is plausible and limited to the substantive area
of tour guides, however, its strengths lie in the possibility to modify it as future
researchers uncover other explanatory aspects that may add new dimensions that
will offer wider understanding to the worldview of tour guides. Moreover, the
plausibility of the findings is strengthened through further research and the
transferability of the findings to other destinations.

As this research took a reflexive approach and the interpretation of the researcher
was affected by her theoretical sensitivity, there was a risk of high level of bias.
As the subjectivity cannot be avoided in any research, either quantitative or
qualitative, the researcher tried to maintain objective by not allowing her
experience as a wife of a tour guide to affect the data collection or analysis.
Additionally, there was a risk because the researcher thought that the participants
believed that the researcher knew what they were going to say before they said.
Nevertheless, the researcher always asked from the respondents to consider that
she did not know, and their experience is different to her husband’s experience.
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Other limitations were related to the GT methodology. Although the researcher
accessed a wide range of new and old resources on GT methodology ranging from
1967 to 2007, the researcher stills found that her understanding of this
methodology did not cover all of its aspects. However, the points that the
researcher found as understandable are still subject to debate from the originators
of the GT approach. Further research using this methodology will ensure an
enhanced level of understanding.

Furthermore, GT is a lengthy and timeconsuming process and it leaves the
researcher in an ambiguity until the end of the research and possibly after. The
time factor was a limitation for the researcher who had many constrains related to
her as a mother, as an international student who is restricted by visa restrictions,
and as a sponsored student limited by a four year scholarship. However, the
researcher overcame these limitations by working very hard. The researcher’s
hard work was motivated by her aim to delve into salient problem and thereby
providing basic concepts that she hoped may be considered as stepping stones
necessary to develop future knowledge in the tourism discipline.

Another limitation was related to data collection and analysis. In GT the
researcher should engage in data analysis as the first data are collected. However,
in some cases the researcher conducted two interviews on the same day, so it was
difficult to fully analyse the data immediately.

A final obstacle was the hard work and the time that the researcher was required
to undertake a process of translating, transcripting, and in some interviews re
transcripting her interviews to make the English translation as accurate as
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possible. Nevertheless, the researcher considered this as an advantage for her as
she kept close to the data because she had to go through the data of each interview
three or four times and this facilitated the analysis process and let her remember
quickly and in some cases off by heart the content of each interview.

8.6 Chapter Conclusion
This chapter set out to explain the core category that lies at the heart of the
proposed GT model. ‘Occupational knowledge of the tour guides’ links each of
the three major categories that all provide an understanding to the lived
experience of the tour guides. Additionally, the chapter presents details to
demonstrate the explanatory power of the developed model by referring to the
four criteria proposed by Glaser and Strauss (1967) which are: fittingness,
understanding, generality, and control. Furthermore, the chapter highlights the
limitations of the study in terms of the research process and findings.
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Chapter Nine
Contributions, Implications, and Future Research

9.1 Introduction
This final chapter highlights the key findings of this research and emphasises their
implications in the tourism industry. The chapter discusses the study’s
contribution to the tourism literature and identifies the potential for future
research.

The findings of this research demonstrated the extent to which this research has
met its aim and its related objectives. At first, the research concludes with a
theoretical framework that conceptualises the worldview of tour guides. It
provides new insights and understandings into tour guiding arena; therefore, the
research achieved its aim properly.

Particularly, the findings answered the

research objectives that were centred on: how the tour guides experience the
performance of a tourism destination? How they see their role in the tourism
industry? What sociocultural factors impact upon the tour guiding role? and what
are the characteristic features of the tour guiding career?

The findings revealed that the tour guides are close observers of the tourism
performance of a destination. Their position as chef implementers of the tourism
itineraries may enable them offer considerable insight into tourism performance
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and therefore they could be a significant source of data for national tourism
planners.

The findings showed that the nature of guiding work is dynamic and overlapping
and this nature entails the tour guides to perform a broad range of roles. They
operate as cultural brokers, information givers, country representatives, and
environment interpreters, tourism managers and tourism promoters.

Finally, the research demonstrated the career perceptions of tour guides. This
includes the intrinsic and extrinsic losses and gains of working as tour guides (e.g.
working conditions, motivations, career status). The findings exposed how the
tour guides perceive their status in the tourism industry and in society more
generally, and on the impact of tour guiding on selfimage and family relations.

The next section discusses the contribution of this research at both the
methodological and theoretical levels.

9.2 Methodological Contribution
At the outset, this qualitative research study using the GT approach is an addition
to the tourism literature that has employed a qualitative approach, with the GT
methodology in particular to research the tourism phenomenon. Therefore, the
study conformed to the call of scholars who have emphasised the need for more
qualitative research in the tourism studies in order to gain deep and rich
understandings of the tourism subject. Jamal and Hollinshead (2001:22)
commented: ‘we need new criteria, new dialogues, new perspectives in qualitative
research to help us understand and explain the phenomenon of travel and tourism’.
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In particular, the use of GT strategy in this research led to broader understandings
of the substantive area of tour guides. The findings of this study confirmed the
argument that GT is a valuable tool to be employed in researching the
phenomenon of tourism. Jennings and Junek (2007:202) commented that GT
methodology ‘can generate explanations of events and relationships, reflecting
lived experiences of individuals, groups, and processes central to the tourist
experience [and to the tourism subject in general]’.

9.3 Theoretical Contribution
The study revealed that little is known about tour guides. In particular, to date, no
known study has tackled the lived experience of the tour guides who are one of
the important, yet undervalued occupational groups in the tourism industry. This
study served to make visible the worldview of the tour guides therefore; it adds
considerable insight to the body of tourism and travel literature.

In chapters five, six, and seven, a diverse and rich inventory of the features of the
life world of the tour guides were revealed. The study identified major
observational features reported by the research participants. These include the
areas of: tracking the performance of the tourism destination; the professional
roles the tour guides carry out during their work and their subjective career
perspectives. These three domains revealed a wide range of issues associated to
the tour guides’ worldview.

The findings of the current research were constantly compared against available
literature. The comparisons that were interweaved with the theoretical arguments
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throughout the analysis, were not only to verify the findings with the existing
literature, when available, but also to demonstrate and explore fresh
understandings derived from the theoretical frameworks constructed within this
research as it evolved. Finally, the model developed in this study (chapter 8)
offered a framework for understanding the subjective world of the tour guides.
Consequently, after achieving the study’s aim which was to develop a framework
that conceptualises the worldview of tour guides, whom there is little empirical
research about them, it could be said that the thesis set about the task of filling a
gap in the tourism literature which can be deemed as a contribution to current
tourism knowledge.

9.4 Implications of the Study
Any GT has a relevancy to its people who work in the substantive area, as it
emerges from their perspectives and experiences. Generally speaking, this
research draws attention to the theory that tour guides are valuable agents in the
tourism industry. Consequently, they shouldn’t be seen as ‘the marginal man of
the industry ‘the one who I held accountable for work carried out but who is
excluded from managerial decisionmaking’ (Wary, 1949, cited in Watson, 1995:
209).

The findings of the current research highlighted a number of implications related
to the tour guide stakeholder group and their value in the tourism industry. First,
the study identified tour guides as direct observers of and key informants on the
tourism performance of a destination. Their informative skills that are
cumulatively acquired from their daily work in the field and their closeness to the
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tourism business make them capable of offering significant insights into the
performance of tourism destinations. Thus, they could be accounted as a
considerable source of data for national tourism bodies. For instance,
organizations concerned with tourism matters in the public and private sectors
may refer to the tour guides to give feedback on both the demand and the supply
sides. One possibility is that of distributing questionnaires to be completed by the
tour guides after every trip they conduct. The questionnaire may contain questions
on the important variables such as the demographic profile of tourists, the
itinerary itself; problems that encountered the guide during the trip, among others.
The tour guides then may hand their feedback to the tour operator they work with.
Cooperation between tour operators and tourism boards employing this method
may reveal tour guides’ feedback to be a valuable data gathering tool.

Another possibility to make use of the practical experience of the tour guides is to
analyse their itineraries. Tourism bodies can collect these itineraries and analyse
them. In this case the tour guides may have a significant role in providing micro 
level remarks given the fact that they are who implement the tourism itineraries on
the ground. This strategy may generate information on: the distribution of tourism
volume by identifying the places more or less visited, and the length of stay in
each part of the destination, therefore, it would help precise identification of the
core and peripheral areas within a destination. Consequently, analyzing such
itineraries would assist in revealing the weaknesses in the geographical
distribution of tourism that may be found and indicate the need for corrective
measures.
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Additionally, the tour guides’ views may help in assessing the quality of the food
and beverage services because they regularly go to the tourism restaurants so they
have the opportunity to closely assess food services  an opportunity that may not
be available for the people responsible for monitoring the delivery of tourism
services in the destination. In addition to their opinions, the tour guides can relay
the perceptions of their clients on such services and therefore disclose tourists’
dissatisfaction or satisfaction to relevant parties.

Furthermore, the use of tour guides has very minimal cost implications, compared
to some of the more formal marketing research initiatives used by tourism boards
and organisations. This opportunity has particular potential for countries with very
limited tourism budgets as in the case of Jordan.

To conclude, tour guides’ remarks could be added to the other tourism data
collection methods such as visitor surveys; returns from accommodation
institutions; analyses by central banks; government arrivals and departures
statistics. The inputs of the tour guides may be regarded as more practical than
other sources which deploy evaluations of tourism performance on an intermittent
or annual basis, and there is always a gap between the collection, analysis and
publication of outcomes. As a result they have been of little use for the ongoing
understanding of tourism performance.

Moreover, because of the sensitiveness of the tourism industry to shortterm
human and natural factors, tour guides’ testimonies could be more useful to get a
quickresponse feedback on tourism trends as they are often in the field.
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Therefore, their observations may be used for such shortterm monitoring and
evaluation.

From another side, the informative skills of the tour guides would open up the
possibility to receive feedback data on matters of tourist behaviour. Their position
as close observers of tourists makes them able to comment on the behavioural
characteristics of the tourists coming from different cultures. Consequently, their
responses would help in designing trips in accordance to the clients’ behavioural
variables.

Again, tour guides’ direct observation would contribute to market research
requirements especially if guide participation was voluntary. The investment of
the tour guides could work by arranging regular group meetings. Tourism boards
and interested organisations could invite tour guides to participate in such
meetings to acquire responses on tourists’ behavioural features. Their feedback
could then be important for designing marketing activities targeted at different
segments.

Secondly, the findings of this study revealed the multidimensional and important
roles the tour guides perform. For instance, tour guides’ promotional skills should
be recognised and utilised by tourism organisations. This could work through their
representations at Travel Fairs which often involve participation from tour
operators, and tourism boards. Tour guides could work with other stakeholder
groups to more effectively promote the tourism product of a given destination.
However, criteria should be set out to select the quality and the quantity of such
participation.
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Another important implication to be drawn from this study is related to tourism
employment. In particular, the findings provided understandings of the career of
tour guides in both, its industrial and sociocultural contexts.

The study offered an extended explanation on the tour guiding career which is
rarely been discussed by researchers in its industrial settings. The study showed
the intrinsic and the extrinsic gains and losses generated from the wok of tour
guides. This was explained under the areas of the mechanism of tour guiding, the
working conditions of tour guides, income and expenses, training matters, and
seasonality and cancellation considerations.

From the sociocultural aspects, this study demonstrated the effects of tourism
work on the social life and the status of the people working in the tourism labour
force. Therefore, it can be said that the study added new insights into tourism
employment, thus underpinning previous recognition of the paucity of knowledge
regarding tourism employment in general and about those who are involved in the
tourism workforce in particular (Ross, 1993; Riley et al., 2002; Cukier, 2002;
Tribe and Lewis, 2003).

9.5 Possible Avenues of Future Research
During the conduct of this research several areas were revealed that highlighted
future directions for more exploration and inspection. The possibilities for future
research agenda would be on the following main areas: a) the usefulness of tour
guides’ informative skills, (b) the roles of the tour guides in the tourism industry
and, (c) tour guiding as a tourism career.
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a) The usefulness of tour guides’ informative skills

The participants of this research provided rich data on the performance of the
destination where they are involved in guiding. They offered a diagnosis analysis
for the performance of the Jordanian tourism from both the demand and the
supply sides. Their importance as source of tourism data requires further research
to investigate the potential strategies that may be employed by tourism agencies to
invest their direct observational remarks.

Moreover, future research is required to explore the views of other tourism
stakeholders including the public and private sectors on the utility of the tour
guides’ feedback on tourism issues.

Rather than the tour guides, future research should investigate the perceptions of
other lowerpaid staff (e.g. waiters, receptionists, drivers, and souvenir buyers) on
tourism issues including the performance of a tourism destination and examine the
similarities and differences between their perceptions and those of senior tourism
managers.

b) Operational roles of the tour guides in the tourism industry

In light of what is revealed in this study on the diverse roles carried out by tour
guides, potential future research would be: firstly, to examine the relationship
between the quality of the guiding service and the satisfaction / dissatisfaction of
tourists. Secondly, to explore the usefulness of the tour guides as promotional
agents for the destination and to study the means that may be utilised for this
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purpose. Thirdly, to investigate the role of the tour guides as cultural brokers from
different perspectives including the tourist, the local people and the tour guides
themselves. Fourthly, to examine the role that the tour guides may play in
promoting the principles of sustainable tourism in its different dimensions,
economically, environmentally, and culturally Finally, to investigate the
perceptions of different tourism stakeholders on the possibility to integrate and
involve the tour guides in the planning process of tourism itineraries.

c) Tour guiding as a career

At last, potential research in relation to the third category could include: First, to
explore the differences between male and female tour guides on their career
perceptions, second, to examine the status of the tour guiding job in relation to the
cultural context. For instance, to explore the image of tour guiding in western
countries as compared to those of eastern countries, third, to investigate the public
viewpoint of the status of tourism careers and the people working in the tourism
industry, and fourth, to compare the working conditions of freelancers and other
officebased employees.
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Afterwords…
The overall aim of this thesis was to explore and disclose the lived experiences
and perceptions of an occupational grouping that is central to the tourism process,
but has had limited “voice” in both academic and industry discourses. It was a
world that I already knew to some degree, through being married to a tour guide,
but one that I had never thought to examine on a detached academic basis. I now
know, of course, that I could never do so (that it seems to me, is one of the crucial
insights recent developments in theorizing qualitative research performance and
analysis have proposed), but the grounded theory paradigm that I learned about
and deployed as my thesis evolved offered a conceptual approach for attempting
to model and represent the worldview of the tour guide, in both its professional
and psychosocial dimensions, and attempting to identify and explain how each
interacted with the other. Each of the two dimensions had complicating sub
dimensions. For example, the professional world of guiding involved relationships
with those outside the industry (most notably the touristclients) and also within it
(with other sectoral players). Similarly the psychosocial environment was
fissured with multiple relationships – those within the primary family, those
within the extended family and those relating to wider questions of relative status
and prestige in relation to society at large. One of the key perceptual findings
produced in the exploration of professional relationships was the perceived
ignorance or negligence by tourism planners of guides’ expertise in being able to
assess tourism situations at first hand, and offer recommendations and even
remedial actions likely to be less obvious, if not entirely invisible, to those who do
not have daily dealings with tourists during the tourism experience itself.
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This thesis has provided an understanding of the worldview of the tour guides.
Worldview ‘provides a framework for the way a person or a whole community
makes sense of life and world… in its most significant aspects and dimensions’
(Mathews, 2009: 82).

It has been argued that worldview can be used as a tool of analysis in four ways:
selfanalysis, analysis of other individuals, cultural analysis, and academic
analysis (Sire, 2004: 138).

The framework that was constructed from this thesis, which concepualises the
worldview of the tour guides, reflects on my thinking about me, the others, my
culture and my future academic position.

After finishing my thesis I started to think about the stories that I heard from the
tour guides about their social life. Their testimonies were in accordance to what I
used to face from problems as a wife of a tour guide. The tour guides’ responses
offered me proofs that I was not alone in complaining about the instability of my
husband’s work and its effects on my family life and commitments.

However, the findings of this thesis drove me to think and analyse others who are
tour guides. For instance, I am now realizing more the importance of the role of
the tour guide in the tourism industry, in the local community, and in the
destination in general. In summary I now appreciate them and their job more. I
start to think about tour guides as valuable agents in several respects. The most
important about them is their significant roles as mediators between the different
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cultures and nations and as promoters for the assets of a destination and its
culture.

Moreover, my study sheds light on many aspects of my culture. It showed me
some advantages and disadvantages of my own culture that I had not realised
before. For instance, in almost all of the interviews conducted there were
numerous stories narrated by the tour guides about the honesty of the Jordanian
people. These stories have made me proud of my own community and appreciate
the sense of responsibility that local people feel toward their country.

From another side, I was surprised to find that although all of the tour guides are
educated persons and hold at least a first degree, the majority of them were against
the work of women in tour guiding job because it affects family commitment and
needs a greater physical effort than in other sorts of jobs. This matter shows me
how cultural beliefs are still the critical factors, especially in a conservative
community like that of Jordan.

Finally, from an academic point of view, this study makes me to think about
suggesting a module if not faced by the bureaucratic issues when I start teaching
in Yarmouk University in Jordan to explore the subject of tour guiding, not only
from the narrow focus of service providers, but also alongside the other important
dimensions revealed from the current study – those of worldview and personal life
space.
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Appendix A: The Pilot Study Work
The pilot study was conducted over a period of approximately 6 weeks between
the dates, 4th August 2007 to the 10th September 2007 in Jordan. The aim in
conducting this study was to pilot the research topic before undertaking the actual
fieldwork, to achieve the first steps in building relationships with the respondents
from the tour guides, and to test the proposed data collection techniques.

The pilot phase of this research was undertaken with two samples of respondents.
The first sample comprised tour guides and the second sample tour operators.

The tour guides, the main respondents in this study, were interviewed in the pilot
study through focus group and individual interviews. The latter technique was
also used to interview the tour operators.

The researcher spent at least two months before the pilot study to familiarize
herself with the techniques of conducting interviews, as she had no previous
experience in employing qualitative data collection techniques.

The Focus Group Session

A focus group discussion was held in August 2007 in a private home in Jordan.
Seven tour guides all of whom had

between 812 years’ experience in tour

guiding attended the session to present their views and opinions on various open
ended questions. The selection of this purposive sample was based on the
recommendation of a tour guide who is an administrative member in the Jordan
Tour Guides Association (JTGA), and a relative of the researcher.
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Conduct of the Session

At the beginning of the session, the respondents and the researcher were relatively
tense as the researcher was interviewing seven persons at the same time, and
moderating the session. The respondents were initially shy to be interviewed by a
woman. Therefore, the primary strategy of the interview was to break any barriers
between the respondents and the interviewer. To establish rapport, the researcher
began the meeting with welcoming and thanking words. In addition, the
researcher used her hospitality skills as a woman and offered some Jordanian
dessert dishes and pastries.

The researcher then introduced herself, explained where she was studying and the
general purpose of the interview.

The focus group session started with an open general question to encourage and
start conversation among the participants. This introductory question was on a
recent event that had happened in the tourism sector in Jordan, the nominating of
Petra as one of the New Seven Wonders of the World. The researcher asked the
tour guides about the effects of this event on tourism demand in Jordan. The tour
guides were interested, and perhaps flattered, to talk about this, allowing them to
broaden the normal boundaries of their work by being approached as key
informants on Jordanian tourism. This strategy succeeded in getting the
respondents involved successively into conversation. Then other key questions
were asked.
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The tour guides were all motivated and willing to participate in the focus group.
The level of their involvement was good, and they were even eager to give their
opinions and narrate stories from their own experiences. The interview clearly
offered them the chance to talk about topics in which they were interested but on
which they had never previously been asked their opinion.

Difficulties in the Focus Group

The preparation for the focus group was a time consuming process. The researcher
spent around three months planning for the focus group. Regular phone calls were
made while the researcher was in the UK with the potential respondents from
Jordanian tour guides. There was a difficulty in grouping a number of tour guides
at the same time, as they have different times and programs and they were always
in traveling. At the end, seven out of eight invited tour guides attended the
session. Therefore, it was not easy to conduct and arrange for another session
because the majority of the tour guides were busy with the beginning of the
tourism season in Jordan which normally starts in September of each year.

Additionally, the focus group was conducted in a private rural home (home of the
researcher’s brother) in the North of Jordan. The selection of the place was
because it is located in a quiet area which was suitable for tape recording, and
because of the picturesque quality of the area. Some of the guides who are
originally from the Middle and the Center of Jordan were interested to explore the
new place. However, some of them were worried about their cars as the house is
located in a rural area served by relatively low quality roads, which led the
researcher to wait for some of them on the main road and direct them to the house.
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The Outcomes of the Focus Group

The focus group lasted for one hour and sixteen minutes, it was tape recorded,
fully transcribed, and also fully translated from Arabic to English (See Appendix
F). The researcher then started to analyze the elicited text using the GT coding
techniques. The main outcomes emerging from the pilot study revealed key
themes on which the researcher based the next interviews. The major themes
concerned the performance of the Jordanian tourism, tour guides’ role in the
tourism industry, and their social status. Hence, the focus group produced themes
that directed the researcher toward the next topics to be investigated in the
following interviews.

As mentioned before, there was no opportunity to hold another session, therefore,
the researcher conducted individual interviews to refine what had emerged from
the focus group and compare them with another set of data. Therefore, the next
step was to conduct individual interviews. This stage consisted of two types of
respondents, tour guides and tour operators. The choice to interview the tour
operators was because the bulk of the elicited themes in the focus group were on
the performance of Jordanian tourism. Therefore, the researcher considered it
important to compare tour guides’ responses with those of another source of
stakeholders. Therefore, two other interviews were conducted with a male and
female tour guide. They were asked questions based on those that had emerged
from the focus group. The purpose of these interviews was to verify the outcomes
derived earlier and explore new themes. After analyzing the two interviews new
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themes emerged related to the differences on numbers of male and female tour
guides, and the tour guiding as a socially undesired job for females in Jordan.

The second category of respondents represented two tour operators. The selection
was based on their long experience in working in the tourism business. They were
interviewed in their offices. The researcher asked the tour operators questions
about tourism in Jordan. The aim was to generate data that could be compared
with that provided by the guides, and possibly refine it.

In summary, a total of nine tour guides were interviewed in the pilot study. Two
interviews were also conducted with two tour operators. The duration of the focus
group was around one hour and 16 minutes and between 25 and 45 minutes for
the individual interviews. All the interviews were tape recorded, after gaining the
participants permission, transcribed and translated from Arabic to English.

The Profiles of the Pilot Study Respondents

The demographic variables between the respondents of this stage are presented in
Appendix C. The respondents from the tour guides were all Jordanians, and hold
a Bachelor degree. Their experience ranged from eight to twelve years. They were
originally from different locations in Jordan. (north, south, and center). They were
working with tourists from European nationalities, and speaking different
languages such as English, French, German, Dutch and Italian. Eight of them
were male and one was a female tour guide. Age compositions ranged from 3045
years.
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In the case of the tour operators, pseudonyms have been used to ensure their
anonymity.

One of them of them had 39 years experience in dealing with

incoming and outgoing tourism. His agency is appointed by IATA Agent in 1974,
and it has been an active member in the American Society of Travel Agencies
since 1977. The other informant from the tour operators had 11 years’ experience
in Jordanian inbound tourism and his agency was listed among the top five tour
operators in Jordan for the year 2001 /2002. Table (1) in the next page
summarizes the pilot study work in the current study.
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Table (1) the pilot work conducted in this study and its main outcomes
Objective
Inquiry
Outcome

Why

Who

Where

When
Which

What

 To pilot the research topic before undertaking the actual
Why was the pilot fieldwork.
study conducted?
 To allow the researcher to familiarize herself with the
tour guides as respondents and to gain some impression
of any specific issues or problems that might need
addressing in the main fieldwork schedule.
 To test the data collection techniques.
Who
were
the  The main respondents were from tour guides. There
interviewees of the were eight male and one female tour guides.
pilot study and why  The pilot study also included work with two tour
they were selected?
operators.
The focus group was conducted in a private house
Where were the focus because it is located in a quiet area which was suitable for
group and the
tape recording.
interviews of the pilot The individual interviews were conducted at the time
study conducted?
and in the places in which the informants themselves
chose and felt comfortable with.
When was the pilot The field work for the pilot study was accomplished
study conducted?
from 4th August to 10th of September 2007.
The key themes emerged from the pilot study were about:
The Jordanian tourism performance;
Which outcomes
The function of the tour guides within the delivery of
emerged from the
Jordan’s tourism products;
study?
Sociological issues relating to the relative status of tour
guiding and gender differences.
A difficulty faced the researcher was in conducting
What limitations
another session with tour guides because they were busy
faced the researcher
with the beginning of the tourism season in Jordan.
in the pilot study?
Tour operators were also busy with some tax
arrangements required for the government which required
the researcher to make extensive contacts with them in
order to elicit cooperative communication.

The selection for the tour guides samples was based on
What
was
the the recommendation of an administrative member in the
Jordan Tour Guides Association (JTGA) and a tour guide
sampling strategy?
relative of the researcher.
Sampling was conducted openly with diverse tour guides
in terms of gender, age, location, work experience,
foreign language they spoke, and the nationality of tourist
they work with.
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After the pilot study the main concerns of the researcher were centered upon
emerging themes. The key themes were used as a starting point of the main field
work. Therefore, the researcher followed the “leads” that were established in the
pilot work to be further explored during the main fieldwork. As mentioned in the
table above the major findings in the pilot study were about the performance of
the Jordanian tourism; the function of the tour guides within the delivery of
Jordan’s tourism products; and other sociological issues relating to the relative
status; and tour guiding and gender differences. These outcomes steered the
researcher to concentrate on verifying and elaborating them through the main
stage of investigation (See Appendix B).
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Appendix B: Conduct of Main Study

The main field work was conducted over a period of approximately 12 weeks
between the dates of 1st July 2008 to the 30th of September in Jordan. The tour
guides were interviewed through individual, indepth, semistructured interviews,
which were conducted in different places. Some of them took place in the home of
the tour guides or in hotels. Some other interviews were conducted in the
researcher’s own home in Jordan. The sample comprised of twenty tour guides.
The interviews lasted for duration ranged from one hour to two hours. The longest
interview was with the only female tour guide interviewed. In addition, two other
interviews were conducted with a manager in the Ministry of Tourism and
Antiquities in Jordan and a tour operator.

Profiles of the Main Study Informants

Twenty tour guides were interviewed in the main field work. Nineteen of the tour
guides were male and there was only one female tour guide interviewed. Given
the high proportion of males working as tour guides it was expected that the great
number of the respondents were male. The structure of age compositions of the
respondents was 32 to 38 years (eleven informants), 40 to 48 years (six
informants), and 50 to 60 years (three informants). The informants were all
Jordanians and holding a bachelor degree. The foreign languages the tour guides
speak were: English (seven tour guides), French (six tour guides), Germany (three
tour guides), Dutch (two tour guides), Spanish (one tour guide), Italian (one tour
guide).
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The informant from the public sector was represented by the manager of the
Department of Developing Jordan’s tourism Product. He worked in the Ministry
from six years ago. His main experience is in developing tourism trails. The
respondent who represented the private sector was a tour operator. He has 20
years experience with inbound tourism.

The table in below shows the date, time and setting of the different interviews
with the key respondents in the main field work.
Table (1) Dates, times and settings of the final fieldwork
Interview No.
Interview 1
Interview 2
Interview 3
Interview 4

Date
1/07/2008
14/07/2008
15/07/2008
22/07/2008

Interview 5
Interview 6
Interview 7
Interview 8

24/07/2008
26/07/2008
30/07/2008
30/07/2008

Interview 9

4/08/2008

Interview 10
Interview 11
Interview 12
Interview 13
Interview 14
Interview 15

7/08/2008
10/08/2008
15/08/2008
18/08/2008
19/08/2008
22/08/2009

Interview 16

28/08/2009

Interview 17
Interview 18
Interview 19
Interview 20
Interview 21
(Manager in MOTA)
Interview 22( Tour
operator)

31/08/2008
10/09/2008
15/09/2008
27/09/2008
04/08/2008

Duration
1 hour 45 minutes
1 hour
1 hour
1 hour and 15
minutes
1 hour
1 hour
1 hour
1hour
and
10
minutes
1 hour and 30
minutes
1 hour
1 hour
2 hours
1 hour 45 minutes
1 hour 15 minutes
1 hour and 30
minutes
1 hour and 15
minutes
1 hour
1 hour 40 minutes
1 hour 50 minutes
1 hour
35 minutes

05/08/2008 30 minutes
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Setting
Researcher’s own home
Hotel Amman
HotelPetra
Hotel Amman
Private house
Guide 6’s own house
HotelAmman
HotelAmman
Guide 19’s own house
Guide 9’s own house
HotelAmman
Guide 15’s own house
Researcher’s own house
Researcher’s own house
Guide 11’s own house
Guide’s own house
Hotel Petra
Researcher’s own house
Researcher’s own house
Researcher’s own house
Ministry of Tourism and
Antiquities in Jordan
Travel agencyAmman

Conduct of Main Field Work Interviews
The interviews with the tour guides always began with a general conversation.
Some of the informants were keen to ask the researcher about studying in the UK,
the cost of living

and the potential job opportunities in the UK. In some other

interviews the researcher started the interviews by asking the respondents first
about their families as the majority of the respondents were married.

The researcher had played different roles during the field work. She was an
interviewer and in some cases an interviewee by the informants. The researcher
was acting as a host for the respondents who came to her house and in other cases
a guest in the informants’ houses.

Before every interview the researcher explained to the respondents that the notes
and audio tapes would be kept completely confidential and that pseudonyms will
be used in place of real names. At home, the researcher listened to the tape
recording of each interview and a translation from Arabic to English and then a
word processing transcription were done. (See Appendix F for examples of the
transcribed interviews). The researcher then immediately analyzed (wordby
word) the outcomes of every interview to refine the earlier emerged categories
and to decide what data was needed. The questions that were asked at this stage
were mainly about the tourism performance in Jordan. Examples of those
questions are:

1. What do you think about the performance of tourism industry in Jordan?
2. Which do you think the most popular and well presented places in Jordan?
3. What do you think about tourism distribution in Jordan?
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4. What do you think about tourism performance in the North?
5. At what time of the year do you find the high and the low seasons are?
6. In the last years, in what year did you save more money?
7. How do you find the promotion for Jordan?

Other questions were on tour guiding related issues such as:
1. What are the guide’s most important characteristics?
2. How do you feel about working as a tour guide?
3. In presenting places who do guides most want to satisfy: the tourist, the
travel agency, the country, or her /him self?
4. Can you describe to me a working day?
5. How does guiding work?
6. How do you see your status in relation to other occupational roles in Jordan?

After 13 interviews the researcher was oriented to ask selected and focused
questions. Therefore, the next stage of interviewing was driven by theoretical
sampling technique. Seven more interviews were conducted with the tour guides
until the researcher felt that no new significant data was emerging, and that the
saturation point on the main categories constructed had been reached.

In addition to the previous questions asked in the first set of interviews, the
researcher asked new questions in the last seven interviews. Examples of those
questions are:
1. What are the nationalities you are working with?
2. What things can you tell me about the behavior of the tourists that you work
with?
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3. Can women and men do guiding?
4. How does guiding affect your social life?
5. How do you establish good relations with your clients?
6. Repeats 4
7. If you had half an hour with the minister of tourism what things would you tell
her?

In addition to the interviews carried out with the tour guides, two interviews with
a manager in the Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities, and a tour operator also
took place. They were interviewed for the aim of comparing the responses of the
tour guides, who are considered as lower staff, with senior tourism managers. The
outcomes of the interviews revealed similarities and differences between the
perceptions of the tour guides and those of the public and private sector on the
performance of the tourism in Jordan.

Difficulties in the Main Field Work

The researcher encountered a number of difficulties during the field work.
Although the main field work was conducted in the summer in the low season of
the tourism sector in Jordan, the researcher had to have a lot of patience and
adequate management skills to arrange the interviews. The tour guides were busy
either with their work or with their personal commitments which they often
postpone until the summer time. The researcher, therefore, was flexible to the time
of the tour guides in order to choose a time and a place that suited the respondents.
For instance, some of the informants live in the North of Jordan where the
researcher lives as well. Therefore, the researcher conducted the interviews with
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those living in the surrounding area in her own house. Additionally, the researcher
had to travel twice to Petra (south of Jordan) to conduct interviews with two tour
guides there.
Furthermore, some of the interviews were conducted in the month of Ramadan
(the Islamic month of fasting). The researcher had to make the last five interviews
in Ramadan in which the researcher and the respondents had to talk at least one
hour without drinking or eating anything. However, the researcher was lucky
because the respondents were interested in the topic and talked generously.
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Appendix C: Demographic Variables of the Respondents in Main Studies
Name

Age
36
35
42
43
53
33
40
32
36

Marital
status
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Single
Married

Guide 1
Guide 2
Guide 3
Guide 4
Guide 5
Guide 6
Guide 7
Guide 8
Guide 9

Gender
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male

Foreign language
spoken
English/ French
French
English
English
German
English
English
Spanish
French/English

Years of
experience
16
13
14
10
15
6
6
1
15

Guide 10
Guide 11
Guide 12
Guide 13
Guide 14
Guide 15
Guide 16

38
36
37
45
60

40

Married
Married
Married
Married
Married

Married

Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male

English/Dutch
English
German/English
English/Dutch
German/English
English
French

15
15
13
5
21
15
15

Guide 17

36

Married

Male

French

10

Guide 18
Guide 19

40
36

Married
Married

Male
Male

Italian
French

17
15

Guide 20

36

Married

Male

French/English

16

Hamzeh (
Manger in
MOTA)
Hani (Tour
operator)

37

Married

Male



6

Educational
background
Modern languages
Modern languages
Management

Geology
Archaeology

Political Science
Modern
Languages
Geology
English
English

History
English
Modern
Languages
Modern
Languages
Architecture
Modern
Languages
Modern
Languages




Married

Male



20



Demographic Variables of the Respondents in the Pilot Study
Guide 21

35

Guide 22
Guide 23
Guide 24

36
45
37

Guide 25
Guide 26



Female

French

16

Married
Married
Married

Male
Male
Male

English/Dutch
English/ Dutch
French

15
15
15

40
36

Married
Married

Male
Male

French
French/English

14
15

Guide 27
Guide 28

37
36

Married
Married

Male
Male

German
French

12
13

Guide 29

36

Married

Male

English

15

Ameen ( tour
operator)
Adam(tour
operator)

40

Married

Male



39



Married

Male



11
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Modern
Languages
Geology
History
Modern
Languages

Modern
Languages
English
Modern
Languages
Modern
Languages



Appendix D: Coding Process with Diagrams
Below are some parts from the respondents excerpts elicited from the interviews.
They are related to the first major category emerged in this research. (Destination
based knowledge).

Interview with Guide (1) [1072008]

Guide (1), in describing the performance of Jordanian tourism, said:
what is obviously seen by all, and the size of work shows that tourism in Jordan is
growing in a big way, especially in this year 2008, but we can say that four years
ago after the end of Iraqi war, it is seen that there is an increase in numbers of
tourists but this year there is a huge increase compared to last year, a growing
more than what normally happened every year, and this can be attributed to Petra
and gaining accreditation as one of the Seven Wonders of the World; I think that
it is the major reason of the increase in this year...Petra is a major reason, but
Jordan as a destination becomes preferred or wanted, why? Because it is a secure
country and the reputation of Jordan is good…The place mot developed and
promoted is Petra wherever you go.... from the plan and even before when the
tourist buy the trip the first thing he reads is about Petra even the pictures in the
brochure, the majority of them are for Petra and the web sites are almost all for
Petra but… there are a lot of other sites and the tourist discovers these when he
comes to the country like Jerash …The tourist itinerary normally is seven days but
if it is more, it will cover all parts of Jordan from the North to the South. There are
more important sites. These seven days cover the top sites in Jordan, but there are
different things such as the Dana nature reserve that could be visited and not all
tourists visit it and it is ignored…

The above interview with a key informant lasted for one hour and 45 minutes and
gave rise to a number of open codes. The codes that are related to the first major
categories of this study (destinationbased knowledge) are written in bold line.
Working size; years’ comparison; identifying core attractions; strength
points; observing the infrastructure; ignoring other sites; lacking promotion;
tourism distribution; tourism itinerary description.
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Interview with Guide (6) [26072008]

Guide (6) described the tourism performance of Jordan as:
I have worked as a tour guide since 2003. Tourism in Jordan is developing; as
long as Jordan is a stable and safe destination the tourists’ numbers are increasing
…. We were working successively in spring in April and May and June but in
summer the numbers decrease so it is the low season. In September, October, and
November we work very hard but in the last 2 years 20062007 even in the low
season we had plenty of work …in the 1990’s in 1993, 1994 I was still in the
school... I remember that my Uncle who is a tour guide was talking about tourism
and from his talking about this period it was a flourishing period …

The open codes raised from this expert in relation to the first major category are:
tourism seasonality; political stability and tourism performance; telling about
the past and the present, tour guiding and peer groups.

Interview with Guide (14) [22082008]
Guide (14) said:
…when I started to work in 1987 the number of tour guides was countable, you
could count them on your fingers… My licence’s number was 152, and the total
number was 300 guides but now the number is increased to reach around 700 in
2008… [There] was one bus company, sometimes we had to use the public buses
but now there are about six transportation companies… The hotels, I remember
that in Petra in the 1980s there were two… we used to put five or six tourists in
the same room… Now Petra is full of hotels, Aqaba, and Amman as well… the
numbers of tourists were not like today, now an increase and the nationalities of
tourist now are various, before that we depended on German, Italian and French
but now there are Japanese, Spanish now all nationalities from all over the world
…In 2001, the tourists become scared from coming to this area because once you
say Palestine it means Jordan as well, because of that there was no work for the
tour guides.. They started to search for other work some of them left the tourism
sector and went abroad to work or found a job…
The open codes revealed from the previous quotation in relation to the first major
category (in bold) were: Development of tourism services, tourism trends
changes, instable career, lack of tourism services, political instability.
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By continuing to exam the open codes and the comparison between incidents
through the constant comparison method, more dimensions were revealed. The
researcher started to make connections and relationships between concepts and
group them in higher level categories. This is the axial coding the next step of
coding, where the descriptive concepts were raised to categories. Some of the
labels given in this step were: telling about the past, present and future
performance; telling about other stakeholders; observing tourism product.

The coding process then was continued and the researcher started to select labels
to the sub categories that emerged from the previously revealed concepts and
categories and their properties. The sub –categories were given the labels of:
tourism trends trackers, stakeholders’ critical evaluators, and tourism
product analysts. Those sub categories were emerged from examining all the
interviews and comparing data with data, data with concepts, and concepts with
categories. Then the researcher started to find a label that can fit all the sub
categories. This was the first major category that was named “destinationbased
knowledge” of the tour guides. Diagram (1) in the next page illustrates the first
major category, its sub categories and concepts.
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Illustration for the Coding Process for the First Major Category
(Destination –based knowledge)

Years’ comparison
Growing tourism
Developing services
 Seasonality
 Special years

Core attractions
Hospitality
Safety
North‘s absence
 Distribution of tourism
volume
 Lack of services

 Information givers on
future tourism demand.
 Information givers on the
past and present
tourism situation

 SWOT analysts of
Jordan tourism product

Tourism trend
trackers

Product performance
analysts

Destination based
knowledge
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 Tour operators’
domination
 Unqualified tourism
staff
 Lack of promotional
activities
 Lack of management
skills.

 Perception on the
public sector
 Relationships with
tourism stakeholders

Stakeholders’
evaluators

Appendix E: Examples of Main Field Work Reflexive Journal
Tuesday 15 July 2008
I am to Petra, the last time I came here was in 2001, I like Petra but it is hot,
especially after getting use to the UK weather. My husband is with me as I am not
used to travel alone more than two hours. This is one of the problems I have
encountered. The majority of the guides stay longer here in the South because the
tourists stay most of the trip in the southern area…the most important thing, that I
made the interview and was a successful one…
Tuesday 22 July 2008
Today I encountered a technical problem. The tape recorder runs out from
batteries while I am interviewing Guide (4). I went to buy new batteries but
unfortunately when I went back the guide was busy with his clients and I didn’t
finish the rest of the interview. This problem has made me think about bringing
extra batteries and using other devices to tape record the interviews. (e.g. mp3,
mobile).
Monday 4 August 2008
Today I conducted two different interviews. One was with a tour guide and
another with a manager in MOTA. I went first to meet Guide (9) at 10.00 am. I
phoned him yesterday and I arranged a meeting for today. He was very kind as,
although he was busy with enrolling his kids in the schools, he gave me an
appointment in his home. This tour guide was a former university colleague. It
was nice to see people after 15 years. How they look like, what is their life now?
The interview went very smoothly and it was easy to start the conversation with
my colleague. After the interview I met his wife and was surprised to find that she
had a new baby only 10 days ago, I was happy to meet her…
I then went to MOTA (Ministry of Tourism). I have a meeting there at 12.30 pm. I
arranged a meeting with the help of my brother in law who is a chairman of the
Department of Public Relations in the Ministry of Youth. He arranged a meeting
with a lady who is the head of the Department of Public and Foreign relations in
MOTA. I went to her office, she was very polite. She preferred to send me to
another person that she thought that he is more able to give me information about
the tourism performance of Jordan. I thanked her and went upstairs to meet the
chairman of the Department of Developing Jordan’s Tourism Product. I
introduced my self and showed my university ID and the consent from Yarmouk
University to conduct interviews. At the beginning of the interview, I was
surprised when he introduced himself because he was a former tour guide. He was
flooded with the information. He started to read reports and gave a lot of statistics.
He discussed with me some of the projects that the Ministry is developing. He
was busy with another meeting with the Minister. I have noticed today the
differences between the two interviews: one was easy to conduct, and lasted for
one hour and 30 minutes, while the other was characterised by formality and
bureaucracy and lasted for 35 minutes. Today I was happy because my topic does
not need to be researched in the public sector where I may find many difficulties
in arranging meetings.
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Monday 18 August 2008
My interview today was in my own home. The interview is with Guide (17) who
lives 15 minutes from my home. He arrived at 6.00 pm. My husband was with me
to greet the guest. He also helped me to prepare the coffee and tea. I started the
interview after sending my kids to their uncle’s house in order to be able to tape
record the interview. The interview in my home made me think about
interviewing the guides there in the North where I live. Now I decided to use this
strategy to ease the interviews. I searched for another guide and telephoned him to
come tomorrow to my house to conduct an interview with him.
Sunday 31 August 2008
August is ending and Muslim must watch the new moon to know if Ramadan will
be tomorrow or after tomorrow. I worry because of the difficulty that I may
encounter in conducting interviews in Ramadan. The people will fast all the day
until the sunset. Therefore, I had to try to think about the best way to conduct
interviews in this month as I have to make at least more four interviews.
Saturday 20 September 2008
The weather in Jordan is still hot and I get tired from the field work. This day was
a pause from the interviews; I left it for my family. I went to my sister’s house to
say good bye to her because she wanted to travel to Oman. I was always worried
as I have only 10 days and I will go back to the UK. The schools in the UK started
in the 6th of September, but I got permissions from my kids’ schools, so their
absence is authorised. I have to prepare for the travel and to buy some Arabic stuff
that I can only found in Edward Road in London but they are more expensive
there. So I went to the town center to make some shopping. I met my second sister
there. She was angry because she lost her purse. I went with her to the police
station to get a crime number, and then we went to another institution to inform
about the loss of her National ID that was in the purse as well. In this place I saw
a tour guide whom I contacted two days ago to make an interview with him but he
apologised because he was not feeling well. He was busy with documents for
travelling abroad, so I knew that he wanted to forget about me!!!...The day that I
supposed to take a rest was busiest than my field work day, so I preferred doing
interviews over going to public institutions where there are incredible queues.
This is one of the major things that I will miss when I leave the UK, every thing
with an appointment…queue…
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Appendix F: Examples of Transcriptions
a) Full Transcription of the Interview with Guide (20)

Researcher: AS A TOUR GUIDE, HOW DO YOU EVALUATE JORDANIAN
TOURISM, IS IT PROGRESSING, DECLINING, WHAT YOU CAN TELL ME
ABOUT TOURISM IN JORDAN? 12
Guide (20): What I can say is that the evaluation of the Jordanian tourism is that
we made progress from the date that I started working in tourism.
Researcher: When did you start working in tourism?
Guide (20): In 1994, and from what I heard from my colleagues, and the people
who worked in the tourism, that it is with progress, as all the sectors in Jordan, but
it now has some certain problems because of the political instability and the
situations around Jordan, not Jordan in particular, but the places around Jordan it’s
an unstable region politically, but in general the progress is good in some parts …
Researcher: WHAT ARE THESE PARTS?
Guide (20): The services that the tourism needs, infrastructure, roads, for
example; the road from AmmanPetra, there were with a lot of problems there but
if you compare it from 1994 to 2000, the road changed a lot another example; the
road between Shobak, Mothalath Eneza, and Wadi AlMousa, it used to take two
hours, now it takes 1:30 or maybe 1 hour, the road becomes better in the
beginning it was dangerous a little bit but now it’s better. And then the desert
road, it was from Ra’es AlNakab to AlAqaba, it was one side and that means in
general there is a progress in the services in the tourism sector. Like the increase
in the transportations companies it was one travel company but now it’s four to
five companies and … Thank to Allah, if we compare the period 1995 which is
the peak of tourism because Jordan made the peace process and compare it with
2008, after announcing Petra as one of the world seven wanders in the past there
were problems and now there are still some problems, sometimes there is a lack of
hotel rooms,…etc If we compare it with the old days, we will see now everything
is better.
Researcher: THIS IS ABOUT THE SUPPLY. WHAT ABOUT THE DEMAND
SIDE?
Guide (20): For sure, the demands are increasing, there are now new things. In the
past it was only standard tourism schedules, there is no change, in general it was
all applied for all kind of nationalities, it was just a schedule and that’s all, or
whatever the company wants, but now it is different and there are different
12

Researcher’s questions were presented in block capitals. The tour guides’ names were replaced
by numbers.
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programs, we have hiking, trekking, these things did not exist in the past, but now
it’s increasing, which is good for the ecotourism.
Researcher: WHAT KIND OF TOURISM IS THERE IN JORDAN?
Guide (20): The main stream is cultural tourism. The change is in the new
nationalities that come to Jordan now.
Researcher: LIKE WHAT?
Guide (20): Now the nationalities from west southern Asia and from South
America, it was rare before, to see someone from Brazil, or Mexico, now different
nationalities comes to Jordan, like Portugal, also from Russia, a little amount of
people used to come but now more groups are coming they used to hire an
English tour guide, but now there are some guides who speak Russian language. It
happened with me actually I went with Russian tourists, from the airport to Petra
they didn’t understand a word from me, and I called the agency and by luck there
was a guide who knows Russian language and his wife is Russian, I told him you
should go out with me tomorrow to Petra and he went and we paid for him and I
think he took 70 J.D in that day. He was a teacher and he works in a hotel a simple
job.
Researcher: OK, ABOUT THE SITES, WHT ARE THE SITES THAT YOU
THINK ARE WELL PRESENTED?
Guide (20): The most important site is as I think, Petra.
Researcher: WHY?
Guide (20): Because it has good services and the services are always improving,
the visitors center while it is just at the beginning but it’s good, there is two or
three restrooms inside, but I think that it’s not enough, but they are useful …but
not enough and they are built inside the site, it is not good…
Researcher: WHY?
Guide (20): Because it may affect the environment and it doesn’t look nice, and
also …
Researcher: HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE FROM YOU TO VISIT PETRA?
Guide (20): Most of my tours starts at 8.00 am and ends at 4.00 pm.
Researcher: WHAT ABOUT THE FOOD IN PETRA?
Guide (20): there is a restaurant down, there are two restaurants inside Petra, they
are good, and satisfy the need.
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Researcher: WHAT YOU CAN TELL ME ABOUT THE SERVICES IN
PETRA? HOW DO YOU ASSESS THEM?
Guide (20): You can say that it needs some stuff, but I can give it 75 Per cent.
Researcher: WHAT ARE THE THINGS THAT PETRA NEEDS?
Guide (20): As an example, to control the donkey’s problems, they should control
it.
Researcher: WHAT WRONG WITH THEM?
Guide (20): The donkeys in Petra are not necessary and people ride on them…
Researcher: DO THEY USE THEM FOR TRANSPORTAION?
Guide (20): Yes and especially to the monastery and the tourists are upset because
this may harm the animals, because it is going from down to top and viseversa all
day, if they want to make business they could do something else.
Researcher: DO YOU MEAN THE LOCAL COMMUNITY?
Guide (20): Yes.
Researcher: WHO IS RESPONSIBLE ABOUT THIS PROBLEM? HOW DO
YOU THINK IT CAN BE SOLVED?
Guide (20): This thing is a cooperation between the local community, Petra
authority, and the Ministry of tourism, all together, they should be aware, because
by letting the donkeys using the stairs this make damages for them and also the
smell of the donkeys dirt this will gather the flies and this is not healthy, I
remember in 1994, they used to let the horses and donkeys to go inside the Siq,
the smell was very bad now they just let a few charlottes with horses to walk in
and they also put a sweeper every 200 or 300 m. But the dirt the smell is bad, with
the humidity and the sun…
Researcher: WHY THEY DON’T DO ANYTHING ABOUT THIS PROBLEM?
Guide (20): The horses should wear something not to let there dirt fall into the
ground.
Researcher: WHAT ABOUT OTHER PLACES, HOW ARE THE SERVICES
THERE?
Guide (20): Jerash, it needs toilets inside the site because sometimes the tourist
may need two hours in the site, and there are old people and also umbrellas, the
site need to have umbrella to let the tourist take a rest from the sun in the summer
and from the rain in the winter. If the tourist needs a toilet, he has to go back to
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the visitor center… Another site are the desert castles, they are almost served
.There are toilets, they need more care but in general its fine for the desert castles.
All the sites get roads, so it is served from this side…oh in AlShubak castle, I
was shocked that there is a visitor center and restrooms, this is really beautiful.
Researcher: HOW DO YOU SEE THE SEASONALITY IN JORDAN?
Guide (20): there are high and low seasons, but now there is summer season,
which connects between the high and the low seasons there is a continuous
tourism but it is little, but still the focus in the spring, April, May, and in
September, and October .
Researcher: HOW DO YOU KNOW THE HIGH AND THE LOW SEASONS?
Guide (20): It can be recognised from my work and also from my colleagues’
work, I wish in some seasons to take a day off and sometimes I take two groups in
one day one in the morning and another in the night
Researcher: WHY DO YOU THINK THE TOURIST COME TO JORDAN?
Guide (20): In my opinion, the main reason for the tourist to come to Jordan is the
cultural tourism, especially to see Petra, in general people know Jordan from
Petra, that’s why they would like to come and see it and now there are different
kinds the religious tourism, they come for religious beliefs and then they visit the
other places too… they come in a program like 4 days together
Researcher: OK, WE TALKED ABOUT GOOD PLACES, WHAT ABOUT THE
BAD PLACES?
Guide (20): I think UmQais need services, food and drink services, and to make
the tourist to stay longer and the Museum should be better and there is no view to
the site, in the restaurant, there should be an umbrella with chairs, that will let the
tourist set and see the whole view (Panoramic view) it will be unsafe, so you have
to help the tourists, specially old people to stop there.
Researcher: WHICH ARE THE OTHER BAD SITES?
Guide (20): Tabket Fahel [Pella] needs work, it needs conservation, and needs
development, and I can make the tourist stay longer and will enjoy his time in the
region if there are more services.
Researcher: WHAT ARE THE PLACES THAT YOU VISIT MORE IN THE
TRIP OR WHAT ARE THE PLACES THAT YOU SPEND MORE TIME ON
THEM?
Guide (20): the longest Petra, then Wadi rum and Jerash, the visit to Wadi rum,
takes four hours, this means less than Jerash…
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Researcher: WHAT ABOUT OTHER PLACES?
Guide (20): Some places needs more time in the program.
Researcher: LIKE WHAT?
Guide (20): Aqaba, takes a good time and even more, but Amman, in most of the
programs, they don’t give it the right time, we should think how we can let the
tourist spend more time, example: the mini markets , the traditional markets in the
down town, let the tourist walk in it, this will let him feel the oriental city, this
does not exist in Amman ,the tourist can’t walk alone from a place to another, the
places are far from each other. What if we let the tourist stay walking in Amman
on his feet or a day! What’s wrong with that? At least 4, 5 or 6 hours, most tour
guides they skip the theatre[ in Amman], they see it from the citadel and they
don’t go to visit the theatre down there and they tell the tourist, we’ll see another
theatre in Jerash, we don’t need to go there, while there is a nice museum.
Researcher: WHO IS THE PERSON WHO PLANS THE PROGRAM?
Guide (20): Who puts the program, is the agency, I think that the tourism office
should cooperate with some tour guides, and they should think how to make the
tourist stay longer in Amman? Madaba, as an example, the tourist could stay
longer in it, the tourist should live with the local community and should feel the
history of the east, in Irbid, you can add some stuff to it, to let the tourist enjoy
these things, like in Damascus the tourist likes it because of the old buildings, the
handcrafts …
Researcher: WHAT ABOUT AMMAN’S MARKETS?
Guide (20): There are minimarkets that are all… there are simple markets, and
the tourists are not familiar with them, I never saw a group there.
Researcher: WHAT ARE THE SITES THAT YOU FEEL GET MORE
ATTENTION FROM THE GOVERNMENT THAN OTHER SITES?
Guide (20): The government think about only the important sites like Petra, they
say, that’s it, its enough, but I say this is not good , because they should care about
the other sites rather than Petra, because the tourist already, he is coming to see it,
but why not focus on other sites to let the tourist see them, I can make an
advertisement and make a big story, on a very little thing …like what they do in
Israel, Syria and Egypt.
Researcher: WHAT YOU SUGGEST FOR TOURISM DEVELOPMENT IN
THE NORTH?
Guide (20): The North of Jordan as I said, the city in general, it needs hotels, to
attract domestic tourism, the people go to Damascus to see and enjoy the city life,
and see the open markets, and the traditional coffee shops they do not exist in
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Jordan. We can make a trail that starts in Amman, then to the North, Ajloun,
Tabqet Fahel with the Jordan valley and UmmQais, Jerash and Irbid, even I can
put Jerash with Ajloun alone because Jerash need 6 hours minimum.
Researcher: HOW MUCH DOES JERASH TAKES FROM YOU AS A VISIT?
Guide (20): Two hours.
Researcher: WHY DO YOU MAKE TWO HOURS INSTEAD OF SIX?
Guide (20): Because if you visit only the site. I as a tour guide I can let the tourists
visit the site, and then have time to take photos because the tourist likes this but
the tour guide has a limited time... then to take the tourists to have dinner… also
the site needs for example, camps, restaurants, and things like this, they should
support the investigation in the North and to work in certain things, they could
make a safari park in Ajloun and find all the animals that will fit in the area, that
can be added…
Researcher: WHERE DO YOU THINK THAT THE TOURIST IS SATISFIED
MORE? AND WHY?
Guide (20): In the place where they feel its special, and to feel the historical,
archaeological values in it, like Petra, the tourists feel very satisfied, and they see
some unique things that is not available all around the world, that’s why they call
it the highlight of Jordan, even in the tour, whenever you ask a tourist, why did
you come to Jordan? They said to see Petra; I love to go there, they are very
curious and excited to go there.
Researcher: HOW OFTEN DO YOU WORK AND WHAT IS THE LONGEST
WITHOUT CLIENTS?
Guide (20): It depends on the demand, for example, this year, you can work 300
days a year.
Researcher: OK. HOW LONG DO YOU STAY WITHOUT WORK?
Guide (20): In the regular days, in the low season, maximum 3 weeks without a
job, I never counted but it’s almost like this, but the people are always afraid from
wars or the instability in the political life, almost 4 or 5 months I didn’t get any
group it was in last war against Iraq.
Researcher: YOU AS A TOUR GUIDE, WHERE DO YOU SEE YOURSELF
COMFORTABLE IN WHICH SITES?
Guide (20): Jerash is a very nice site.
Researcher: YOU PUT IT BEFORE PETRA?
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Guide (20): I can’t be unfair with Petra, Petra, Jerash and Amman downtown, are
the sites you can let the tourist see and Wadi rum is a very close place to my heart.
Aqaba, I hate it because it’s boring, there are not enough activities, and it’s
boring…
Researcher: WHICH ARE THE MOST SIGNIFICANT YEARS FOR TOURISM
IN JORDAN?
Guide (20): 2008 was a very good year, also 1995, those years supported the
Jordanian tourism.
Researcher: WHAT HAPPENED IN THOSE TWO YEARS?
Guide (20): In 1995, the peace process made the people think about the tourism
investments.
Researcher: YOU AS A TOUR GUIDE HOW DID THE PEACE PROCESS
AFFECT YOU?
Guide (20): Because I started in 1994, 1995 there was full of work, also in 2008; I
know that from the work size that comes to the agency that I work with and from
my colleagues work.
Researcher: WHAT ABOUT THE INCOME?
Guide (20): It was very good.
Researcher: HOW DO YOU EVALUTE THE WORK OF THE TOURISM
BODIES IN JORDAN?
Guide (20): I think there is negligence from them, they plan everything behind
their offices, they are direct managers, but with less experience, for examples the
visitor centre in Jerash, they built it and a lot of money was paid for it but no one
enters it!
A: WHAT’S WRONG WITH IT?
Guide (20): The problem is in the poor planning, first of all the tickets are sold in
the local market , not in the visitor center, and the tourist feels tired to go back to
it or if he wants to have a rest, he enters the restaurants to rest, because the
restaurant is closer than the visitor center.
Researcher: WHO IS REPONSIBLE ABOUT THE PLANNING?
Guide (20): The tourism bodies that means the Ministry of Tourism, JTB, Jerash
needs a lot of things, from the promotional side, they work outside Jordan, but I
think they can promote it better… the tourists sometimes ask for maps from the
embassies in their countries and they don’t give them.
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Researcher: What can you tell me about your relations with other tourism
stakeholders?
Guide (20): Most of my contact is with the driver, who applies the program with
me, to stay in contact with me, like what hour we will go? And when we will
come? Stop here, how much, during the program the driver’s helps. Sometimes,
the driver makes the tour easy for the tourist, especially if there is a lack in time,
he knows how much time the program will take, to calculate the driving time
between the sites, also it’s rare to find a driver who helps, the driver can manage
the time in a better way…
Researcher: WHAT KIND OF THINGS DO YOU HEAR FROM THE
TOURITS, COMPLAINING OR COMPLIMENTS? LET US START WITH
COMPLAINTS.
Guide (20): Complaints, not that much, but in general, they complain about the
restaurant services, hotels, water, restrooms inside the hotels….what could they
complain about?
Researcher: WHAT ABOUT THE COPLIMENTS?
Guide (20): They like the people, and the security.
Researcher: WHAT THINGS ABOUT THE PEOPLE?
Guide (20): The people are friendly.
Researcher: CAN YOU TELL ME MORE?
Guide (20): A lot of them respect the tourists and say hello and sometimes, he
[local person] may be upset and angry, but when they see a tourist, he laughs in
his face.
Researcher: WHAT IS THE REASON, FOR THAT?
Guide (20): The nature of the Jordanian community, they have a good hospitality
spirit.., I want to go back to the complaints, sometimes the tourist complains about
the prices, sometimes the tourist pays for something which he thinks its better,
like the food, specially in the Muloki road in Kerak, he pays 9 or 10 J.D per meal,
it was 6 JD and the price raised to 9 and the quality is worse.
Researcher: IN GENERAL HOW DO YOU SEE THE PRICES IN JORDAN?
Guide (20): They should restudy the prices, everything for example the buses it is
a very expensive fare…OK the petrol is expensive…but they should restudy the
prices to be reasonable and doesn’t have a negative effect in the tourism program.
The hotels, they raised their prices without any sense and this affected the tourism
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offices, and they lose some people because of the high prices, the food, if you
want to let it be in the same price, you need to raise the quality, because the food
is very bad in some restaurants, that some tour guides hated the taste of the food.
Researcher: WHAT DO YOU THINK YOUR ROLE IN THE TOURISM
SECTOR IS?
Guide (20): The role of the tour guide is a dynamic role the tour guide is in the
first rank a promoter for the country because the guide wants to leave the tourist at
the end satisfied. I don’t only care about those who already come, but I care to
bring more than them, I always tell them [the tourists] at the end I wish that you
tell the others about Jordan.
And we get the feed back, it happened that the friends or the relatives of a group
come to Jordan I met a tourist whose mother came to Jordan 30 years ago and he
decided to comeback to Jordan with her children, another tourist was living in
Syria when he grows up he comes back with his girlfriend, it happens with me
twice the guide is the one who makes the tour interesting or boring. The majority
said that we will tell our friends about how beautiful is Jordan, the good tour
guide should like his job, when you love your job you always try to do your best.
Think about earning money but it shouldn’t be in the account of the main mission
which is being an ambassador, delivering a massage. Correcting and clearing the
image of the country and its culture …to be a messenger and to let people enjoy
their visit when they come to Jordan they pay a lot of money when you talk about
the holiday you talk about money so the people should see what they deserve and
what they expect… my work is to do my best to make them happy. And you
should be proud of your country and promote it to let the people affected by this,
most of the people tell me that you are so proud of your country because I tell the
positive side of it, but the truth things about my country I don’t lie or exaggerate
Researcher: WHAT ARE THE NATIONALITIES THAT YOU WORK WITH?
Guide (20): I work with the Dutch tourists and I understand them, and working
with them is easier than the others, I used to work with French tourists but I didn’t
like to continue, the tour guide working with French tourists complain about
them…
Researcher: BUT WHY?
Because they used to work with them too much especially the guide who works
from 10 or 15 years, the same nationalities …for me I don’t complain about them
[French tourists], maybe because I got the chances to work with different
nationalities…But I like the Dutch…
Researcher: WHY?
Guide (20): the commissions…
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Researcher: WHAT OTHER THINGS?
Guide (20): Dutch they are straight forward, they like to be direct and they don’t
like talking...
Researcher: Don’t like talking?
Guide (20): They like the short useful talking, that is with useful information, and
it is not nice to keep in talking … the important is about what you say
Researcher: IF WE GO BACK TO THE YEAR THAT YOU DECIDED TO BE
A TOUR GUIDE, WHAT WERE THE REASONS TO GO TO TOUR
GUIDING?
Guide (20): At the beginning I had no idea about tour guiding, but I studied
Modern Languages, and I didn’t find any job, and I heard that I can go to the
tourism works, and I heard from our previous colleagues who worked in it, and
they are the people who told me about this job.
Researcher: OK, that means from your colleagues’ advices?
AH: Yes, it’s from my colleagues, for me I didn’t even know what is the tour
guiding, when they asked me what do you want to work when you graduate? I
don’t know what to answer, I used to think about tourism, but I didn’t know that
there was a job like this. I never thought of it because I never heard about it.
Researcher: WHAT ABOUT THE TRAINING THAT YOU HAD? AND WHAT
HELPS WAS IT IF ANY?
Guide (20): Without the training, I would not know how to start, but what it gave
me, first of all, it was short in time… the course was one month,…we studied 3
weeks theoretically and 1 week practically, We go on field courses, and in this
month, imagine how rich Jordan is in history, tradition, and religion and
everything we learned in only 3 weeks, lectures from 8 in the morning until 4
afternoon… it was very hard it was exhausting and expensive,
Researcher: WAS IT USEFUL FOR YOU?
Guide (20): Of course, without it, I don’t know how to start, the course was good
but now it’s much better…Why! Because it’s longer, and more comfortable, I
hoped it was longer than 3 months, in our day one month it was too short, but in
the same time, we were able to study and learn and I learned a lot of things.
Researcher: AS A TOUR GUIDE HOW DO YOU SEE YOUR STATUS IN
RELATION TO OTHER OCCUPATIONAL ROLES IN JORDAN?
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Guide (20): Sometimes I feel that I have a big role… I’m promoting my country, I
deliver a massage about my culture, my religion, I also sometimes correct wrong
ideas that the tourist come with…
Researcher: LIKE WHAT?
Guide (20): Very simple things, like saying inshalla [means may God well], they
don’t know when we say inshallah that I will do this, they have an idea that if you
say this word so you are not going to do it, but I corrected them no inshallah...I
mean I supplicate Allah to help me to do it, but I always say inshalla

Researcher: WHAT OTHER THINGS?
Guide (20): For example about the Jordanian community it’s a modern and open
minded society and the education is really good. I really care about talking about
the education, and about the richness of the country itself. The beauty of the
country I always try to open the tourists’ eyes to these things … to promote the
country I really feel that I am an ambassador for my country I always try to give a
positive image about Jordan and to clear the hidden things that it is hard for the
tourist to understand it alone …or it’s not clear for them or they have bad image
about it from the media.. So I correct it, I feel that I deliver a message in this
country and my job, not only to collect money…
Researcher: OK WE GO BACK TO THE PREVIOUS QUESTION HOW DO
YOU SEE YOUR STATUS COMPARING TO OTHER JOBS IN, LIKE FOR
EXAMPLE THE LAWYER, TEACHER, OR THE DOCTOR?
Guide (20): I feel that I’m not stable as them, social stability, and economic
stability…
Researcher: WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY SOCIAL STABILITY?
Guide (20): I can’t take a holiday and the weekends I’m working, and about the
economic stability, I always feel worried about the future, that I will not get a Job,
if any political problems happened, this will affect my work…this makes me
always think about saving for the other days, the days that I don’t have work in
them…
Researcher: THAT IT IS DEVELOP YOUR SAVING SKILLS?
Guide (20): not that much, the money comes in a limited period and suddenly, I
don’t get any work, and I do spend a lot of money and at the same time…
Researcher: SO YOU FEEL UNSTABLE SOCIALLY AND ECONOMICALLY
BUT AS A POSITION? HOW DO FEEL ABOUT YOURSELF AND WHAT
THE OTHERS THINK ABOUT YOU?
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Guide (20): I feel proud about myself. Most of the people they appreciate what I
do they are even jealous…oh are you a tour guide? You must be happy because of
travelling all the time?, but they take it from this side, that you always travelling
you see people, you talk to different people but for me, it’s alright it’s fun
sometimes, but I also do a good job and hard …
Researcher: FROM YOUR POINT OF VIEW WHAT IS A GOOD TOUR
GUIDE? WHAT ARE THE SKILLS THAT A GOOD TOUR GUIDE SHOULD
GET?
Guide (20): A good guide, first of all should love his job, I mean when you love
your job, you always try to do your best, think about earning money, but it also
shouldn’t be on the account of your main mission, which is being an ambassador
delivering a massage, about the country and the culture …love the country and the
work, you should be proud of your country in order to let them be effected … the
good guide should have entertainment skills, actually some of the guys have these
skills and that help them, like a sense of humour and stuff like that.. the tour
guides should have good communication skills but you should develop it and be
up to date… you should have all of these skills from the first day when you start
working as a tour guide , but you should always try to update your information,
not always giving the same information for five or ten years the same information,
never try to update it, and also you should look for skills, looking for methods and
letting people enjoy what they experienced , and also do not be like a tape, like a
recorder, you always reply the same story for every tourist, try to enjoy what you
are telling by also doing some changes here and there and also you have to
understand some people, they don’t like that much of explanation, some people
their language doesn’t help them, they may not be English native speakers … and
you should be flexible to your clients sometimes I have only juniors, so I should
know how to find places for them to enjoy to find activities that they like more…
for example, some people are interested about the history, archaeology, a lot of
explanation you should do what they like.. but not on the account of other people
in the same group, you give everyone, his right but in a way that you try to
manage and make a balance…A good guide should have a good language, that is
very important, this doesn’t mean you have to be a native speaker , or fluent,…
also you should know what you are telling, you do not tell people things or
explain about something you just memorize it, you just read it, memorize it, and
then you tell the people, I’m not Christian, but when I talk about a biblical story,
and I know they believe in it, I deliver it to them, even though I don’t believe in
that story but sometimes, I try to let them have a feelings sometimes that we are
the same, but in fact, I’m just telling them what they know…
Researcher: NOW GOING TO GENDER MATTER, CAN WOMEN AND MEN
DO GUDIING?
Guide (20): This job is suitable for both, there is no problem that the woman
works as a tour guide, but the woman with children can’t do it, unless the man is
responsible to look after the children and make a balance… I know a lady she is a
tour guide she has children and family and she is doing alright…
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Researcher: IS SHE JORDANIAN?
Guide (20): No she is Algerian, but she is alright, I saw once her daughter joining
her in a tour, but for the married ladies, they should know how to do it…She takes
a group and then takes a rest, but if she works like what I do in the high season,
this doesn’t work at all, because sometimes you stay 2 weeks or even 3 weeks you
don’t see your children, if you work continuously, you come back home your
children are sleeping you leave in the morning ..Etc
Researcher: HOW DO YOU ESTABLISH GOOD RELATIONS WITH YOUR
CLEINTS?
Guide (20): I have to show them, that I know how to tell them things that they
need, I know them and what information they need during there stay, I give them
from the beginning the information …I make clear some points about the money,
water, what to wear, how do to eat, healthy … these things…
Researcher: HOW DOES GUIDING AFFECT YOUR SOCIAL LIFE?
Guide (20): A lot, actually, negatively because I have to be away from my family
most of my time, I don’t have time to share or join the family in certain occasions,
parties… other visits because of my job.. and it’s a big problem to suffer for the
guy himself and the family… they don’t see him too much…but of course as I
said this is the problem of tour guiding because when you work, work and work…
you can’t refuse or say no.. I don’t want to work because you always worry oh no,
maybe I don’t have work tomorrow, so I have to do my work today or maybe next
week or next month there may be no job so let me work, let me work as much as I
get work, so I can have money for the time I don’t work…In the high season,
because seasonality is a problem.. sometimes it is bad and boring when you stay
like a month, or two weeks without any work , it happened in 2003 we didn’t
work for more than 4 months so that’s bad…
Researcher: IF YOU HAVE HALF AN HOUR TO TALK TO THE MINISTER
WHAT YOU WOULD TELL HER ABOUT THE TOURISM AND ABOUT
TOUR GUIDING IN JORDAN?
Guide (20): About the tourism I like to tell them, you have to know exactly the
need of the sites that’s very important and listen to others whom they know better.
Researcher: WHO ARE THE OTHERS?
Guide (20): It can be the people who are working in the site, the tour guide, the
driver sometimes, or the buyers in the souvenirs shops…they have to involve
other people in the decisions they are taking…they have to make visits to see what
is going on, it’s not only planning from behind the desks… it doesn’t work they
have to go and see the field. They have to do more promotion and to work hard,
for promotion because this is the way how to bring people. And also very
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important thing, they have to look about the prices, they should make a
comprehensive study of the prices of the program, the tour, the restaurants…we
should not look for the big, fast profit …and after a while people will think that
Jordan is expensive like yesterday I heard a report in the BBC about Jordan that it
is an expensive trip, it’s not cheap, when the pilgrims come to Jordan , they say its
not cheap… and the tour guides should feel that they have a say in the tourism
process and this will motivate them to support the tourism industry , they may, for
example, write a report about the sites and the things and the needs in the sites, if
you give questionnaires to the guides and their companies, they never give
questionnaires they are the most people who visits the sites you should ask from
them information… it’s an easy and fast way and at the same time it is specific
and scientific… another thing is that the local community should be aware and
educated, I see in Petra, for example, little children, I saw a girl, riding a donkey..
she is 5 years old, the tourists liked her, it was really a beautiful picture, she asked
money from them to take her a picture, I told them no, don’t give her money, she
said give me one JD… all the tourists who come to Jordan specially if they are
coming from Egypt they will feel the difference…if we don’t care about the local
community, they will spoil the tourism, specially in Petra, they are good people
there.. But we should give them some training, why not, also paid it’s a part of the
promotion, a part of the development.
Researcher: AS A TOUR GUIDE WHAT WOULD YOU TELL THE
MINISTER?
Guide (20): I think, in my opinion, the tour guides need some insurance that will
help them like, the health insurance, social insurance like the other people, what’s
wrong with that the number of the tour guides is only 1000 guide ,why they don’t
get support from the government?
Researcher: THANK YOU, WOULD YOU LIKE TO ADD ANYTHING?
Guide (20): No, thank you, I hope you the best luck.
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b) Focus Group Full Transcription
Researcher: LET US TALK ABOUT THE LAST EVENT THAT HAPPENED
IN JORDAN AS PETRA BECOMES ONE OF THE NEW SEVEN WORLD
WONDERS. WHAT YOU CAN TELL ME ABOUT THIS EVENT?
Guide (26): Locally it has created public awareness.
Guide (27): In general the influence of Petra doesn’t make any effect yet,
concerning the reservations for the next season it is stills as it was, so it is clear for
us which groups are going to come next year. This is concerning the German
groups, the German groups that I have an idea about them from the internet and
from ‘… Tours’ [travel agency], it is the same as before, I think Petra’s influence
didn’t start yet, internationally we hope to start next year or the next.
Researcher: WHAT DID THE TOURISTS COMMENT ON THIS ISSUE?
Guide (27): For me I haven’t yet worked with any group since Petra became one
of the Seven Wonders; we are waiting the next season in September and October.
Guide (24): No, we have worked in general last period when nobody heard from
the tourists about Petra as one of the Seven Wonders.
Guide (26): One of the problems is that naming the new Seven Wonders still
unapproved from the UNISCO and the seven wonders are still the same but I
think it is just a try from the non governmental organisations…but it is something
good, I personally have felt that there is public awareness, that all Jordanians keep
talking about this event and this is the first time that I have seen a Jordanian
talking about a historical site in this way, and in the media there are a lot of
advertisements, in the TV or posters in the streets, we have seen it in all Jordan.
Guide (29): [the Jordanians] are not just talking about [Petra] but also visiting [it].
Guide (24): last time I went to Petra between 10:30 to 11 am, there were about
200 persons queuing [in the visitor center to get entry tickets], they were all
Jordanians and Arabs, Jordanians and Arabs from the Gulf countries, they are all
aware about this issue [Petra]...
Guide (29): I think that the JTB has a role in promoting Petra inside Jordan.
Guide (23): But a negative one abroad, a negative role.
Guide (29): Why from which side?
Guide (23): From all aspects… I see them [JTB], those of the JTB in the world
[JTB’s offices abroad], don’t know anything; they don’t know why they are
working. Me personally from the incidents that happened with me with (M.), [a
Dutch travel agency] …
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Guide (28): what is (M.)?
Guide (23): it is a Dutch company, a tourism company. And it is now sold to a
British company which is one of the largest companies in… level. Now the British
have taken it, yes, it is for a British person. This means its financial situation is
good and it makes a yearly festival …, so I went to an exhibition of this company
where I asked the employee of the JTB about the number of the population of
Jordan she told me 25 millions. [The population of Jordan is approximately 6
millions].
Guide (27): 25 millions!!!
Guide (23): Yes, that was in 2001.
Guide (28): Is she an employee sent by the JTB?
Guide (23): She is an employee, she is not Arabic, not Jordanian and she is Dutch
from Costa Rica roots…I made myself a Dutch person and asked her this
question...so tourism promoting if it has an international role, the only who can
promote tourism in Jordan is the tour guide…
Guide (24): I want to raise another point [in addition to the unqualified staff]; our
hotels here don’t have enough size to bear any overload in tourists.
Researcher: THE CAPACITY?
Guide (24): In our current situation you know that all hotels in Petra are full.
Researcher: OK FROM Guide (24)’S COMMENT WE GO BACK TO THE
TOURISM PERFORMANCE IN JORDAN, WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT
TOURISM IN JORDAN?
Guide (24): Stable.
Researcher: STABLE?
Guide (26): For me it is growing.
Guide (23): It is growing but the political situation…
Guide (28): … when a tourist comes to Jordan the first thing he has to visit Petra,
and the main aim for him is to see Petra as an archaeological site…

Researcher: FOR NOT TO CONCENTRATE ON PETRA, Guide (24) SAID
THAT TOURISM IN JORDAN IS STABLE WHAT DO THE OTHERS
THINK?
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Guide (26): No, growing.
Researcher: WHAT ARE THE INDICATORS OR HOW DO YOU KNOW
THAT IT IS GROWING?
Guide (26): Once we have stability in the Middle East in general, not only in
Jordan there will be an overload in tourism, in tourists numbers… as
infrastructure, tourism is growing too much as hotels, if someone takes the
numbers of the travel agencies, it is increasing from 1995 until now it reaches 570
travel agencies. We had one transportation tourism company which is … now
there are four or five specialised companies, the hotels are increasing, and the
oldest hotel in Petra was built in 1980, now that there are 63 hotels in Petra.
Guide (24): But when was the last hotel built in Petra?
Guide (26): OK.
Guide (24): From 1996 until now there is no progressing.
Researcher: YOU TALK ABOUT HOTEL NIMBERS?
Guide (24): Yes.
Researcher: AND Guide (26) TALKS ABOUT TOURISM VOLUME?
Guide (24): Yes tourist numbers are increasing and the demand for Jordan is
increasing but the problem is that the services didn’t improve …
Guide (26): But every year there is something new… Another thing is that MOTA
is doing a lot of projects but not as it is supposed to be… Jordan tourism is still
not well integrated; there is no comprehensive management… that means it
[MOTA] makes things that it has not to make it. For example MOTA builds a
visitor centre in a tourism site but doesn’t make complete services…They make
separate things here and there but there is no comprehensive view of tourism
development in Jordan.
Researcher: OK WHAT ARE THE MOST POPULAR AND WELL
PRESENTED PLACES IN JORDAN?
Guide (23): Jerash and Petra and I think that Jerash is well presented compared to
other Roman classical cities, from Amman to the North there is no city well
presented like Jerash.
Guide (27): I think and from what I have noticed, Wadi Rum, Petra, and Aqaba,
internationally, are the most popular places in Jordan. But in Wadi Rum there are
insufficient services…
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Guide (26): Touristically, Jordan is divided into three regions (South, Centre, and
North). The South: Karak, Petra, Wadi Rum, and Aqaba, this is what is called the
golden triangle. Petra is classified as the first tourist site, second  Jerash and /or
Wadi Rum. The tourist, regardless from where he is, comes because of Petra, and
the other places are to fill the itinerary …
Guide (23): It is just to fill the time.
Guide (26): He [the tourists] comes just for Petra.
Guide (29): But nobody asks the tour guide what is your opinion about sending
tourists to this place or that.
Guide (23): Never, me personally I haven’t been asked about this, but I have been
asked just about the hiking, they [tour operators] tell me about how much the
distance is from here to here, they are afraid to get lost because they don’t know.
Researcher: AND THE OTHER PLACES WHAT ABOUIT THEM UM QAIS,
AJLOUN?
Guide (23): They are all ignored, ignored because of the travel agencies, there is
no commercialising, and there is ignorance about Northern Jordan.
Guide (26): Touristically, I think that, Northern Jordan is oppressed, more than
other regions, (Jerash, Irbid, Um Qauis, Bait Rass, and Pella). The centre, Irbid, as
a tourist city is not promoted there is a museum (Sarayah) they put tickets for it,
and no tourists visit it.
Guide (24): do you think that Salt takes its share as well?
Guide (26): I think that they are working in Salt to be one of the world heritage
sites.
Guide (24): But it didn’t get its share from tourism, have you ever taken a group
to Salt?
Guide (26): No. But most of the heritage projects are for Salt so it is considered as
the first heritage city in Jordan.
Guide (27): Yes that’s right in this point there is centralisation. Amman takes the
biggest share, for example when you say Irbid and also Jerash which is
marginalised it is a great city, but the length of stay for the tourist is about two
hours. Also there are no hotels in the North. This problem is due to the tour
operators in Jordan.
Researcher: WHAT ABOUT THE TOUR OPERATORS IN JORDAN?
Guide (26): Definitely they have a role in distributing tourism volume [to all parts
of Jordan]. Before a short period, I took 10 itineraries for 10 foreign companies
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from France, Britain, Italy, and Spanish. I had a look about the day that is
specified for Jerash within the programme. Most of the days were for visiting
Amman  Jerash, Ajloun. So if you considered 12 hour per day from 8: am to 6:
pm Jerash’s share will be only four hours from arriving and parking in Jerash and
the visit. In our opinion as tour guides we agree that visiting Jerash takes only two
hours, but if an adjustment was made in the itineraries and improvements in the
promotion to be more comprehensive, I could make a complete one day in Jerash
and an overnight there.
Researcher: AS TOUR GUIDES WHERE YOU DO FEEL YOUR GROUPS
STAY? IN OTHER WORDS WHERE YOU DO SENT TOURISTS MORE?
Guide (28): Petra.
Guide (25): South.
Guide (29): South.
Guide (25): The most privileged region is the South. In order  South, Center,
North the North is the least.
Guide (26): In terms of tickets and entry fees, the most are for Petra, the South.
Souvenirs and stay are concentrated in the South, and for shopping  Madaba,
Petra, and Aqaba
Guide (24): Yes, Aqaba for shopping. That means the South. Aqaba is number
one in shopping. The south benefits in all aspects. The prime beneficiary is the
south, and second is the centre.
Researcher: WHERE DO YOU FIND THAT THE LOCAL COMMUNITY IS
BENEFITED MORE?
Guide (26): In my opinion there is no interaction between the local community
and the tourists.
Researcher: AND FOR THE ECONOMIC BENEFITS?
Guide (26): It is dominated.
Guide (27): Petra, Aqaba, and in Wadi Rum, there are camels and jeeps.
Guide (23): The place where the local community benefit from tourism is during
the hiking from Wadi Rum to Aqaba.
Guide (26): The best contact between the tourist and the local community is
during eco tourism or hiking and trekking.
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Guide (23): It is by nature, because they didn’t see anybody more than them,
because you are walking through the desert and you want to drink coffee or tea.
They didn’t see anybody rather than them [local community].
Guide (29): Tourists always say that people in Wadi Rum are very nice, but they
never say that when they are in Petra or in the North [because there is contact with
them in Wadi Rum while in Petra or the North there is not].
Guide (23): Yes. In Petra they are isolated with the guide. There is no real contact
between the tourist and the local community.
Guide (24): And this made the people who visit Jordan think that all Jordanians
are Bedouin [nomads], only Bedouin…But in the North, the people are very
different and the tourist doesn’t know that.
Guide (29): This is because there is little contact between the local community
and the tourist whether in the North or in the Centre.
Guide (26): Because most of ecotourism and trekking is based in the southern
part of Jordan, which is dominated by inhabitants who are originally Bedwins, so
the idea they [the tourists] get after the trip to Jordan is that most people who live
in Jordan are Bedouins and the image of Jordan is related to the camel… because
most of them don’t visit other parts of Jordan
Guide (23): I never saw a tourist walking in Irbid…
Guide (26): And the Jordanian tourism publicity relays mostly images of camels
because most tourists go to the South.
Guide (23): I tried hard myself to make a trip between Um Qais and Ajloun
Guide (29): Trekking in Ajloun! Yes we have very beautiful valleys’ in the North.
Guide (23): Yes, you can bring a great chef to cook Maglubah [traditional dish],
this is like what we eat in Wadi Rum [South desert] we eat food half of it is sand,
but the tourist with a bottle of beer can’t taste anything…and the atmosphere,
candles, coffee, fire, and a camel setting there, he [the tourists] forgets himself and
he doesn’t care about the food…laughing…
Guide (29): They [the tourists] compare their food with our food, they find it
delicious.
Guide (28): In Britain the worst food in the world is in Britain.
Guide (23): And even in Holland every day you will find the same, a dish without
a name, if you asked about its name, they will tell you it is potato…
Guide (29): They have to promote every site in Jordan … but there is no enough
money
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Guide (26): According to Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA), 3
percent of the generated tourism income returns back to the sites. The entry fees
go to the Ministry of Finance then the Ministry returns 3 per cent to the sites back.
Guide (28): For all of the sites?
Guide (26): I don’t know that’s a study, maybe they took a specific scale for
certain sites.
Guide (23): OK, 3per cent for what?
Guide (26): All the tickets go to the Ministry of Finance. For example if there is a
100 JD as an income for Petra, 10 JD go back to Petra…The JTB, until 2002, it’s
budget was 4 million dinars, for promoting and paying the payroll of the
staff…but one minute of conservation costs them 1 million JD. According to A.
[public personality interested in conserving the Jordanian heritage] … if you know
her, she told me that in 2002 there was no body specialised in marketing or
promotion. She told me this herself… the jobs here [in Jordan] are by nepotism…
Guide (23): Yes, this is what I have said about the JTB.
Guide (26): And who are working in the JTB they don’t know that much about the
touristic sites, for example, they don’t know what the distance between the
different sites. Sometimes this appears in the itineraries, in one day we make
visits to: Amman departure Jerash Dead Sea Madaba Nebo  Karak Petra in
the same day.
Guide (24): And the next day PetraAmman’s visit. Anyone who works in tourism
knows that it is impossible to do this trip properly and the one who plans the
program doesn’t have any idea…
Guide (28): Last time a girl working in a travel agency asked me about the
distance, from Amman to Madaba and the distance from Amman to Jerash and
how much the visit takes, she doesn’t know…
Guide (29): When tourism programs are planned, the last person who has been
asked is the tour guide, while in fact he is the only person who knows and should
be asked about organising the itineraries. The programs in Jordan are typical ones.
The travel agencies make the same program 100 times even the tour guides knows
the program of each company…
Guide (23): Yes they [tour guides] know them [itineraries] by heart.
Guide (29): And any problem in the program is not from the tour guide nor from
the driver, it is from the one who planned the program because he lacks the
knowledge.
Guide (24): Especially in the winter and the summer times.
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Guide (29): Yes this is another problem in the winter and in the summer there
should be two different schedules.
Guide (26): Yes, this is another point that the program is stable all around the
year, in the summer and winter, while there is a difference of about four hours in
day light. The sunset in January is at 4.30 while in August the sunset is at 8.30
while what we do in the same itinerary all the times.
Researcher: NOW WE GO BACK TO THE TOURISM PERFORMANCE AND
SPECIFICALLY ABOUT THIS POINT, WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT
SESONALITY IN JORDAN?
Guide (25): Sure, there is seasonality.
Researcher: IN WHICH MONTH IS TOURISM DEMAND HIGHEST?
Guide (27): For Germans [tourists] they are mostly coming in spring and autumn,
now we are in summer me and most of my colleagues didn’t work with any group
in the summer. Probably they come as individuals one or two but in general there
are no seasons... They continue like that until September. Sometimes we have
some groups in the New Year and the Christmas then it stops until the end of the
winter then the season starts again in the end of February and March, April and
May and in the summer it totally stops.
Guide (23): Yes, this is true in general for French, German, English and all
European nationalities. But the Spanish groups mostly come in summer  this is an
exceptional case …
Guide (26): One of the problems of Jordanian tourism is the seasonality between
the spring and autumn. The peak is two months in April, October in autumn these
are the peaks of tourism in Jordan for European markets.
Researcher: WHAT ABOUT THE ARAB MARKET.
Guide (26): That what I wanted to tell you, as most of the tour guides don’t know
about it [Arab market].
Researcher: WHY? BECAUSE?
Guide (26): The majority of the tourists who are coming to Jordan are from the
Gulf countries and especially from Saudi Arabia but they don’t hire guides. They
come now, for the hotels the peak is in summer in July and August. This is
concerning the Arabic tourism and especially those coming from the Gulf
countries. But for the guide the tourists are only the Europeans or the occidentals,
American, Australian, or the Far Eastern.
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Guide (23): Far Eastern, they are all pilgrims departing from Jakarta and arriving
at AmmanJeddah Jeddah Amman and they stay as transit for a day or two days
in Amman or Jerusalem.
Guide (29): The problem with Far Eastern Christian pilgrims is that they come
just to visit Nebo in Jordan and they think that when they arrive at the airport they
are in Israel. I tell them, no this is Jordan and I immediately tell the Christian
tourists welcome to the Holy Land, they don’t know that Jordan is from the Holy
Land.
Guide (29): The tourists don’t know that there are Christian sites recognised by
the Vatican, and they get surprised. They stay more in Israel. So the stay in Jordan
equals zero comparing to the stay in Israel … 6 days in Israel in the other hand 2
hours in Jordan... And that is what we should work on…There is a lot of
negligence …
Guide (28): There is a lack of information, for example some tourists ask can I
rent a car or can I drive alone?
Guide (23): They ask me, can a woman drive? I don’t know from where they get
this information, I have seen this written in a Dutch guide book that it is better to
have a driver, for the ladies it is critical. Yes it is better especially after 12 o’clock.
Researcher: HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT BEING A TOUR GUIDE?
Guide (26): Financially, very good, but the problem is the seasonality and there is
no social situation. This sector is not well structured as a job. In the rules and
regulations the tour guide doesn’t have any active role or doesn’t play any
effective role, he is dominated by the travel agency and the view of the society
socially is still negative …
Guide (23): Yes, for example when we wanted to get married we asked for the
hands of more than 15 girls, because their parents refuse us because we are
working as tour guides.
Guide (26): Yes it happened with me, frankly when I tell them [parents of the
bride] that I work as a tour guide, they always relate it to a bad image. The tourist
is a foreigner, European, drinking alcohol, makes illegal relationships and
anybody working in this job means that he is doing all this stuff and his mentality
becomes like this a European one, so until now the people think in a suspicious
way about the job of the tour guide. From the social aspects there is a question
mark against him…laughing
Guide (28): Of course, and the foreigner himself or the tourist when he comes ask
the tour guide do you have other than this job? Are you a teacher or anything else?
They think that you have spare time in your work as a tour guide.
Researcher: THIS IS MAYBE BECAUSE IT IS FORBIDDEN BY LAW TO
WORK ANOTHER JOB BESIDE IT.
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Guide (23): Yes, [for example] the Dutch guides work four months then they
travel and then they take another job…I have worked with a [Dutch] tour guide
who has a bachelor degree in Geology but he said I work as a tour guide just for
fun… And financially, Guide (26) says that tour guiding makes good income but
this is not true because there are a lot of things you lose…I am now 37 years old if
I went to work in the army when I finished the university not the high school …
my colleagues became now sergeant they take 450 JD as a salary.
Guide (26): Oh yes I have understood you
Researcher: SO WHAT DO YOU FEEL IN WORKING AS A TOUR GUIDE?
Guide (26): Yes, now I have round down on my pocket until the first of
December, I am happy about that, 50 or 60 days multiplied with 30 or 40 dinars it
s OK , but if an Israeli person sneezed ?...It is also not guaranteed to work those
days. Financially, our wages as tour guides from 1992, 1993 from the year I have
started to work didn’t change, my wages per day was 35 JD and now I take 40 JD.
But 35 JD in those days was much better than 100 JD in our days. For example,
H. [ travel agency] used to give us 34 JD as transportation costs but now when I
want to go to Amman in a regular basis with the increase in the petrol prices, each
visit to Amman if you want to respect yourself and not wait for the pubic
transportation it will cost you 7 JD. When I visited Petra this year I was stuck
there during the Conference of Nobel Laureates in Petra. I had to sleep in A.
hotel they cost me 35 JD and I paid 10 JD from my own money and I couldn’t say
anything, because the travel agency think that you may sleep in accommodation
that cost you 5 JD. This is the financial situation of tour guides. No improvements
in their wages since 1992
Guide (27): This is from the financial side, from another side I see that the tour
guide is an ambassador for Jordan from all aspects; I think that there is no
ambassador a diplomatic or non diplomatic gives what the guide give about his
own country.
Researcher: WHEN YOU WORK WHO DO YOU WANT TO SATISFY FIRST,
THE TOURISTS, THE TRAVEL AGENCY OR YOUR COUNTRY, OR
YOURSELF?
Guide (27): According to me if I give the right information about my country that
will satisfy me and my country and I will be happier than any other thing .
Researcher: WHAT ABOUT THE TRAVEL AGENCY AND WHAT IT
WANTS FROM YOU?
Guide (27): Yes I have to satisfy the travel agency and the tourist as well, but
finally it is very important during my interpretation to be satisfied in myself and
about the correct information that I am giving. I have to give the best image about
the country and religion and everything.
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Guide (24): I think that the most important thing is to satisfy the travel agency and
the tourist so as to sustain your work.
Guide (23): Respect yourself your country and to …Yes, the diplomacy is
essential, firstly to satisfy the tourist and secondly the travel agency.
Guide (27): You present things not from your point of view but from a neutral
view…
Guide (28): I think that the tour guide is an ambassador and his message is like
prophet’s message when you talk about your country, the history and Islam
because in the west they in general have negative and black image about the Arab
and Muslims.
Therefore we try to give the best image about our traditions and culture at least he
comes with an image then he changes this image with another one.
Guide (27): Yes that’s right.
Guide (29): And that’s the message or the task of the tour guide.
Guide (24): OK, I know that the tour guide has an important role, but as a job, it is
a very difficult job… who from you thinks to continue in working as a tour guide.
Guide (29): Who can bear?
Guide (24): Nobody.
Guide (23): Every season I say this season is the last one.
Guide (24): We have to find another job.
Guide (26): I think maximum 10 years if any body works because he can’t find
another job. It is not an aim.
Guide (28): All the jobs have been improved but not ours. Yes after 10 years
there will be saturation.
Guide (26): But as a performance of the Jordanians tour guides from the tourist’s
point of view, the Jordanian tour guides have a high performance and they are
well educated and the majority of groups regardless of their nationalities
appreciate the Jordanian guides, and appreciate the level of their knowledge
especially those who visit Jordan more than one time, especially the morals.
Guide (23): Every group I worked with and all my colleagues all the tourists
return back to their countries and they are happy about Jordan. I lived abroad for
67 years and I was in contact with tourism for example when somebody comes
from H. travel agency… I went … for example the reputation of Egypt, Syria,
Israel which are all our border countries, our reputation as guides are no. 1. The
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Jordan Syrian tourism, the same group who make Syria, Jordan find that tourism
in Jordan is more professional than Syria in general. The performance of the tour
guide and the people are very kind, serious but kind.
Guide (29): Yes, and a clean country, beautiful sites.
Guide (25): Touristically, it [Jordan] is unqualified like the western countries but
it is in its way in development.
Guide (29): Sometimes, we have tourists coming from Israel they feel happy in
Jordan more than in Israel.
Guide (25): Or from Egypt.
Guide (29): Yes, dealing with people there is different from here, from the safety
side, airports, entry points…etc.
Guide (24): Yes, in Jordan he is welcomed more.
Guide (23): He [the tourist] is more comfortable psychologically he says that the
most country in the Middle East I have felt comfortable and safe in Jordan.
Guide (26): We didn’t reach the mass tourism degree yet compared to other
countries like North Africa (Tunisia, Egypt).Till now there is no real mass tourism
in Jordan that bothered the people.
Guide (23): No, we didn’t reach this point yet.
Guide (26): Maybe in some moments and some places OK but in general in
Jordan we didn’t reach this stage.
Guide (28): But in Petra because it is the largest tourist attraction.
Guide (26): But it is much better than North Africa. Yes, much better. For
example, if the tourist doesn’t pay they insult him.

Researcher: NOW WE GO BACK TO A PREVIOUS QUESTION ABOUT THE
NORTH, WHAT ARE THE STRONGPOINTS IN THE NORTH?
Guide (23): I am working on this [the North], I am trying to make business in the
itinerary to change it from the South, because I can make a full ecotourism
program from the North to the South…. you and the tourist have to walk from Um
Qais and reach Aqaba…why not?
Guide (29): This is something imaginary man.
Guide (23): No, no it will make money and you will see.
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Guide (23): The problem of the North is not only the bad services, but also that in
the North there are many Decapolis cities but they are ignored except for Jerash it
is the well preserved and when the tourist see it, it is enough for him to see one
example of he Decapolis So Jerash takes the big share in the North
Guide (26): This is because of the lack in time and it is near to Amman it is not
necessary to stay on it.
Guide (24): Irbid is near Amman.
Guide (29): But the tourists can stay in Irbid?
Guide (24): There is no chance to make two days in the North just three hours.
Guide (29): No, you can.
Guide (23): I can make a visit to Jerash, three hours, Um Qauis three hours …
three hours, No, even it is not sufficient. It takes even 4 hours therefore the North
takes 3 days. But you are not the person who organises the program, the itinerary
is organised for you and that is it…
Guide (24): My brother, you are talking about the North I want to ask you about
Madaba, to visit Madaba you need 3 days , how long do we stay in Madaba?
Guide (23): two hours.
Guide (24): Less than two hours.
Researcher: WHAT DO YOU THINK THE ROLE OF THE TOUR OPERATOR
IN THIS PONIT?
Guide (23): The tour operators dominate… they put Amman, Madaba, Nebo,
Karak, Mujib take lunch in a place specified by the tour operator. Then you
continue to make the South.
Guide (26): You always talk about Jerash and Um Qais in the North. There is also
Um Al Jemal and sometimes I can make the Desert Castles within the North.
Sometimes the programs of B. [French company] make a visit after Irbid to the
Desert Castles but the problem is there is no infrastructure.
Researcher: WHAT ABOUT THE SERVICES IN THE NORTH?
Guide (29): There still a problem if the tour operators are changed the problem
will finish. Jerash has 2 hotels, one classified and one is popular. Irbid? I don’t
think there is a classified hotel, and Um Qais, but there are no reservations, no
tourists. I would like to comment on Guide (25)’s point that it is right that the
European tourists has forests but What exist in Jordan are very different even
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there is diversity in the topography, as you are within a short distance (5 hours)
from Irbid to the University of Technology then Jerash, Amman then to the South
we find a wonderful diversity. Even in the North of Irbid, Ajloun and Um Qais is
a very different and beautiful typography.
Guide (23): All of our programs are typical, some tourists ask me about Pella why
we didn’t go to Pella? What would you answer him???
I tell them the programme is only 4 days and there is no time for all sites. Who
sold the programs, the tour operators those who are fighting in Amman they don’t
care about Irbid Madaba, or Nebo, the only promote the main sites
Guide (29): That’s means “the less lucky” is the best way to describe Irbid.
Guide (26): Yes, Irbid is unlucky.
Guide (25): yes although the best site in Jordan is in the North, it is Um Qais. It is
the best from touristic and historical aspect the best site is in the North, Um Qais
Researcher: UM QAIS?
Guide (25): Yes, but there is no one hotel in Um Qais.
Researcher: WHAT DO THE TOURISTS LIKE IN UM QAIS?
Guide (25): They like it, they are happy because they can see Golan Heights.
Guide (24): But this is when the view is clear but if he [the tourist] slept a night in
Um Qais…
Guide (28): At the morning it is very clear.
Guide (26): There is a location in Um Qais that contains an archaeological site for
the classical Greco Roman period and there is another period which is an Outman
city considered as a heritage from the 18th century, in addition to the other natural
resources and the panoramic view of Um Qais as you can see the Golan and
Tiberia Lake, Syria, the Yarmouk River, and Al tour mountain through Um Qais
you can recognise the political history.
Guide (29): And don’t forget the Arabs, from the Arab Courtiers. Irbid [the North]
is the best place for them better than Amman less crowded …it is for family
tourism
Guide (24): But is there any place to be visited?
Guide (26): The University Street. There is a type of tourism that the tourists go
alone to the town, this it does not exist, and Irbid is the best place to be visited by
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tourists there is a complete market. But if you drop the tourists in Irbid you u will
find it strange.
Guide (29): Yes, because the local community don’t know this. In Egypt, people
are very hospitable …Yes, because Irbid they don’t get used to tourists…
Guide (26): Me as a family if I want to go to Petra I will not go to a pure touristic
hotels, I will search for something for a family, something cheaper…if you enter a
restaurant and he][ the waiter] tells you that the cup of tea coasts 5JD , you will
tell him Oh! Do you see me as a tourist?
Guide (29): Yes, we are serious, but in Petra any tourist walk, the locals chat with
them, hello …etc, they get used to tourists. The locals of Irbid they are not yet
used to this.
Guide (23): Sorry, we were talking about the North and its problems. The North
suffers?...My brother has a shop for ladies’ clothes in AlHussein Street four
[foreign] ladies entered the shop, I talked with one of them, she was surprised oh!
You speak English! She told me “I stayed two days to buy a blouse and I can’t or
nobody wants to talk with me…”
I have a friend who opened a hotel in Um Qais, he receives individuals, he told
me that he has over load and he is booked up for months in advance and by
employees of international organizations people who comes to search about Um
Qais like the Japanese and Germans.
Guide (26): This is another thing; we have something called public involvement,
to involve people in the tourism process. In Petra the people are not civilized as in
Irbid. But if we have 30 groups per day coming to Irbid the locals will get used to
the tourism scene.
Guide (29): Another thing in Irbid there are museums. As objects displayed they
are not like in ALCastle Mountain but as a presentation it is good. Also there is
AlSarayah Museum; the building is a heritage place; it represents a specific
period which is ignored in the tourism process, it is the Othman period …Tourism
is now, one of the biggest sectors which generate hard currencies for Jordan and it
is the generator of the Jordanian economy. It is increasing the contribution of
tourism according the years till 2000 when it was increased to reach 13%, but in
the Iraqi war it decreased to 6 per cent.
Guide (25): From another side there is a difference between the Islamic, Arabic
and the Jordanian culture, I am as a Jordanian citizen afraid to make a contact
with tourists because of the cultural impact …if a tourist comes to me today and
tomorrow another tourist comes it will makes a change in my morals and my
family, it is not negative but maybe we will lose some values and criteria for me
and for the Jordanian community. And when will this happen? When we have
what we called mass tourism. Like Spain and Egypt.
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Guide (29): One of its [tourism] results is the cultural impact in Wadi Mousa.
There the local community and especially those who are working in tourism have
changed their values and traditions. They become westerners, sorry for example
Elebdule [local inhabitant of Petra], he talks about a girl friend as he is living in
Europe; this becomes part of his life. I personally refer to the son of the Elebdule
as a son of Europe. Why? Because he is a product of mass tourism.
Guide (24): The people in Wadi Mousa work in tourism do they approve that a
woman or his wife, his sister or daughter can work in tourism?
Guide (26): No.
Guide (24): Have you ever seen a woman who works in tourism. No.
Guide (28): Yes, but there is a girl from Elebdule she works as a guide she went to
France. Also Herron who is in the Dair he married a European, a Spanish woman,
and the other married a New Zealand woman and they have kids now his son is in
Australia and his daughter is in Spain,
A: OK WE GO TO A DIFFERENT QUESTION. IN THE LAST YEARS, IN
WHAT YEAR DID YOU SAVE MORE MONEY?
Guide (23): 19982000 is the golden age of the Jordanian tourism.
Guide (29): Yes I agree with you.
Guide (26): The boom starts at 1995.
Guide (25): After the peace process directly.
Guide (28): Before the Intifada in 2000.
Guide (23): For me 1995, 1996, and 1997. After the peace, all we work very good
we worked very well. I have worked one year as a trainee without a licence…
Guide (26): I would like to talk about the tourists, I don’t know if you like it or
not, the worst tourists are the French.
Researcher: from which side, in money matters, giving tips? In their morals?
Guide (26): In all things he is miser, impolite, demanding, and a suspicious
person.
G: And the best tourists are the Canadians, and the Americans. Financially, the
Americans are good.
Researcher: AS A TOUR GUIDE WHAT DO YOU THINK YOUR PRIMARY
ROLE OR TASK IS?
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Guide (27): First, he has to present the country; this doesn’t mean that we don’t
want financial benefits; we all look for money but as a priority it is to present the
country, its culture, traditions and correct the inaccurate image that western
societies hold
Researcher: As TOUR GUIDES WHAT ARE THE GENERAL
CHARACTERISTICS THAT SHOULD EXIST IN A TOUR GUIDE?
Guide (24): For me the morals of the job. The morals are the first.
Researcher: WHAT ABOUT OTHER THINGS?
Guide (26): The language is important but the morals as well
Guide (29): the Information, the way of interaction first then the language.
Guide (27): For me the way of communication… the information and the
language.
Guide (28): When we give information we give more than the tourists expect or
even deserve.
Guide (28): But in order, first, morals in dealing with old people… female tourist
how you look at her... the language secondly and finally what the tourists think
about the information.
Guide (24): No, the information is very important.
Researcher: YOU ARE WORKING WITH FRENCH TOURISTS?
Guide (26): Yes, the French people are interested in information. Another thing is
that the tourist especially the Europeans watches even the movements of the
guide, his clothes, and his performance. One day you came unshaved, your eyes
are red, the way you eat. One day I worked with tourists who have visited Syria.
They describe for me in details how the Syrian guide was eating. They told me
that he was standing up …
Guide (29): Yes, more than one time a tour leader told me that he didn’t like the
Syrian guide or the Egyptian.
Guide (27): Yes, maybe they were sometimes more acknowledged and give
information but they like and appreciate the Jordanian guide because he is serious
and gentle.
Guide (29): We go back to the French tourist…what he is interested is
archaeological information, and historical. Socially, most things they are
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interested in are woman issues, the Arabic, Jordanian and Muslim woman and the
religion.
Guide (28): Yes, I agree with you and this doesn’t go on French tourists but in all
in general, they like to know about the social life.
Guide (29): Sometimes maybe the group finished and he [French tourist] stills
want information about Jordan and its culture
Guide (23): And this is because www.see.jordan is nothing  it is just for pictures.
If I want to promote something if people use newspaper I will promote in news
paper in TV I should promote in the TV, but the first media in the world is the
internet. When I was in Holland I saw a bus all painted in pink and written on it
about Egypt. I didn’t see anything about Jordan just for Egypt. There is a lack of
promotion activities.
Guide (26): In France the best thing in promotion is from person to another.
Guide (29): In Holland as well.
Guide (26): A lot of French know that from their friends.
Guide (29): And this WOM promotion is related to who guys?
Guide (27): To the guide.
Guide (24): For the Jordanian community in firstly and to the guide secondly.
Guide (23): Commercialize Jordan by the WOM is a traditional way that
sometimes works and sometimes not. In Holland, yes Jordan is good but when we
go to Vietnam…When I go to a company like H. you know how much the size of
promotion of Jordan is; it is just like the size of the tissues box. While the corner
where is information about Israeli is more than this house; and the corner that
explains about Jordan which is sponsored by the RJ and the JTB is very tiny.
Researcher: THANK YOU ALL, WOULD YOU LIKE TO ADD ANYTHING?
Guide (25): No, best of luck.
Guide (29): Thank you.
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Appendix G: Facts about Yarmouk University

Yarmouk University was founded in 1976. It is a governmental institution.
Student enrolment is approximately 30,000 students, (Jordanians and non
Jordanians).Half of the students are female. The majority of them are enrolled in
undergraduate programs. The university comprised 12 faculties that contains 55
majors in Bachelor programs, 63 in Master programs, and 18 in the PhD level.
The language of instruction is English. The university follows the American
model rather than European universities. The university has a number of bilateral
relationships with Arab, European, North American, and Asian universities.
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Appendix H: Examples of the itineraries promoted in Jordan
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Appendix I: Pictures for the Main Tourism Attractions in Jordan

Petra
Source: www.ngjunior.com
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Jerash
Source: www.mota.gov.jo

Salt Crystals in the Dead Sea
Source: www. trendsupdates.com
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Wadi Rum
Source: www.mota.gov.jo

Baptism Site
Source: www.tripadvisor.com
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Appendix J: Tour Guiding in Jordan
Tourism in Jordan has shown continuous growth in both demand and supply
sides. Consequently, tourists’ services have improved and developed including the
service of tour guiding. Table 3.2 below illustrates the increase in tour guides’
number as a result of tourism development in the kingdom.
Tour Guides’ Numbers (1998 – 2007)
Year No. of Tour Guides
1998
628
1999
700
2000
685
2001
680
2002
570
2003
547
2004
656
2005
672
2006
646
2007
735
Source: Department of statistics, MOTA

The table above indicates that tour guide numbers have increased from the year
1998 to the year 2001. A drop in their number is noticed in the years 2002, and
2003, as some guides did not renew their licenses because of the low season
caused by the political tension in the region because of the Iraqi war, which
affects the tourism season in Jordan and the whole region of the Middle East. In
fact, a fluctuating work opportunity is one of the major problems facing tour
guides in Jordan.

A rise in numbers began in 2004 and the present number of

tour guides is about 735 registered guides in 2007.

A tour guide (Daleel) is defined by Jordan tour guides’ system No. (34) For the
year 1998, as ‘a person who guides tourists, joining them to different tourist and
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archeological sites in the kingdom, and providing them with information about
these places’. (MOTA/ Legislations, 1998).

It is required from any person wants to become a tour guide in Jordan to fulfill the
following requirements (Tour Guide System, No. 34/1998):
1. Applicant must be a Jordanian national and at lest 20 years old.
2. Applicant must not have been convicted of any felon or crime.
3. Applicant must be a university graduate or a holder of a degree from an
intermediate college in related subject.
4. Applicant must have the English proficiency test and must have satisfactory
general information about tourism related issues.
5. Applicant must have passed the Ministry of Tourism’s required tests at the end
of the training courses organized by the said ministry.
6. Applicant must be a full time tour guide and must not practice any other
profession, including trading or acting as middle – man in any business
interaction.

After satisfying the licensing requirements, tour guides attend a training course
and pass the specified exam. Depending on their grades, guides are classified into
two types either site (local) guides who allowed to work only in a certain tourism
regions or areas, or general guides who are eligible to guide through all the
kingdom’s sites and attractions.

Regarding languages, tourist guides mainly focus on four languages: English,
French, German, Italian and Spanish. Other languages are also provided but in
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few numbers, these include (Russian, Japanese, and Dutch). Changes in visitors
by language is monitored by both the ministry and the tour guides association.
Travel agencies also have a role in studying market needs depending on their
reservations. In case there is a need for a particular language the ministry tries to
make exceptional courses (six months) to fill the needs for this certain language.
Sometimes they give provisional licenses to persons who can speak the language
in order to work as translators for the tourist. However, they provisional licensed
translators should be accompanied with a local guide in order to explain about
sites and the places visited.

Tour guides are licensed from two bodies: the Ministry of Tourism and
Antiquities, and the Jordanian Tourist Guides Association, hence any licensed
guide is automatically a member of the association of Jordanian guides.

Jordanian Tourist Guides Association, (JTGA) is a non profit organization and a
mandatory association, established under the Tour Guides Regulations No. (65),
of the year (1998) in accordance with article (14) of Tourism Law no, 920) of the
year 1998. Services provided by the JTGA include: membership registration and
licensing in cooperation with MOTA, training, online membership database.
Other services are provided for interested guides, but with additional fees for them
such as life insurance and health insurance.

One might ask if the JTGA’s services are well activated and whether the members
of tour guides are satisfied with them or not. A study supported by AMIR
program (Achievement of Market – Friendly Initiatives & Results Program) in
2003 , revealed that more than 74% of the members of the JTGA ask for
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additional services such as comprehensive health insurance program, retirement/
social security fund, and specialized / advanced training courses. The management
of the association was judged as being good or below good, which indicates the
need for improving the managerial performance of the association. (JTGA,
Business Plan, 20042006. www.dajaniconsulting.com. Site accessed, 3052007).

The Association has stated standards and ethics regarding tour guides. It proposes
that a tour guide: 13

1. Should provide a skilled, knowledgeable presentation, inform, interpret and
highlight the surroundings and maintain objectivity and enthusiasm in a courteous
and polite manner.
2. Should ensure that all information presented is factual and make a clear
distinction between what is true and what are stories, legends and opinions.
3. Will keep current on changes throughout the area s/he works including, but not
limited to seasonal events, new exhibits, facilities and traffic laws, and is expected
to follow the rules and regulations at all sites where tours will betaken and act
accordingly.
4. Should be prepared for each tour when the itinerary is furnished in advance,
report on time and is responsible for facilitating the smooth, efficient, safe and
timely movements of the tour.

13

www.tourguides.com.jo, site accessed in 16 January, 2008.
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5. Should be sensitive to the interests and values of the group and does not share
his/her personal views on controversial subjects, such as religion, politics or life
styles.
6. Have to know and follow the policies of the company that contracts him/ her
and will not solicit a job from that company’s clients without the consent of the
company.
7. Have to maintain loyalty to the company that contracted his/ her services and
protect the confidentially of proprietary information, also he/she will strive to
establish a friendly and helpful rapport with the client. The guide will use
discretion in the conduct of personal business while on tour.
8. A tour guide will dress appropriately for the type of tour being conducted.
9. Extends a professional respect and spirit of cooperation to fellow guides, and
will strive to establish a good working relationship with all service providers on
the tour route.
10. Accepts each tour as a serious commitment and cancels only when absolutely
necessary, providing as much advance notice as possible.

Educating and training tour guides are the responsibility of the Ministry of
Tourism and Antiquities of Jordan. In 1988, three courses were organized by the
Ministry with the assist of Yarmouk University and between the years 19901997
more than thirty courses were held in the University of Jordan.

After 1997, tour guides’ training turned into Ammon College, (currently Jordan
Applied University). The course held in Ammon College consists of about 500
hours taken through one academic year (ten months), with an average of about six
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hours daily. A month of practical training in the sites and other industry’s related
activities is also included in the course; which comprises information about a
variety of topics including: the tourism industry, the psychology of individual and
community, techniques and practices of tour guiding, environment and the
impacts of tourism, Jordan archeology, the history of Jordan, the geography of
tourist sites, religious tourism in Jordan, the architecture styles in Jordan, local
traditions of Jordan. Jordan Applied University offers a Bachelor degree in
tourism and tour guide services; the program consists of 132 accreted hours,
offered over 12 semesters (48 months). Examples of modules’ titles presented
through the programs are: Tourism and hospitality laws in Jordan, Tourism in
Jordan, Tour operations, Archaeology and History of Jordan, Tourism security
and safety, Tour guiding principles, and International language skills. The
Hashemite University, and more recently Yarmouk University have also began to
offer programs that allow tour guides to graduate after studying four years in the
university with a bachelor degree in touristic guiding.
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Appendix K: Grounded Theory in Action

The grounded theory approach started in this research from the first interview
conducted. In the pilot study after the focus group, which was the first step in
collecting the data, a full transcription was made and the elicited text (see
Appendix F ) was analysed line by line in order to identify every possible
codes(open coding). For instance, the following passage for Guide (23):

...The problem of the North is not only the bad services, but also
that in the North there are many Decapolis cities but they are
ignored except for Jerash it is the well preserved and when the
tourist see it, it is enough for him to see one example of the
Decapolis So Jerash takes the big share in the North...

resulted in identifying concepts related to the tourism in Jordan and the unbalance
distribution of tourism volume through Jordan, the notion that was developed was
about the `difference on tourism volume in the three parts of Jordan`. The
previous quote was compared with the responses of other informants. For
example, Guide (20) said:

... the longest stay is in Petra, then Wadi rum and Jerash, the
visit to Wadi rum, takes four hours, this means less than
Jerash…
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A comparison with the following response for a tour operator was also made:

...because people want to see Petra, tour operators focus on the
southern regions… and sometimes it depends on the tourist’s
length of stay, so if it is only two or three days I can’t do Jerash
and leave out Petra as he [the tourist] comes to see Petra, so he
has the opportunity to see Madabba, Mount Nebo, Karak, Wadi
Rum on his way. But if he has eight days he will visit most of
the sites in Jordan. The south is much luckier because Petra is in
it… The north does not benefit because there are no services, no
places to stay, it lacks a lot of tourism services, no hotels. If
there were hotels in Irbid and at reasonable prices the north
could be marketed…ore comparison were made with other
sources such as the literature on tourism in Jordan...

The constant comparison method is the heart of the GT approach. Different
comparisons were made to compare each incident in the data with other incidents.
This mechanism was practiced through the analysis. After different and various
comparisons a variety of dimensions and properties were revealed, thereafter, the
researcher started to make links between concepts to raise the analysis to a higher
level (axial coding). The different concepts explaining the difference in tourism
volume were grouped under the category:` unbalance distribution of tourism
volume`.

The data collection continued and was guided by the revealed concepts, for
example some ideas on the social status of the tour guide were identified. The
researcher then turned to collect data on this new theme. This technique is called
the theoretical sampling.
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Guide (26) said:

... until now the people think in a suspicious way about the job
of the tour guide. From the social aspects there is a question
mark against him…laughing

More interviews were conducted to refine the concept of social status. Guide (19)
said on his career status:

…at the beginning we [tour guides] were happy with our jobs
because our status was good and we made money, but when we
compared ourselves with public employees who graduated with
us 15 years ago, we found that those who got public sector jobs
have now a special status in the community. We have zero
status… The attitude of the community toward the tour guide is
not good … All jobs have a progress career structure, except
tour guiding …it has a declining career structure, you start from
the top when you are young and active, then start to decline; this
is my view of tour guiding…

Another pillar was concluded from the data was on the roles of the tour guides in
the tourism destination. For instance Guide (19) said on the role of the tour guide
as a promotional agent:

… the Jordan Tour Guide Association (JTGA) should have a
role in the decisions, because the tour guide is the only person
who knows about tourism. They have to come and ask guides
what services are lacking her e or there, the guide is weekly on
the sites, but there is no cooperation at all. On the contrary we
feel that there is some hostility between the Ministry and the
tourism agencies and the JTGA, since we started working as
tour guides we have felt this hostility… They know, or suspect,
that the tour guide makes more money than the higher
employees in the Ministry… maybe this is a reason…
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All the themes revealed in this study that were centered on the three pillars:
destination performance, roles of tour guides, and tour guiding career, were
refined using the microscopic analysis (open and axial codlings). The analysis
then took the form of the selective coding where at this time higher level of
labeling was used. For example all the themes on the performance of Jordan were
grouped under one major category that is ` Destinationbased knowledge of the
tour guides` other grouped themes were classified under the second major
category that is ` Role based knowledge’ and the final major category was on the
` careerbased knowledge`, that covered the perceptions of the tour guides on their
career and its impacts on their social commitments.

The final stage on the coding was to group all of the major categories under one
umbrella that can fit all the findings under it. The choice was to use the label
`Occupationalknowledge of the tour guides` as a core category. This final
concept illustrated the findings of this research project that are on the knowledge
the tour guides gained from their experience in living as tour guides.
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